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A none-too-subtle
prophecy about
the future of
loudspeakers.

ti
U.S. Retail
$995 -$2.195 per pair

n
Never before have speakers this affordable played true

to the standards established by their more costly
brethren, producing asound that is, well, arevelation.
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Introducing the Revelation Series music and

home theatre loudspeakers from Hales Design Group.
Four models, including adedicated center channel,
faithfully travel that narrow road of performance, quality
and value—all Hales trademarks—all in e
qual measure.
While you will have to visit your authorized Hales dealer,
you won't have to step through the pearly gates to hear
sound this good. And with their down-to-earth price,
the Revelation Series is hound to make even the most
intractable unbeliever change their tune.
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don't know how many of you buy
disposable diapers, but while
Harry (now 6) and Emily (now 5)
were still toddlers, diapers played a
large role in my life. Ican still remember my panic when Ifirst saw
the miles of drugstore shelves devoted to Pampers and Huggies —not
just large, medium, and small, but such a
variety that it could almost have been
possible that each child had adiaper tailored for him or her. I'm sure that even
the weirdly shaped backside of Tommy
Pickles could have been securely
wrapped.
According to a recent article in The
Economist,' the explosion in diaper variety
(and in toothpaste and cough and cold
remedies) was based on the idea that if
you increase consumer choice, you will
increase the size of the overall market.
You may sell less of each variety, but overall sales will be greater.
As you can see from Stereophile's
"Recommended Components," Iam abig
believer in choice. But from my experience of overwhelming choice when faced
with more diaper varieties than Iever
knew existed, Iwould have thought that
consumers would panic and resist buying
anything.
Apparently, this was how it played out
in the drugstores. According to The
Economist, more choice in diapers resulted
in fewer overall sales. Consumers apparently prefer to be offered choices in a
single dimension: disposable diaper vs
cloth, one brand vs another brand, but not
multiple varieties within each brand. The
greater the number of options, the more
confused the consumer, and the greater
their tendency to walk away without buying anything. As Joni Mitchell said on
"Barangrill" (For the Roses, 1972): "The
crazy you get from too much choice."
Sounds like common sense, right? Tell
that to Procter & Gamble. My musings on
the rugrat wrapper market were triggered
by the news that the DVD Forum's
Working Group 4(WG-4) is due to deliver the "0.9" version of its official DVDAudio specification this month, with "1.0"
to follow shortly. And judging from the
preliminary information I managed to
scrounge at press time, unlike all previous
launches of new media — the LP in 1948,
the cassette in 1963, the CD in 1982 —
1"Market Makers," The Lionomist, March 14, 1998, p.67.
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DVD-Audio will be complicated.
In its zeal to make DVD-Audio
future-proof, WG-4 is talking about four
different kinds of disc, each of which will
be playable on one or two of three different kinds of players. And that doesn't
include Sony's and Philips' "Super Audio
CD" proposal (see Peter von Willenswaard's report on SACD in this
issue's "Industry Update" for details), or
the Classic Records-led "DAD" format,
which uses the provision of the DVDVideo specification for two-channel 24bit/96kHz audio data. (DADs will play
on DVD-Video players that have appropriate D/A sections.)
The WG-4 proposal is that there be
two kinds of DVD-Audio disc, one with
additional video content (an AV-Disc) and
one without (though the pure audio ADisc can have optional still pictures and
text information); and two kinds of DVDVideo disc: the pure-video V-Disc and
what's termed aVAN-Disc. (VAN stands
for Video+Audio Navigation, which will
enable apure DVD-Audio player to play
the video disc's audio content if permitted
by the copyright owner.) The three different players are, as you might expect, apure
video player that will play only DVDVideo discs, apure audio player that will
play DVD-Audio discs and the audio content of VAN-Discs, and auniversal player
that will play all DVDs. To add to the confusion, while all DVD players are expected to be able to play CDs, the existing universe of CD players will not play WG-4
DVD-Audio discs, but will be able to play
the Sony/Philips SACDs.
The DVD Forum estimates that the
potential exists for 1.5 million DVDAudio players to be sold in the US in
1999, as well as 10 million DVD-Video
players, half of which will be able to play
DVD-Audio discs. This bodes well for
high-end audio.
But the DVD-Audio specification is also
complex. It appears to cover all possible
bases with respect to audio content: scalable
linear-PCM, multichannel content with
48kHz/96kHz and A t4! Hz 8E.2kliz
sample-rate options, 16/20/24-bit quantization, and up to six channels of audio data.
(The sample rate and quantization can be
independently set for each channel.)
Producers can provide on-the-fly mixdown
instructions so that those with stereo systems or low-cost two-channel DV1)-Audio
players can still access the multichannel
data. Optional data-reduced tracks —

See

It

Atkinson

Dolby Digital, MPEG-1 and 2, DTS, and
SDDS are all mentioned —cm be included. And, at the WG-4 presentation at last
September's Audio Engineering Society
Convention, it was confirmed that the specification will be sufficiently flexible to allow
for Sony's DSD coding, for lossless compression of high-bit-rate data, and for the
192kHz sample rate proposed by Samsung
and dCS.
Both 120mm (4.5") and 80mm (3")
DVD-Audio discs can be made. Other
than disc size, the only restraint on the
disc's contents is that the maximum bit rate
for data retrieval not exceed 9216Mb/s.
This is higher than the DVD-Video's
6.4Mb/s, but is still not high enough to
allow for 5.1 channels of 24/96 data.
However, the maximum data rate does
allow three channels of 24/96 data and
three channels of 16/48 data to be played
back simultaneously, with a maximum
playing time for a1201nrn single-layer disc
of 64 minutes (117 minutes for aduallayer disc).
Many commentators welcome this
flexibility; indeed, Ifind it intellectually
appealing. And the complexity of the
audio possibilities will be hidden from
consumers by the players being smart
enough to reconfigure themselves according to the A-Disc's data format. (Still,
Isuspect that many A-Disc player owners
will leave their players set for automatic
stereo mixdown.)
According to areport from the music
industry's NARM conference in the
March 23 issue of industry bible Audio
Week, enough DVD-Video titles (1000)
have been mastered and enough DVDVideo players sold for the format to have
reached critical mass. But this involves one
type of disc and one type of player. If the
WG-4 specification for DVD-Audio is
adopted, how successful will the industry
be at informing consumers that the IND
they have just bought might not play on
their player? If that problem is not
addrL,se,1, Itear that customers will çit on
their hands—or chooç ,- Sony/Philips
proposal, which both reduces consumer
choice to the single dimension that proved
optimal in the diaper market, and offers
backward compatibility with the existing
population of CD players. And that is only
if the people who need high-quality audio
are not all like reader Lee Holcomb, who
writes in this issue's "Letters" that he really does not want to buy his recorded music
collection all over again.
3
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TRIODE ...CARY S-YLE
If you're like most of us, recreating the emotions of alive musical
experience in our homes is more adream than areality.
The single-ended series of triode amplifiers from Cary Audio
genuinely brings that dream closer to reality.

•

The Cary Single-Ended line was inspired by
the famous 300B triode vacuum tube of the 30's.
The 300B tube is considered by tube afficionados, on aworld-wide basis, to be the finest
audio tube ever designed.
The Cary Single-Ended Class ATriode
Amplifiers have the high-end audio community
in astate of complete reappraisal of what hi-fi
truly is. We took classical circuits of the golden
years of audio and combined these designs and
techniques with the components and advances
of the 90's.

ACary Single-Ended Amplifier should be
considered as an extension of atrue musical
instrument — not some "auditory hi-fi spectacular, unemotional and ear-bleeding apparatus"!
ACary Class ATriode is an amplifier you
"feel". An amplifier that delivers "goosebumps" and "raised hair" as you transcend into
the dream of live music in yoitr home.
Please audition and look at one of the Cary
Single-Ended Class ATriode Series Amplifiers
at your favorite high-end authorized Cary
Audio Dealer.

•
game
111-A WOODWINDS INDUSTRIAL COURT

adloeZesign
• CARY : NC 27511

40000)

• 919.481.4494

• FAX 919.460.3828
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ARevelation In
High-End Sound!
"I was floored by the Paradigm Active/20
...this is hands down the best sounding
two-way 6-incher I've heard at any
price...highly recommended!"
_

Audio ,tIaga.wie

imt

_

"this particular system is...ten leaps
forward in terms of performance...!.
destined to become alegend."
— T9111

Nousaine, Video Magazine

P

aradigm Reference fully powered speakers are
highly advanced Integrated Active Systems

designed to deliver breathtaking high-end sound!

We invite you to visit your nearest Authorized
Paradigm Reference Dealer and experience these
stunning Reference Mill' speaker systems for .yourself!

At the heart of these incredible speakers are highly
sophisticated electronic crossover/amplifiers. These
are matched to high precision drive units in aclosed

UVD

system that utilizes both active frequency and phase
optimization. The result is unprecedented spectral
and phase coherent accuracy.
PARADIGM' REFERENCE

Acave
THE Mt VIVA rr UV POOH END PERFORMANCE FOR MUSIC AND HOME TREATER'.
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Letters
Gene Rubin heard from
Editor:
At least once every couple of months
Ireceive aphone call such as this: "Hi
Gene, this is Marty Musicears, Ithink
Iwant to [pause... deg, breath] sell my
stereo. You see, we have atwo-year-old
child and Isort of don't have time to listen to my music... er, uh, actually, Ido
have time to listen, but Ilocked my
stereo away in the closet — Iwas worried about my kid getting to it. Iguess
my life will never again be the same.
How much do you think you could sell
my stuff for?"
Friends, Ihave some personal experience with this, along with some
good advice. You may have already noticed that anything off-limits to your
child is exactly the item that he or
she is frantic to disassemble. Istarted
by putting a doorway gate between
my music room and the rest of the
house, only to find my 18-month-old
son, Michael, with grappling hook and
rope, scaling his way over the top and
headed for my $8000 record player!
He persisted in this partly because,
like all children, he loved music and
wanted to hear some, but mostly because the room was off-limits. Something had to be done.
I reminisced about how Michael
would pull the safety plugs out of the
wall faster than Icould put them in,
would fight to get hold of the kitchen
knives, or would put his finger in the
end of the kitchen faucet, spraying himself and the entire kitchen in one act. I
had discovered back then that he just
wanted to do what the grownups do. I
handled those situations by teaching
him how to insert AC plugs without
touching the metal parts, to hold aknife
only by its handle, and to wash dishes
while keeping the water in the sink.
Why not teach him the right way to
play music on the stereo?
With alittle instruction, and at less
than two years old, Michael had no
problem in choosing his favorite CDs
and playing them on my Naim CDS.
Allowing achild use of the CD player
should satisfy him for awhile. As amatter of fact, Michael learned his numbers from the CD player's display.
Stereophile, May 1998

When he was three years old, I
taught Michael how to handle LP
records without touching the grooves,
and to use the cueing lever in order to
put the needle on the record. So far,
Michael has been playing his purple
Rega Planar 3daily without scratching
arecord or breaking astylus. Michael
understands what it is all about, and
says that records sound better than CDs.
He says that aRega is okay for athreeyear-old, but when he is four he will be
ready for aPink Triangle Tarantella.
Teach your children to use and respect the stereo. They will surprise you.
Remember, they love music as much as
you do.
Gene Rubin
Gene Rubin Audio, Ventura, CA
Generation Xheard from
Editor:
While Iam only 18, Ihave been hooked
on Stereophile for over ayear now. Iplan
to be an avid reader the rest of my life!
Ithink your magazine deserves recognition for being superior all around in
terms of information and service to its
readers. Ilove the web site too!
Ihope to continue learning from
Stereophile about the wonders of music
and music reproduction in the years to
come.
Stephen Horn brook
41114612@gladstone.uortgon.edu
Generation Z heard from
Editor:
Ihave read and subscribed to Stereophile
since 1972. Iwant to thank John Atkinson and J. Gordon Holt for all the

Letters to the Editor should be
sent to The Editor, Stereophile, P.O.
Box 5529, Santa Fe, NM 875025529. Fax: (505) 983-6327. E-mail:
John Atkinson, jatkinson@stereophile.com or Letters@stereophile.
corn .Unless marked otherwise, all
letters are assumed to be for possible publication. If you have problems with your subscription, address
your e-mail to Customerservice@
stereophile.com.

enjoyment your magazine has brought
to my life.
Denny Thompson
Carefree, AZ
cardive-cowboy@emaiLmsn.wm
SOTA heard from
Editor:
In case anybody is interested, it seems
that SOTA may still be alive ... or at
least SOTA Service is. Their number is
(708) 246-9815. If they aren't, some guy
at their address has my Comet turntable
and $60.
Shawn R
e
712012435@compusentecom

Accorditig to Jack Shafton, CEO of SOTA
Industries from 1990 to '95 and now with
speaker mane'.cturer Paradigm, Mr. Fvgg is
tight. There's also atoll-freet number: (800)
772-SOTA. Thy are doing service, upgrades,
and parts sales to support thefull SOTA turntable line The people behind it are the people
who subcontractedfor many tfthe SOTA subassemblies, and thq are employing SOTA's
former head assembly tech to do the work. —JA
CDs To Die For?
Editor:
After reading the "Records 2Die 4" list
in the February Stereophile, Iwent out
looking for Bill Lloyd's Set to Pop, recommended by Robert Baird (p.82),
only to find out that it was out of print.
Since Set to Pop is on the local (for me)
East Side Digital label, Icalled them to
see if they were going to reissue it. I
never ended up asking that question
because it turned out they had some
copies on their clearance list for $4 —
the best $4 Iever spent on music. Call
ESD for acatalog at (612) 375-0233, or
e-mail them at chill@noside.com
While you're at it, order National
Health's Complete from ESD. Prog-rock
at its finest.
Douglas B. Farrow
douglas_b_farrow@graco.cont
We got it right
Editor:
Just aquick note to tell you how pleased
and interested Iwas to read Jason Cohen's piece on Rosanne Cash in the March Stereophile (p.155).1 have enjoyed
her strongly emotional music tremendously, starting when afriend lent me
Interiors with awarning: "Be careful, this
9

Experience ahigher expression
of Power and Precision.

Perfection, some say, is merely the fleeting
glimpse of avague ideal. But to those who listen,
it is the absolute expression of deep, accurate
and dynamic sound. To them, perfection is the
achievement of life like sonic reproduction.

driven 15" side-firing subwoofer, the P315 HO
is the ultimate expression of sonic perfection. In
fact, the P315 110 delivers alevel of deep, highly
accurate and dynamic sound never before heard
in the realm of home audio loudspeakers.
So, close your eyes and think for amoment about
your favorite film or concert performance. Imagine
'ourself right in the action. Experience the Power and
Precision of the sound around you. Then open your
eyes to the High Output Series lion.
'Acoustic Research.

-the High Output Series P3I5 110 Powered Speaker
is adefining testament to that philosophy. Everything
about the P315 110 —from the crystal dear
accuracy of its diamond-coated titanium tweeter to
its thunderous 500-watt RMS Bob Carver/Sunfire '

nigher Fiddity

For additional information or your nearea d
Acoustic Research is a registered trademark of Readon• Corporation.
0 1998 Recount Corporation. All rights ;waved All specifications an

-969-AR4U.
oad, Benicia. California 9.4510
subject to thane without notice.

Letters
is powerful stuffl" I'm pleased to see her
recognized for the fine artist she is, and
interested to check out some of her earlier work of which Iwas unaware.
Also, Itook your advice on Ry Cooder's Buena Vista Social Club CD, Stereophiles "Recording of the Month" in January. What agreat record! Fabulous music with ayou-are-there feel. Ifeel the
Cuban heat every time Ispin that disc!
Keep up the good work! Tyler Brown
Santa Cruz, CA
tbrown12@earthlink.net
We got something else right
Editor:
Stereophile's mix of high-end and entrylevel equipment reviews is just about
right. You have done agreat job of noticing new trends and covering them.
Ron Smith
San Jose, CA
prnc@ispiret
We got it wrong
Editor:
Dammit, review some affordable products!
Stephen Wheeler
bgwheels@gowebway.com
But they don't all read Stereophile
Editor:
Ifind letters complaining about the high
cost of high-end audio components rather silly, given the fact that there are over
100 billionaires and almost two million
millionaires in the US. Anyone who can
drop 50 grand on aMercedes or Lexus
can afford to buy high-end equipment.
George Palle
georgrypaik@potnet
Absolute Rhapsody
Editor:
Ijust received Stereophiles Rhapsody
CD. Imay be nuts, but it sounds more
harmonically correct, especially Hyperion Knight's piano, when Iplay it with
the polarity inverted on my Parasound
D/AC-2000 DAC. What gives?
FrankJ. Alles
FIALLES@aot corn
Two possibilities: 1) the disc is recorded with
the correct absolute polarity but acomponent in
Mr. Ailes' system inverts polarity; 2) everything
in his system is in the correct polarity but the
disc is in inverted polarity. When Iedited and
mastered Rhapsody, Iset the polarity so that
the acoustic pulsefrom the slapstick we used to
give each track atime ream. was positivegoire However, Ihave no evidence that aslapstick produces an initial positive pressure rather
than rugative, so it may well be that the dises
content is in inverted polarity. Readers should
Stereophile, May 1998

play the disc with whatever polarity sounds correct to their ears in their systems.
More subjectivity please
In February's Industry Update," Wes
Phillips comments on acouple of births
occurring over the holiday season to
persons related to audio. His description
was purely objective, consisting solely of
names, dates, and birth weights. While
some may say that subjective impressions of babies are a purely personal
matter and don't stand up to blind A/B
testing, it would be fitting if apublication like Stereophik were to include such
information.
Ralph Gonzalez
rgonzale@ibtbm

support DVD-Audio is the difficulty
of getting the artists to subsidize the
new medium the way they did in the
'80s —by paying them cassette royalties
for CD sales!
What ring of hell are we up to?
Bob Wood
bobwood@usintemet.com

Not my DVD
Editor:
Ibelieve Stereophile's buoyant optimism
regarding eager audiophile acceptance of
anew digital format based on DVD is
unrealistic. Ipretty much fit the demographics: male, 50 years old, relatively
affluent. Ihave invested aconsiderable
sum in aWadia/KreII/Energy Ventas—
based audio system. While my 500-odd
More objectivity please
CDs embrace everything from BeetEditor:
hoven to Bowie, my primary audio inIjust finished reading seven excellent terest remains classic '50s/'60s jazz and
reviews of speakers and amplifiers in the
acoustic folk. Ipurchased my first CD
March 1998 Stereophile. You folks take a in 1984, but it required almost adecade
lot of beating for your subjectivity, but for many of the titles Icollected in my
these reviews were accompanied by test youth to become available in the digital
measurements explained by John Atfonnat.
kinson. Taken together, Ican't imagine
Today's properly engineered, enany publication doing abetter job of rehanced-bit CDs can sound involving
viewing audio components.
and musical, and will, Ibelieve, conHowever, right smack in the middle
tinue to improve incrementally. Given
of this issue was areview of Monster
these realities, Isimply no longer have
Cable's M22s loudspeaker cable. The
the enthusiasm at this stage in my life to
reviewer, Jonathan Scull, talked about again begin the long-term and expen"voice," smoothness, dynamics, low-level
sive process of software replacement.
shifts, etc. If your magazine is going to
While Ihave every intention of continramble on like this about awire (albeit
uing to upgrade the playback capability
afancy and expensive one), then it's time
of my current front-end, Iam not into round up John Atkinson and the test terested in acompletely new digital forgear and measure the sucker!
mat no matter how good it sounds.
If the High End has acredibility probBelieve me, Iam not unique in this
lem, this is it! Does Sterrophile really want
attitude: Iassociate with alocal group of
to suggest that its readers blow afew audiophiles, average age early 50s, who,
thousand dollars on wires instead of to aman, share my feelings. Given the
trading up for better equipment?
age demographics of the audiophile
Eugene Radice community and the lack of enthusiasm
mediphor@ptdmet in the general listening public for a
change, Ithink a new digital audio
Dante's DVD
format is going to be avery hard sell
Editor:
indeed.
Lee Holcomb
It seems that the record industry is
Phoenix, AZ
holding up the possible 24-bit/96kHz
DVD-Audio format due to concerns
Perhaps we need 96kHz sampling
that unauthorized copying will be too
Editor:
easy. Are these the same people who The first definitive evidence for stimulathink CD is just fine the way it is, and
tion of the auditory cortex by ultrathat's all the general public wants?
sound frequencies of up to 40kHz was
While the industry is not interested in
published by H. Hosoi, et al in The Lancet
improving fidelity, they are afraid of (Vo1351 No.9101). The investigators used
someone else using that improved
magnetoencephalography (MEG) in a
fidelity for better bootlegs?
novel way to detect the parts of the
But isn't the undiscerning bootlegbrain activated by ultrasound waves. A
buying public satisfied with pirated CDs
slightly different arca in the auditory
copied at 16/44.1—now? I'll bet part cortex was activated by the ultrasound
of the record-company reluctance to
frequencies compared to typical audito11
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ry frequencies (20Hz-20kHz). More
surprisingly, using mismatch magneticfield technology to determine neural
decoding of different sound signals, they
showed that the brain could distinguish
between vowel sounds produced at ultrasonic frequencies.
The authors hope that these findings
can lead to the development of ultrasound hearing aids for the deaf. Of
course, these findings give us audiophiles fodder to push for awider-bandwidth sound-reproduction medium!
Dr. Rory Roopnarine
Trinidad
mikos@tstt.ntut
No, we don't...
Editor:
Audio continues to push to new limits.
Many people become obsessed with
having the highest-specification equipment, while losing sight of the most
important limiting factor, the human
limit. Humans are far from perfect
audio receptors, and there are limits to
just how much fidelity we can hear.
Take, for example, the proposed 24bit/96kHz DVD-Audio standard. This
is beyond excessive if! ever saw it. Only
about 1% of the population can hear frequencies in the 20kHz range, and far
fewer into the 30kHz range. Why, then,
is arange of up to 48kHz (the maximum
possible with 96kHz sampling) needed?
Or why 24-bit recording? The fact
aside that most audio equipment can
reproduce only around 20 bits of accuracy, who needs the extra range? A 20bit recording can fool me into thinking
it's real, and even a 16-bit one does a
prett) good job.
So the question is, who needs this
kind of audio? The answer is, no one.
Jesse Stengel
jstargelejlaglink.wm
And then again ...
Editor:
I found Peter van Willenswaard's
interview with dCS's Mike Story in
March (pp.39-41) interesting and
vaguely familiar. Mike's comments
about the impulse response of aDAC
processing oversampled data is avery
important and underappreciated topic.
Mike's assessment of the time-dispersive effects [of 44.1kHz vs 96kHz vs
192kHz sampling D/As] on high-frequency transient response and imaging
are right on. They may explain the
problems that perceptive listeners such
as our digitally recalcitrant friend Michael Fremer have been complaining
about for years.
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However, Story is not the first to
discuss this problem. Both Wadia,
with its "Digimaster" filter, and Pioneer, with its "Legato Link" converter,
have deliberately compromised antialiasing performance to achieve better
impulse response upstream of the reconstruction filter. (Though Ibelieve
Pioneer's explanation o why they
have done this — "to extend frequency
response beyond 20kHz" — to be so
much disinformation.)
Interestingly, both the Wadia machines and the Pioneer PD-65 have
been sniffed at by the audio intelligentsia, largely because the treble response
of these machines "sounds different."
Well, maybe they sound different because they are right and everyone else is
wrong. Has Stereophile compared the
96kHz Nagra recording of its Rhapsody
with Wadia or Legato Link playback of
the CD to sec if the differences noted
between these media hold true for these
special machines? This might be avery
fruitful investigation.
D.C. Bingaman
binger@cdnuret.com

which ultimately has the only effect on
the music."
Stereophile telling me they can hear
the differences between different digital
cables reminded me of the printer-cable
scam in computers. The salesperson
tells you that if you buy the more expensive cable, the resolution and color
on the printer will increase. (It must
send higher-resolution 1
sand Os!)
If you like big, expensive cables, then
by all means spend your money. But
with all the changes taking place in digital electronics that could actually improve the sound, it is ashame that time
is wasted on nonsense like this.
J. David Probst
Columbus, OH
jprobst@columbus.rr.com

The issue here is not whether bits are lost or
changed by the cable, but the bandwidth (lithe
connection between the transport and the
DAC. Mr. Probst's statement that in digital
there are only two states is true in theory but
flawed in practice, as all digital implementations in fact involve the manipulation of analog signals. At some stage, avoltage comparator
has to decide whether aparticular voltage is risIwill be doing tisis comparison in a
firture issue
—JA
ing orfalling, thus representing a1or aO. In a
bandwidth-limited data-transmission channel,
the shape of what ideally should be asquareBits is bits
wave is changed into something with amuch
Editor:
In the October 1997 "Recommended slower risetime. What's worse, the decision
Components," the editors state that Tos- point is shifted in tinte depending on the data
being transmitted. This uncertainty in the bit
Link datalinks are no longer recomtransition is the root cause ofjitter. And it is the
mended because they "in general don't
give as tight a bass or as focused a nature and spectrum ofthatjitter that gives djfsoundstage." The section goes on to rec- firm datalinks djfferent sounds.
This phenomenon was examined in depth
ommend several digital interconnects
with respect to digital audio data transmission
costing over $500, stating reasons such
in a1992 Audio Engineering Society paper
as, "the midrange is as good as it gets."
It is not possible for the digital cable to presented by Professor Malcolm Omar Hawksaffect the soundstage or the bass what- ford and Christopher Dunn: "Is the AES/
EBU Interface Flawed?" reprinted in Stereosoever! In digital electronics there are
only two states: 1and 0. There is noth- phile as "Bits is Bits?" in March 1996 (VoL19
No.3, p.49). A TosLink connection has a
ing else. You can not have aslightly bigbandwidth of only afew megahertz, meaning
ger or aslightly smaller 1that would
that its distortion of the data waveform is
affect the bass or midrange... and bits
severe, introducing large amounts ofjitter. By
[cannot be changed or lost by the cable].
contrast, AES/EBU electrical or ST-optical
When the digital signal is sent to the
connections, or an S/PDIF electrical connecDAC, it is converted to aspecific curtion, can have a bandwidth of more than
rent or voltage. The combination of is
100MHz (depending on the quality and charand Os determines the specific output of
the DAC. The bass or midrange is not acteristic impedances of the cable and driving
and receiving circuitry), with acorrespondingly
determined by the digital cable but by
smaller effect on the data waveform.
—JA
the processor.
In "Recommended Components,"
Music is music
John Atkinson points out that "the speEditor:
cific character of any particular cable
George Reisch ("Undercurrents," March
will depend heavily on the transport
'98) imagines the moment of his conand processor it connects." This should
be changed to: "No digital cable has a ception: Mom and Dad and aLiving
Stereo spinning in the background. My
specific character, it is used only to
own beginnings, in 1948 and merely in
transport raw data to the processor,
Stereophile, May 1998
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A Technical
Knockout
Superior subwoofer performance requires superior amplification. Sadly. most
active subwoofers typically feature

-off-ihe-shelf -

integrated electronics that

degraile the entire system's perfiermance as well as the 1111S5. 13&W has taken
the high road in electronics by employing ili,creie power :amplifier designs that
have %%son dozens of internaiiiinal awards for audiophile grade components.
Further. these designs are augmented by I3&-W5 world-renowned driver
technology and include our proprietary

-Flow

Port - venting system.

All

ISII 2000 rear rim. freWaring high

innovative tuning port that virtually eliminates air drag to reduce distortion

current lorohlul power xuppiy
&semi,. 173 trail rimplifier

while increasing bas , extension and output sensitivity over closed box design,.
The result of all ibis zealou , ;mention to detail? 13a ,, that's visceral. accurate.
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B&W Loudspeakers of America

54 Concord Street, North Reading, MA 01864-2699 978-664-2870 tel
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The horse, the automobile. The typewriter, the computer. The cassette tape,
the Digital Recordable MiniDisc. Hecord music on your nome deck and play it
back anywhere. Just like tape. Digital sound and instant access to any song. Just
like a CD. Record or mix up to 74 minutes from your CDs. All on one 2.5-inch
MiniDisc. Then take it anywhere you go. and play it back on your car deck or
portable player. Now that's progress.

SONY.
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mono, may have been courtesy of alittle Fada AM radio, tuned no doubt to
WQXR AM, New York's then 12-yearold classical station.
The Fada was passed down to me,
and still works. While it's fun to turn it
on, wait the full 17 seconds for it to
come to life, and hear its crackling
sound, it clearly can't match my highend stereo, my daughter's mid-fi system, or even my standard-issue car
radio. But Ican assure GR that, even
on the little Fada, Ican hear the difference between Richter's Brandenbutgs
and Harnoncourt's.
GR says he needs his big rig to differentiate those two interpretations. Ifear
that he has given himself away as that
most dreaded of personas: the audiophile who is more interested in equipment than in music.
It is incomprehensible to me that
anyone who really listens to music can't
identify even subtle differences in performance with any system. Play me —
on my Fada or car radio —any of my
five Mozart Clarinet Quintets, seven
Don Giovannis, four Meistersinger overtures, or three Brahms Requiems. I'll tell
you which is which and who is who.
Sure, I'd prefer listening to all this
on my VPI/Theta/N.E.W./BEL/Thiel
living-room system, with its realism,
detail, dynamics, and all the other good
stuff we audiophiles love to talk about.
But as for recognizing the beauty and individuality of Solti's turn in bars 34-39
of the finale of the Brahms Requiem,
just give me some tin cans and apiece
of string.
Michael Pressman
Tanytown, NY
mnpress@erols.cont
Sony, Mr. Pressman, ff Icome across as so
dreaded apersona—perhaps Ididn't emphasize just how bad my car radio really is. Take
my wordJitr it: Wm won't discriminate recordings in my car when the speaker grille is buzzing, the door cavity is resonating at certain frequencies, andfour wheels are being pummeled
by Chicago's potholes. Here, music nearly becomes digital's apotheosis: it's merely on or off
ll; houyver, all you really need to enjoy the
subtleties of recordings is atin can and some
string, then perhaps Ican interest you in buying an old Escort, complete with all the hi-fi
you'll ever need.
—GR
Bullet points!
Editor:
Tips for cheap — instead of Tiptoes,
use bullet points! As in archery! You
can get aset for less than four bucks for
your average-size speaker, threads and
all. They come in different sizes. Hell,
Stereophile, May 1998

it works on the speakers Ibuilt.
Fred Machula
jesstjo@gte.net
Granite blocks
Editor:
Istumbled across areal deal for damping vibrations in turntables and amplifiers. Rutland Tool & Supply — (800)
289-4787 —sells large polished blocks
of granite in several sizes. A 12" by 18"
by 3" stone of 75 lbs (#90001402) is
only $89! Double that size is $170.
I've tried cement blocks, but they
have too much ping. Granite gives
more of athud and should work well
in concert with the existing turntable
suspension.
Jim Hagertnan
Honolulu, HI
hagermatt@sti.hatvaii.wm
Magic coins
Editor:
Idon't believe it, but the $120 tweak
("Sam's Space," March '98) really works.
Robert Rogacki
rngacki@postoffice.ptd.net

Who knew!
Editor:
Iread Richard Karnette's "$120 tweak"
to make speakers sound more open and
airy, as reported by Sam Tellig (March,
p.53). My doubting mind kicks in (just
call me Thomas). Idecided to try it.
What the hell, right? Ilive alone —no
one to laugh at me. So Ifollowed the
directions to aT: place aquarter on the
front corners and adime at the middle
of the front edge of the speakers,
George Washington facing up and forward — and dropped in Lisa Loeb's Firecracker CD.
Well, I'll be adead monkey's uncle.
Who knew! This may be aplot by some
sick mind to have agood laugh at other
people's gullibility, but Idid seem to
notice adifference. Icouldn't believe it.
Ilistened over and over to track 5, and it
did seem to sound more open. Mind
you, it didn't seem to make adifference
as to which way ol' George was looking,
but as long as he was there, the sound
did seem to open up. (More loose
change, by the way, doesn't seem to
open it up more. Itried.) Next Ilistened
to Tori Amos' Pink. Same thing. There
was adifference.
Ihad to make sure, so Icalled my
fiancée and had her come over. Turned
off the lights (don't worry, it's aclean
story) and had her listen. Seven out of
ten times, she heard adifference with

them on (the coins, not lights). What
did P.T. Barnum say, "'Mere's asucker
born every minute"? Well, at least it cost
me my own money.
Keep up the good work, Sam. Ienjoy
"Sam's Space" every month and look
forward to it religiously. Sam knows
what he's talking about, no matter what
Roy Hall says.
Jonathan Coffey
jcoffeyl@idt.net
Looniest tunes
Editor:
Thinking this is one of the looniest
things Ihave done but having nothing
to lose, Iplaced the four quarters and a
dime on my minimonitors, as recommended by Sam Tellig. (They are heavily modified RadioShack Optimus LX4 Pros —only the drivers remain from
the originals.) Really not expecting anything to change, Iwas very surprised
upon listening. Because of an asymmetrical room, the left speaker is set 1.5dB
higher. With two quarters and adime
along the top front edge of the speaker,
the balance shifted to perfect center
with equal levels on both channels.
Removing the money shifted the balance to the right. Go figure!
Ihad some shims used in overhead
valves in automobile engines. They are
alittle larger and much heavier than the
quarters. They worked even better. One
can probably get old ones removed
from engines free from your favorite
repair shop. And yes, the soundstage is a
little more open. (Still playing with the
shims, though.)
Either my brain is toying with me or
we are still babes in the woods regarding
electronics and sound reproduction.
Sven Coppom
fislu@aoLcom
Go figure!
Editor:
Ihave aHarman/Kardon HD100 CD
player (ca 1986) connected to a 1966
Fisher 500-T FM receiver, which drives
apair of Boston Acoustics A-60 Series II
speakers. Ihad my wife sit in our optimum listening spot and played the second cut on Collective Soul's Untitled
(Atlantic 82745-2). Then Iplayed it
again with the "$120 tweak" without
telling her what Ihad done. She noticed
the difference immediately.
This tweak most effectively gives the
cymbals apleasant, shimmering sound,
and brings out the high-frequency
sounds of almost anything we play.
John D. LaBatre
Cincinnati, OH
jd.labarre@juno.com
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The performance of integrated amplifiers is compromised for
all-in-one convenience. Integrated amplifiers are not equipped
with the heavy-duty, high current, high voltage power supplies
available in the best separate power and preamplifiers. First of all,
there just isn't enough space. More importantly, there are
technic-al limitations. In an integrated amplifier, such supplies
would generate unacceptable levels of heat and hum. And the
high signal levels found in the power output stages create asource
of noise, crosstalk, and preamplifier instability. Obviously, heat
and noise-generating elements shouldn't be operating in close
proximity to the preamplifier circuits. However, this is
exactly where such elements, scaled down-to be sure, are found
in integrated amplifiers.
Demonstrably superior quality, along with flexibility, is what
Adcom now offers in two significant new components:
The GFA-5802 power amplifier and GFP-750 preamplifier.
In the GFA-5802 we chase a classically simple circuit
topology. Two high capacity transformers provide superb
isolation between sensitive input stages and high current output
sections. A massive tomid transformer with dual secondary
windings, high current regulators, and enormous quick response
storage capacitors provide all the current necessary for
unparalleled clarity even under the most difficult operating
conditions. MOSFET (Metal Oxide Semiconductor Field Effect
Transistor) devices are widely praised by knowledgeable
audiophiles for their unique combination of solid state
dependability, dynamic capability, and tube-like smoothness. Each
channel uses eight carefully matched pairs to produce 300 watts

per channel into 8ohms and 450 watts per channel into 4ohms.
The GFA-5802 also includes switchable balanced (XLR) and
unbalanced (RCA) inputs and dual sets of heavy duty, gold
plated, five way binding posts ideal for biwiring.
The GFP-750 is a purely passive attenuator/switcher or, at
your option, an active preamplifier. In passive mode, the signal
sees only input switching and the high resolution attenuator. In
typical Adcom fashion, the GFP-750's massive high current power
supply features alarge toroid transformer with multiple secondary
windings for each channel. Specially chosen storage capacitors
insure responsive voltage supply to all active elements. For active
gain functions, it offers true differential balanced audio
signal paths, with MOSFET devices. The GFP-750 features remote
control, balanced (XLR) and single ended (RCA) inputs for CD as
well as single ended inputs for four additional line level analog
sources. Independent balanced and single ended outputs allow
easy interface with almost any amplifier.
We've achieved something that you can appreciate even
without a technical background. Value. Adcom components
provide real value by raising the performance level our customers
can expect from their investment. We don't subtract quality for
convenience, we add performance to build \ lc.
Goodbye integrated.
Hello Adcom.

ADCOM"
Designed for your ears.
And what's between them.

11 Elkins 16
•Lea lininswick. NJ. (MI6
Tel: 732-390-1130 •Fax 732-390-5657 •\\eh: hitp://www.akxxacian
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Bad Stereo Day!
Editor:
I've been toying with the quarters and
climes for the last couple of hours, and
I've come to no definite conclusion. At
first Ilistened to the JVC XRCD of
Duke's Big 4, and Ithought Iheard a
slight increase in the output level, nothing more. Then Iput on Ftadiohead's
OK Computer, and Inoticed less bass and
more brightness than usual... it was as
if Ihad tone controls and had turned
the treble all the way up and the bass a
little down. Iremoved the money from
my Spendor S20s, and you know what?
It still sounded just as bad. Bad Stereo
Day, Iguess.
Iraided my coin collection for older
dimes and quarters —you know, the
real silver ones from before 1964 —and
there was no difference. I
just wanted to
let you know that before the twealcers
start talking about what date of coins
sound the best.
Istill stand behind Black Diamond
Racing Cones as the only substantial
cheap tweak out there.
Marc Phillips
booniebug@aol.com
Ichoose focus and depth
Editor:
Maybe the $120 price is for nothing
more than license to hear whatever improvements you want. Ichoose focus
and depth.
Scott McSwain
mcsivain@Jlash.net
Mindless Sam
Editor:
Can you give me Sam Tellig's e-mail
address?
Michael Ong
Sam tells me that readers should e-mail him at
samtellig@mindless.com
Awesome MD
Editor:
Irecently purchased the Sony MD bundle and Ithink it is awesome! Stereophile
is about stereo equipment, not politics,
so tell your webmaster Jon Iverson
("Industry Update," April '98, p35) to
stop planting conspiracy theories into
readers' heads regarding Sony trying to
manipulate the market —isn't that the
very object of advertising? Sony is not
the only manufacturer of MD equipment. They just happen to sell the most
affordable MD deck.
So stick to the program and review
audio equipment. Start with MD. You'll
love it. Make sure to shop around before you buy one; the prices are coming
down at various places. Ryan Monteith
ryne0@essextcom
Stereophile, May 1998

The power of advertising?
Editor:
In the September 1994 Stereophile, Robert Harley presented a thorough assessment of the MiniDisc format in a
review of Sony's second-generation
home MD recorder and portable MD
player. Recently Ihave noticed aspate of
Sony ads extolling the virtues of MD,
which apparently is now in its fourth
generation. I have also noticed that
home MD machines now list for as low
as $300. Iam therefore curious as to
how the format might have improved
over the last three and a half years,
particularly in terms of the quality and
accuracy of the ATRAC encoding
algorithm.
Do you have any plans for afollowup look at this (admittedly mid-fi, but
great for the car!) format? Jim Barnard
Ontario, canada
MiniDisc —degradation or euphoria?
Editor:
Iwas once a subscriber but not an
audiophile — I'm not that gullible, just
acurious electrical engineering student.
I am writing because Sony's latest
ATRAC algorithm (revision 3.5 and
higher) is capable of producing asound
that does not fatigue me after listening.
Furthermore, music seems to come
alive on the format (on portables anyway). What Ifind really eerie is that it
sounds much like a high-quality LPbased system to me.
Iwonder if Sony, in its attempt at
[developing] perceptual encoding based
on amodel of human hearing, has inadvertently created adigital filter that
adds euphony to the harshness of CD
recordings.
While Irealize early MD players
sounded much like an overworked PC
Sound Blaster 16, digital errors and all,
Ifeel that where contemporary MD is
concerned, one man's audio degradation is another's audio euphoria.
Alex Carreira (MD convert)
Calgary, Canada
aycanri@acs.ucalgaiy.ca
The real CD killer?
Editor:
Ihave heard much about emerging
audio formats that might replace CD.
MiniDisc seems to be apopular one,
but the real CD killer is already here:
MP3. Technically MPEG Layer-3
[data reduction], MP3 allows audio
data files to be compressed to a12th
of their original size yet remain almost flawless.
With an encoding scheme such as

this and new flash RAM technology,
it becomes feasible to design aportable
player with no moving parts. Audio
could be made available through a
number of mediums (not the least of
which is the Internet, where you can
already download MP3 files) and transferred to aportable device for playback
as desired. The MiniDisc may yet have
its day in the sun, but MP3-based devices will become the standard for
small, portable playback devices.
Jesse Stengel
fstengel@flaglink.wm
The final frontier
Editor:
Have you ever discussed the design of
listening rooms in Stereophile?
Crimberg
grimberg@usand
We published articles on designing and
building alistening room in the following
issues of Stereophile: "In Search of the
Audio Abode" (J. Cordon Holt), April
1990, Vol.13 No.4, p.84; "Room Enough?"
(Thomas J. Norton), October 1991, VoL14
No.10, p.93; "Building the Hi-Fi House"
(Thomas J. Norton), January 1995, Vol.18
No.1, p.68. These articles included full
listings of suitable books. In addition,
TIN's review of The Listening Room
computer program (December 1990, Vol.13
No.12, p.182) has a lot of relevant information in it.
You can obtain back issues of Stereophile by calling (800) 358-6274, or by filling out the order form on the Stereophile
web site: wwwsterrophileconz .
The cost is $5—
$7 each, plus $3.50 S&H.
— JA
Confused Colloms
Editor:
Like many audio journalists and speaker designers, Martin Colloms is confused (and in denial) about loudspeaker
boundary augmentation, which he discusses as "floor bounce" in his "StandMounted or Floorstanding?" sidebar to
his Sonus Faber Concerto review in January '98 (p.157).
The floor reflection is not somehow
different from the other six reflections
involved in domestic listening situations —not different to the ear, and not
different as part of the total load on the
midrange-and-below drivers. It is highly misleading to conceive of this situation as separate reflections rather than
as atotal phenomenon involving image
sources (the term used by acoustician
Harry F. Olson) that act as one in their
effect. It's all part of the loudspeaker
playback system.
17
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and frequency are
such as to produce a
notch in the steadystate output. In other
words, this reflected
impedance acts constantly on the speaker,
regardless of listener
or microphone position. It is one event,
one situation, and one
"loading," not separate
events and reflections.
It may help to remember that we are
talking about vibrating
objects here, not about
billiard balls or bouncing arrows or rays.
If [an in-room reFig.1 With any loudspeaker in arectangular room there are always seven
reflections or image sources that occur from the three near
sponse] measurement
nonparallel boundaries (after Olson's Acoustical Engineering,
does not show [the
D. Van Nostrand, 1957, p.32).
ripple resulting from
this situation], it is not measuring the
Let me analyze what is happening:
loudspeaker power output —and the
As fig.1 (after Olson's Acoustical Enresultant lower-midrange spectral balgineering, D. Van Nostrand, 1957, p32)
ance that we hear. John Atkinson has
shows: With any loudspeaker in arecstated many times over the last few
tangular room there are always seven
reflections or image sources that occur years in Stereophile that there is good
correlation between the spectral balance
from the three near nonparallel boundwe hear and spatially averaged I
/S-ocaries. Sis an omni sound source, in this
tave-averaged pink-noise measurements.
discussion covering the range below
More bluntly, Lexicon's David Grie500Hz-1kHz, as with aloudspeaker on
singer points out that, in this frequency
astand or high on its cabinet. Its boundrange, "you cannot hear asound which
ary augmentations comprise three axial
you cannot measure with an omnidirecor single-boundary image sources (#1),
tional microphone and anoise signal."
three tangential or two-boundary ones
Both Atkinson and J. Gordon Holt
(#2), and one oblique or three-boundary image source (#3). They are equally
have gone on record about the audibility of this boundary-augmentation
influential on the sound. In almost all
notching (or, with staggered placement,
domestic circumstances, when the three
smooth lower-midrange fill-in). Atkindistances—from speaker Sto the front
wall, side wall, and floor — are close to
son has written that speakers designed
to not produce the problem sometimes
being the same, the lower-midrange
sound to him as if they have an excess
sound will be notched and sound thin
of energy in the region. But more accuor worse.
rately, Gordon Holt once pointed out
A loudspeaker "combines" its direct
that "It did not take more than afew
output with these seven reflections,
minutes of listening [to an Allison loudexcept that at the frequencies we are
talking about, "combines" and "direct speaker system] before Ipicked up what
sounded like achesty kind of `woofioutput" are not really the right words.
ness' in the sound. This was not correctIndeed, in typical domestic rooms the
whole separate-reflection notion is a ed by changing room placement, and I
was prepared to put it down as aspurired herring. The region — one octave
above and two octaves below middle C ous coloration until Irealized that male
(256Hz) —is one in which the speaker voice, timpani, large brasses, and cellos
is about aquarter-wavelength from one
somehow sounded more `right' than
usual. The reason should have been
or snore room surfaces. In such acase,
the total power produced by the speaker obvious. It wasn't that these had a
lower-middle range peak; the 'problem'
is reduced by the time ahalf-wave is
was that there was substantial output
generated. Note that you cannot even
through that part of the audio range
say there is afrequency if less than ahalfwave of it happens. You cannot have a where I have grown accustomed to
hearing more or less of acancellation
situation in which the direct wave isn't
suckoutr (Stereophile, October 1985.)
notched when the boundary distances
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As for Colloms' notion that we are
accustomed to boundary-augmentation
notching in nature: It does not follow
that we want to hear it twice; that is,
again in playback. After all, this is supposed to be high fidelity.
The least-natural and -smooth sound
results when the S-to-#1 distances are the
same, and the best (fullest, smoothest,
most natural, most accurate) sound results when they are as different as possible.
Further measured corroboration can
be found in the well-known early-70s
Journal of the Audio Engineering Society papers by Roy Allison and Bob Berkovitz;
more recently, refer to Glyn Adams'
"Time Dependence of Loudspeaker
Power Output in Small Rooms" (JAES,
April 1989, Vo137 No.4). Adams' AES
preprint 3206 ("Quantifying the Allison
Effect") expands on the problem with
dozens of in-room power measurements of notching problems in actual
playback usage, including demonstration of how the lower-midrange sound
smooths out through staggered placement when stands are deemed essential.
Finally, Allison has produced free speaker-placement software ("Bestplace") that
accurately graphs the problem and various placement solutions. David Moran
Lincoln, MA
dnnoran@aotcom
If Ididn't know better, Imight have viewed
Mr. Moran's letter concerning the sidebar in my
Sonus Faber Concerto review as athinly veiled
attack on stand-mounted speakers in favor cif
boundary-matched, essentially floorstanding
designs of the Roy Allison variety.
In my briefreview ofthe observed subjective
properties of stand- andfloor-mounted speakers; Ihad no intention of reproduchw yet again
the well-known and well-argued theoretical
aspects of acoustic coupling of loudspeakers in
rooms, or the effea of the mirror boundaries
proximate to one system.
In his support of boundary-matched design,
Ifear that Mr. Moran has missed my point,
which is that real people often choose standmounted speakers for size and aesthetic reasons, and are generally surprised and gratified
by the often superior stereo image quality
obtained with these smaller enclosures. 'Ilty
are aware that, when such speakers are well
placed in satisfa.ctory rooms, they have qualities
of speed and articulation in the bass that very
fewfloorstanding models can match, including
fully boundary-matched designs.
There is more to this subject than can be
encompassed in areview note. Concerning the
floor dip, the clearly measurable result of the
first and strongest of the boundary interferences
observed at the listener position, this does have
aknown coloration; fi.
)r exampk (and in the
Stereophile, May 1998

Ode To Joy!

Beethoven wrote amasterpiece.

"Rotel's products, at all
prices, are so impressive that
it is safe to think of Rotel as
agold standard against
which we can confidently
measure the industry's
performance os awhole."
Tom Miiler
Audio Adventure Magazine
Vol. 3Issue 9

We'll play it for you. Masterfully.
There's music. Then there's music that connects
with the soul. Written with some perspiration
and alot of inspiration, it transcends the
ordinary to become amasterpiece.
That's how we at Rotel feel about hi-fi. The real
joy of owning an audio system is to experience
the pleasure of agreat performance by
reproducing it exactly as the artist intended.
To achieve that excellence, we build our own
custom transfomers, select high grade
components from around the world, and
design the circuits to ensure superb stereo
reproduction. We then check our results with
critical listening. It's apolicy we've
adhered to for nearly forty years and
one for which we've earned hundreds
of international awards and critical acclaim.
There are many choices in audio components.
Few, however, that bring so much joy.
Rotel. Real hi-fi.

OMB

Rotel's RT940 Tuner and RA97 IIntegrated Amp

1,4bi
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54 Concord Street
N. Reading, MA 01864-2699
Phone: 978.664.3820
Fax: 978.664.4109

AUDIO ADVENTURE'S MANUFACTURER OF THE YEAR

ID IVE I
TAN
... I
FCELESTION HADN'T BEATEN METO I
T."

—D.B. Keele, Jr. on the new Celestion A3, Audio August 1997

As more and more sophisticated technologies arrive that
are capable of reproducing music with unbelievable detail
and nuance, the performance bar is inevitably raised for
loudspeaker manufacturers.
And no company has set the bar
higher than Celestion with our
new A Series loudspeakers. A fact
clearly noticed by D.B. Keele, Jr.
in the August issue of Audio
magazine.
No matter what source
materials he selected,
from Mozart symphonies
to movie soundtracks,
Keele was amazed by the
A3's performance. He

"WILL THE A3 PLAY LOUD
AND CLEAN? IN SPADES!
ITS BASS OUTPUT
SURPASSES EVEN THAT
OF SOME SUBWOOFERS."

wrote that "their dynamic range and effortlessness
border on the best Ihave ever heard" and that "their
imaging and localization could not be faulted."
There is so much advanced technology in our new
A Series loudspeakers it fills aWhite Paper. Call us and
we'll send you afree copy as well as full literature on
the speakers and copies of the Audio review.
Once you've read the Celestion story and heard the
Celestion sound, you'll see why D.B. Keele, Jr. and
Audio gave us an A. And why it's time for other speaker
companies to go back to school.

DELESTIOn
11 Elkins Road East Brunswick N.J. 08816 USA
Phone 732.390.1130 Fax 732.390.5657
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Letters
absence of another boundary), the higher you
place aspeaker, the better the midrange quality becomes. Use ofstand-mounted speakers in
semi-free space often has an audible soundquality advantage due to the more moderate
excitation ofroom modes. Close boundary coupling may well improve the absolute smoothness oflocal acoustic power in the low-frequency range, but, in consequence ofdose placement
to boundaries, deaction and reflection problems may also be driven up into amore sensitive and more critical audible region, this quality loss exacerbated by the higher degree ofcoupling qf the room modes themselves.
While Mr. Moran chooses to concentrate on
the lower-frequency aspects of the problem, he
is no doubt aware that the
ffloor dip is not a
single entity but aseries o correlated notches
whose depth declines with increasingfiequency
due to generally narrowing loudspeaker directivity However, this eten extends well into the
midrange where the ear is more capable of
analyzing the relationship between direct and
retied sounds.
My comment concerning natural adjustment to floor interference effects has signecant
validity for the following reason. Consider a
recording of astanding vocalist with piano
accompaniment: Typical purist recording practice places the microphone at some distance
from the pedenners, usually on aboom above
them. The pattern ofacoustical inteerences on
the recording due to aremotefloor boundary is
distinctly deem from the stand-mounted
speaker case and you will not hear them twice
(as Mr. Moran suggests). As regards many
other recordings, these are generally relatively
neadield, even close up to the source, and it
could be argued that the acoustic signature ofa
stand-mounted speaker will increase realism
on replay by restoring the missing acoustic of
the floor on which the perjermers and instruments would normally have been placed.
Acoustic theory and measurement are wonderful, but only when they've been the servants,
not the maçters, of the hearing process. -hic

The main problem of areal closedloop system is stability. Any amplifier
stage built with an active element (tube
or transistor) has always got some negative-feedback loops, either intrinsic
and parasitic or acircuit for operatingpoint stabilization. A resistor introduced in series with the tube's cathode, abipolar transistor's emitter, or a
FET's source causes negative feedback.
A cathode/emitter follower is an amplifier with 100% negative feedback.
Therefore, all kinds of amplifiers have
negative feedback. The Encyclopedia
Britannica says that feedback is abasis
of nature. Why, then, must designers
avoid using feedback? In the two centuries since Watt's use of agovernor
in a steam engine (1768), and Maxwell's formulation of feedback (1868),
negative feedback has been working
for mankind.
Iam sure that 25 years ago atube
amplifier designed by an "old man" with
45 years of experience sounded better
than any transistor design from anovice.
But 25 years ago Robert Widlar had already created his legendary LM101 opamp chip, and fast silicon power transistors were about to appear on the scene.
It was time for the solid-state amplifier.
(Though CD has recently returned
tubes from their dusty shelves.) And
designers continue to think about a
distortion-free amplifier. Imade one in
1984 (theory and circuit diagram published in 1987). All things are measurable —even light pressure, which was
measured by Petr N. Lebedev early in
the century. With harmonically rich
pink noise as an input signal and using
DSP-based modern statistical methods,
it's quite practicable to measure any
spectrum modifications in an amplifier's
output signal.
Martin Colloms is right about there
being a"thermal compression" phenoFeedback forever
menon in loudspeakers. (Why do good
Editor:
loudspeakers have sensitivities below
It was instructive to read Martin Col90dB?) However, Ihave observed therloms' thoughts on negative feedback
mal intermodulation in low-voltage (10after he reviewed his 701st amplifier,
15V) stages with currents of only afew
the Cary CAD-805C ("A Future Withmilliamperes. In general, thermal effects
out Feedback?" January '98, p.87). But
are the main difficulty in precision-anais it true to say that it is improperly delog/mixed-circuit design.
signed amplifiers that are allergic to negAny amplifier stage is alow-pass filter
ative feedback? Idiscovered this pheno(described with gain, time constant T,
menon for myself almost 28 years ago
and output resistance). In an ideal case,
when Iheard awhistle from my first
that filter is first-order (Tl only). As the
hi-fi system. It later became clear that a loop is closed with nondelay negative
generic amplifier has anonlinear phase
feedback, the amplifier is stable without
response; moreover, the latter varies with
aload! But since areal amplifier stage
the amplitude of the input signal. Such a isn't afirst-order filter and also has to
system is hard to control with negative
drive acomplex load, it becomes clear
feedback, as Professor Kalman has said.
that the application of negative feedback
Stereophile, May 1998

is far from trivial. Hence, we see "designers... seeking a safe route toward
designs with minimal or no negative
feedback," in Martin's words.
The coloration mentioned in the
Colloms article results from negative
feedback being applied to arelatively stable amplifier. A typical negative-feedback circuit consists of two carbon or
metal-film resistors, and it can't be nonlinear. Dynamic nonlinearity is caused
by transient feedback breaking under
varying signal conditions in improperly
designed amplifiers. Since any nonlinearity causes intermodulation distortions, coloration appears.
'Mere is no mysticism in amplifier design, just serious science.
Andrey A. Danilov
nfq@orc.ru
Loudness
Editor:
A couple of friends and Iare trying to
settle a minor dispute: I've always
thought that a 3dB increase in power
would double perceived volume. Is this
true, or is a10dB increase required?
Mattheiv Klare
klare@avalon.net
When it comes to watts, 3dB does indeed represent adoubling of power. Hence, a100W
amplifier is rated at 20dBW and a200W
amplifier at 23dBW But when it comes to
doubling the perceived loudness, you need 10x
the power, or 10(IB.
Loading corrections
Just aquick note to correct acouple of
typos in the February 1998 issue of my
favorite magazine. Thanks so much for
incorporating my thoughts on capacitance loading in "Analog Corner," using
my pen name, "Gerald Smith."
On p.49, paragraph two reads: "the
critical frequency below which highs
would roll off at 12dB/octave would be
16,329Hz — too low." It should read:
"the critical frequency above which highs
would roll off at 12dB/octave would be
16,239Hz — too low." That is, the critical frequency is the upper-frequency
limit, for all intents and purposes.
Second, paragraph five reads: "To
calculate the critical frequency (Fc), the
formula is 1divided by 29 times the
square root of the inductance in Henries
times the capacitance in Farads." "29"
should be replaced with "2Pi," Pi being
roughly 3.14159. The Greek symbol for
Pi is "c," which accidentally was printed as "29."
Gerald M. Hlivko
Chicago, IL II
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Design:
Ultimate expression
of UNI philosophy.
System accuracy:
Acoustical accuracy
rivaling finest audio
electronics.
Resolution:
Spatial/spectral
soundfield fully
resPonsive to
recording.
Enclosure:
Radical enclosure
ptimizes radiation
over full audio
frequency range.
Componentry:
Inddually matched
components assure
laboratory precision
within 0.3d8.
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Industry
GERMANY
Markus Sauer
The 17th annual Frankfurt High End
Show, said to be the largest and most
important European show of this type,
will be held May 21 to 24, with the first
day reserved for the trade. The event
has grown so big that organizer Branki
Glisevic has had to book two hotels this
year: The Kempinski Hotel, the show's
traditional site, will host most of the
two-channel exhibits, while the Frankflirt Holiday Inn will cater to multichannel and surround exhibits. A shuttle service will connect the two venues.
The show is expected to attract a
record number of foreign visitors as well.
Apparently many visitors once feared a
language barrier in Germany, and so
preferred to attend the British shows in
September. But the international trade
has now realized that practically everybody in Germany speaks English, so language is no object. And since Germany
is still the best European market for
many American and Asian companies, it
makes sense to do business there.
Further information is available from
the High End Society, Hatzfelder Str. 161163, D-42281 Wuppertal, Germany. Tel:
(49) 202 702022. Fax: (49) 202 703700.
UNITED KINGDOM
John Atkinson
Our apologies to dCS for the miscaptioning of the 1997 Product of the Year

photograph in our April issue (p.92).
We stated that the award for the dCS
Elgar D/A converter was accepted by
Mike Story, managing director of dCS,
when in fact it was dCS chairman
Derck Fuller who was pictured by
Kathleen Scull's Olympus.
And in related news, the English digital audio manufacturer has announced
that it is to offer Sony's Direct Stream
Digital conversion technology "across a
broad range of its products." This is
intriguing considering Mike Story's discussion of DSD in the January Stereophile's 'Manufacturers' Comments"
(pp243-245). Mike made the case that
DSD offers asmaller digital data space
(the product of resolution and bandwidth) than dCS's own 24-bit/96kHz
or 24-bit/192kHz linear-PCM A/D
topology, which is based on a5-bit converter running within a sigma-delta
loop at 64fs (where 1
fs = 44.1kHz or
48kHz). Not only will new dCS 900series converters offer DSD capability,
but existing models can be upgraded. (I
bought a 96kHz dCS 900C for Stem'cop/mile's recording projects, so Imight
well get it upgraded to experience DSD
for myself.)
Ican only assume that dCS sees DSD
becoming an important data fonnat in
the pro audio world, whether or not its
use in aconsumer medium —sec PvW's
report later in this "Industry Update" —
becomes widespread.

Update
UNITED STATES
Barry Willis
The death of classical music is an ongoing theme in high-end audio journals
and other publications concerned with
the quality of life. Whether deathly ill,
near death, or dead and buried, the
necrosis of Western Art Music is variously ascribed to incomprehensible
modernist composers, greedy musicians,
impetuous superstars, boring repertories, bumbling management, incompetent promoters, overpaid executives,
corporate politics, blatant commercialism, declining education, public ignorance, widespread immorality, barbarians at the gate, and/or Satan working
overtime to distract us with all manner
of mind candy: movies, sports, TV, pop
music. The audience is going away, the
statistics seem to imply — a situation
that is not only irretrievably had, but
contiusses 10 get 'vest..
The tenuous, gloomy state of classical
music (however it is defined) is that art
form's most enduring tradition. So writes
pianist and music scholar Charles Rosen
in the March 1998 issue of Harr's. In a
brilliant essay entitled "Classical Music in
Twilight," Rosen, author of The Romantic
Generation, lucidly and meticulously
bursts the bubble of every popular theory of doom. Each new development in
Western music has been greeted with
alarm by somebody, Rosen reminds us.
The innovations of Wagner, Verdi, and

Calendar
Dealers promoting manufacturer and designer
seminars should fax (do not call) Debbie
Starr the when, where and who at (505)
983-632Z at least eight weeks before the
month of the event — ie, e'you're putting on
something in July 1998, you should get the
information to Debbie no later than May 1.
Marie thefax cover sheet "For the attention of
Debbie Starr—Dealer Bulletin Board." Promoters of hi-fi shows and audio societies promoting manufacturer visits should also fax
Debbie the details as soon as possible
ARIZONA

•Tuesday, April 28, 7pm: The Arizona
Stereophile, May 1998

Audiophile Society will host Jim Aud of
Purist Audio Design for adiscussion
of cable design and ademonstration of
his company's latest products. The public is welcome. For more information,
call (602) 417-0223.
• Tuesday, May 26, 7pm: Sounds Like
Music will host ameeting of The Arizona Audiophile Society featuring the
new Revel loudspeaker systems. Dave
Wiggs will demonstrate three new systems, including Arizona's first HDTV
showing. The public is welcome. For
more information, call (602) 993-3351.

CALIFORNIA

• Friday, June 12 through Sunday,
June 14: HI-FI '98 takes place at the
Westin Los Angeles Airport Hotel in
Los Angeles. See the ad elsewhere in
this issue for details about exhibitors,
events, and ordering tickets in advance.
Full information and online registration
are available on the Show's web site:
www.hifishow.com
GEORGIA

• Sunday, May 17, 2-5:30pm: The
Atlanta Audio Society will host aQ&A
seminar and listening session featuring
23
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eknow
your type.You've always owned speakers in cabinets. But now they just won't

go with that new designer sofa and loveseat. Here at Parasound we make in-wall speakers
that won't ever force you to sacrifice sound for aesthetics. Speakers like our Parasound
C/ST-280A. With its advanced 8" woofer, titanium dome tweeter, and
precision crossover, it will practically turn your home into a 3bedroom,
2.5 bath speaker cabinet. And for those of you who want to enjoy music out
of doors, try our Nomad Ten. With its unique cabinet design and incredibly
accurate 6.5" woofer, it's easily the finest outdoor speaker you'll ever hear.
hich is sa in• alot, consider'

how ou've arran•ed our riprities.

Parasound Products Inc •www parasound com •950 Battery Street San Francisco, CA 94111 •415-397-7100 •In Canada call 604-988-2964
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Beethoven all were denounced by traditionalists. Satie was an irreverent upstart;
Stravinsky's Rite ofSprinq threatened civilization's very foundation.
But as the old Russian proverb has it,
"All that trembles does not fall." Inevitable new developments don't threaten classical music. Neither does the
shrinking audience, in Rosen's view.
Widely considered prima jade evidence
of classical music's decay, smaller numbers at concerts arc to be neither feared
nor interpreted as anything other than
what they are: smaller numbers. Rosen
makes astrong case, supported with historical anecdotes, that a large part of
what is usually considered the classical
concert-hall repertoire was never
intended for mass consumption in the
first place.
Operas were originally scored for
small venues of less than a thousand
people, he writes, not for large auditoriums or sports arenas. Many popular
pieces of instrumental music were intended for intimate settings of fewer
than 30 people, not for concert halls
filled with thousands. Rosen informs us
that "most... halls are already too large
for agreater part of the standard repertory.... For example, no Mozart opera
is really audible in the opera houses of
the great cities... Don Giovanni was
composed for ahouse of about 750..."
He illustrates his point with the fallacy
of playing a piece like Liszt's Piano
Concerto 1for large groups of people,
as he once did outdoors for acrowd of
15,000. He emphasizes that many classical favorites, like Bach's Coldberq Variations, were teaching devices never
intended to be played in public at all.
"'Their public performance is an invention of the 20th century," he says.
Rosen's most insightful comments

arc directed at us, the listeners. Diagnosing classical music's health, or lack of it,
by the number of paying customers is
missing the point: The number of listeners, paying or otherwise, is irrelevant.
It is not listeners but musicians who

It is not listeners but
musicians who ensure
that the music lives on,
that it grows and changes.
As long as there are
musicians who want
to play it, the music
will be played.
ensure that the music- lives on, that it
grows and changes. As long as there are
musicians who want to play it, Charles
Rosen reminds us, the music will be
played.
Harper's magazine is available at bookstores and libraries everywhere. Sony
Classical has recently reissued Rosen's
recording of Bach's The Art of the Fugue.
UNITED STATES
Jon Iverson
On February 18, Hannan International
Industries Inc. announced that it had
signed two licensing agreements with
New Transducers Limited (NXT) relating to NXT's flat-panel loudspeaker
technology Under the first agreement,
Harman acquired the exclusive tights to
sublicense the UK company's NXT
technology to home audio and professional audio companies based in the
United States. US-based companies
seeking to license the NXT technology

Update

in any of these fields will now have access
only through Harman International.
Harman also signed a nonexclusive
worldwide license with NXT to manufacture and sell products incorporating
NXTs flat-panel loudspeaker technology in avariety of fields, including home
audio, professional audio, and multimedia. According to Dr. Sidney Harman,
chairman of Harman International,
"Licensing the NXT flat-panel loudspeaker technology expands our ability
to offer our customers exciting and
unique new products. We arc particularly excited about offering products utilizing this technology in the home audio
and multimedia fields. We arc also happy
to help NXT promote their technology
in the United States by sublicensing this
valuable technology to other companies
based in the United States."
Regarding the agreement, Farad
Azima, chairman of NXT and its parent
company, Verity Group plc, stated that
"Harman is one of the leading and most
respected audio manufacturers in the
world, and we are very pleased that they
have chosen to license our NXT technology. We arc also pleased that Harman has agreed to become the exclusive
sublicensor of our technology to companies based in the United States for the
home audio and professional fields of
use. Hannan's substantial marketing
and licensing resources will help to
ensure that the NXT technology is
made widely available in the important
American market."
Hannan International designs, manufactures, and markets consumer audio
products under the JBL, Infinity, Citation,
Hamm/Kardon, Mark Levinson, Proceed, Revel, and Lexicon brand names.
They also sell to the professional and
OEM industries.

Calendar
E Klaus Bunge of Symphonic Line/
Odyssey Design Group on electronics
and loudspeakers. Guests welcome. The
meeting will be held at The Hellenic
Center, 2124 Cheshire-Bridge Road
NE, Atlanta. For information, contact
Chuck Bruce. Tel: (404) 876-5659.
Web: www.mindspring.com/— chucks
audio
MASSACHUSETTS
• Saturday, May 9, 10am-6pm: Sound
Images (1100 Main Road, Westport) is
hosting Art Manzano of Axiss Distribution for apresentation of what he calls
Stereophile, May 1998

"some of the most respected stereo components in the world," including the
Accuphase range of high-end components from Japan. For more information, call (508) 636-3400. E-mail: sound
images@worldnetattmet
NEW JERSEY

• Friday through Sunday, June 19-21:
The Consumer Electronics Manufacturers Association (CEMA) is hosting
Fuse '98 in conjunction with Atlantic
City's Beachfest festival. Fuse will combine "the hottest in car sound and electronics" with cutting-edge music, sports,

and mobile electronics training and testing. For more information, call (703)
907-7600.
NEW YORK

• Each month: For information on the
monthly meetings of The Musicalaudiophile Society, The Audiophile
Society, and The Gotham Audio Society, call David Nemzer at (718) 2371094.
•Saturday, May 2,I2-5pm: The Analog
Shop (57 E. Main Street, Victor) will
host Terry Medalen of Sumiko for a
seminar on the Sonus Faber Concert
25

ETHUSfin CUE
On RSC
Joncithar
in Stereophile Magazine
Volume /9, Number 12

Decode Interconnect: "The detail,

nuance and tonal balance were so superbly balanced,
the transparency so enhanced, that as an entire musical
construct and experience, Ifelt I'd never heard it better...
Its sweetness of presentation seemed born of an
utter neutrality and asmooth frequency
response that let the music out of
the bag in all its glory."

On RSC. Decade
•
'Spealter Cable:
.:Images were never
shadowy, wispy or lacking
in body. The Decade was
quiet, wide-band, lithe,
and agile; fast enough
to deliver the detail
necessary to hang such
a palpable image before
me, as they always did."

• RSC Decade.Interconnect: $795/m pair
Digital: $395/m
SpeaRer. Cable: 52,700/10 ft. pair

see your Certified TARA Labs Dealer for RSC Decade
and the complete line of Rectangular Solid Core cables.

TARALUS
541/488-6465
www.taralabs.com

RV; and Rectangular Soffit Gore are refuse:red leektmark , or TAM Labs. Inn 11.4 Decade Is atrademark ot TARA I. atts
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UNITED STATES
Barry Willis
Atlantic Records' golden-anniversary
two-CD set features classic popular
recordings remastered using Pacific
Microsonics' HDCD technology. Atlantic Records decided on HDCD as
"the natural choice for mastering because of the superb sound quality it
produces." Atlantic's vice president for
special projects Yves Beauvais said,
"Music fans will really enjoy listening
to this Cl) set. Every track was atopselling recording in its day, and many
continue to be popular across new generations of listeners."
Atlantic Records: 50 Yeats—The Gold
Anniversaly (Atlantic 83088-2) offers 26
hits from four popular genres: jazz,
R&B, pop, and rock. Disc 1includes
Ray Charles' "What'd ISay," Ben E.
King's "Stand By Me," Aretha Franklin's
"Respect," Sam and Dave's "Soul Man,"
Otis Redding's "Dock of the Bay,"
Cream's "Sunshine of Your Love," Led
Zeppelin's "Whole Lotta Love," and the
Rolling Stones' "Brown Sugar." The second disc features "Layla" by Derek and
the Dominoes, Chic's "Le Freak," Phil
Collins' "In the Air Tonight," Foreigner's "I Want to Know What Love Is,"
Tori Amos' "Silent All These Years,"
Jewel's "Who Will Save Your Soul,"
and "Hold My Hand" by Hootic and
the Blowfish.
Atlantic's gold-anniversary issue joins
the over 40 million HDCDs shipped
worldwide since the encode/decode
high-definition process was introduced.
According to Pacific Microsonics, there
are now more than 100 models of
HDCD players and processors on the
market, and the HDCD mastering
processor is in increasingly widespread
use in studios.

UNITED STATES
Jon Iverson
While some denizens of Internet newsgroups grumble about the 16-bit/
44.1kHz Cl) standard as being quite
good enough for music lovers, both the
professional and consumer audio industries are gearing up for a24-bit/96kHz
world. The Crystal Semiconductor Products Division of Cirrus Logic Inc. announced in February the availability of
the industry's first digital audio transmitters and receivers designed to support the emerging 96kHz digital audio
sampling rate. The new mixed-signal
receivers and transmitters arc targeted at
both the professional audio and consumer DVD audio markets.

Crystal announced
the industry's first digital
audio transmitters
and receivers designed
to support

96kHz.

The new chips support transmission
of digital audio signals to industry-standard fonnats, specifically the Sony/Philips
Digital Interface Fonnat (S/PDIF) for
consumer applications, and die Audio
Engineering Society/European Broadcast
Union (AES/EBU) format for professional applications. Each chip is pinnumber compatible with its 48kHz predecessor, enabling an OEM upgrade to
96kHz without any hardware redesign,
although the fact that the packages are of
different sizes will require an adapter for
the new, smaller chip to be retrofitted to
existing components.

Update

"[Crystal's CS84121 digital audio
receiver has become the professional
audio industry's standard due to a
unique low-jitter, phase-locked loop
design," said John Paulos, vice president
of Crystal audio products. "We are
pleased to offer our customers an easy
pin-compatible migration path to
address the emerging 96kHz digital
audio market."
UNITED STATES
Jon Iverson
In mid-February, Intel Corporation
announced its membership in the DVD
Audio Working Group (WG-4) and its
support for the proposed DVD audio
specification as the next steps in bringing next-generation consumer-quality
audio to the PC platform.
Intel is the first computer-industry
representative invited to join the predominantly consumer-electronics forum
that has been meeting with musicindustry representatives for the last two
years. Intel supports the proposed WG4fonnat as the most cost-effective and
PC-friendly, and will provide input to
the committee in its efforts to make this
an accepted standard.
"We are taking an active role in the
multi-industry efforts to help develop
new copy-protection technologies that
serve hardware, software, and consumerelectronics companies," said Dan Russell, director of platform marketing in
Intel's Desktop Products Group. "These
efforts will also help pave the way for
our OEMs and IHVs to implement
these new technologies quickly and costeffectively."
The Audio Working Group is acommittee of the DVD Forum composed of
more than 30 consumer-electronics and
music-industry representatives. Its goal

Calendar
line of loudspeakers and REL sub-bass
systems. For more information, call
(716) 742-2860.
OHIO
•Thursday, April 30: Hi-Tech Hi-Fi Er
Video (5280 Mayfield Road, Lyndhurst) will host aRunco night at the
store, featuring aseries of half-hour presentations by Runco's Greg Caves. For
more information, or to reserve aseat,
call Tim Campbell at (216) 449-4434;
online at tcampbell@hitechhifi.com

Stereophile, May 1998

CANADA
•Robert Silverman will perform all 32
of Beethoven's piano sonatas in both
Vancouver and Toronto. 111e Vancouver
cycle will continue at the new ARTECdesigned Chan Center for the Performing
Arts on April 26, May 10, September 20,
October 18, November 22, and December 8. In Toronto, Silverman will perform on July 8, 9, 15, and 16, with the
remaining recitals to be scheduled in 1999.
For more information, visit his web site,
wwwsloth.com/silverman .Silvemian's
Stereopliile recordings of piano works
by Liszt, Brahms, Schumann, Schubert,

Chopin, and Bach can be obtained by
calling (800) 358-6274 —see the ad elsewhere in this issue for details. He also will
perform three of the Beethoven sonatas
at HI-FI '98 in Los Angeles in June.
GERMANY

• The 17th Frankfurt High End Show
will be held from May 21 to 24; the first
day is trade only. The Kempinski hotel
will host most of the two-channel
exhibits, while the Frankfurt Holiday Inn
will cater to multichannel and surround
exhibits. A shuttle service will connect
the two venues.
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Problem Solved.
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he Proceed audio video preamplifier and five
channel amplifier team up to solve problems you
may not know you have. Here are the solutions:
Decode any format you want:
Dolby Pro Logic, Dolby Digital
(AC-3), DIS and Stereo Surround
modes all come standard;
Future surround enhancements
and new features are easily
obtained from the Internet of
floppy disk;
Hardware designed to handle
future digital recordings
(e.g. 24-bit/96 kHz);

Madrigal Audio Laboratories

MADRIGAL

We define products for your
ears, eyes, and mind.

Plenty of inputs and outputs to let
you configure your system
however you want; connect analog
and digital audio sources of all
types; eight video inputs (including four S-video) are handled with
broadcast-quality video switching
so you won't lose picture quality,
even with the future of Digital
Television standard;
High performance in the first five
channel amplifier package which
truly delivers the power you need.

The Proceed AVP and AMP 5are
also the easiest to use because
many of the operations are
automatic. In fact, we think you'll
find them as easy to use as alight
switch—but alot more fun.
No Problem.
Proceed products are only
available throu:-.
P
Designed to last, built to perform,
Proceed by Madrigal.

Proceed products are designed and manufactured by Madrigal Audio Laboratories. Inc.
P.O. Box 781. Middletown, CT 06457 U.S.A. www.madrigal.com
FAX (860) 346-1540
11 A Harman International Company

Industry
is to create the specifications for the
recording industry's next-generation
audio format utilizing DVD.
"Support of the WG-4 specification
is consistent with Intel's position to
drive audio to the next level of convergence, bringing high-quality digital
audio to consumer-electronic devices,"
said Russ Hampsten, Intel's audio marketing manager. "The power of Intel's
processors will allow us to take advantage of this emerging technology, making the PC aport of choice for DVD
audio playback. We have geared our
activities toward making this a costeffective reality for our customers and,
ultimately, end users."
Intel outlined its vision of the direction
of next-generation PC audio in April
1997 with its Audio '98 Roadmap (see
Stereophile, July 1997, p.35). Recognizing
that better audio enriches the multimedia PC experience, the Audio '98
Roadmap discusses the impact of general
trends and highlights specific technology
ingredients, such as Fire Wire, that bring
high-performance, built-in, quality audio
support to the consumer PC.
The latest update to PC audio, Audio
Codee '97 version 2.0, was announced
at the September '97 Intel Developer
Forum. The AC '97 2.0 specification
defines options to help PC OEMs integrate the components necessary to support next-generation audio-intensive
PC applications such as DVD, 3-D surround sound, multiplayer games, and
interactive music. The specification also
defines new extensions supporting
modem and docking to help both desktop and mobile manufacturers incorporate these features more quickly and
cost-effectively.
"Intel's efforts in DVD audio will accelerate the process of bringing quality
audio to the PC and be invaluable to
the music and recording industry," said
Jac Holzman, chief technologist at
Warner Music. Holzman was previously the founder and, for 23 years, chief
executive officer and creative head of
Elektra Records. He discovered such
artists as The Doors, Bread, Judy Collins, Harry Chapin, Carly Simon, and
Queen. (And does anyone other than
JA remember Holzman's Zodiac Cosmic
Sounds album from 1967?)
"The PC will offer many exciting
audio options for enjoyment, as well as
audio editing capabilities used in the
music and recording industry," said Bike
H. Suzuki, general manager of the JVC
Research Center and chairman of the
WG-4 DVD Audio Working Group.
"Intel's participation helps the WG-4
Stereophile, May 1998

Update

format would have the option of expanding their agreements to include Super
Audio CD at the same royalty levels as arc
currently being paid for CD. Hardware
and software products are planned to be
introduced as early as Spring 1999. Other
UNITED KINGDOM
companies that have already shown seriPeter van Willenavaard
While the DVD Consortium's Working ous interest in the Super Audio CD
include Maranta (owned by Philips),
Group 4(WG-4) is still working on the
0.9 specification for DVD-Audio, Sony Accuphase, and Sharp.
The licensing strategy is particularly
and Philips have been silently carrying
on work on their Super Audio CD, the
smart, as it smooths the transition from
CD to Super Audio CD for all parties
consumer implementation of Sony's
DSD. The Sony/Philips disc will have
involved. As for marketing, the backward compatibility with normal CD is
two layers, one carrying normal
also avery strong point: new titles need
44.1kHz, 16-bit CD information (and
thus guaranteeing backward compatibe brought out in one format only. You
can buy anew Super Audio CD and
bility with existing CD players), the
play it on your existing equipment,
other carrying eight channels in DSD
knowing that when you've collected
format (two for high-quality stereo, six
enough of them to make it worth buyfor surround), plus text and/or graphics.
ing aSuper Audio CD player; you'll be
The press were shown Super Audio
able to enjoy the higher audio quality
CD at London's Abbey Road Studios in
late February. First we listened to a (and surround possibilities, if that is
comparison of DSD with three other your drift) hidden in the second layer.
You won't have thrown your money
data formats (all from hard disk):
away; you'll have invested.
96kHz/24-bir, normal CD (the same
By contrast, it appears that DVD
data truncated to 16 bits); and SBMprocessed CD. Although the reproduc- WG-4 has still to come up with aprotion chain was not optimal, DSD won posal that includes backward compatihands down. Most striking was how
bility with CD. Should they comply,
royalties would have to be paid to Sony
DSD differed from the 16-bit CD,
and Philips for using the "Red Book"
which sounded colored in comparison,
CD formar, these would come on top of
with reduced dynamics, bass definition,
the royalties already being paid to use
and even high-frequency content. We
the DVD patents.
heard the same music on aprototype
The Super Audio CD looks like a
Philips Super Audio CD player, and auditioned asurround-sound system using normal CD: it's 120mm in diameter
multiple DSD-encoded channels. I and 12mm thick. Two half-thickness
don't consider myself qualified to judge
(0.6mm) discs are prepared separately,
one carrying conventional 44.1kHz/16surround-sound systems, so I'll just say
bit CD information, the other the DSD
that it worked.
stereo and surround counterparts. The
In their briefing, Sony and Philips
two discs are then bonded together to
announced plans to license the Super
Audio CD to other companies. As of form a 12mm-thick disc (fig.1). The
high-density DSD layer can be peneMarch 1998, licensees of the current CD
address issues relevant to the PC platform, and validates our intent on creating an open standard which is easy to
implement and cost-effective for all."

CD layer (entirely reflective)

HD layer
Layer reflects 650nm wavelength
but is penetrated by 780nm lasers

HD (high density) pick up
Wavelength: 650nm
Aperture: 0.6
Focused only on the HD layer

Ag.1

CD pick up
Wavelength: 780nm
Aperture: 0.45
Focused only on the CD layer

The rearmost layer of the Sony/Philips Super Audio CD contains "Red Book" CD data and can be read by
any CD player. The semitransparent, intermediate HD DSD layer contains 4.7GB of DSD-encoded data.
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Industry
trated by standard 780nm laser light
reaching for the CD layer beyond it, but
reflects the 650nm laser light that is
appropriate to read the DSD info.
This advanced optical disc technology was developed by Philips, and is one
of the reasons Sony became so interested in Philips as apartner in its DSD line
of work. The high-density layer can
contain 4.7 Gigabytes (GB) or 37.6
Gigabits (Gb) of information. (One byte
consists of eight bits or binary digits.)
The two DSD stereo channels, each
running at asampling speed of 2.8MHz
(explicitly mentioned in the specs),
would require (2.8 x2x60 x74) Mb =
25Gb, for 74 minutes of playing time.
Philips has thus developed alossless coding scheme that will reduce data by afactor of 2.5, so that two-channel DSD data
will take up 10Gb. The remaining six
channels would add atotal of 30Gb, for a
total of 40Gb —more than the disc can
handle. However, the general specifications for the Super Audio CD read: "64 to
48 times 44.1kHz." My guess is that 64
times fi (see JA's story on dCS) is reserved
for the high-quality stereo channels,
while Surround must do with aslightly
reduced data throughput per channel to
make things fir, calculating with 48fs, Surround would take up 22.5Gb instead of
30Gb. This leaves some 5Gb for video
clips or other information.
The lossless coding is not the only
processing applied to the DSD signals
before they're written to the high-density layer of the disc during mastering.
Just as with normal CD, interleaving
and Reed Solomon coding are used to
provide ahigh level of error-protection
possibilities at readout. All this processing means somewhat of a departure
from the original idea of DSD, which
was one of simplicity: AID, 1-bit
stream to disc, and from there directly
to a1-bit DIA, simple RF filter, and an
analog out. What remains, however, is
that the whole detour of downsampling
to 44.1kHz (or 96kHz, for that matter)
and upsampling (oversampling), again
on the DIA side, is avoided. What also
remains is the 100kHz analog signal
bandwidth and the 120dB S/N ratio in
the audio band.
As yet hardly discussed in public is
the so-called "watermarking" proposed
by Philips and Sony. This is aimed at
reassuring the record industry, whose
main preoccupation with anew-generation medium appears to be combating
piracy. It seems that there are plans for
three levels of watermarking, two of
which look transparent to sound quality.
The first type of watermark would be
Stereophile, May 1998

avisible pattern generated by modulating
the width of the pits representing the is
and the Os. The width-modulation technology necessary to create this pattern
will not be made available to CD bootlegging plants, so a"plain" disc would not
show the pattern —a bootie 1:ed copy
would be obvious to the buyer.
The second type of watermark consists of packets of code hidden among
the program data but disregarded when
the music signal is reconstructed for
playback — like conventional PQ codes.
Unlike PQ codes, the watermark packets
are inserted following a key scheme

Hardly discussed
in public is the so-called
"watermarking" proposed
by Philips and Sony.
This is aimed at reassuring
the record industry,
whose main preoccupation
with anew-generation
medium appears to be
combating piracy.
known only to the manufacturer and
therefore impossible to locate by third
parties. The code can also be used to
block replay on unauthorized equipment.
The third and suspect type of watermarking tries to hide aset of tones or
narrow noise bands under the masking
curve of amusical signal. Supposedly
this cannot be detected by the ear, but
special equipment would be able to filter these out and recognize the code
that the set of tones or noise bands
stands for. The amplitude of these
tones/noise bands is so high that they
will easily survive compression, analog
taping, or even broadcasting. This
would enable the record company to
automatically log broadcasting of all
new titles and register royalties due. The
audibility of this third scheme is being
examined by TNO, ascientific semigovernmental body in the Netherlands.
Time and time again we have discovered that the human ear can hear things
we previously thought it couldn't.
Copycode has been stopped. So should
this third type of watermarking, especially with such apromising, very-highquality audio format as DSD.

Update

UNITED KINGDOM
Paul Messenger
The Bristol Sound & Vision show, held
in late February and hosted by UK specialty dealer chains Audio Excellence
and Audio T, has got to be my favorite
event in the UK hi-fi calendar. The September Heathrow Ramada Show has
gotten so big that Ifind myself skating
across the surface, missing things and
skipping rooms, and the atmosphere
tends to be abit frantic. Bristol is smaller, friendlier, away from London, and,
coming as it does just amonth or so
after CES in Lis Vegas, fits auseful slot
halfway through the year.
The UK trade gets to meet for the
first time since the fall to pick over the
bones of yet another unspectacular selling season and chew over the latest
technofear. The bigger British specialist
brands get to show the home market
the goodies that had been readied (more
or less) for Vegas. And since the costs for
exhibitors are much lower than at the
Ramada, there's agood sprinkling of the
smaller, newer, often more interesting
operations — not to mention a sea of
secondhand vinyl temptation and a
plethora of support furniture.
Much of the gossip was about the
Sony/Philips DSD/CD proposal that
had been demonstrated to all and
sundry (except yours truly) at Abbey
Road studios that week. Peter van
Willenswaard covers the full story
elsewhere in "Industry Update," so I'll
confine myself to summarizing the
reactions of those who did attend.
Predictably, given the natural antagonism between pro-audio and hi-fi practitioners, there were complaints that it
was difficult to hear anything meaningful under the demonstration conditions.
But there was also general acknowledgment that the concept was clever, and
the results at least interesting, if not
impressive — more from atransparency
than atiming perspective, perhaps.
1998 already threatens to be avintage
year for new British electronics. Naim's
CD-X CD player made its UK debut,
hoping to follow in the footsteps of the
very successful CD-2 and offering some
upgradeability via optional separate power
supplies. Quad, too, had its new-look 99series products on display, though the trio
of new electrostatic speakers were in silent
mockup form only.
If Naim and Quad are both treading
familiar paths, the latest kit from Arcam
and Meridian is altogether more radical.
As adefense against the "futurephobia"
that seems to be posing an increasing
problem for the industry, both brands
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FAMILY PORTRAIT
Like all families. the Sonic Frontiers collection has
a common connection of unsurpassed value.
While our products were known for their exceptional parts quality, build quality, and Pricing,
Sonic Frontiers has evolved to something far
greater.
In digital. our offerings include the award-winning
SFCD 1 CD player. our new reference
PROCESSOR 3digital processor and our stunning
TRANSPORT 3 CD Turntable (the latter two are
designed to be future proof in the event of anew
digital audio standard being agreed upon and
implemented). These two new products will
debut the new 1
2 S-enhanced digital interface
which solves jitter as an issue between digital
separates.

TRANSPORT 3

CD TURNTABLE

The new line-up of Sonic Frontiers preamplifiers
set new standards in engineering sophistication
which not only improves each unit's sonic and
technical performance, but also provides today's
increasingly demanding audiophile the flexibility
they need for 2 channel, home theater and
headphone environments, with ready access to
features previously unavailable on high-end
equipment. Whether it be the LINE 1, LINE 2, or
reference LINE 3. the SF preamps are the new
paradigms by which all others will be judged.

•

Often dismissed as being highly colored due to
their rolled-off frequency extremes, and
uncontrolled bass performance, few if any tube
power amps have been able to achieve the
requisite technical performance to overcome
these flaws. Well, at Sonic Frontiers, we took up
this challenge and advanced the state-of-the-art.
The POWER Series of amplifies has finally shown
that tube amplifiers can have controlled and
extended bass performance with detailed and
extended high frequencies. The POWER 1 55
watt. POWER 2 110 watt and POWER 3 220
watt mono amplifiers have essentially the same
sonic signature — all you need to choose is the
appropriate power and price.

RY
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FRONTIERS
POWER 2

AMPLIFIER

Natural Selection

"The Pre-1L has more features, ...higher build quality, greater ease of
use, more compatibility... and ... better sound than you've got any right
to expect at this price point -maybe even double. Very highly recommended."

AM

PRE IL

"..fthel Anthem Amp-1 excels at just about every parameter. You
oughta go hear one -

law

-Lonnie Brownell, Stereophile, Vol. 21, No. 2, Feb. 1998

PRE 1P

BIM
CD 1 CD Changer

•
Pre 1L Linestage Preamp

The challenge was simple - design a
"full" line of tube electronic products which
maintain the sonic signature and performance
sought from tubes by making intelligent design
choices which maximize sonic bang for the
buck -quality, without the carefree excess of
acost-no-object attitude.
And so, ANTHEM was born. Comprising
source, preamp and power amp products, the
five piece ANTHEM line re-defines the term
VALUE in audio. Whether its the unit's parts
quality, construction craftsmanship, technical
sophistication, warranty, price or unparalleled
sonics, the ANTHEM stable of products is
without equal.

Pre 1P Phono Stage

CD 1

The Best within Boundaries -that was the
goal when Sonic Frontiers conceived the idea
of developing a line of affordable high-end
tube electronics as a step up from mid -fi
solid-state.

Integrated 1 Integrated Amplifier

You need not sacrifice when owning an
ANTHEM product - it embodies the finest
principles of the high-end, without requiring
you to mortgage the family home!
Whatever your high-end electronics needs
are, ANTHEM is the natural selection.
For more information on the ANTHEM
formation of products, or to receive a copy of
our A TASTE OF TUBES booklet, please Call,
Write, Fax or E-Mail us today.

Amp 1 Power Amplifier

Fl
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Contact Sonic Frontiers for product information or for the dealer nearest you.
2790 Brignton Roa ,:Os .'r- 0trio. Canada L6H 5T4

(905) 829-3838
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are adopting modular construction techniques. However, the two companies
are taking quite different approaches to
fit their contrasting market positions.
Traditionally apurveyor of budgetprice "real" hi-fi, Arcam is starting to
move clear of the budget sector with its
Alpha 9CD player and Alpha 10 integrated amplifier. Both are expected to
sell for around £800 in the UK, and
both incorporate some modularity to
guard against future obsolescence.
Bristol was the first-ever public demonstration of the long-awaited Alpha 9,
which uses the proprietary 24-bit "ringDAC" chipset that Arcam has been codeveloping for some time with professional digital specialist dCS. Stereophile
readers will, of course, be familiar with
dCS's Elgar D/A processor, voted 1997
"Component of the Year," and Arcam
main man John Dawson was anxious
that the new DAC could (or should)
not be described as an "Elgar-on-achip." But there's no denying the
common ancestry, and the associated
"trickle-down" effect that should imbue the Alpha 9with more than ahint
of high-end flavor. That assumption
seemed well supported by the demonstration, which sounded impressively
transparent and was certainly pulling
in the crowds. The "modularity" here
is confined to the DAC, the Alpha 9
sharing the same chassis and disc drive
as the 7, 8, and 8SE models, allowing
owners of the junior models to upgrade
converters as funds permit.
Arcam's Alpha 10 integrated amplifier takes arather more elaborate route to
future-proofing. It's likely to start out as
astraightforward 100Wpc stereo amplifier, but the 10P power amp can be
added to offer biamp drive, while the 10
itself can be reconfigured to offer fourzone multiroom capabilities —or even
evolve into a full A/V processor/
switcher by adding surround-sound
processor boards and removing and
replacing the entire back panel, complete with socketry! (Dealers are going
to love that.) A third power-amp card
can then be added to the 10P power
amp, giving full 5x100W multichannel
drive. Other permutations and combinations are possible, further proof of
Arcam's conviction that the humble
integrated amplifier need not be an
impediment to future upgrading.
However, for the ultimate in futureproof modularity, check out Meridian's
new 800-series models. Isuspect Meridian might have astrong claim to have
invented the module approach. Ican
recall changing internal preamp modStereophile, May 1998

ules on the original 100 series nearly 20
years ago, while the Component Amplifier System appeared way back in
1982. We referred to it as the Zebra
because of the stripey appearance of the
half-dozen little 1"-wide modules that
made up atypical (but flexibly configurable) amplifier. But with today's hindsight, it was years ahead of its time and
a little too minimalist in appearance,
which is probably why it enjoyed no
great commercial success. (The CAS
went out of production in 1985.)
The proliferation of digital formats
suggests that the times might now be
right for amodular approach, and the
altogether more macho-looking 800-

Meridian's 800 series
must be one of the most
original and interesting
new concepts
in quite some time.
series components could win plenty of
friends —at least among the computerliterate. The system architecture and the
user interface have more in common
with aPC than apiece of audio kit,
which accounts for Meridian's apt
description of the series as a"card-based
Audiophile Digital Computer." These
are not the stereotype computers we
know and love/hate, but they do operate very substantially in the digital
domain, and setup is programmed by
downloading software from aPC.
Three models are currently on the
agenda: an 800 "ultimate" CD machine,
an 800 DVD/CD player, and an 861
surround processor [reviewed by Tam Norton in the May issue ofStereophile Guide
to Home Theater —Ed.]. But "model"
hardly describes something for which
you write your own spec and figure out
the total price using a spreadsheet.
Essentially, it's down to customer and
dealer getting their heads together to
select — from what amounts to an infinitely flexible and future-proof roster —
the right "cards" for the buyer's unique
requirements.
Choose from an enormous selection
of balanced or unbalanced analog and
digital inputs and outputs able to support any mixture of stereo, surround,
and muldroom operation. All sorts of
fast computer-interface options (eg,
FireWire, ATAPI, SCSI) are also
planned for PC/multimedia connection; digital inputs will soon support

Update

96kHz input; and Meridian's various
proprietary DSP audio functions arc
being extended into the digital video
domain. Most immediately interesting,
perhaps, is a new approach to CD
replay using a CD-ROM disc drive
(excellent data acquisition, indifferent
jitter) followed by anew DSP/RAMbased buffer/re-clocking de-jitter
implementation. All in all, the 800
series must be one of the most original
and interesting new concepts in quite
some time.
There were also plenty of other
things to see and hear. Meridian is, of
course, one of relatively few brands to
promote active loudspeakers, but it was
pro-audio exponents ATC that caught
my ears. Their phase-compensated active networks gave aremarkably seamless and coherent crossover transition,
while the new compact floorstanding
SCM 20SL TA will slip elegantly into
any domestic environment.
Elegance is akey ingredient in Les
Wolstenholme's latest RMS monoblocks. Developed in association with
Stands Unique, these compact cubes are
built from rigid finned alloy with glass
plates top and bottom, and arc designed
to be stacked with carbon-fiber inserts.
Styling aside, there's good sense in creating electronics that incorporate serious support techniques rather than
token rubber feet.
Carbon fiber (CF) was the main
ingredient in adelightful-sounding system from newcomers Cetech (Tel: (44)
1773-712503). Spelled out in full, Composite Engineering Techniques is, first
and foremost, an advanced materials
specialist. But owners Stephen Millward
and Martin Taylor-Wilde are also audiophiles, and have been experimenting for
years. Intending to offer kits and components for sale, they brought their own
systems to the show but left having to
think seriously about commercial production. Elegance might be low on the
agenda here, but the sound was impressively delicate, open, and transparent, the
system consisting of aheavily CF-modified Thorens turntable with prototype
CF tonearm, atube amplifier built on a
CF chassis and based on the venerable
Mullard 5-20, and two pairs of speakers:
one open-CF-baffle dipole with active
bass, and one conventional-looking box
speaker disguising an irregular internal
CF shell.
As usual, Bristol came up with asurprising amount of original and interesting developments. Maybe next year I'll
finally find time to do some serious
vinyl archeology.
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The speaker only
Jim Thiel could create
Introducing the new THIEL CS7.2
Jim Thiel's 12 "Speaker of the Year"
and 15 "Design and Engineering"
awards are just afew of the reasons
to own his new model CS7.2.
Audio Magazine's Anthony
Cordesman describes Jim Thiel as
"clearly the kind of speaker
designer who just never stops
improving his products. Each new
generation of Thiel speakers has
sounded more detailed, more
coherent, and more transparent ...
Each added refinement has been
another step toward making the
musical experience more real.'
Hear Jim Thiel's newes
masterpiece, the CS7.2, at you
nearest THIEL dealer. It's the next
great loudspeaker from the man
whose sonic passion has made him
alegend in audio.

THIEL

Ultimate Performance Loudspeakers
Call or write for our 36-page brochure and the name of your nearest 1HIEL dealer.
HIEL • 1026 Nanclino Boulevard, Lexington, Kentucky, 40511 Telephone: 606-234-9427 •e-mail: mailChielauclio.com

Visit the THIEL Web Site at http://www.thielaudio.com
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UNITED STATES
Jon Iverson
The market for recorded music, measured by what manufacturers ship to
retail and nonretail channels, experienced adecline in unit shipments and
dollar value according to aRecording
Industry Association of America
(RIAA) report released February 19.
Concurrently, accounts from US record
retailers and mass merchandisers indicated abanner 1997.
"The industry is responding to a
smaller but healthier retail base," said
RIAA President and CEO Hilary
Rosen. "We're adapting to tighter inventory controls at retail, to apipeline
that can deliver product to stores faster
than ever before, and to changes in
direct and special markets."
At 1997 year-end, manufacturers saw
a6.5% net unit decrease in audio and
video product shipped to domestic markets (from 1.14 billion units in 1996 to
1.06 billion units in 1997), and acorresponding 2.4% decrease in the dollar
value of that product at suggested list
price (from $12.5 billion in 1996 to
$122 billion in 1997).
"Our year-end figures show us that
retailers are purchasing more efficiently
and selling more consistently throughout the year. They're managing their
inventories effectively - the return of
unsold product to manufacturers is
down 5%. And sales are clearly up. The
less fortunate news is that shipments to
mail-order houses, nontraditional outlets, and record clubs continued to
decline in the second half of 1997."
According to Billboard Magazine, a
number of retail chains and individual
retailers reported double-digit sales
growth in the last quarter -a claim
supported by Transworld, Inc., arecord
retail chain of 530 stores. "Over the last
two years, we had to downsize our
square footage as alot of others did, and
this impacted our inventory and our
returns, which the labels are feeling,"
said chairman and CEO Bob Higgins.
"But today, from a financial point of
view, we're in the best shape ever."
Supporting that affirmation of a
healthy marketplace, the RIAA's report
revealed the shipment of full-length CD
product to retail grew 2.3% in 1997 (this
number excludes special-market shipments). Even though the overall shipments of CDs dipped 3.3% as aresult of
the drop in special-market shipments,
Rosen said, "Let's not lose sight of the
fact that the music produced last year
generated more CD shipments to retail
outlets than ever before."
Stereophile, May 1998
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CD album unit shipments in total
dropped 33%, from 778.9 million in
1996 to 753.1 million in 1997. CD
album unit shipments to retail grew
2.3%, from 527.7 million in '96 to 539.9
million in '97. However, CD album dollar value in total dipped 02%, from
$9934.7 million in '96 to $9915.1 million in '97. CD album dollar value of
shipments to retail grew 23%, from
$8404.5 million in '96 to $8598.1 million in '97.

the previous year, and a36.4% decline
in the direct and special markets sector
alone. In 1997, manufacturers shipped
172.6 million units with acorresponding value of $1522.7 million. Cassette
unit shipments in total dropped 23.4%,
from 2253 million in '96 to 172.6 million in '97. Cassette dollar value dropped
20.1%, from $19053 million in to
$1522.7 million.
The demand for music videos continued in 1997, with a 10.1% increase in
unit shipments (18.6 million) and a
372% increase in dollar value ($323.9
The RIAA's
million). This increase was fueled by
Michael Flatley's multiplatinum video,
year-end report shows
Lord ofthe Dance, which shipped 800,000
units, and Hanson's Hanson, which
a 19% decline in
shipped 400,000.
The RIAA's year-end report shows a
shipments to direct
19% decline in shipments to direct and
and special markets.
special markets. This category, which
accounts for 23% of the total domestic
This category, which
market, includes all mail-order operations, record clubs, and nontraditional
accounts for 23% of the
retail outlets. In comparison, total shipments of all configurations to the
total domestic market,
remaining retail base - specialty retailers, mass merchandisers, and other retail
includes all mail-order
outlets - dropped only 2% in unit shipoperations, record clubs,
ments and gained 02% in dollar volume. This retail segment constitutes
and nontraditional
77% of the domestic market.
According to the RIAA's Hilary
retail outlets.
Rosen, "The boom in record-club
membership has slowed considerably as
A favorite with consumers, CD-sinmusic buyers have converted their
gle shipments have increased more than
record collections to CD format. And
200% in just three years. Elton John's
while this has affected the industry
"Candle in the Wind 1997" set an alloverall, the record clubs depend signifitime RIAA record as the highest-certicandy on back-catalog sales." The escafied single ever, boosting single sales and
lating cost of direct mail and advertising,
bringing many new and infrequent which the clubs rely on to generate new
music buyers into the stores.
members, has also contributed to the
Another statistic of interest to
decline in this segment.
Stereophile readers is that of vinyl LP/EP
CD album and CD singles sales
sales. Although up substantially last year
remained strong as asteady flow of top
(31.8%!!), they showed aslight decline
releases spanning all genres brought regof 6.9% in unit sales, or a9.5% decline
ular, as well as occasional and new,
in dollar value since 1996. Vinyl single
music buyers into stores. Certifications
sales showed agreater dip, with 25.7%
of Gold and Platinum albums increased
lower unit sales in '97. LP/EP unit ship5% and 27% respectively in 1997, indiments dropped 6.9%, from 2.9 million
cating strong sales. Diversity was the
in '96 to 2.7 million in '97. LP/EP dolkey word - several female artists
lar value dropped 9.5%, from $36.8 milreached 10 million in album sales, and
lion in '96 to $333 million in '97.
multiplatinum success was enjoyed by
Constituting 162% of all consumer
artists in every genre, including The
recording purchases, cassettes remain a Wallflowers, LeAnn Rimes, Spice Girls,
substantial part of the overall market,
Notorious B.I.G., Garth Brooks, Hanand manufacturers continue to produce
son, Celine Dion, Barbra Streisand,
and distribute every genre in this forMetallica, and Kenny G. In addition,
mat. However, cassettes were adversely
1997 saw the introduction of more sucimpacted by the direct and special marcessful new artists than ever before: 52
kets declines, experiencing a 23.4%
emerging artists released albums that
decline in unit shipments overall from
achieved Gold or Platinum status.
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Another new consumer this year was
the online music purchaser. According
to industry studies, an increasing number of consumers indicated that they
made amusic purchase online in 1997.
Rosen said, "Accessing music through
the Internet is certainly a positive
advent for the industry, and all signs are
pointing toward rapid and dramatic
growth in the online market."
Retailers were elated about the
breadth of new releases in 1997 — there
was something for everyone. Keith A.
Benson, vice chairman and CFO of
Musicland Stores Corp., the biggest
record retail chain with 1363 stores
nationwide, said, "Strong music product
helped drive sales in the fourth quarter,
giving Musicland record pretax earnings. The variety of music — led by the
Titanic soundtrack — continued to pull
in music consumers well into January."
The RIAA's year-end numbers,
which are compiled quarterly by the
accounting firm of Coopers & Lybrand,
represent direct data from companies
that distribute approximately 90% of
the prerecorded music in the US. To
calculate unit shipments and dollar values for the remainder of the market,
Coopers & Lybrand uses retail sales data
from SoundScan to estimate shipments
by nonreporting companies. Dollar
value is calculated at suggested list price.
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rage in the late '70s, aperiod in which
bad design and bad taste repeatedly
achieved simultaneous orgasm. The
thing was approximately the size of a
window-unit air conditioner. The rosewood-veneer cabinet provided astylish
counterpoint to the mirror-polished
Louis XIV faceplate and its yard-wide
back-lit window for the tuning dial and
a fabulous array of inputs and userselectable options: Dolby FM, cartridge

tection circuit? Iremoved the protection
PC board and completely resoldered it.
Then, having gone that far, Iremoved
the relay itself, burnished its contacts,
and put it all back together. At full voltage, it cycled off and on every 10 seconds. Disconnected the opposite channel. As before: Click Pause. Click Pause.
Click Click. Click. Like the telegraph
from hell.
Ah! Perhaps aproblem in the regulated power supply. Ican deal with that. I
removed the regulator board with its
The deeper Idug,
20-some-odd wires, found and replaced
two questionable transistors, resoldered
the more
the entire affair. Why not? At this point,
Ifound wrong.
many hours into the project, the clock
had become irrelevant.
loading, mike mixing, switchable this,
Iplunged in further: Dissected the
defeatable that, pre-out, main in, speak- good channel for comparative anatomy
ers A, B, C. The works. The only fea- with the damaged one. Pulled apart the
tures missing from this Disco-era behe- preamp section and lubricated all the
moth were a drum machine and a switches. (Don't ask why. Idon't know.
cocaine dispenser.
Obsessive-compulsive disorder.) Sections
And drive current from its output of circuit board and chassis hung tenustage. The protection relay was held ously together with the minimum numopen by one channel's "center rail" gone ber of fasteners. What Ihad envisioned
75V negative. Iprobed about inside the as atwo- or three-hour job stretched into
spacious chassis, making atally of dam- several partial days. An easy fix had
aged parts: shorted output and driver become atotal tear-down and rebuild. It
transistors, pre-drivers, bias net, multi- glowered at me from the workbench.
ple charred resistors — the electronic Mute, insolent, it taunted me. It blotted
equivalent of a blown head gasket. out the sun. The Big MoFo Monster
Nothing catastrophic or unmanageable, I 500: my personal solar eclipse.
thought. A doable fix.
The deeper Idug, the more Ifound
UNITED STATES
Icompiled alist of parts and two lists wrong. My workbench was littered with
Barry Willis
of acceptable substitute parts. The orig- chassis hardware and discarded, marginMaybe it was an expression of twisted inal manufacturer? Don't even ask — 16 al parts. Ireassembled and tested —no
nostalgia. Maybe it was the simple urge years out of business. Icalled around for go. Disassembled and probed, replaced
to do agood deed. I'm not really sure the best prices, informed my friend that parts Iknew damn well were okay.
what the motivation was, but Icame the parts would run maybe $100. Threw Same ritual, same result. Where did I
away from the experience with this rev- in afew bucks for my almost-volunteer read: Insanity consists of repeating abehavior
elation: You can take the boy out of the time. Worst case? We'd keep it under and expecting adiffèrent result. Something
shop, but you can't take the shop out of $200 no matter what —cheap enough simple was eluding me, agremlin in the
the boy —not easily, anyway. You have
that the theater wouldn't have to con- machine. Was Ilosing it? What was I
to beat it out of him. Hard.
vene ameeting of its board of directors, losing? The technical facility upon
That's the only explanation Ihave for cheap enough that the junior-high- which Ionce depended? My pride? My
arecent lapse in judgment. A friend school acting students wouldn't have to sanity? The parts bill climbed to $150
who does alot of volunteer work for a wash cars in the parking lot.
out of my pocket. Ifended off my friend
perpetually underfunded community
A couple days later Idisassembled with limp excuses, then walked away
theater called to ask if I'd mind looking the Monster and began swapping parts, from the project for afew days to let my
at the theater's amplifier, which had dredging up all my dormant skills: care- head clear.
abruptly stopped working. My mostly- ful matching of polarities and pin-outs;
It never did. I enter the house
honored vow to wean myself from tech- quadruple checks for open resistors and through the garage, and every time I
nical work — acrusade Iswear Iwill shorted capacitors, solder bridges, came in Ihad to pass the big monstroswin, even if Iend up living in abox cracked PC traces; redundant tests for ity. It sat upended on my bench, mockunder the freeway —didn't apply. This is every possible cause of failure; hours ing me like aschoolyard bully. Come on.
for art, Ithought. Iagreed to help.
spent hunched over with voltmeter, solTly it. See jfyou can make me work.
My friend backed his van up to the dering iron, wire snips, and screwdriver
My friend patiently tolerated my
garage. We lifted the unresponsive con- in my hands; meticulous reassembly.
excuses. He was fending off inquiries
traption out like acouple of pallbearers
Test time. At 30V AC, my variac's from the folks at the theater, who were
and carried it inside to the workbench. ammeter pinned: bias problems. Idis- fending off inquiries from everyone
It was more than an amplifier. It was connected the partially repaired channel who used the place, from the preschool
one of those gigantic receivers — aBig and re-energized. The protection relay dance instructor to the astral-yoga
MoFo Monster 500 — that were all the began to chatter. Problems with the pro- teacher. As aformer technical employee
Stereoptule, May 1998
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Industry
of Big MoFo, Iwas their only hope for
getting it fixed. That hope dimmed as
the days stretched on. Ibought some
time by ordering acouple of cheap transistors and tried to get psyched for one
more assault. Icouldn't give up, could I?
One morning, after the last parts had
arrived and the excuses had all run out,
Ibrewed an extra-strong cup of determination and downed it with ahearty
breakfast. There is no such thing as "try," I
mumbled, repeating the Zen advice of
an old weightlifting coach. line either do it
or you don't. Idisappeared into the garage.
Wm or lose.
By early afternoon Ihad not won, but
Ihad not yielded. In the days before
political correctness, this was known as
aMexican standoff. The phone rang —
welcome relief. It was my friend, calling
from alocal pawnshop. Having sensed
that it was over (some people have a
special feeling for such things) for both
the MoFo 500 and my attempt to revive
it, he was about to plunk down good
cash for some other horrible mid-fi
junk near the end of its lifespan, to
replace the horrible mid-fi junk that lay
dead before me. "Don't do it!" Icried.
"I'll be right there."
Ishot downtown and went into the
pawnshop. The items he had selected —
all bearing "As Is" disclaimers—were
beneath consideration for even the most
subterranean bargain-basement background music system. Isuggested lunch
and consultation.
"Let's face it," Itold him as we shared
a Thai chicken pizza, "I'm getting
nowhere fast. We're wasting precious
time and valuable money. The theater
needs some decent pro sound gear
instead of limping along with ahodgepodge of discarded consumer stuff."
He agreed.
"What do you have that works?" I
asked.
"Speakers, CD player, tape deck, and
microphone," he told me.
"Great," Ireplied, "Then all we need
is asimple mixer and reliable amplification. How big is the equipment budget?"
"Well, we wanted to keep it at two
hundred dollars, but we could probably
stretch it to five without breaking the
bank."
We then did what we should have
done right from the start. Within two
hours we had an easy-to-use two-inputplus-microphone stereo DJ mixer from
RadioShack ($149 including afive-year
warranty) and ahefty Peavey amplifier
from the big pro-music store nearby
($325 with tax). The Peavey's tolerant
output circuitry, rear-panel level conStereophile, May 1998

trols, and peak-limiting feature would
help prevent future disasters. Why hadn't Isuggested this course of action
three weeks earlier? What had Ibeen
thinking?

Itook special
pleasure that day
in carrying several
decrepit receivers and
crusty cassette decks
to the garbage.
The next Saturday we stripped the
theater's equipment cabinet, cleanly
rewired everything, installed the mixer
and amplifier, secured them in place,
and gave everything athorough testing
and blessing. Considering the budgetary
constraints, it didn't sound bad. Itook
special pleasure that day in carrying several decrepit receivers and crusty cassette decks to the garbage. Ashes to ashes,
Ijoyfully intoned; dust to dust. But that
pleasure was nothing compared to the
relief and satisfaction Ifelt dropping the
Big MoFo Monster 500 into the dumpster's yawning maw — last stop on the
way to its final resting place.
UNITED STATES
Barry Willis
Vacuum Tube Valley magazine's tube and
antique audio show here last week drew
dozens of exhibitors and hundreds of
attendees to the Airport Clarion Hotel
over the February 6-7 weekend. The
heavy rains that caused mudslides in
some Northern California communities, combined with high tides that
flooded some freeways, kept attendance
down. The show's turnout was "about
half of what we expected," said VTV
publisher/editor Charlie Kittleson.
The show was combined with ausedequipment flea market on Saturday,
sponsored by the Northern California
Historical Radio Society. A technical
school on tube theory for both home
audio and guitar amplification ran concurrently with the show. Eager tube fans
sat through eight hours of instruction by
engineers including VTV contributors
Eric Barbour and John Atwood.
San Francisco Chronicle financial writer
Jonathan Marshall favorably profiled
Atwood in the Chronicle's business section. The story, which featured aphoto
of Atwood in front of his collection of
antique test equipment, quoted Stereo-
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phile's inimitable Jonathan Scull: "Tubes
is where it's at ... they communicate the
nuance, detail, and emotion of music."
Atwood is aformer digital designer who
fell in love with "glass audio" after hearing a tube amplifier. A three-month
stint of meditating in aBuddhist temple
in Thailand culminated in acommitment to devote his life to tubes. He hasn't regretted the decision. "Tubes make
music in away that solid-state gear will
never match," Atwood said.
Among the exhibits was aSaturdayafternoon demonstration by Dr. Bruce
Edgar of his full-range tube-driven horn
loudspeakers. The demo took place at
the Randall Museum in SF and was
sponsored by the Northern California
Tube Enthusiasts Group. "One of the
most realistic things Ihave ever heard,"
said guitar amplifier guru Sal Trentino
of San Anselmo. "They're still scraping
jaws off the floor." GlassWare (http://
www.tubecad.com, asoftware company
offering computer-aided design programs for tube engineers, had its products on sale at 20% off for the two-day
affair. GlassWare's table was only afew
feet away from one occupied by industrial designer, graphic artist, and tube
aficionado Kent Leech. "You should see
my cutaway rendering of the 300B," he
enthused. "And my sandwich sign: Will
Draw for Tubes."
There was plenty of vintage gear for
sale. Apair of Heathkit W5s were going
for $300, just ahundred bucks less than
a McIntosh 1500 with 7591 output
tubes. A very-well-cared-for Fisher
500C — 75Wpc — was only $150, and
$225 would buy you a rebuilt Scott
Stereomaster 222. For amere 40 bucks,
you could take home aBritish PX-4 triode in its original container, at the other
end of the scale, $900 could buy a
rebuilt but like-new Scott 340B.
Such gatherings attract interesting
personalities, too. One was audio veteran Hal Cox of Mill Valley. At the age of
78, Cox still runs an audio consultation
and installation business out of his
home. One of the charter members of
the Audio Engineering Society, he
joined in February 1948, almost 50
years to the date of Vamp,: Tube Valley's
weekend tubefest. "I knew John Mullin,
who brought the first Magnetofon tape
recorder into the States... Ihad aBrush
Soundmirror, arecorder that used paper
tape... I knew Walter Selstead, who
designed the Ampex 600..." Cox reminisced. Quick with aquip, Cox is a
crusty veteran of the audio wars who
seems to have met or dealt with almost
everyone in the business. He and others
39
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find events like the antique audio show a
wonderful opportunity to get togethet
VTV publisher Charlie Kittleson
promised that his next show will be bigger and better. If it follows the pattern
established by his four-year-old publication, the promise will most certainly
come true. Tube lovers are winning new
converts daily, and they take their hobby
very seriously. "Audio Rule #1: Use a
Transistor, Go to Jail," reads their
bumper sticker: "It's the Law."
The quarterly Vacuum Tube Valley is
now in its fourth year. Published in Silicon Valley, the heart of cutting-edge
technology, VTV's emphasis is on the
technology of the past. Each issue
devotes considerable editorial space to
the history and development of tubes
and tube equipment: Antique tuners,
amplifiers, preamps, and receivers are
reviewed in depth, and the magazine
frequently profiles such audio pioneers
as Avery Fisher and Saul Marantz.
Vacuum Tube Valley also covers guitar
amplifiers and test equipment. For example, issue no.6 (Winter '97) features a
comparison of new and new old stock
6550 and KT88 power output tubes, a
review of the Fisher 500 receiver, atribute to Avery Fisher, a history of the

,
8

Loftin-White amplifier (a direct-coupled audio amplification circuit first
published in 1930), and John Atwood's
personal account of constructing atube
amplifier for aclass at San Francisco's
Randall Junior Museum.
The publication is full of ads from
small companies specializing in tubes
and tube-related products: power and
output transformers, high-voltage filter
capacitors, and coupling and bypass capacitors. Do-it-yourself kits are reviewed, and modification projects —
like one for the venerable Dynaco
Stereo 70 — are covered in detail.
Charlie Kittleson also puts out a
series of field guides for collectors of
antique audio. Each issue of Vintage HiFi Spotter's Guide offers invaluable identification and pricing assistance for both
neophyte and veteran collectors.
Kittleson, Atwood, engineer-author
John Barbour, and guitar-amp guru
Terry Buddingh are the editorial core of
Vacuum Tube Valley. They work closely
with local hobbyist groups like the Bay
Area Tube Enthusiasts and the Northern California Historical Radio Society.
A subscription to Vacuum Tube Valley
costs $32/year; Vintage Hi-Fi Spotter's
Guides are $18.95 or $25 each, depend-
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ing on the issue. Interested readers can
learn more by calling or faxing (408)
733-6146. VTV's web site is www.vac
uumtube.com ;the mailing address is
1095 E. Duane Avenue, Suite 106, Sunnyvale, CA 94086.
UNITED STATES
BARRY WILLIS

Parasound has announced anew warranty program. All Parasound electronics purchased after January 11998 will
be covered with 10-year parts and fiveyear labor warranties. The company's
outdoor speakers are covered for five
years. In-wall speakers now carry an
inclusive parts-and-labor warranty of 10
years. Mechanical parts (primarily CD
transports) and lasers are covered for
two years from date of purchase.
The 17-year-old San Francisco-based
company now offers one of the better
warranties in the industry. Citing acontinually declining failure and defectivereturn rate, Parasound president Richard
Schram said, "Our warranty has caught
up to the quality of our products ... we
can afford to do this for our customers."
The company can be contacted by
phone at (415) 397-7100, or by e-mail at
parasound@worldnetatt.net

TC -The most accurate performer
Hi-Fi News & Record Review -Ben Duncan -February 1997 issue
Ihe I
C series loudspeaker cables use
individual conductors that are Hyper-pure
copper. arranged in our VariStrandTm
conductor geometry. The insulating
dielectric is ahigh pressure, low
temperature extruded. TeflonTm.
4TC consists of eight individual TCSS
conductors, four blue and four black.
Aggregate wire gauge size is two #I3
conductors. The focus, transparency,
and transient speed of 4TC is stunning.
4TC continues to receive enthusiastic
reviews and recommendations from
consumers and critics worldwide.
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2752 South 1900 West -Ogden Utah 84401
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8TC consists of sixteen individual
TCSS conductors, eight blue and eight
black, arranged in alarge format braid.
Aggregate wire gauge size is two #9
conductors. 8TC continues to receive rave
reviews and recommendations, ranking
as one of the best high end audio
values of all time.
4TC and 8TC are without question. the best
sounding "sensible" cables on the market.
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Sam's
you can make atruly fine single-ended transformer."
Indeed, according to Dennis, the difficulty (and expense) of manufacturing
transformers with full 20Hz-20kHz
bandwidth was one of the reasons for
the move from single-ended to pushpull. A transformer in apush-pull amp
or radio can have awide bandwidth and
still be smaller because it doesn't have
constant current flowing through it.
Then there's the matter of power
supply. "With adirectly heated triode
tube, the filament and cathode are the
saine element. A direct-heated cathode
requires alarge power supply to light
the filaments.
"Compare that with abeam-tetrode
tube, where the electrons are heated
and emitted by aseparate cathode. This
requires much less current on the
heater, meaning you can use asmaller
power supply. The easiest way for radioset manufacturers to cut costs was to
skimp on power supplies."

Audio Electronics SE-I power amplifier

tubes. If you want to skip all this smorgasbord business and just order "Sam's
Amp," the total tab comes to $1031 plus
shipping.
Now we're getting into deep triode.
Sporting apair of 300B output tubes,
Audio Electronics SE-1
the SE-1 is rated at 7Wpc. With apair
Here's away to get into single-ended triof 2A3s, it becomes a5Wpc amp. Now
ode without scrapping your present syswe're getting close to Val's ideal: 0Wpc!
tem. Buy or maybe build an Audio ElecDennis has designed the amp with a
tronics SE-1 and set up asecond system
heatsink-filament dropping resistor,
—an alternative. But be warned! If you
allowing you to use either apair of 2A3
buy an SE-1, you just might marginalize
output tubes or apair of 300Bs, and to
your first system. SET can do that.
The Audio Electronics SE-1 offers a switch from one type of tube to the
smorgasbord of options. It comes as a other simply by readjusting the bias. No
kit or assembled, with your choice of rewiring necessary. The input tubes are
6SL7s. That's it: two tubes per channel.
various 300B output tubes or 2A3s. You
(The rectification is solid-state.)
can choose among different upgrades
Dennis has placed this resistor midand add-ons, including an amp cage for
chassis, just under the headphone-jack
$199. For more information, call Audio
Electronics at (919) 460-6461 for a switch. When using the 2M output
tubes, it quickly heats up the chassis,
menu — er, price list.)
turning the switch into ahot button! Be
For instance, you can buy abasic SEfast and there's no problem. But don't let
1with brown-bottom Chinese 300Bs
for $899 as akit or $1099 assembled. Or your finger linger. (The headphone jack
itself is conveniently located in the midthe same amp with 2A3 output tubes for
dle of the chassis front.) When using the
$759 as akit, $959 assembled. A "signature" version with an upgraded driver 300B output tubes, the resistor does less
resisting and the chassis gets merely
circuit and input gain stage adds $150.4
warm, not hot.
I had Dennis — oops, that's backPerhaps you want to try both the 2A3
wards —build me aregular SE-1 (not
and 300B tubes.
Signature) with aswitchable headphone
Let's say you order the amp with
jack on the front, which adds $36 to the
300B tubes because you're a powercost, as well as a4ohm/8 ohm impedcrazed individual and have to have that
ance selector switch on the back (anothmacho 7Wpc. For an additional $60
er $36). Because Ialready have astock
of various 300B tubes, Iordered my you can get yourself apair of Chinese
amp with apair of Chinese 2A3 output 2A3s and compare 300Bness and
2A3ness. You'll also have aspare set of
output tubes.
4With an assembled unit, you get afull refund of your
What did Iuse for speakers?
purchase price, less shipping, within 30 days if not satisfied. With akit, you get no money-back guarantee
A pair of marvelous Mordaunt-Short
once you start building. but you can have the unit fac10i Classics —"only" 89dB sensitive,
tory-built for an additional charge if you decide to
but an easy 8ohm load and very singleabandon the project.
Stereophile, May 1998
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ended-friendly. And apair of 100dBsensitive, 8 ohm Klipsch KLF-20s
(more on these soon). CD source was a
Micromega Stage 6into aCreek OBH12 passive preamp.
So, how is the sound of the SE-1?
Good enough that if you buy one for
your second system, you may not want
to listen to your first system —unless it's
single-ended, of course. But not so stupendous that the amp presents aserious
threat to the likes of the Cary SE 300
Signature at five times the price.
Nor is the amp so transparent that I'd
recommend shelling out $700 or more
for a pair of new Western Electric
300Bs. Ithought the Svetlana 300Bs
sounded just as open and extended. If
you want adarker, lusher, more 2A3like sound, you might simply default to
the brown-bottom Chinese 300Bs that
Audio Electronics supplies as "standard."
Single-ended virtues
The SE-1 has the single-ended virtues
I've been Carying on about of late:
Beautiful harmonic presentation. Immediacy. A sense of you being there at
the performance, or of the performance
happening in your living room. Read
my last two columns.
Where the SE-1 falls short is predictable, given the price.
Power, for one thing. Even with the
300B output tube and 7Wpc, this is still
asmall, low-powered stereo amp. The
soundstage tends to be small.
Ultimate resolution is lacking too.
The Cary SE300B Signatures can reveal
astonishing amounts of detail. Not so
the SE-1, although Ican't complain at
the price. Some of the light-and-lifefrom-within of a great single-ended
triode amp is lacking. Not that the
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Contacts
Audio Electronics, 111-A Woodwinds Industrial Court, Cary,
NC 2751L Tel: (919) 460-646L
Fax: (919) 460-3828.
Moth Audio Corporation, "located in the dungeon or 1746
Ivar Avenue, Hollywood, CA
90028. Tel: (213) 467-4300. Fax:
(213) 464-9100.
Welborne Labs, P.O. Box
260198, Littleton, CO 80126.
Tel: (303) 470-6585. Fax: (303)
791-5783. Web: www.welborne
labs.com
-Sam Tellig
sound is dark or closed-in. It's just alittle thick, opaque, dimly lit.
BUT —
And here's the big but (besides mine,
of course): There is still that harmonic
rightness and richness. Still asense of
bloom around musicians, of their palpable presence.
What's absent is even more important than what's present. There's no
harshness, no electronic glare or grunge.
No splashy, spitty sibilants.
"There's no power, either!" Ican hear
the measurement wonks hollering now.
It's ahoot to compare the 2A3 with
the 300B output tube: they're similar yet
different, and it's not just amatter of
power. While the SE-1 with 300Bs was
powerful enough, Ithought, to drive the
Mordaunt-Short 10i Classics in my 13'
by 21' living room, that wasn't the case
when Idownsized to 2A3s. The Klipsches, though, presented no problem.
The 2A3 is a darker, lusher, more
romantic tube than any of the 300Bs I
tried — brown-bottom Chinese, Sovtek,
Svetlana, Western Electronics. At least
in this amp. In other amps, the 2A3
might behave rather differently (see the
Moth Audio S2A3 below). Yet there's
something seductive about the 2A3
sound. It's very immediate, very clean,
and s0000 easy to listen to.
Dennis was quite taken with the 2A3
tube. He hadn't heard the tube in a
while, and building my amp gave him
the chance. He told me he stayed up
half the night listening. The 2A3 tube
can do that to you. The 2A3 has an case,
anaturalness, afull-bodied warmth that
can make the 300B sound slightly cold
and overbright.
Why does the 2A3 sound so good?
"Possibly," suggests Dennis Had, "it's
because of the lower anode plate voltage
used on the tube. The three elements —
Stereophile, May 1998

the anode, cathode, and heater —are
very closely spaced, so there's amore
compact passage for electrons to flow
through. It's avery easy tube to drive and
requires very little voltage.
"The 300B and its predecessor, the
300A, were powerhouses by comparison. The 300A first hit the scene in
1935, two years after the 2A3. It could
produce up to 14W output, still with
relatively low voltage."
"But the sound of the 2A3, Dennis?"
"Yes, something special."
A closet SETishist
The SE-1 is agreat choice for an audio
perfectionist's second system, particularly in a smaller room. You can get
your pain from your main system and
your pleasure from your SET setup.
You can have it both ways: pain/pleasure. You can still suffer, the way any
good audiophile should. You can still
keep your "proper hi-fi products" with
their fine measurements. You won't
even have to show this second system to
your friends. You can become acloset
SETishist, just like so many wire manufacturers Iknow!
Needless to say, the SE-1 is aterrific
choice for students and others who live
in close quarters and on tight budgets.
For the price of a— no, Iwon't say it —
you can have aglorious SET tube amp,
and maybe one that you built with your
own hands. It's something you'll own
for years. Remember, it can't become
obsolete — it already is!
Better yet, it's something you can
use to put other amplifiers' feet to the
fire. If you decide to purchase anew
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amp for your first system — something
more expensive and perhaps more
powerful than the SE-1 — you can
compare its sound with the SE-1.
You'll have aSET reference.
Moth Audio 52A3
This is the amp or my dealer friend
who says he can't sell "flea-sized" lowpowered amps! The Moth Audio S2A3
is rated at 3Wpc and retails for $3450.
Who would buy such athing?
Imight. Ithink Val might, too, but
he's in Russia right now. Iknoiv my son
would appreciate something like this. I
fell in love with this stereo amp the
moment Iheard it at CES in Las Vegas
last January. It was driving a pair of
Sennheiser HD600 headphones and
provided what Ithought was some of
the best sound of the Show.
Not that the Moth Audio 52A3 was
designed as a headphone amp. Craig
Uthus, Moth's president and ahi-fi gadfly if there ever was one, added the headphone jack as an afterthought. He told
me he intends this to be used as an amp
to drive speakers! Craig was an audio
engineer with the Atomic Film Company in Hollywood, a postproduction
rental facility that also does custom
equipment for the film industry. Moth
Audio is located in the basement — the
"dungeon," as he puts it.
The look of the amp is the work of
Joel Marshall, Atomic's president, who
co-founded Moth Audio —yes, in the
basement —and brought some of his artdirecting skills to bear on the equipment.
This is Hollywood! And hallelujah!
Why shouldn't the look of apiece of hi-

Moth Audio S2A3 power amplifier
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Sam's
fi gear be entertaining, have some pizzazz? Why shouldn't hi-fi be fun to
look at as well as fun to listen to?
The amp is not flea-sized. This Moth is
built like atank, with asteel chassis and
heavy aluminum top and bottom plates.
Twin 2A3 output tubes stand atop the
amp, while two 6SL7 driver tubes show
and glow through twin glass "portholes"
on the front. A not-so-sexy 5AR4 rectifier tube resides within. Under the top
plate, an array of finger-fight setscrews
loosen to allow you to move afew wires
to optimize the twin output transformers
for 16, 8, 4, or 2ohm loads. No soldering
required.5
My review sample had an attractive
pebble-grain finish, but Craig tells me
that, starting with the next production
run, there will be ahigh-gloss black finish. "Moth Audio" will be etched in
gold into the name plate, which is
affixed to the top aluminum plate. The
look should be dynamite... ATOMIC!
The Moth Audio S2A3 falls somewhere between astraight power amp
and an integrated. There is no line stage.
There is only one pair of RCA input
jacks, and there is no switching among
multiple sources. But there is avolume
control, and, of course, there is astandard headphone jack on the front And
avery large volume-control knob.
Retro-tech
Craig Uthus describes the S2A3's look
as "retro-tech."
"We tried to re-create an image that
people have of old-America, high-quality audio equipment that never existed — of audio gear that sounds great
and looks cool, and comes from the era
of H.G. Wells."
Actually, the amp reminds me of
my grandmother's 1929 Frigidaire: the
first refrigerator on her block. (I'm old
enough to still remember the ice man —
not that he came to my grandmother's,
but to some of the neighbors'.)
Craig told me he tried the 2A3 tube
"because it is the lowest-powered tube
that is really available." He experimented with various circuit topologies
and found, much to his surprise, that the
amplifier did well on amedium-sized
studio monitor.
"It produced an adequate level of
sound without distortion to be workable in asmall room. That made the
amplifier seem practical.
"In asmall room, apowerful tube
5The 2ohm tap is for 4ohm speakers whose impedance really drops to around 2ohms. If you have a"4
ohm" speaker, you should probably try both taps.
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amplifier throws off alot of heat," Craig
pointed out He's right. "The less power
the amplifier has to put to the load, the
less heat you're going to have in aroom.

Is the S2A3 a
serious piece
of gear or not?
Yes, it's serious.
"My conception of the amplifier is
that it would go mostly in dens and bedrooms, with one audio source and one
small, reasonably efficient set of speakers, and it would be the only audio system for that small room."
Craig, by the way, has abackground in
hi-fi. He was aproject engineer for Harman/JBL and did some of the original
surround-sound decoders for SSI.
Moth madness
"I talked Joel Marshall of Atomic Film
into doing this... this madness," Craig
admitted. Iheard something akin to my
own evil laugh.
Is this aserious piece of gear or not?

OP
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Yes, it's serious.
Like Isaid, the sound at CES with a
pair of Sennheiser HD600 headphones
was glorious — so open, so airy, so
immediate and alive it reminded me of
the $13,000 Jadis SE 300B or the
$20,000 Jadis SE 845 monoblocks.
$3450 is a lot of money if you're
going to use the Moth Audio S2A3 only
as a headphone amp. But the sound,
especially with the Sennheisers, was so
astoundingly good, the investment
might be worth it. Besides, the amp will
drive speakers.
Klipping the Klipsches
Itried the Moth Audio S2A3 in my 13'
by 21' living room with both the
Moniaunt-Short 10i Classics and the
Klipsch ICLF20s. Surprise, surprise —
the S2A3 drove the Mordaunt-Shorts
pretty well. In asmaller room, like my
9' by 12' office, there probably would
have been no problem at all. Meanwhile, in my living room, Inoted that
dynamics were somewhat reined in, and
the amp did clip at times. So Ichanged
the Mordaunt-Shorts for the 100dBsensitive Klipsch KLF20s. Now Ihad a
combination.
The Moth Audio has excellent reso-
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Sam's
lution and detail, and all the life-andlight-from-within of atruly great singleended triode amp. It has very tight, taut
bass, too —although Icould get the
amp to clip even with the Klipsches.
Truth to tell, though, the music was
playing very loud, and this particular
CD had killer bass.6
Iknow Isaid before that the 2A3 is a
darker-sounding tube than the 300B,
but that darkness wasn't so much of a
factor with the Moth Audio S2A3 as it
was with the Audio Electronics SE-1.
Maybe the amp is better optimized for
the tube. What Ithink is really happening is that the Moth amp is just more
transparent. Tube rectification probably
helps. But everything about the Moth
amp looks beefier, including the power
supply. That's as it should be: we're talking three times the money.
The Big Broadcast
Igot areal hoot out of listening to Rich
Coney's Big Broadcast show, which is on
every Sunday night, 8-11pm, on New

6Elgar's Enigma Variations, lu die &MA and Coronation
Marc!,, with George Hurst conducting the Bournemouth Symphony Orchestra, Naxos 8.553564. Check
it out.

York City radio station WFUV (90.7)
from Fordham University, in the Bronx.
This is my favorite radio show: three
hours of popular music from the 1920s
and 1930s, mostly stuff that was issued
only on 78rpm records.
This was the way to listen to Rich
Conaty — 1930s music played through
1930s-type tubes on apair of IClipsch
KLF 20 speakers. It even beats Val's
floorstanding Philco, which, of course,
can't receive FM — when that console
was built, FM hadn't been invented.
(Val can cheat and use the Philco's auxiliary input.)
Quibbles?
Well, yes. It would be nice to have
switching between at least two sources.
It would also be nice if there were a
headphone switch as well as a headphone jack. (I know —switches don't
improve sonic purity.) As it is, if you
want to silence your speakers while
playing headphones, you have to disconnect the speakers. Not so convenient.
Iunderstand that the amp —possibly
this review sample — will be displayed
at HI-FI '98 in Los Angeles this June. If
you're at the Show, have alisten. You'll
get achance to see one of the coolest
pieces of retro gear ever made, and to

hear what the magic of the 2A3 output
tube is all about. And there's arightness
to the sound that's... well, just right.
I'm sure that some, without even
bothering to listen, will try to turn this
product into alaughingstock. It's not.
The ridicule should instead be directed
at mediocre-sounding solid-state muscle amps, and especially at pretentious,
even preposterous audio critics who
write about expensive gear as away of
further inflating their egos. [Now Sam.
Surely you don't mean your editor?— Ed.]
We have far too many 300W amps.
What we need, in my opinion, are more
3W 2A3 amps. And more Hollywood
art design. The look of this thing is flabbergasting.
If you want one of these Moth
Audio amps, Isuggest you buy now
while you can. Your friends, your kids,
you will go gaga over it. Too bad Ihave
to return the unit before Val returns
from Russia. This is better than cactus
needles. Yes, the product is somewhat
insane. But then again, so am I. Ilove it!
I'm tempted!
And as for my dealer friend who
says he can't sell this "flea-sized" stuff,
I have one word — two, actuallà
"Buzz off!"
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Quite frankly, we'll he the first to admit that aMcIntosh audio system is not for everyone. Some
people are so accustomed to compromise they'll actually choose mediocrity. But then there are
those who appreciate the difference in violins, the way agold-nib fountain pen glides on paper,
or the distinct sound of twelve cylinder engine. For those willing to sacrifice nothing, no level
of excellence is too lofty For nearly ço years, we have made McIntosh Audio equipment for them.
Call
Ina haddimibmità.
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Michael

II

've got this friend Shirley who
appears to be your typical suburban
forty-something housewife —married with two kids —but somehow her
music genes got short-circuited. While
most of her neighbors have become
Yanni-fled (if they pay attention to music
at all), Shirley is aRolling Stonesfanatic
You are too? Really? Have you been
on the Stones' "Bridges to Babylon"
tour, attending concerts on the schedule
throughout North America, and some
in Europe too? Shirley has. (Her husband, Jerry, stays home — he's more of a
Kinks aficionado.) Do you spend every
spare minute on some kind of Internet
Stones "Glimmer Line"? Shirley does.
Do you own every CD the Stones have
ever released, plus stacks of live
bootlegs? Do you play them constantly,
memorizing who plays what on every
track? Do you have aset list from every
show on the current tour? Do you have
the Stones' lips'n'tongue logo lovingly
painted on your fingernails —a different
visual and color combo on each one?
Shirley does.
Recently she forwarded me an e-mail
she'd received from someone who
wanted to know if the new British
180gm pressing of Sticky Fingers was
sourced from a digital master—as if
that was agood thing. (It is from adigital
source, by the way.) Ie-mailed her that,
rather than explaining why the opposite
was true, she should come over and I
would play an analog version for her vs
Bob Ludwig's recent Virgin Records
CD remaster.
Last week she showed up with her
friend Pat, another Stones fanatic. Isat
them down for aserious listening session. Pat was skeptical as Itook out an
original British Decca pressing of Beggar's Banquet. "How many plays before
the needle ruins the grooves?" he asked.
"Well, Pat, I'm going to play you a
record I've owned and played incessantly for 31 years."
When "Jigsaw Puzzle" ended, Pat
and Shirley were wobbly with pleasure.
"It's a different song," Pat exclaimed.
"I've never heard half of that stuff, and
that sounds like areal electric guitar."
And, and, and!— when the evening was
over, and after some direct comparisons
Stereophile, May 1998

between ancient, oft-played LPs and the
highly praised CD remasters, both
Shirley and Pat agreed: there was no
comparison between LPs and CDs. I
don't have to tell you which won out, or
why, or by how much.

What really amazed me
was how these nonaudiophiles expressed what
they heard and how it differed from what they were used to
hearing. Without using any of the
worn-out audiophile vernacular, Pat
and Shirley were each able to describe
the sensation of hearing instrumental
lines laid out with ease — allowing
them, for example, to follow Bill
Wyman's bass throughout atune. Both
were struck by how much more of the
intent behind what the musicians were
playing came through. And, of course,
both heard instruments (especially the
difficult-to-delineate piano) buried for
decades of listening on nonaudiophile
gear. Neither could believe, for example, that Brian Jones actually plays harmonica throughout "High and Dry," not
just at the beginning and during afew
scattered breaks.
Iplayed them German, Japanese, and
American pressings of Exile On Main
Street, and they were able to hear and
describe the differences though neither
had ever spent aminute of their lives listening this way. Shirley said, "I can't
believe Ican hear differences between
pressings from different countries."
Both described the sound from the CDs
as being "all mooshed together," and
both noted that just when the music

Fremer

reached what should have been a
dynamic peak, it "pooped out." Both
were really surprised to hear that analog
bass was more harmonically complete
and much better focused than digital —
and believe me, it wasn't the CD player
(a Bow-tech ZZ-8) that was at fault.
What's sad is that both Pat and
Shirley have original vinyl pressings.
They just haven't bothered playing
them for the past decade because they
thought — well, you know what they
thought. They don't think it no mol
Will they invest in audiophile-grade
analog playback gear? Stay tuned.
Wally to the rescue
Coincidentally, the morning of
the night Shirley and Pat visited,
abox showed up full of Wally
alewicz's latest setup accesties) Using them, and some tips
e'd shown me at CES, Imade subebut significant changes to my anaog front-end that really improved the
sound. So Ithought this would be a
good time to do acartridge setup, Wally
style. (See the November '97 "Analog
Corner" for afull writeup of Wally's
alignment gauge.)
You start with Wally's Wally-VTAtractor ($80), which looks like ablack
skate blade about 2V2"long attached to a
tapped cartridge-mounting plate. But
this device has nothing to do with "skating." Instead, it allows you to adjust
VTA starting with the arm dead parallel
to the record surface—no guessing
required, even with atapered armtube.
Having that verifiable reference point to
return to makes playing with VTA
almost fun —and certainly anxiety-free.
To use it, you install your cartridge
and set VTF (vertical tracking force).
Don't worry about alignment for now.
Wally supplies aset of height-measuring gauges. You find the one that reaches from the record surface to the top of
the cartridge body — say, 19.5mm. Now
you remove the cartridge and install the
16.5mm-tall VTA-tractor in its place,
1All of Wally's accessories arc distributed by Pro Audio
Ltd., III South 1)rive, Barrington, IL 60010. Tel: (847)
526-1660. Fax: (847) 526-1669. If you buy the tractor,
skater. VTA angle, and scale all at once, you can get the
package price of 5280 instead of paying $330.
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first adding three 1
nim shims to the top
of the mounting plate. (The device
comes with aset of 1mm, 0.5mm, and
025inm shims.) If your cartridge measures less than 16.5mm deep, Wally can
supply you with ashorter VTA-tractor.
Hint: Whenever setting overhang or
making any other cartridge adjustment,
immobilize your platter with apliable
rubber wedge gently inserted between
plinth and platter. And don't forget to
remove it before starting the motor!
With the bladelike Wally-VTA-tractor in place of your cartridge, get out the
thinnest and thickest records in your
collection (cg, an RCA Dynaflex and a
Mobile Fidelity Anadisc 200 200gm
job, respectively). Start by placing the
thickest one on the platter and adjust
VTA until the "blade" is perfectly flat on
the surface of the record. If you're fortunate enough to have an arm with a
height gauge — like aGraham, ET, VPI,
or Triplanar — note the setting. Now
repeat with the thinnest record.
Reinstall your cartridge and, using the
higher of the two positions, set your
overhang with, Isuggest, the Wally-tractor custom-made for your brand of ami.
The precise arc your stylus should follow
across the record is laser-etched on a
piece of mirrored acrylic drilled to fit
over your spindle. Begin by approximating the overhang and then setting
VTF in the middle of the cartridge's
suggested range. Malewicz's Wally-scale
tracking-force gauge was not available
when this column was being written,
but for about $80 he's claiming 0.05gm
accuracy using aunipivot fulcrum and
laboratory-grade counterweights —
more on that next time.
When you've adjusted the overhang
so the stylus stays centered in the etch all
across the arc (don't settle for anything
less!), double-check your VTF. Remember that increasing VTF pushes the stylus
slightly forward; decreasing VTF pulls it
slightly back. (It also changes SRA —
stylus rake angle—which some consider more critical than VTA. More about
that in another column.) Hopefully you
won't have to readjust your overhang
when you've got VTF correct, but
remember: unfortunately, all of these
adjustments interact with one another to
varying degrees.
Ideally, the stylus should traverse a
straight line across the record surface,
but unless you have atrue linear-tracking arm, that is impossible. As the stylus
arcs across the record surface, it will
cross the ideal straight tracking line at
two null points. Wally puts three etched
parallel lines at each null point. With
Stereophile, May 1998

Corner

toward the center. He's designed aGyro
Gearloose—like device that lets you set
antiskating and measure your arm's
bearing friction. The Wally-skater ($85)
consists of an acrylic plate that fits over
the spindle and sits on the platter,
attached to avertically mounted, footlong acrylic rod. Protruding from the
rod at right angles are two more acrylic
rods — one close to the platter, one at
the top. Attached to the one at the top is
asliding device, to which are attached
two threads. At the end of one is a
plumb bob, at the end of the other is a
loop you place around your tonearm's
With an offset
finger lift.
You have to be very careful when first
(headshell angled toward
using this contraption or you're likely to
swing your stylus into oblivion. Irecomspindle) pivoting arm,
mend securing the stylus guard before
you proceed. First you adjust the plumbforces are created
bob thread so the bob hangs just above
that make the arm
the lower rod, which contains asideforce
scale marked off in 1% increments.
want to "skate" toward
Attach the other thread to the finger lift
and adjust the thread so the stylus floats
the center of the record.
between 1
/"and 1
4
/"above the platter.
4
Play around with it abit before removing the stylus guard. But never use this
Before you set azimuth, you have to
device with a felt or sticky mat;
set the antiskating. Skating is areal pheinevitably, the thread will slip and the
nomenon that must be dealt with.
stylus will contact the surface below. If
Without getting into the whys, with an
it's felt or rubber, bye-bye stylus.
offset (headshell angled toward spindle)
Once you've got the hang of this
pivoting ann, forces arc created that
device (pun intended), and with the promake the ami want to "skate" toward
the center of the record. Antiskating is a truding rods at aright angle to the arm
and the antiskating disconnected, the
force applied in the opposite direction
plumb-bob and finger-lift strings should
to counterbalance that force. Unless you
be opposite each other at the same
apply such aforce, precisely calculated
marking on the scale — wherever you
to offset the skating force, the ami will
have the plumb bob. If you move the top
mistrack at high modulation levels and,
slider from which both the plumb-bob
equally bad if not worse, the stylus will
and finger-lift strings are suspended, the
wear unevenly —on the inside. If you
ami should instantaneously follow the
apply too much antiskating, stylus wear
plumb bob. This will be the case with
will also be uneven, but on the outside.
top-quality arms. If there's alag, you can
According to Wally, research done
measure the distance the plumb bob
years ago by Thorens demonstrated that
the antiskating force should be approximoves before the arm does. If your
tracking force is 2gni (2000 niilligrams)
mately 10% of the tracking force across
and it takes three marks on the scale
most of the record, increasing to 13%

your stylus tip on the arc trace at the center line, the cantilever should be precisely parallel to the two other lines (make
sure antiskating is disconnected). If it's
not, adjust the cartridge body. If your
cartridge has been properly manufactured and your arm's offset angle properly designed, this shouldn't be necessary.
Now you have your cartridge body
precisely parallel to the record and your
stylus tip traversing the ideal arc across
the record —all verifiable, thanks to
Wally's devices. You're off to agreat start.

Wally's Wally-VTA-tractor
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WIC HAS THE ABILITY TO

Stir the Sout
The power of music is most potent when it's delivered free of alteration.
For over 15 years Straight Wire has produced cables based on the
philosophy of delivering all the music. No filters or additives
provide seamless accuracy Link your system with
Straight Wire to rediscover musical
nuances for your enjoyment.

"
IMPROVEDHELICAL IPHERCONNECTS

NEW
INTERCONNECTS,
CRESCENDO
Unparalleled performance,
Our new reference.

•

Enhanced midrange and
authoritative bass -Level 1

•

-4

SONATA
Foam Teflon for tight bais
& unveiled highs

MUSICABLE Il

l
e

SYMPHONY Il

Silky midrange, rich
low,-level presentetion -Level 2

ENCORE Il
Uncolored, engaging vocals.
Nothing compares
at this price.
Level 3

Precise & detailed

Conteth your dealerto learn about
our new & improved siteakecables.
**

STRNGHT WIRE
1909 Harrison Street, #208, Hollywood, FL 33020, USA •Phone: (954) 925-2470 •Fax: (954) 925-7253 •www.straightwire.com

the dermce between the voltages, so it
doesn't matter if you start with 3V or
5V or 10V when you set your volume
on the modulated channel. Minimizing crosstalk maximizes separation,
which opens up the soundstage and
helps to lock in the images and solidi&
the sonic picture.
If you were very lucky when you set
up your arm, the difference in dB will
be 10% or less (30dB vs 33dB, for example). You're done! But don't count on it.

»Az_

Everyone Loves
Pearls!

1111«.idG-S.
AU010/VI.F.

MURNITURe

S

WVII even design apiece to your exact specifications!'

TOP QUALITY

4„

„
ANY SIZE • ANY PLACE

Minimizing crosstalk
maximizes separation,
which opens up
the soundstage
and helps to lock in
the images
and solidify
the sonic picture.
Most likely one channel will be 35dB
and the other 20dB, which is too great a
difference. Which way do you shift
azimuth? You'll have to experiment to
find out with your setup. The best thing
to do is write down the results you first
obtained, shift your azimuth (however
it's accomplished with your arm) slightly one way (note which way!), and measure again. If the difference in decibels
increases, go the other way until you're
within 10%. Yes, it's time-consuming.
Yes, it's apain in the butt. Yes, you will be
rewarded for your troubles.
So now you've got your tracking
force to within 0.05gm of the middle of
the cartridge manufacturer's recommended VTF, your VTA set precisely
for parallel to the record, your overhang
verifiably spot-on across the entire
record surface, your antiskating at or
near the ideal '/10th VTF, and your
azimuth set electronically for minimal
equal crosstalk between channels.
You're dialed in, baby!
Well, not quite: Most of us find that
ideal VTA is slightly below parallel to
the record, and frequently the maximum recommended tracking force
yields the best tracking and smoothest
sound. But at least now you can play
with VTA, and if you get lost you can
easily get back to parallel with both
thick and thin discs. Now all you have
to do is play with cartridge loading....
Five tips:
1) Ifind the Little Lite gooseneck
Stereophile, May 1998

MS10i Pearl $349.00 pr
"...the Mordaunt-Short 10i Pearl is
just that -a pearl. Iplan to keep it
around as a budget minimonitor
reference."

#PRO-44
TV Component Table

#1000 CD Rack
Hold 1000 or more

!fflM•111•1
I
!MIMI,
MIR 4803
i
-Bay Component Center

Sam Tellig, Stereophile, Vol.20, No.10,
Oct.1997

And Classics
Too!

#I-Beam
Twin Towers

# B8 5505
Single-Bay Audio Rack

!meal

#Media Rau
Entertainment Center/Waves
Holds a40" 11

#PRO-24
AMP Stand

#PRO-54
API Component Center

#PRO-33
The Ultimate Audio Rack

(Hu
CUSTOM

MS10i Classic $659.00 pr

design department is
Mst and affordable.
Ile also offer over
100 stock designs of
unequaled quality.

"This speaker breathes music; it
flows and is finely detailed, well
focused and alive."
Martin Colloms, Hi Fi News & Records
Review, June 1997

#PRO-34 Twin Customs
LOCAL
*Steel
•Glass
*Stone
Laminated
Veneers

RZEIZEIDSKEEDDI
IN U.S.A. :Audio Plus Services
Tel.: 1-800-663-9352
Fax: (514) 493-4547
IN Canada :Plurison
Tel.: (514) 493-9352
Fax: (514) 493-4547

DEALERS
.Stability
•Rigidity
Selection
and
'Design

lie sure to visit your local stocking dealer and browse
through our new 75-page catalog of audioivideo fientutre.
Ind contact us today for aropy of our detailed newsletier
THE RAGS REPORT now IN COLOR
with product photos and specifications.
4141-A Transport St. •Ventura, CA 91003

805/644-2185

Fax 80S/644-0434 •E-mail billy © billybags com
See the whole picture a(

www.billybags.cont
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PASS LABS

X1000
1000 Watts into 8 ohms
2 Stage Patented Super Symmetric Design
Networked to 32,000 Watts
www.passlabs.com
Pass Laboratories, 24449 Foresthill Rd, PO Box 219, Foresthill, CA

The Golden Dragon project is controlled in England by former employees of Mullard, M-0 Valve, and Brimar.
Each Golden Dragon tube goes through many prototype iterations, each of which is evaluated for both measured performance
and sonic character. Only when superb sound is achieved does adesign become aDragon.
TRIODES/PENTODES

Each
18.00
18.00
18.00
25.00
25.00
25.00
25.00
30.00
22.00
25.00

LOW Noise
28.00
28.00
28.00
40.00
35.00
35.00
35.00
45.00

Matched Pair
46.00
46.00
46.00
72.00
60.00
60.00
60.00
82.00
54.00

POWER TUBES

Pairs
23.00
30.00
42.00
55.00
65.00
45.00
55.00
70.00
95.00

Quads
54.00
68.00
92.00
118.00
138.00
98.00
118.00
148.00
198.00

Sextet
83.00
104.00
140.00
179.00
209.00
149.00
179.00
224.00
299.00

12AT7A
12AU7A
12AX7A
6DJ8/6922
12AT7A Gold Pin
12AU7A Gold Pin
12AX7A Gold Pin
6DJ8/6922 Gold Pin
6SN7GT
EF86 Gold
EL84/61305
E84L/7189
6V6GT
EL34M
E34L
6L6GC
5881
350E3
6550A

œ

VISA

Octet
112.00
140.00
188.00
240.00
280.00
200.00
240.00
300.00
400.00

6550WB
KT66
KT66 Super
KT88 Classic
KT88 M'
KT90'
KT9OLX*
807
2A3
2A3 Octal
211
3008 Super
4300B'
4300BLV
811A
845

RECTIFIERS

5AR4
GZ34
GZ37

Pairs
170.00
55.00
150.00
150.00
150.00
150.00
170.00
68.00
120.00
120.00
155.00
380.00
380.00
560.00
65.00
193.00

Quads
348.00
118.00
308.00
308.00
308.00
308.00
348.00
144.00
248.00
248.00
318.00
768.00
768.00
1128.00
138.00
394.00

Sextet
524.00
179.00
464.00
464.00
464.00
464.00
524.00
218.00
374.00
374.00
479.00
1154.00
1154.00
1694.00
209.00
593.00

Octet
700.00
240.00
620.00
620.00
620.00
620.0C
700.00
292.00
500.00
500.00
640.00
1540.00
1540.00
2260.00
280.00
792.00
.
Each
20.00
38.00

Each
25.00
5U4G
25.00
274B
20.00
'Denotes New One Year Warranty (others 90 days).

TUBES BY DESIGN DIVISION, VAC •807 BACON ST. •DURHAM, NC 27703 •919-596-2037 FAX
Distributed in the
US exclusively by
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Low Noise
áMatched
70.00
70.00
70.00
102.00
84.00
84.00
84.00
112.00

TUBES BY DESIGN MC
919-596-1107
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Undercurrents
I agree that there is a vast gulf
between, say, awell-played version of
the Bach double violin concerto and any
given butt-wiggle extravaganza on
MTV. Still, there's no way to define this
difference in any precise and objective
manner, there's no criterion of "intrinsic
artistic value" that will make the clean
bite between "high" art and "low" that
Mr. Canis (and I) would like.
Let's see if my Philosopher? Guide to
Solving Problems is any help. In the book's
main chapter, "'What To Do When You
Don't Know What You're Talking
About," there are three recommendations that serve philosophers well:
1) "Do the Wittgenstein": This one's
easy—you just shut up.
2) "Do the Mystic": If you're having
trouble specifying what you mean, perhaps that's because the subject is vexing,
elusive, and possibly even unknowable by
merely mortal minds. If so, scratch your
chin and appear to be deep in thought
3) "Do the Skeptic": That which does
not exist cannot have afinger put on it.
If you're unable to specify what you're
thinking of, perhaps you are not thinking of anything.
Bentham points us down this last road.
Besides the principle of happiness, there
is simply no other real or reliable criterion of value. At bottom, an audiophile's
reveries about the beauty of asymphony
and a13-year-old girl's glee about aHanson song rest on the same kind of thing
— subjective, human happiness. Admit it:
If you hooked up some new speakers or
cables and they lifted another veil from
your favorite highbrow recordings, you'd
shriek with glee like a13-year-old girl,
too (as long as it didn't make you look like
a13-year-old girl).
If that wax head could talk, Ithink
Bentham would agree that "intrinsic
artistic value" is an oxymoron. As long
as they have something to be aproperty of, intrinsic properties exist all by
themselves. My desk, for instance, has
the intrinsic property of taking up
space. If the desk is there, so is the property. But aesthetic and artistic properties
are different. They are essentially tied
to the people and cultures that perceive
and appreciate them. Thus, it's impossible for an artistic property of something
—a piece of music, for instance —to be
intrinsic to it. Suppose Jody Foster
stashed away acouple of CDs on her
cosmic journey in the movie Contact. If
she asked her new, alien friend about
the intrinsic property those CDs have
of taking up space, or of being discshaped, they'd have something to talk
about. But if she played acut from a
Stereophile, May 1998

sideways down. The bottom line is not
what "the public wants" because ...
The public wants what the public gets
But Idon't get what this society wants
I'm going underground...
Yikes. The public wants what the
public gets? "Great lyric," Iused to
think in my college days —"too bad it's
not true." Obviously, there are many
things that the public would not want if
the public could get them. Imagine, for
instance, filling an indoor sports arena
with dirt so that people can sit in
uncomfortable chairs, breathe noxious
The very existence of
fumes, and damage their hearing while
watching loud, oversized trucks and
monster-truck rallies,
tractors frolic in the muck.
Okay, bad example.
8-track tapes, or CDs by
Hmmm. I'm stumped. The very existence of monster-truck rallies, 8-track
John Tesh does suggest
tapes, or CDs by Jolui Tesh does suggest
that the public can be sold anything.
that the public can
Weller takes us far beyond cultural relabe sold anything.
tivism to cultural plasticism. Commerce
doesn't serve our desires, it creates them.
Commerce doesn't
If so, Eric Hansen's letter (same issue,
same page as Paul Canis' letter) makes
serve our desires,
alot of sense: the future of classical
music depends upon popularizing it —
it creates them.
get it out there on TV, radio, billboards, advertisements, etc. If you
some forms of non-Western music — build it, they will come. If you play it,
their timbres and scales just seem they will want it.
There is, unfortunately, the John
wrong, out of tune, or shrill. But were I
to have been raised in the right cultures, Tesh factor to contend with, and let's
Ibet they'd sound natural, perhaps even not forget Yanni (though how Itry ... ).
beautiful (and the B-Minor Mass might These two are very popular, especially
give me aheadache). You don't even on video. Whenever Isee them surneed aspaceship to show that, when it rounded by their large orchestras, Iget
comes to artistic value, there's some- the sinking feeling that their fans take
them to be living representatives of our
thing right about cultural relativism.
If artistic value ultimately boils down classical tradition. Forget rap, pop, and
to akind of popularity contest, we can country — if the record companies were
still ask why it is that people prefer to devote more of their classical budgets
pushpin to poetry (supposing that they to artists like these, Tesh's and Yanni's
do). Bentham's answer is simple: It faux-symphonic extended commercial
makes them happier. But there are jingles could kill classical music just by
other possibilities. My favorite theory displacement Aaron Copland? Isn't he
belongs to arecent English thinker who, the guy who plays piano in all those
in the 1970s, took Bentham's utilitarian- beautiful, picturesque locations?
No one likes censorship, but isn't
ism, added two heaps of Marxism, and
stirred them together using drums, bass, there some way to avoid this possibility?
and guitar. In the single "Going Under- Couldn't Stereophile organize aconcert
ground," Paul Weller (of The Jam) pro- — billed as, say, "The Music and Magic
claimed his alienation from English of Tesh and Yanni (with aVery Special
Surprise Guest)" — at the end of which,
society:
for the grand finale, David Copperfield
The public gets what the public wants
would take the stage and make them
But Iwant nothing this society's got
both disappear?
I'm going underground...
Or, in response to the far-reaching
Weller meets Bentham. What the
public wants, what makes it happy, effects these two have had on Westdetermines what the public is able to ern art, perhaps the University of
get. Commerce serves our desires. But London could offer them new honwhen this chorus rolls around asecond orary chairs — behind glass, one on
time, Weller turns Bentham over under each side of Bentham.

Bon Jovi disc and something from
Bach's Mass in B Minor, then asked,
"Which do you think has more intrinsic artistic value?" she'd get ablank,
alien stare. Without the customs, symbols, and conventions of our culture,
those two pieces of music would be
merely nonidentical sequences of airpressure variations.
Closer to home, everyone has heard
music that seems devoid of artistic
value. For me, Ican't even listen to
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JOIN THE STARS OF HOME
THEATER & HI-FI AT HI-FI'98!
AT THE WESTIN

LAST CHANCE TO SAVE

$10 PER TICKET!

HI-Fl '98, The Home Theater &Specialty Audio Show,

LOS ANGELES

is happening at our favorite Los Angeles hotel. It's the

AIRPORT HOTEL

theater show on the planet.

FRIDAY, JUNE 12
SATURDAY, JUNE 13
SUNDAY, JUNE 14
BULLETIN!
Free Concerts Morning,
Afternoon, and Night.

BIGGEST and BEST consumer and trade hi fi/home

FLASH! THE HI-FI '98 LAUNCH OF HDTV!

This is the most exciting breakthrough since TV was
invented—High Definition Television (HDTV). It's awhole
new way to broadcast and awhole new way to watch.
SEE IT HERE. Find out how soon you can have it too.

BONUS!
More Free Seminars!

Sit in on seminars and watch the
sparks
fly! Ask the editors of
More FREE concerts than ever
Stereophile
and Stereophile Guide
before —almost nonstop. Order
to
Home
Theater
your toughest
your Show tickets now and receive a
questions.
Meet
the
designers.
form to reserve concert tickets in
Attend seminars on Women in Highadvance. No extra charge.
End Audio ...HDTV ...How to
Take your pick of 22 concerts,
Tune aRoom. This year, we've
including TWO GRAND CONCERTS in
added home theater and audio
the Grand Ballroom. Friday night,
seminars especially for beginners!
it's three-time Grammy winner BILL
Beginners' luck!
HOLMAN and his band, sponsored
ENJOY THE WEEKEND!
by JVC. Saturday night, hear the
Plan to spend the entire weekend at
soulful blues of TERRY EVANS, sponthe
Show. There's plenty to see,
sored by AudioQuest and NHI.
Catch blues singer Doug MacLeod.
Robert Lucas. The Water Lily Gospel
Trio. Pianist Robert Silverman.
Violinist Ida Levin accompanied
by pianist Delores Stevens. The
Uptown Mandolin Quartet.
Guitarists Vlatko Stefanovski and
Miroslav Tadic, together with amix
of classical, jazz, blues, and traditional Balkan music! Hurry —
seating is limited, and late Show.
ticket buyers take pot luck!

hear, and do. Plenty of people to
meet. Lots of CDs, LPs, and accessories on sale —most at special
Show prices.
STAY AT THE SHOW HOTEL!
Phone The Westin Los Angeles
Airport Hotel now at (310) 2165858 to reserve your room at the
special Show rate of just 5115
plus tax per night, single or double occupancy. Tell them you're
part of HI-FI '98.

41eNote: Ticket orders will be fulfilled

ill

the order received. Those who order first will receive Show

tickets first—including the "bounce bock" request form for free advance concert and seminar tickets.
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The Absolute Sound

Creek Audio
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Acoustic Research
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Madrigal Audio

Acoustic Sciences
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Sound Lob
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MEMBERS OF THE TRADE!
REGISTER NOW AND ARRIVE
EARLY FOR TWO DAYS OF
SEMINARS BEFORE EXHIBITS
OPEN TO THE TRADE 8 PRESS!

TO REGISTER FOR TRADE DAYS:
Fax Lynn Taulbee on your company
letterhead: (505) 992-6677
or write her at:
PO. Box 5529
Santa Fe, NM 87502-5529

Get the scoop on new video technologies. Become more skillful at designing
and installing home theater and highREGISTER ONLINE at
performance audio systems. Register
www.hifishow.com
now for the Music and Film Seminar
Series Ill, sponsored by The Academy
Advancing High Performance Audio &
Video. Seminars start on Tuesday, June
9at 9AM and conclude on Wednesday,
June 10 at noon. Exhibits are open for
the trade and press only on Wednesday
afternoon and all day Thursday.

EXHIBITORS
SOME SPACE IS STILL AVAILABLE,
BUT IT'S GOING FAST!
EXHIBITORS: Contact Ken Nelson
Nelson and Associates, Inc

f!
VISIT US ON THE WEB AT
www.hifishow.com

62 Wendover Road, Yonkers, NY 10705
Phone: (914) 476-3157
Fax:
(914) 969-2746

Order your tickets, check out the
seminars and exhibitors, and get
the latest Show updates.

HI-FI '98—IT'S THE LARGEST CONSUMER
TRADE SHOW OF ITS KIND — A WORLD EVENT.
Phone your credit-card order to:
(505) 992-6600

MAIL YOUR ORDER TO:
HI-FI '98
P.O. Box 5529
Santa Fe, NM
87502-5529

Fax your credit-card order
24 hours aday to:
(505) 992-6677
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Ultimate Entertainment

Budland Audio

Holmes. Powell
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Ultra Resolution

Block Diamond Racing

Hyperion

Pass Labs

Technologies

Black Poirot Audio

Image Entertainment

Philips

Vandersteen Audio
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Immutable Music
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Verdier
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Inner Sound

Pioneer

Verity Audio

Cabosse

Innovative Audio

Plums

VideoQuest

The Cable Company

Jadis

PopeMusic

VideoTruth
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Proceed

Vidikion

California Audio Labs

JoLido

PSB Speakers

VTL

Cal Quality Electronics

Joseph Audio

Quad

Wadia Digital

Canoros

JVC

Quintessence Acoustics

Wavae Audio

Cardas Audio

Khanna

Ram

Western Electric Audio

Cary Audio

Kimber Kahle

Recoton Home Audio

Channel Classics
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Reference Cable

Checkpoint 3D

Keel

Reference Recordings

Chesky Records

Koetsu
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Widescreen Review

You'll receive aconcert-ticket request form along with your advance ticket order!

YES!
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This Is Not AQuiet Revolution
This is aheart thumping, ear crunching,

"These speakers out-perform everything in their class

blood racing, spine tingling, hair raising, ground

and then go on to stomp all over the next league up."

shaking, adrenaline pumping kind of revolution.

-WHAT HI-FI MAGAZINE,

February 1997

This is the Mercury

"Even the best of this bunch was

revolution. This is Tannoy.

made to sound over-aggressive
and clumsy by Tannoy's new large

The Tannoy pedigree has been

bookshelf design. the Mercury m2."

honed for decades in the

-WHAT HI-FI, April 1997

majority of the world's best
recording and mastering facilities.
Whether on Broadway or Opryland

"It's the m2's greater

USA, you'll find Tannoy center

consistency and wider

stage.

bandwidth that help it

Now Tannoy has created a

new range of speakers for your

outstrip the competition."

home that will bring you closer to

-HI-F INEWS, April 1997

the music than ever before.

mercury m2
TannoyITGI North America

• 519-745-1158

• Toll-free fax:

1-SO0-525-70Si

• Web

ELECTROCOM PAN IET
if music really matters....
ELECT POCOM PAN IET

EC4 6 Balanced Hugh Performance Preamplrfief

EC 4.6 Preamplifier

Dealer Inquiries Invited

II Balanced Circuitry

Jason Scott
Distributing, Inc.

• Remote Control (Volume & Balance)
• Double Output Terminal for Biamping
Dimensions: 19" W x2.8" H x9.5" D
EC's product line includes preamplifiers, phono
amplifiers, integrated amplifiers, and power
amplifiers from 60 to 250 watts per channel.
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411-E Carede.an Dr.
Horsham, PA 19044
VOICE: (215) 773-9600
FAX: (215) 773-0332
E-MAIL: sales@jason-scott.com
WEBSITE: www.ja.son-scott.com
See Ir. at the January C.; Show, Alexis Park, Room 2608
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hen Iinstalled agood stereo
in my wife's car, Iwanted to
keep the installation uncomplicated without sacrificing sound quality. This was made far simpler than Ihad
imagined possible by my installer's recommendation of an Xtant 3300C. 1(The
3300C has been replaced by the 3300x
at $999 — the only difference is ahigher
grade finish on the amplifier's casing.)
When Iwrote up that installation, I
merely mentioned how convenient the
3300 was — which it is — but it has also
proven reliable, good-sounding, and
even more versatile than Ihad originally thought. It's areally slick piece —as
Xtant President Jeff Scoon puts it, "car
stereo in acan."
Xtant products are built around an
idea that is common in the computer
industry but rare in the audio business:
universal plug-in ports. They're like the
slots on a computer's motherboard —
you can add any function you want
because the connection system has standardized power, input, and output connections. Xtanes plug-in modules have
±15V power and each amplifier channel
has three signal patch points: one
between the input and the crossover, one
after the crossover, and one immediately
in front of the power amplifier.
This allows the user to customize the
Xtant product for his or her specific
setup. Take the 3300, for instance,
which is ostensibly a three-channel
amplifier (more on this later). Most
people would use the stereo channels to
drive the primary speakers and the
mono channel to drive asubwoofer, so
the amp has a built-in Butterworth
12dB/octave crossover module. The
port system, however, makes it simple
to bypass the onboard crossover with an
add-on 24dB/octave Linkwitz-Reilly
crossover, which works even better for
subwoofers — the steep slope should
keep all the vocals out of the subwoofer.
There are other useful modules available: aone-band parametric EQ ($119),
a 45Hz bass boost ($69), and my
favorite, the Balanced Line Module
1Xtant Technologies, 7676 S. 46th St., Phoenix, AZ
85040. Tel: (602) 431-8686. Fax: (602) 431-8600. Entail: xtantauditeaolcom .
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The Xtant 3300x — purty ain't it?

($89). The BLM replaces the original
onboard input preamp and has very
high common-mode rejection. Bruce
Macmillan, Xtanes chief engineer,
explains: "Normally, on an RCA jack,
the outer sleeve is ground; we make
that, as well as the center-pin-hot connection, float with respect to the amp's
signal ground. The input impedance
across the two conductors is still 10k
ohms, but there's 5 or 10 megohms
between either conductor and signal
ground. That splits the commonground connection shared by the left
and right channels of astereo pair and
breaks up ground loops that can be created when you connect the source and
amplifier end. The beauty of this
scheme is that it doesn't care what connections you have at the source end.
We're not claiming any tweaky sonic
benefits, all we're doing is breaking up
that ground loop that can occur in the
RCA cable.
"The BLM also gets rid of alternator
noise, which comes from the alternator
charging the battery — it's not just DC,
it's DC with rectified sinewaves sliding
on top of it. The pulses are pretty big in
magnitude, which creates a magnetic
field that radiates through the car, coupling with ground loops sort of like the
secondary of atransformer."
Given all the trouble I've had tracking down noises, this seems like amusthave accessory. Ihaven't installed it yet,
but as soon as Xtant can send me one,
it's going in.

The BLM also offers abig advantage
to those who don't wish to tear into their
dash, or who have to design aminimally
intrusive audio system because of leasing
restrictions: it will accept speaker-level
inputs. As Macmillan explained, "We
attenuate input at the preamp input.
(We have 40dB of adjustable gain in
10dB steps: -20dB, -10dB, OdB, +10dB,
and +20dB.) Let's say you have acar
with afactory installation that you don't
really want to disturb —you can input
the speaker-level signal and still enjoy
the benefits of aftennarket speakers and
custom amplification.
"People really freak out when we tell
them to take the speaker leads coming
out of the radio and put RCAs on them
and plug them into the BLM. The typical solution is to buy an external converter that pads down the speaker level
and blocks any DC in the signal, but
that tends not to sound very good."
Intelligent Tinkering Rule #1:
Save All Parts
Of course, all the flexibility in the world
won't compensate for apoorly designed
amplifier. That's another area where the
3300's beauty is more than skin deep. In
fact, the whole Xtant line grew out of
the observation that car audio was
becoming overwhelmed with boxes —
not just the signal-processing variety, but
amplifiers as well. Four-channel amps
were very popular, and the majority of
users were bridging two channels to
drive a subwoofer. Macmillan and
69

the mbl 1521 transport

Precision, through design.
The warmth of the finest analog source
with exceptional detail.

Manufacturers suggested retail price: $6,000

mbl of America,e-mail: mbl_hif i@csi.corn

For more information, contact your mbl dealer or

on the web: http://www.mbl-HiFi.com

mbl of America 602 991 8001 fax 991 8797

mbl Germany 030 851 8074 fax 851 8062
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convincing, dynamic
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at both ends of the
scale, and seemingly
not in need of more
or less of anything."
— Michael Fremer,
Stereophile,
June 1997
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4774 Murrieta Street, Suite 10, Chino, CA 91710 USA
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dealer today.

Telephone (909) 627-5944
http //www.vtl tom/

Fax (909) 627-6988
email Imanley@vtl rom

In Conch Arolex Acoustics Ltd, Telephone (604) 528 8965 Fox (604) 527 3886
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greater and greater importance.
Macmillan calls the power supply the
"Achilles' heel" of any car amplifier
because it's impossible get an appreciable amount of power running things off
the 12V batteries —you have to step
things up. "People who are good at
designing audio amplifiers aren't necessarily good at designing switching
power supplies," he confesses. "It's
something I've certainly had to learn a
lot about. We strongly believe in regulated power supplies; they make adramatic difference in sound quality."
The 3300 has eight supply voltages:
four pairs of positive and negative sup-•
ply rails. Some run the preamp, some
e,I
ittiiiguailuzfl
mn the front-end of the power amp,
le 1 I
U
°
"III
and there are two separate sets of rails
for the amplifiers —one set for the
mono channel and one set for the stereo
The 3300 with the top off —some people are fancy on the inside.
front channels. All of those are regulatpiing caps between the preamp and
ed, not just the ones that run the power
Scoon thought that, if that was the way
power-amp stages, but those are Mylar amps. "We ran listening tests where we
amplifiers were being used, they
film types. Macmillan says, "I just don't took two identical amplifiers —the only
should make a product dedicated to
think electrolytics have any place in
difference between them was that we
that application.
audio as coupling caps; you can spend a defeated the regulation of the voltage
Having set their minds to the One
lot of money on exotic ones, but they
running the output section. Within 15
Footprint System solution, they began
seconds of listening, everyone could tell
to discover compelling arguments for
have fundamental problems. We run
the power amps without any rolloff —
the difference between them — which
their approach. By making the mono
channel's power supply separate, they
they amplify all the way down to DC. A is really apain, because regulation is
lot of designers use agiant cap in the
moderately expensive."
were able to set the power level anyfeedback loop of the power amp, which
The power supply is all switching,
where they wanted relative to the front
using pulse-width modulation techchannel. So they scaled the power to
niques that are fairly standard —at least
drive a2ohm load, which is something
"The 3300 behaves pretty
outside the car audio industry. It uses dismost bridged amps can't do. Also,
well with no feedback—
crete transistor regulators as opposed to
Macmillan explained, "We provided an
packaged three-terminal IC regulators.
extra set of outputs connected in paralyou can actually listen to it.
lel to the front channels, but with
Mankind has aperpetual
padding resistors that can provide OdB,
Feedback just makes
and restless desire of power
-2dB, -4dB, or -8dB reduction for
The Xtant 3300 works pretty much as
rear-fill channels—that way, you can
the specs better!'
billed. Installation was stone simple —
get front imaging and rear fill. You could
we ran apair of interconnects from the
call the 3300 a quasi-five-channel
—Bruce Macmillan
head unit into the 3300, and speaker
amplifier because of them."
Macmillan has certain ideas about
makes it easy to control the DC offset cables out to the subwoofer and the
amplifier design that run counter to his
but puts abig old electrolytic capacitor
main speakers. That, and asingle power
connection, was it.
statement that "We're not designing in your signal path. And, in my opinion,
that affects tonality."
The sound? Again, pretty much as
anything too tweaky —all we want to
do is offer alot of value for the money."
See what Imean?
promised. There was lots ofjuice going
Having just reported on the sound of to the subwoofer, which provides plenMaybe so, but throughout my conty of slam and drama when pushed —
versation with him, he kept justifying the Conrad-Johnson ART (see review in
this issue), Iwas intrigued by the subject although Ithink we can integrate the
his design decisions based on his listenof feedback, so Iasked Macmillan if he'd
bass better with the mids and tweeters.
ing evaluations —and isn't that what the
used much in the 3300. "Yes, about
I've asked for the 24dB/oc-tave LinkHigh End is about?
Xtant uses complementary vertical
40dI3, depending on the output power witz-Reilly crossover module and will
report on how it works in the next
MOSFETs in the output stage of the
level. We designed it for good openamps "because it's so hard to find good- loop distortion. We have, at least, a "Car Tunes."
The main speakers sound fast, clean,
quality bipolar transistors. Also, power
15kHz open-loop bandwidth. Ilike to
say that it behaves pretty well with no
and powerful. In one sense, Macmillan
MOSFETs are agreat deal faster and
is right when he says Xtant isn't going
feedback —you can actually listen to it.
don't have turnoff problems that cause
for a"tweaky" sound — the amp doesn't
nasty crossover distortion that just isn't
Feedback just makes the specs better."
What about the power supply? After
have that lush richness that the tubed
there with MOSFETs."
Nor do they use electrolytic caps in
all, in home audio design, designing the
Phaze 1500 manifested in the Rhino's
the signal path. There is apair of cou- power supply has become an issue of rig. Instead, it tends toward the "just the
Stereophile, May 1998
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MITE-T
MITE-T-C

4665, Bonavista avenue
Montreal (Quebec) H3W 2C6
CANADA
111
CBI ® Tel: (514) 259-1062
ACOUSTIC
Fax: (514) 259-4968

The First in the world
Single-Ended triode 100W Power Amplifier
Listening to the light
• Direct heated transmitter tube.
• Inverted Interstage Transformer drive Circuit designed
by Nobu Shishido. IITC eliminates the capacitors in
signal path for optimal clarity, resolution, bass and
dynamics.
• NC machined aluminum chassis.
• Custom gold-plated tube socket contacts machined from
phosphor bronze bar stock and set in nulled Teflon
supports.
• Tubes suspended to minimize microphonic.
• High-tech damping material (Beta-gel )for feet

SPECIFICATIONS

model HE-833
Disnusuro•

IN n-If

USA

tmh audio
7163 Fallen Oak Tr. Dayton, OH 45459
TEL. 937-439-2667 FAX. 937-439-2685
E-mail. dun-audio@juno.com
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Power tube
:833
Effective power :100W
Frequency range :20 -100kHz
Input sensitivity: I.7V
Mina impedance: 100k s2

bantreinowa. DISIRIBUIOR

ROGERS JAPAN INC.

1-10-12 Taito, Taito•ku, Tokyo 110-0016 Japan
TEL. 81-3-3833-0151 FAX. 81-3-3833-0117
Web site. http://www.rogers-japan.co.jp/
E-mail. infoilirogers-japan.co.jp

S/N ratio
:80dB
Power consumption :
500W
Impedance
:4, 8, (16).0
Enema! dimensions :43.51V‘525Dx305Hnim
Weight
:50kg

MANUFAC7URER

Wieffele Awed. ..del
adivision of

Yoshiki Industrial Co.,Ltd.

TEL. 81-238-26-6800 FAX. 81-238-26-6820
Web site. http://www.yoshiki.co.jp/
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facts" presentation that, say, Nagra components have. Some may find this a
touch harmonically threadbare, as Idid
when we first installed the system. In
fact, the initial sound was influenced as
much by the newness of the Dynaudio
drivers we'd used as it was by the 3300's
innate sound. As the speakers broke in,
the system developed more bloom and
became far more relaxed and expansive.
Istill find it somewhat lean, but not to
the point where Ican't enjoy the music.

As the speakers broke in,

"AccerÀ noUlin
less litan
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THE
WORLD'S
BEST SURGE
SUPPRESSOR...

the system developed
more bloom and

does not use sacrificial/wear
components, has no joule rating or
surge current limitation, WILL
NEVER FAIL, does not divert surge
current to the ground wire, clamps
instantaneously and has the
industry's lowest let-through
voltage. It is also possibly THE
BEST LINE FILTER YOU CAN BUY.

became far more
relaxed and expansive.
One day, afew weeks ago, my wife
and Iwere driving around town running
errands and getting psyched for Mardis
Gras by listening to The Wild Tchoupitoula,
(Antilles CCD 7052 CD). The Wild
Tchoupitoulas are Mardis Gras Indians—
which is to say, agroup of New Orleans
African-Americans who dress in elaborate Native American-inspired costumes
and march in the various carnival
parades, chanting ritualized song/chants.
Confined? That's because, unless you've
seen agroup like the Tchoupitoulas or
the Wild Magnolias, you've never seen
or heard anything remotely like them. I
really dig 'em.
On their record, the Wild Tchoupitoulas were accompanied by The
Meters, who devised funky, open support for the tiddum-heavy chants —but
then, that's what The Meters excelled at.
Looking for an opportune excuse to
avoid shopping, Iurged my wife to leave
the keys —and me—in the car while she
visited the supermarket. Iwas grooving
on the power of the intricate crossrhythms The Meters were setting up on
cowbell and congas behind "Meet the
Boys on the Battlefront."
Dont de de de dum THOOM Dont de dt
de dum THOOM "Meet de boys on de
battlefront, Meet de boys on de battlefront, meet de boys on de battlefront, De
Wild Tchoupitoulas GONE STOMP
SOME RUMP!"
The bass was deep and solid; the
cowbells were spitting overtones as solid
as watermelon pips; Iwas lost in the
tropical funk of a New Orleans
pipedream —and the car was shakin .
like adog passing apeachpit
Not too shabby for car audio in a
can.
Stereophile,

may
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Now consider this.. no matter what
you paid for it, the odds are
OVERWHELMING that your
current surge protector does use
sacrificial/wear components
(MOV's), has ajoule/current
limitation, WILL EVENTUALLY FAIL,
and does divert surge current to
the ground wire (causing
ground hum and degenerative
equipment damage).

So...How Important
Is Your System?

BRICK WALL
SURGE FILTERS

ery dynamic and
omplek sounciin5.
A new benchmark
for Ule slam fad.
Ma& DeWulf
sound for Sound

1525 Brian Place Escondldo, CA 92025
Phone (760) 743-1997 (800) 565-4390
www.audience-ay.com

Starting at the real world price of
$ 199.
Available in:

•Eight receptacle, 15A, point-of-use.
•Eight receptacle, 15A, single unit
rack mount or modular power
distribution unit.
•1
2receptacle, 20A, double unit rack
mount/power distribution unit.
NOW AVAILABLE WITH
ISOLATED RECEPTACLES.

1-800-528-0313
BRICK WALL DIV.,
PRICE WHEELER CORP.
Fax: 1-800-528-6623
E-Mail: info@brickwall.com
web: www.brickwall.com
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"WOW, Ican't
believe you have
that CD!"
1-800-EVERY-CD is awholesale music club. Members receive a950
page catalog offering virtually every CD in print. All CD's are offered at
wholesale, which is guaranteed to be the lowest price you can find. We
do not send unsolicited CD's, and there is no minimum required to order.
Call today or search our catalog now online at http://www.everycd.com.
Whatever CD you last bought, chances are we'll have it, too, for less.
We'll also have the items you've been wanting to buy but couldn't find.
Good music selection is hard to find. We're not.

1500 EVERY CD

music for the serious collector

TM

Outside the U.S., please call (203) 972-1752 or fax (203) 972-1129

The future of digital audio is 96k

96k

Exquisite
Reference

Introducing the Muse Model Eight
The future of digital audio is here...

bo c

CD, DVD, Advanced Audio Disc player

TireMat Sou[n[d,

Inlic„

1322 C NW Crain Highway, Suite 260
Bowie, MD 20716
Phone: (301) 218-5711
Fax: (301) 218-5786
www.kharma.com
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The quest for music leads to Muse.
Muse Electronics
PO. Boo 2198
Garden Grove. CA 92842-2I 98
Telephone +714- 554-8200
FAX +714-554-5643
Email muse_usa@ix.nmcom.com
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Rh Vision
Saxophonist

Lee Huh,

a
50-year jazz veteran, shares his thoughts on
Tristano, Monk, and Rollins
Zan Stewart

A

PersonalUnce is the title of alengthy work that jazz
composer and bandleader Bill Holman wrote in 1996
for alto saxophonist Lee Konitz. It's aperfect appellation for aman who has never sounded like anyone but
himself, whose dry-martini tone and fluid improvisational
style have always stood out.
Konitz's unique mode of expression — he remains one
of the few altoists of his generation to play in astyle not rooted in that of Charlie Parker (Lester Young was more of a
model) — was fairly intact by the time he gathered acclaim
in jazz circles through his associations with Claude Thornhill's band (1947), with Miles Davis on the Birth of the Cool
recordings (1949-50), and with Lennie Tristano (1945-49).
A brief stay with Stan Kenton in 1953 led to Konitz's return
to Tristano, with whom he worked and recorded from 1954
to 1955. Subsequently the saxophonist appeared mostly as a
leader: his mature style, characterized by its supple, easyswinging rhythms and long, lyrical lines, influenced many
notables, among them saxophonists Paul Desmond and Art
Pepper, and pianist Bill Evans.
Konitz has worked in many different settings, from duo
recordings to sessions that lean toward the avant garde, and
from leading his late-70s nonet to his present position of
appearing with atrio or as asoloist backed by alocal rhythm
section. He continues to strive to play from his heart, instead
of caving in to what's hip or what sells. With his pithy sound
and laid-back solo style, he remains one of the most viable
and interesting improvisers in jazz. And, at age 70, he has
become one of the elder statesmen of jazz, aman and an
instrumental voice who have lived and played through nearly 50 years ofjazz evolution.
Konitz was born in Chicago and has long had ahome in
New York. Because he now works in Europe more than anywhere else, he's recently added another residence, in Cologne, Germany. He spoke with me from them by phone.
Stereophile, May 1998

Straight from the heart: Lee Konitz at the Toronto Jazz Festival, July 1995.
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Zan Stewart: Why do you think î
Europe is more open than the US to some- e
one like you?
8
Lee Konitz: Well, the perspective on
the music in Europe has alot to do
with it. Jazz is still basically. aforeign
music. And they're very serious about
writing about it. A lot of information
is available to people who are interested. Then there are alot of sponsored
events; it's just not profit-motivated.
Stewart: A Personal Voice, which
Bill Holman wrote for you, recently
debuted in Europe.
Konitz: Yes, we played it last July
with the Metropole Orchestra from
Hilversum, Holland at the North
Sea Festival.
Stewart: How'd it go?
Konitz: It went great. Oh man, that
was really aspecial event for me. Our
performance was in an open place
that had been converted from atent
area into an almost Roman amphiLee Konitz pouring out that
theater. People coming and going.
during his '50s heyday.
That would have been very disturbing if Ihad just been doing an improvising thing, but Iwas so wrapped up in the music and the
orchestra that it didn't matter. Bill is agreat writer. We connected in 1952 with [Stan] Kenton, and this is the first thing
we've done since. We're going to record the piece at the end
of May.
Stewart: Please tell me a little about your new album,
Alone Together.
Konitz: It was recorded last December at the Jazz Bakery
in the Los Angeles area. It started out when King Records
in Tokyo asked for aduo record of Charlie [Haden] and me.
So we got the gig, and agreed to record in the club. Then
Charlie called me and said, "Brad Mehldau is out here. Why
don't we add him?" Ihad heard Brad but Ididn't really
know him, and Ihad never played with him. So we made
two albums in two nights. We played two tunes as aduo at
the beginning of the set, and three tunes as atrio. The duo
album has been out for some time in Japan, but not in the
States. The trio record just came out.
Stewart: Can you talk about your relationship with Lennie Tristano?
Konitz: Well, [tenor saxophonist] Warne Marsh and Ihad the
good fortune of having been with Lennie as students and as
apprentices. It's hard to explain the magic that happens when
people have some kind of affinity and can play together.
Stewart: What was it like being Tristano's student?
Konitz: It was like being led into asecret society that Ididn't know about before, in that there was alot of very serious
study involved in playing this music, and here was aliving
example of someone who had dedicated his life to it. When
I'm asked "What did Ilearn from him?" I'm always left with
that. Basically, Ithink the effect that we get from agreat
teacher is that he's full-time involved and not just kind of
talking about it.
Stewart: Like Lennie, you swing in aunique way. Unlike him, you
have alot qf interplay with the rhythm section.
Konitz: Well, thank you. Ilike that. Ireally love when I
acknowledge the rhythm section. Iremember the first time I
went to agig—I do it all the time now —and said, "Oh, man,
Stereophile, May 1998

I'm looking forward to hearing these people play." It just took alot of pressure off
me. And when you listen and get feedback
from the players you're playing with, you
never run out of ideas. So there's some selfish motivation there, Isuppose.
Stewart: Who were some of the people
Lennie liked?
Konitz: He liked Louis [Armstrong], Roy
Eldridge, Charlie Christian, Lester Young,
Charlie Parker. Inever heard him praise
Coltrane or Wayne Shorter or Sonny
Rollins, those kind of people.
Stewart: Who didn't he like?
Konitz: He didn't love alot of people
who were out there playing. Not to mention names, but he was very critical of alot
of the contemporary players. My God, he
was putting Monk down to his dying day.
He had a point. Tristano spent his
whole life trying to expand the piano, and
Monk did it his way and got one of the
most original sounds out of the instrument. That's still the name of the game:
dry-martini tone
gettin' asound. Lennie felt [Monk] wasn't
areal piano player in terms of the tradition
of the piano, and he's right in that sense.
But why not acknowledge all the positive things that came
from that approach?
Stewart: Right Monk would play ideas— they weren't _fluid lines
but they were...
Konitz: ... Monk. And how about acknowledging him for
his songs? Tristano never wrote an original tune in all the
time that Iknew him. There were all these solo lines on
familiar tunes; they were very artistic and all that. To me,
that's part of the reason that people didn't acknowledge
Lennie as an influence. Clare Fischer and Bill Evans have
both been quoted as saying that Iwas abigger influence on
them than Lennie. Now try and figure that one out.
Stewart: Who do you like?
Konitz: Well, Ilike alot
of the people Lennie
liked. Ialso love when
Someone told me
Wayne was with Miles,
recently that they asked
and Ijust got atape of
Sonny Rollins playing the
tune "Four" for about 40
how come he didn't
minutes. Man, Ilisten to
it alot and it's fantastic.
play liked he used to.
That part of Sonny Ihave
come to like more later
He said,
in my life. Imissed alot
of [the hard bop] music
[when it was in vogue],
and I'm able to enjoy it
now with this kind of perspective. Imean, Ihad trouble
with Bird when Ifirst heard him. Part of it was too intense
for my experience. Iwas listening to Benny Carter and
Johnny Hodges.
Stewart: That would be pretty different.
Konitz: Quite abit. But recently Iheard aconcert of Sonny
outdoors at Lincoln Center, and he went into one of his 20minute solos on acalypso thing. Ihad to leave. It was not the
same kind of quality that happened [in the past]. Someone
told me recently that they asked Sonny how come he didn't

Sonny Rollins

"it's too hard.
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play liked he used to, and he said, "It's too hard." But he's
still, at 67, astone-cold virtuoso — Iwon't take that away
from him. Still, some of the expressive things players do in
this music really are offensive to me.
Stewart: "Expressive"?
Konitz: The way they choose to bend the notes or phrase
the phrase, whatever. Ihave aproblem with that. Funky
playing, for example — the blues kind of part ofjazz — I've
never identified with that. It's not part of my experience.
That's the expressive part that Ican't identify with. Istill like
to hear, uh, Iguess you'd call it pure music. Pure music
means to me that it has all the proper articulation, proper
everything, but it's not provindalized. It's maybe amore
universal kind of expression. Like Bach. I'm listening to my
Bach and trying to figure out, more and more, how jazz
came from Bach. Ithink he was the first jazz musician. His
music has aswing and content that feels like jazz to me most
of the time. It's always moving, there are double times, and
the phrases are very much jazzlike. Ilisten to his Cello Suites
almost every day. That's some of the most sublime music
that Iknow of. It's gorgeous music.
Stewart: Have you been playing much line with guitarist Bill
Frisell, with whom you've recorded?
Konitz: I've played some with him. He asked me to be a
guest with his group acouple of times — at the Montreal Jazz

A Selected
Intuition
Lee Konitz, alto sax; Warne Marsh, tenor sax; Lennie
Tristano, piano; others
Capitol 852711 2(CD). 1949/1956. Pete Rugulo, prod.
ADD. TT: 76:05
Performance ***1/2
Sonics ***1/2
Konitz appears here only on afew tracks from the 1949
session. Teamed with Marsh, one of his musical soulmates,
Konitz float, .ind soars on "Wow," "Crosscurrents," and a
few others, showing the stuff of asoon-to-be-major talent.
The Complete Atlantic Recordings of Lennie Tristano, Lee Konitz, &
Wame Marsh
Lennie Tristano, piano; Lee Konitz, alto &tenor sax; Warne Marsh, tenor
sax, with: Don Ferrara, trumpet; Billy Bauer, guitar; Sal Mosca, Jimmy
Rowles, Ronnie Ball, piano; Gene Ramey, Peter Ind, Arnold Fishkind,
Leroy Vinnegar, Oscar Pettiford, Paul Chambers, bass; Art Taylor, Jeff
Morton, Dick Scott, Shelly Manne, Kenny Clarke, Philly Joe Jones, Paul
Motian, drums; others
Mosaic MD6-174 (6 CDs). 1997. Nesuhi Ertegun, Lennie Tristano, Lee
Konitz orig. prods.; Tom Dowd, Lennie Tristano, Rudy Van Gelder,
Peter Ind, orig. engs. Malcolm Addey, reissue eng. ADD? Tr: 6:24:38
Mail-order only; call (203) 327-7111.
Performance **** 1/2
Sonics ***
This is really Konitz's package: he's spotlighted — with Tristano (live in a
NYC club), with Marsh (but sans Tristano), and in quartets and quintets —
on 54 of the 71 tracks included on this classic set. (Reviewed in Ñereophile,
April 1998.)
Live at the Montmartre Club: Jazz Exchange, VoL2
Lee Konitz, alto sax; Warne Marsh, tenor sax; Dave Cliff, guitar; Peter Ind,
bass; Al Levitt, drums
Mobile Fidelity Sound Lab UDCD 707 (CD). 1990. Arnvid Meyer, prod.;
Iv& Rosenberg, eng. ADD. Tr: 57:52
Performance ****
Sonics ****
This Konitz/Marsh reunion took place as part of a European tour in
December 1975. The saxophonists hadn't played together in years. but no
bother - die music has unbelievable kick and flow, supported by hid and
Levitt. two more ex-Tristanoites. Highlights: the zippy "Kary's Iblice" and
"April." in which Konitz bobs, weaves, and punches, and alovely "Darn
Stereophile, May 1998

Festival in June and at the Knitting Factory —and we made
that record, Angel So, with Kenny Wheeler. That was very
well received. Kenny told me that it's sold 20,000 records
already. We played two festivals in February with that group.
Ihad been told that Bill Frisell was taking 1998 off, because
he had been working so much and his kid was growing up,
but there he is. I'm happy to say Ilove Bill Frisell. He's really fun to play with. He's always 100% there and knows exactly what to do.
Stewart: Music's been good to you.
Konitz: Imust confess, I'm alucky guy. I'm still able to practice every day and look forward to alot of interesting situations. Iwas just in Brazil afew weeks ago with Marc Johnson,
one of the great bass players, and the fine drummer Jeff
Williams, who's really alovely player. We were very well
received, and that convinced me that that is agood way for me
to work, 'cause Ilet myself play more when I'm the main
soloist and Iget achance to unwind alittle bit and develop the
music. That was encouraging. I've never really committed
myself to working with agroup like Phil Woods has done, so
alot of people don't know how to hire me, in what context. So
now I'm doing very well and submitting the [alto/bass/drums]
trio as the way Iwould like to work, when the price is right.
Otherwise, 'just go alone and play with guys —everybody can
play these days —and Ihave agood time.

Discography
That Dream" played oh, so slowly.
Jazz Nocturne
Lee Konitz, alto &soprano sax; Kenny Barron, piano; James
Genus, bass; Kenny Washington, drums
Evidence ECD 22085 (CD). 1992. Vincent Herring, Carl
Allen, prods.; Peter Beckerman, eng. DDD. TT: 50:52
Performance ****
Sonics ****
Here Konitz's tone is more parched and speechlike, though
still singing. His improvisations are now filled with space, but
that doesn't mean he's not booted by this ace bop-oriented rhythm team.
Everything works, from aluxuriant bossa nova version of "Funny Valentine" on soprano to a bluesy "Alone Together."
Brazilian Rhapsody
Lee Konitz, alto & soprano sax; Romero Lubambo, guitar; Peggy Stem,
piano; Dave Finck, bass; Duduka Dafonseca, drums; others
MusicMasters Jazz 65151-2 (CD). 1997. Tetsuo Hera, prod; Bob Katz,
eng. DDD. TT: 49:55
Performance *** 1/2
Sonics ***
Again, abreathy tone and minimalist melodic stance characterize Konitz's
manner with such Brazilian favorites as "Marla de Carnaval," "Triste," and
"A Felicidade." On top of the succulent kick of these rhythms, this alternately touching and robust viewpoint gleams. (Reviewed in Srairphi/e,
April 1997.)
Alone Together
Lee Konitz, alto sax; Charlie Haden, bass; Brad Mehldau, piano
Blue Note 857150 2(CD). 1997. Lee Konitz, Charlie Haden, prods.; Kurt
Lundvall, eng. DDD. TT: 73:40
Performance ****
Sonics ****
Silence is the fourth member of this ensemble, fitting in between Konitz's
stop-and-go lines, Haden's almost reluctant bass notes, and Mehldan's
impressionistic pianism. With notes coming as slowly as thoughts, then fast
as chuckles, treatments of "The Song is You," "Cherokee," and the title
trick are examples of pure musical conversations. These players speak,
uttering what their ears tell them and their talk is often compelling.
— Zan Stewart
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The Sonic

History Repeated
Mortimer H. Frank

Wonders
of Sony's
Masterworks
Heritage Series

W

in part, Columbia's first LPs sounded better than their
hen the CD revolution occurred alittle over a
78 counterparts: The LPs, generated from high-quality
decade ago, it is doubtful that anyone could have
tapes of the virtually noiseless acetates, incurred none of the
foreseen the unprecedented spate of historical regraying of timbre that resulted when those acetates were
issues that the new technology was to encompass. To be
dubbed onto 78s.
sure, part of this phenomenon had its roots not so much in
But today's technology, through the use of awide variety
the technology itself as in the coincidental expiration of
of styli and highly sophisticated noise-reduction gear, percopyright on anumber of older recordings, making them
mits even better transfers of those acetates. The results, to
fair game for smaller, independent labels. Possibly owing
judge from Sony's first releases in the series,
to the success of anumber of those labels,
are nothing short of astonishing. The
the major companies began turning to their
dynamic range, sonic spread, and frequenriches of historical items.
These re issues
cy response of the best modern recordings
Now Sony Classical is about to get in step
are, of course, absent, but in terms of preswith this trend, offering a new series—
ence, clarity, accuracy of timbre, and freeMasterworks Heritage — to be drawn from
sound better
dom from noise, these reissues sound betthe vast treasures in the Columbia vaults.
ter now than in any previous incarnation.
(See the September 1996 Stereophile for
now than in
Particularly impressive is a 1945 Fritz
Richard Schneidees thoughtful summary of
Reiner/Pittsburgh Symphony account of
Sony's press conference announcing the
Shostakovich's Symphony 6(MHK 62343).
series.) To judge from the first batch of releasany previous
The dry, acidic ambience of the original
es and from those announced for the future,
78s and subsequent LP are gone, and the
Masterworks Heritage promises — musically
performance —intensely expansive in the
and technically —to be amajor monument
incarnation.
opening movement and gracefully witty in
to our performance-practice heritage.
its unhurried presto finale —seems more
Purely on technical grounds, Sony has an
attractive than ever. The CD also contains two previously
advantage over all other companies when it comes to prounreleased items: Kodály's Dances of Calánta and two of
ducing high-quality transfers of its 78rpm material. This is
Barteek's Hungarian Sketches (from 1945 and '47), the latter not
because, beginning in 1939, Columbia Records (now Sony)
all that sonically different from Reinees stereo remake for
departed from the then standard practice of recording masRCA. A charming (if inconsequential) Divertimento by Leo
ters at 78rpm. Instead, the company opted for 16" or 17"
Weiner, Kabalevsky's Colas Bœugnon Overture, and Glinka's
acetates recorded at 33Krpm. These were then dubbed onto
Kamarinskaya (recorded in 1945 and '46) complete this ex78rpm masters to produce releases that, unlike other comtraordinary disc.
panies' 78s, were not direct-to-disc products. In such adubReiner is also represented by a CD that returns the
bing process, some sonic loss was inevitable. This is why,
Stereophile, May 1998
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Beethoven Second and Mozart "Haffner" Symphonies to his
imposed on the music by lesser artists. All have the able
discography, and includes the first two recordings of the
support of Dimitri Mitropoulos and the New York PhilMozart Symphony 40, all with the Pittsburgh Symphony
harmonic. Aside from atubby bass (probably the result of
(MHK 62344). Produced between 1945 and 1947, this rethe acoustics of Columbia's 30th Street studio), the sound is
most impressive. Moderate tape hiss is audible only in the
lease comprises fleet, lean, generally uninflected readings,
Tchaikovsky, and the close miking of the soloist places the
the Mozart 40 being virtually identical to Reiner's later
violin smack in the midst of one's listening room. The set
Chicago Symphony account (currently available from
RCA). Again, transfers are exemplary; the Beethoven in
is filled out with Francescatti's richly dark-toned projection
of the Chausson Poème, supported by Ormandy and the
particular proves superior to all previous editions.
Philadelphia.
Impressive both sonically and musically is aCD devoted
Two remaining monophonic entries are the earliest in the
to Bidú Sayà'o (MHK 62355). It contains one of the most
famous of all vocal recordings — her 1945 account of Villaseries —acoustic relics here refurbished to sound (in the
restricted context of their provenance) miraculously good.
Lobos's Bachiana Brasileira No.5, with an ensemble of eight
Considerable surface noise remains, but presence and defcellos that included the New York Philharmonic's principal at the time, Leonard Rose. It, various operatic arias,
inition belie what is usually associated with such antediluvian engineering.
and eight RVIe Sows
One CD (MHK 62337) is devoted to the celebrated
of Brazil by Ernani
Braga complete acolviolinist Eugene Ysaye, who was born in 1858. Many
lection that bespeaks
collectors may not be attracted to this anthology of 15
salon items recorded between 1912 and 1919,
Sayà'o's control, taste,
SIR THOMAS
and musicality.
BEECHAM
but as examples of fiddling they are
remarkable — not only for their
Three other releasintrinsic musicality and virtuosity,
es are almost as combut also for their revelation of
manding: an Eleanor
bygone performance practices.
Steber recital (MHK
Listen, for example, to Brahms'
62356), an all-Liszt
Hungarian
Dance
CD featuring Claudio
No.5, and you will
Arrau (MHK 62338),
CLEVELAND ORCHESTRA
encounter an old-fashand a two-CD set
ioned but compelling
devoted to violin conuse of portamento that
certos played by Zino
Francescatti (MH2K 62339). Recorded between 1950
seems absolutely right,
and '54 after the advent of LP, it might well be assumed
neither cloying nor
that all were originally produced on tape. But the total
tasteless. Or hear the
finale of Mendelsabsence of hiss in some cases suggests an acetate source.
sohn's concerto tossed
Whatever, the sound remains remarkably good for its vintage; the only very minor disappointment in this regard is
off with a blend of
the absence of bloom from Stebees voice, ashortcoming
Heifetz-like dash and
possibly the result of the filtering of background noise.
ICreislerian lightness.
And if something like
And her celebrated account of Berlioz's Nuits d'été, for all
of its pure vocal merit, fails to project the atmosphere of
the "Prize Song" from
Wagner's Die Meistersinger seems anomalous on the violin, the
some other versions, notably Régine Crespin's (currently
tasteful expressivity of the playing remains amarvel.
available on London 417 813-2). Steber fares better in some
Completing the disc are four brief orchestral works by
other Berlioz songs and in the familiar arias by Bach, Handel,
Chabrier, Delibes, Maillart, and Massenet, all recorded in
Haydn, and Mendelssohn that fill out this disc.
1919. Often these sound good enough to suggest early elecThose who know Arrau only from his later recordings
tric technology, their vintage betrayed (as was the custom
for Philips should find these early-'50s performances of
with acoustics) by the substitution of tubas for doubleLiszes Concerto 1and Hungarian Fantasy (both with Orbasses. Certainly the performances with the Cincinnati
mandy and the Philadelphia Orchestra), and four solo
Hungarian Rhapsodies, a revelation: virtuosic, flamboyant
Symphony bespeak Ysaye's ability as aconductor. For anyreadings conveying all the bravura of these showpieces,
one interested in the history of instrumental performance
yet never becoming vulgar, even when (as sometimes
styles, this is areissue to treasure.
And for those interested in the history of the voice, atwohappens) the music itself does. And as with the Reiner
disc set, The 1903 Grand Opera Series (MH2K 62334), is also
Shostakovich disc, the sound here is better than ever, the
essential. Many of the recordings it offers have appeared in
realistic presence of the piano almost amatch for today's
previous Columbia reissues, but in transfers inferior to these.
best-engineered products.
In addition to including examples of such celebrities as
The 2-CD set devoted to Zino Francescatti (MI-12K
Antonio Scotti, it offers unique documents —those of Ed62339) should help to revitalize the reputation of an artist
ouard de Reszke, for example, being the only ones he made.
overshadowed by Milstein and Heifetz but very much
In short, despite sonic limitations, this set provides acombelonging in their company. Possessing arich, almost lush
pelling walk into operatic and phonographic history.
tone colored by arelatively slow vibrato, Francescatti was a
Two other operatic items have documentary signifivirtuoso whose technical command displayed both taste
and temperament. His accounts of the Mendelssohn,
cance: complete performances of Puccini's La bohème and
Berg's Wozzeck (MH2K 62762 and 62759, respectively).
Tchaikovsky, Bruch First, and Saint-Saëns Third Concertos
The Puccini, produced in 1947, marked the first complete
are animated, stylish, and free of the excesses sometimes
2 CDs
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opera to be recorded in the United States and the beginThree other releases involving Szell and the Cleveland
ning of an association between Columbia Records and the
Orchestra have distinction. Especially interesting is asingle
Metropolitan Opera. Subsequent recordings of the work
CD (MHK 62979) devoted to three Haydn symphonies
that marks the first appearance in stereo of Szell's 1957 recmay command more interest, one of the major weaknesses
of this production being the routine conducting of Giuseppi
ordings of Nos.97 and 99. Although the early two-channel
Antonicelli. But there are interesting aspects to it, such as
technology adds little in the way of depth or left-right sepathe delicacy of Sayâo's Mimi.
ration, the overall sound is far more musical here than in the
original shrill Epic edition. Moreover, this release returns
More interesting is the Wozzeck, recorded from aconcert
performance by the New York Philharmonic under Dimitri
this beautifully balanced crisp 99 to Szell's discography.
Beyond that however, this disc is problematic. In aremake a
Mitropoulos in 1951. For 14 years it stood as the only recording of the opera and served for an entire generation as an
decade later Szell topped this rendition of the 97th
introduction. It suffers, of course, from
Symphony. Also the 98th Symphony
the lack of theatrical aura that only
proves apoor choice to complete the
stereo can provide, but in this superb
disc — not only has it been available for
remastering it shines as amajor historisome time in agood-sounding stereo
cal document.
edition, it is also one of Szell's blander,
Also historically significant as aphonoless convincing Haydn readings. Surely
graphic premiere is Mitropoulos' 1940
either of his long-out-of-print accounts
Minneapolis Symphony account of the
of Haydn's Symphonies 88 or 104
BRAHMS
Mahler Symphony 1 (MHK 62342).
would have had far more hisPiano tonterttn. No.s. I
Like his Wozzeck, it remained the only
torical significance.
INalizrs. Op. M
e
recording of the work for more than a
Another CD, this one
LEON FLEISHER
decade. Unmannered, aptly animated,
devoted to Richard Strauss
GEORGE %/Ell
and sounding better than ever in this
(MHK 63123), returns three
CI FVEI AND 012CIII SI PA
superb transfer, it bespeaks the flair for
of Szell's most admired recMahler that stamped Mitropoulos' career.
ordings to the catalog. It features Don Quixote with cellist
Historically important for different
reasons are two 2-CD sets devoted to Beethoven string
Pierre Fournier, Don Juan, and
quartets performed by the Budapest Quartet: MH2K
the Horn Concerto 1. Re62870, featuring Op.18 Nos.1, 4, and 6, Op.59 No3,
corded in 1960, these superbly
Op.95, and (with second violinist Milton ICatims) the
shaped readings have an impact and clarity unmatched in
Quintet Op29; and MH2K 62873, containing Opp.127, 131,
previous editions, and testify to an unbuttoned vitality that
132, and 135. All of these recordings antedate the Budapest's
Szell did not always manage in the studio, and to the magmonophonic and stereo cycles released on LP. Produced
nificent first-desk instrumentalists —notably hornist Myron
between 1940 and 1942, they capture the group at its peak,
Bloom — he had in Cleveland.
when it displayed avigor and technical finesse that it never
Making amost welcome return to the catalog after too
subsequently matched. Longtime collectors may recall some
long an absence are the two Brahms piano concertos, in
of the performances, which were among the first batch of
which Szell accompanies Leon Fleisher (2 CDs, MH2K
LPs to be released by Columbia, but those of Op.59 No3,
63225). Recorded in 1958 and 1961, these performances are
Op.127, and Op.135 here make their first extended-play
every bit as distinguished as Fleishees heralded cycle of
appearance. All clarify far better than do the Budapest's later
Beethoven concertos with Szell.
efforts why the quartet became as strongly identified with
Not to be overlooked is the packaging of the series. In
Beethoven's chamber works as Artur Schnabel did with the
place of the familiar jewel box, Sony has opted for cardboard
composer's piano pieces.
albums with sleeves for the CDs. In effect, this comprises a
The balance of the releases that Ihave heard in this series
miniaturization of the housings used for 78s and LPs, that
are in stereo and comprise an odd mixture. A 2-CD set
older era recalled even further by replication of the original
(MH2K 62345) features the Philadelphia Orchestra led by
78 and LP covers, record labels, and advertising accompanyStokowski and Ormandy in works by Bach and his sons.
ing those releases. Discographic information is ample, but the
Hardly stylish in their thickly textured, big-orchestra transannotations, though informative, are sometimes too gencriptions, most are well played and should prove attractive
eral and skimpy for such an important (and high-quality)
to those who like such an old-fashioned approach. But
historical series.
Stokowski's account of Brandenburg 5, with its larger-thanFinally, it should be noted that this first group of reissues
barely hints at the riches to come. Scheduled for the near
life harpsichord, bloated sonority, and outrageous ritards at
future are such gems as Bruno Walter's New York Philcadential points, scales heights of exaggeration and tastelessharmonic Beethoven and Brahms cycles, Beecham's Delius
ness that defy criticism.
and New York Philharmonic recordings, and the brothers
Even more interesting is aset of the four Schumann
Busch (Adolf and Fritz) in the Beethoven Violin Concerto.
symphonies recorded in 1959 and 1960 by George Szell
(MH2K 62349). If occasionally lacking nuance, these
Coming, too, will be many of the monophonic Metropolitan opera recordings, among them an English version
straightforward, tautly organized, crisply executed readings
of Mozart's Cosi fan lutte and aStravinsky-led Rake's Progress.
were among Szell's finest achievements, and constituted
Clearly, Executive Producer Thomas Frost, aided by such
only the second recorded traversal of the composer's symphonies. (Sir Adrian Boules was the first.) And despite a
able technical collaborators as Dennis D. Rooney and Arslight halo of tape hiss, the orchestra emerges with clarity,
thur Fiero, have taken amajor step toward creating one of
impact, and afreedom from the hi-fi edge that afflicted
the more comprehensive and sonically impressive historical
some of Szell's Cleveland productions.
series of the CD era.
and
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THE INDISPENSABLE

has just become more
For twenty years Sound By Singer has been bringing you the
best audio/video that money can buy. We unobfuscate
the zoo of technological black magic, separate the wheat of
real innovation from the chaff of voodoo engineering and
select from it those components which represent significant
advancements sonically and visually. Our expertise
in selecting, integrating, selling and installing high
end audio systems guarantees to our customers the
peace of mind you can only have when you know
you are getting the very best sound/picture possible.

1

That's high end audio and video.., done right.

SOUND by SINGER
HIGH END AUDIO ...DONE RIGHT
18 East 16th St., New York, NY 10003 (212) 924-8600
(between Union Square West & 5th Ave.)

D

COMPONENT ter
indispensable.

Andrew N. Singer.
President
$Ound By Singer. Ltd.

MM.

Authorized Dealerships: ACOUSTIC ENERGY. Adcom. ADA, AMX, API Power Wedge,
Aragon by Mondial, AUDIO NOTE, AUDIO PHYSIC, Audio Quest. Audio Truth,
AYRE ACOUSTICS, BASIS, BENZ MICRO, BILLY BAGS, B&K, Cal Audio Labs. Cardas, Audio.
Chang Lightspeed, CEC, CELESTION, CLEAR AUDIO, CONRAD-JOHNSON, CONVERGENT AUDIO TECHNOLOGY. Creek.
Crestron, DAY SEOUERRA, Denon. DYNAUDIO, EGGLESTON, E.A.R., Elite by Pioneer, Epos. FANFARE, FAROUDJA, FORSELL, Grado,
GRAHAM TONEARMS, HALES DESIGN GROUP, JM LABS UTOPIAS, KLYNE AUDIO ARTS, KRELL AUDIONIDEO, KRELL INDUSTRIES,
KRELL REFERENCE, LYRA CARTRIDGES (CLAVIS) MAGNUM DYNALAB, MARTIN-LOGAN, Monster Cable, MUSE, NBS. Parasound,
Proton. Rega, REL, RUNCO IDTV, Salamander, SME, Solid Steel, Sonance. SONIC FRONTIERS, Sound Anchors, Stewart Filmscreen, Sumiko,
Target. Theta Digital, TOWNSHEND AUDIO, TRANSFIGURATION CARTRIDGES, TRANSPARENT CABLE, Vandersteen, Velodyne. VERITY
"PARSIFAL", VPI, WELL-TEMPERED, Wire World. Yamamura Systems, ZOETHECUS.
Bold Listings available in New York City exclusively at Sound By Singer.

Check out the power
of your system
with Stereoplule CDs and LPs.
Serenade

Encore

Superlative performances of chamber
music by Brahms,
Mozart. and
Dvor-ák, recorded
live with 20-bit
resolution and "U-RThere" transparency.

Stereophile brings the
best of the Santa Fe
Chamber Music Festival
to you. Music by
Mendelssohn and Brahms,
featuring Christopher O'Riley, piano;
Nathaniel Rosen, cello; and other artists.

pI

Rhapsody

Sonata

This disc features George
Gershwin's Three Preludes plus
several song transcriptions for solo
piano and the Fantasy on Porgy
and Bess. all arranged by Earl
Wild, and aStereophile-commissioned arrangement for piano and chamber
orchestra of Rhapsody in Blue. Recorded with
24-bit resolution.

Pianist Robert
Silverman plays
Liszt, including
the Sonata in
B-minor
Recorded with
20-bit resolution.

1

Festival

Orchestral works by
Copland, Milhaud, and
Kohjiba performed by
, the world-renowned
,
-' Santa Fe Chamber Music
Festival. Recorded live
with time-aligned microphones and 20-bit resolution.

Concert
This omni- miked, two-CD set features Robert
Silverman in arecital of works by Schubert, Chopin.
Bach, and Schumann. Includes the bonus track.
"Mapping the Soundstage."

Poem
An audiophile classic since 1989. Tube-miked
performances of works for flute and piano by
Prokofiev, Reinecke, and Schumann, plus Charles
Griffes Poem.

ALE8-2

Mail to: Stereophile
P.O. Box 1702
Santa Fe, NM 87504-1702
or call: 1-800-358-6274
Fax credit-card orders to: 1-800-333-4902
or visit our web site at:
www.stereophile.com

NAME

Intermezzo

GREG SCOTT

Robert Silverman in abrilliant all Brahms program: Piano Sonata in f.
Op. 5, and Three Intermezzi,
Op. 117. One of the finest piano
recordings ever made.

Test CD 1Phase your system, test your speakers and
listening room, and hear the difference amike can make.
Take this disc with you when evaluating equipment.

Test CD 2speakers placement and distortion tests.
Check your amp for distortion, too, and hear what CD
Jitter sounds like.

Test CD 3Use the signals to test your
speakers and your room. Burn-in components.
Home in on your home theater's balance.
Check out your system with the soundstage
map. Also includes audiophile music tracks.

Encore
Rhapsody
Serenade
Sonata

CD
CD
CD

•
•
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$16.95
$15.95

=
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$
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Total
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$

Test CD I
Test CD 2

STREET

•
•

Test CD 3

•

CITY__

`Shipping & Handing: $3.50/order U.S. and Canada
$8.00/order foreign (airmail)

STATE/ZIP

Check enclosed
ACCT. NO. _

Payable in U.S. funds. Make checks payable to Stereophile. Allow 4to 6
weeks for delivery.

$
$

SIGNATURE

Please charge my

IMC

1Visa
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Conrad-Johnson
ART line preamplifier

A

lmost two years ago, ConradJohnson's Lew Johnson came to
Santa Fe while visiting his western dealers. We were chatting about
acquaintances in the industry as I
showed him the new house I'd barely
moved into when he spread ablueprint
across a stack of record boxes and
showed me adesign for anew product.
"We realized that Conrad-Johnson is
coming up on its 20th anniversary," he
said. "So we thought we might produce
something special to celebrate. This is a
version of the preamplifier we use in
our listening room at the factory —we
never even thought about producing it
because it would be god-awful expensive. But it really is our last thought on
what apreamp should be, so we figured
we'd produce alimited edition, say 250
total, as away of commemorating our
20 years in the business."
Looking at the blueprint, all Icould
think of was Frank Lloyd Wright's Falling Water: off to the right-hand side of
each chassis was acantilevered series of
five black metal plates surrounding five
6922 dual triodes, while the faceplates,
such as they were, were elegantly uncluttered by controls. The design seemed
to look back to Art Deco while remaining as contemporary as possible.
"What arc you going to call it?' I
asked.
"Anniversary Reference Triode," Lew
said. "ART, as in state-of-the-. And it
will cost $15,000."
"Gu/p."

Conrad-Johnson ART preamplifier

on/off. All were replicated on the remote, which also allowed for changes in
channel balance.
There were five single-ended RCA
line-level inputs, two processor loops,
and two main outputs per chassis. Each
chassis had its own power cord permanently attached, as is C-J's custom.
There was also adata interlink that connected the two chassis, allowing the
microprocessor housed in the right
channel to relay commands to the leftchannel circuitry.
When Ireceived the prcamp in Santa
Fe, Ifound that its outer simplicity is
mirrored within. In principle, it's asingle triode circuit. In order to keep output impedance low, conventional tube
preamps usually mate avoltage gain
In art, economy is always beauty
stage to abuffer stage (usually acathode
Less than eight weeks later, Igot my
follower; see the sidebar interview with
first glimpse of aproduction prototype
Lew Johnson for adiscussion of this). In
at HI-FI '96, and it was just as timelessthe ART, Bill Conrad and Lew Johnson
ly elegant in the aluminum. The two
champagne-and-black chassis —one per neatly sidestep the need for abuffer,
fabricating the equivalent of asingle
channel — were both simple, but one
high-transconductance triode by linking
possessed two rows of input-indicating
five dual-triode 6922s in parallel. RunLEDs flanking two circular displays that
ning 10 triode sections in this manner
gave the levels for each channel. The
lowers the output impedance of the
other had asingle circular window concealing the receiver for the remote, a ART to about 500 ohms— at the high
end of the range, but within the range
flat rocker panel that controlled volume,
nonetheless, of tube preamps utilizing
and four discreet buttons: one for chooscathode followers.
ing source, one for engaging the exterAn additional benefit that accrues
nal processor loops, amute switch, and
Stereophile, May 1998

from running the triodes in parallel is an
overall lowering of the thermal noise
floor: each time you double the number
Description: Dual-chassis, remotecontrolled, tube line stage. Tube
complement: ten 6922 dual triodes. Inputs: five single-ended
on RCAs; two processor loops.
Outputs: two single-ended on
RCAs; two processor loops. Frequency range: 2Hz->100kHz (no
limits given). Polarity: inverts
phase. Maximum voltage gain:
26dB. Maximum output: 15V. Hum
and noise: 100dB below 2.5V
output. Distortion at IV output:
<0.25% THD or IMD. Output impedance: <500 ohms.
Dimensions: 19" W by 3.75" H by
15.25" D, each chassis. Weight: 50
lbs, total.
Serial number of unit reviewed:
49 (of 250).
Price: $14,995. Tube replacement
cost: $210. Approximate number
of dealers: 85. Warranty: 3years
parts and labor, excluding tubes.
Manufacturer: Conrad-Johnson
Design, Inc., 2733 Merrilee Dr.,
Fairfax, VA 22031. Tel: (703)
698-8581. Fax: (703) 560-5360.
E-mail: cjdsgn@erols.com
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of parallel devices you gain atheordica/
3dB in noise reduction. Among the
other things Messrs. Conrad and Johnson left out of the ART was feedback:
There is no global (loop) feedback, and
no local feedback either.
The ART's control side involves a
microprocessor whose only function
is to switch relays on and off. When
changing volume or balance, when
choosing an input, or when muting,
you can hear the relays switching inside the unit. (I found this somehow
reassuring.) The microprocessor runs
off atransformer separate from the
audio circuitry. Everything about the
ART is solid and seems in keeping
with its considerable price. Construction quality is superb — when Iopened
the unit, the quality of the individual
components was obvious, as is only fitting. All of the capacitors —even in the
power supplies — were polystyrene
types, and the resistors were Vishays.
All chassis work is substantial — overly
so, if anything. Even the remote is
carved out of a solid block of aluminum. No one who buys an ART is
going to feel as though Conrad-Johnson skimped on anything.

Music is the art of thinking
with sounds
Of course, very few people buy any
product simply because it's well built.
The only true justification for a$15,000
preamplifier is that it sounds great. Which
the ART does. Kind of.

Very few people buy
any product simply
because it's well built.
The only true justification
for a$15,000 preamplifier
is that it sounds great.
Which the ART does.
Idon't mean that the ART sounds
kind of good. My system has never
sounded better than it has since I've had
the Anniversary Reference Triode. Even
though I've changed just about every
other component in the system at one
time or another, one thing has remained
constant: The sound has been involving,
rich in timbre and nuance, and stagger-

ingly clear. What I'm struggling with is
the concept of the ART possessing a
sound of its own. It must, of course (I've
just described several of its attributes),
but as with the Krell FPB 600 and the
Mark Levinson No.33H — the two
other most highly evolved audio products with which Ihave experience —it
is far, far easier to describe what the
ART doesn't do to sound than to describe
any character it has.
This is even more baffling because
you'd think that, in the age of the line
stage, apreamplifier is avestigial component. When almost all Cl) players
have ahigh enough output to drive
power amplifiers directly, why do we
even need apreamp? Yet it seems we
do, because even the Krell KPS-20i and
the Levinson No.39, with their highquality onboard volume controls, consistently sounded their best, in my experience, when matched to ahigh-quality
preamplifier. With most preamps, I
could hear some tradeoffs, it's true, but
at the end of the day Ifound myself preferring to use them.
But all those were just your run-ofthe-mill Class A preamplifiers, not the
ART. 'The ART's awhole new ballgame.

Measurements

C

onrad-Johnson'sART preamp offers
only single-ended operation, and,
as expected from adesign with asingle
gain stage, the output is in inverted polarity. The ART's input impedance (at
¡kHz) averaged 12.5k ohms (slightly
higher in the right channel, slightly
lower in the left), which is high enough
not to give source components any drive
difficulties. Its output impedance varied
somewhat depending on channel and
frequency, but it remained in the specified 500 ohm region over most of the
band. At 20Hz, however, it rose to 1140
ohms, which means that with power
amplifiers offering alow input impedance, such as the Rowlands or various
"professional" designs, there will be premature bass rolloff. There should be no
matching problems as long as the amplifier input remains above 10k ohms.
The dual-chassis design renders crosstalk measurements meaningless, so none
are shown. Signal/noise ratios were acceptably low, though the preamp was
not deathly quiet. With its inputs shorted and its volume control set to its maximum of "99," the ARTs S/N ratio varied from 57dB (wide bandwidth, unweighted) to 72.5dB (A-weighted), both
90

figures referenced to anominal 1V output. Reducing the volume control to
the unity-gain setting of "66" gave a
7dB improvement in the unweighted
figure and a20dB improvement in the
A-weighted reading, suggesting that
most of the noise comes from before
the volume control and is outside the
audio band.
The volume control appeared to
work in steps of approximately 0.8dB,
with "66" being the unity gain setting.
"99" was equivalent to gains of 25dB
(left channel) and 24.76dB (right). In
practice, the volume control will be
used at settings below unity gain, except
with very insensitive amplifiers. Without feedback, the preamplifier's channel
matching is at the mercy of the tubes
used: there was aconsistent level mismatch of almost 0.5dB between the
ART's channels; this could not be adjusted by the balance control, due to its
discrete steps. Setting both channels to
"66" gave the 0.5dB mismatch; reducing the right channel to "65" now gave
alevel mismatch of 02dB in the other
direction.
This channel imbalance can be seen in
fig.1, which shows the ART's frequency

response at 1V output into both an
optimal 100k ohm load and an atypically low 600 ohm load, with its volume
control set to unity gain. At low frequencies the response into 100k ohms is flat
down to the 10Hz limit of the graph,
but into 600 ohms the bass rolls off below 100Hz, as expected from the output
impedance measurement. Iwas worried
that paralleling 10 triodes would give a
reduced bandwidth due to the adding of
the tubes' parasitic capacitances. At high
frequencies, however, the preamp is flat
into either load up to 20kHz, and there
is actually aslightly earlier ultrasonic
...ph. Comae
eop.

Fig.1
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Conrad-Johnson ART, frequency response at
1V output into 100k ohms (top trace below
200Hz) and into 600 ohms (top trace
above 2kHz) (right channel dashed,
0.5dB/vertical div.).
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Conrad-Johnson
How so? First, Iprobably should describe what the ART didn't do — except
that's almost too broad acategory. It
doesn't make coffee and it can't core
an apple — okay, I'm being silly — but
even the list of audio attributes it lacked
is too long to enumerate. It didn't add
any haze or blur or warmth of its own.
It didn't limit dynamics. It didn't make a
crappy record sound like agood one —
and it sure didn't make agood disc
sound any less so. Icould go on, but
I've had the ART in my system long
enough now that I've forgotten some of
the ways that other prcamps editorialize the signal.
This doesn't mean that music through
the ART lacked character — at least it
doesn't if the recording has character to
begin with. But it does mean that records Ithought Iknew well took on
adifferent aspect when Ilistened to
them with the ART in the system. They
sounded the same, only much more so.
Take the performance of Mozart's
Flute Quartet in 1), K285, from Serenade
(Stereophilc STPH009-2). Between the
mixing and mastering of the disc, Imust
have listened to K285 several hundred
times, and it found its way into my Cl)

player quite afew times after coming
back from the CI) plant, as well. But listening through the ART, Iwas overwhelmed by the sense of being in the
acoustic of Santa Fe's St. Francis Auditorium. Of course, capturing that sense
of music taking place in areal space is

rolloff into the kinder load. There was
also some dependence of the preamp's
HF bandwidth on the volume-control
setting: Increasing the level setting to
"99" and reducing the input drive to
keep the output voltage the same into
the 100k load rolled off the highs to
—1dB at 20kHz. In practice, the ART
will never be used with the volume
control set this high, rendering the
measurement moot.
Despite the ARTs complete absence
of negative feedback, whether loop feedback or local degeneration, it is avery
linear design. Fig2 shows the THD+
noise percentage plotted against frequen-

cy at 1V into 100k ohms and 600 ohms.
Into the higher impedance, the distortion
remains below 0.15% across the band.
Reducing the load to the punishing 600
ohms raises that figure to 0.4%, but it
remains constant with frequency. And
because the distortion spectrum into
either load (figs3 and 4) consists almost
entirely of the benign second harmonic,
the subjective effect of this residual nonlinearity should be minimal.
Of course, as there is no feedback, the
level of the distortion will depend very
much on the output level. The question
is, has Conrad-Johnson's design team

I've had the ART
in my system long
enough now that
I've forgotten some
of the ways that other
preamps editorialize
the signal.
one ofJohn Atkinson's prime directives
in making his recordings, but the ART's
effortless presentation of all the minute
cues that re-create the original venue
was unprecedented in my experience.
We recorded K285 and the Dvorák
Serenade, Op.44 in 1996, but we'd recorded the accompanying Brahms Horn

ART

Trio in E-flat, Op.40 the previous year,
using aslightly different recording chain.
Even though we tried to match the
microphone positions from one year to
the next, we made minor changes in
them during the rehearsal stage of the
project — these changes and the differences in tonality wrought by the use of
the Manley Reference A/1) converter
and Forssell M-2a microphone preamp
compared with the Nagra-D's own electronics were startlingly audible with the
ART in the system. They'd always been
there, of course, but never as palpably, to
my cars, as through the C-J.
Normally, when reviewers speak of
such differences being made manifest,
it's by way of calling acomponent some
kind of asonic microscope to be trained
upon recordings — alab tool, of sorts.
That's not my intention. The ART didn't highlight the differences between
the recording dates, it just presented
each event as itself: The similarities predominated, but the differences were not
obscured or minimized. "I yarn what I
yam, an' that's all Iyam," quoth Popcyc,
echoing the burning bush; recordings
played through the Anniversary Reference Triode could claim the same.

optimized the circuit's behavior for typical levels and loads?
••••••••• Cm. Jam. APT Mr • IV .6 M
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Conrad-Johnson ART, spectrum of 50Hz
sinewave, DC-I kHz, at 10V into 600 ohms
with volume control at "66" (linear frequency
scale). Note that the second harmonic is the
highest in level at -50dB (0.3%).

Fig.5

Conrad-Johnson ART, distortion (%) vs
output voltage into 600 ohms (top) and
100k ohms (bottom).
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Fig.2

Conrad-Johnson ART, THD+noise vs
frequency with volume control at "66" at 1V
output into 100k ohms (bottom) and 600
ohms (top) (right channel dashed).
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Conrad-Johnson ART spectrum of 50Hz
sinewave, DC-1kHz, at IV into 100k ohms
with volume control at "66" (linear frequency
scale). Note that the second harmonic is the
highest in level at -57dB (0.14%).
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THE

NEW

ASSEMBLAGE

L-I

PREAMP

& ST-40

POWER

AMP

KITS

LOVE TRIANGLE
L- 1

PREAMPLIFIER

DESIGN FEATURES:
• Fully regulated power supply, including DC filaments
• Five line inputs, one tape loop. two (paralleled) outputs
• Easy to assemble circuit board construction
• Compact sized (14" W x 10.5" D) black powder coated
chassis, black anodized aluminum front panel and knobs.
• Approx. 20 dB of gain with low output impedance for
excellent drive capabilities.
• Zero global negative feedback
Upgrade Kit Available

Starting at $599 USO

DESIGN FEATURES:
• Push-Pull fixed bias UltraLinear EL-34/6CA7 output stage
• 4, 8 and 16 Ohm output taps
• Triode input amplifier stage followed by a long tailed
differential pair driver stage
• Tube complement: Two matched pairs EL34/ 6CA7, Two
12AUWECC82, One 12AX7/ECC-83
• Solid State rectification and driver stage B+ regulation

Starting at $699 USO

ST-40

AMPLIFIER

tki

Upgrade Kit Available

DAC -2 DIGITAL PROCESSOR

DESIGN FEATURES:
• Pacific Microsonics PMD-100 HDCD chip
• 20-Bit Burr-Brown PCM1702 DACs
• Crystal CS8412 Input Receiver chip
• AD844 IN converter, AD817 Output Buffer chip
• 8 power supply regulation stages
Starting at $499 USD 5149 USO for Upgrade Kit

Call us for more information on these and other kits, and to order our FREE
4/i

THE PARTS
CONNECTION
• .10•1•11•1.1•1111•11. ....NM» MC

32 page parts catalog.

Visit our newly redesigned Web Site: http.//www.sonicfrontters.com/TPC
2790 Brighton Road. Oaks/111e. Ontario. Canada Lei 514 TeiephOne (905) 829-5858
Facsimile 19051 829-5388 Toll Free Order Line 1.800-769.0747 (U S 8Canada only)
E-Marl TPCOsonictrontters corn

STORADISC'"
Fine-furniture quality CD storage systems with
angled shelves & non-slip surface that holds a
single CD upright. Solid hardwoods & textured
finishes. Custom sizes and finishes also
available.

Write

or

col):

1-800-848-9811

Davidson-Whitehall Company
355 Wiutehall Street Atlanta, Geo,gla 30303
(404) 524.4534 for (404 6S9-3041

Experience Virtual Reality @
wwW.SynergisticResearch.COM
And @ In The Groove!

lethoul

to

match

your components, music is adistortion
of the thy

event...

At Syneistic !Research's
'Wade@ wrinitsysiewisticresearrh.coni
you discover ratites ifivryried to comp(anent your system—

cables dcsifined

comploncul

your system, the music you hear
transport,
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Visit the Virtual-World' and then cal!for yourfree »Expforer's guide 2ndEdition"

In The Groove
3566 Walker Ave. No.3. Memphis TN 38 III
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Conrad-Johnson
Alone of all the arts,
music moves all around you
But just because the ART offered such
precise delineation of small details,
don't assume that it slighted the big
picture. It most certainly did not.
Among the many jewels freshly rediscovered in my vinyl collection, Classic's reissue of Bartók's Muskfor Strings,
Percussion, and Celesta (RCA/Classic
LSC-2374) stands out as most revelatory. Neither suite nor symphony, the
work is more like alarge-scale baroque
set of variations on the same theme. It's
scored for two separate string sections:
the first consists of the first and second
violins, first violas, first cellos, and
first double basses; the second comprises the third and fourth violins, second violas, second cellos, and second
double basses. Both of these sections
are set against apercussion section that
includes apiano, celesta, and harp in
addition to the more conventional
drums, cymbals, tam-tam, bass drum,
timpani, and xylophone. (I list the
instrumentation because the ART
made me so acutely aware of each
component's contribution to the total
sound of the work.)

ART

Associated Equipment
LP playback: Linn LP12/Lingo/
Cirkus with Naim Armageddon
Power Supply, Naim ARO tonearni,
van den Hul Frog cartridge; Ekos
tonearm, Arkiv phono cartridge.
CD playback: Audio Research
CD2, Mark Levinson No39, Meridian 508-24.
Phono preamplifiers: ConradJohnson Premier Fifteen, Linn Unto,
Naim Prefix.
Power amplifiers: Conrad-Johnson Premier Eleven A, Krell FPB
600, Mark Levinson No33H.

Loudspeakers: B&W Silver Signature, Dynaudio Contour 3.3, EgglestonWorks Andra, ProAc Response
One SC; REL Studio H subwoofer.
Cables: !Umber KCAG and Wire
World GE! interconnects, Kimber
Black Pearl and WireWorld GEI
speaker cables.
Accessories: Audio Power Indusnies Power Wedge 112, Magro Stereo
Display Stand.
Sound treatment: ASC Tube Traps,
Studio Traps, Bass Traps; RPG Abffiisors; kreataphagic 'critter. -Wes Phillips

The Andante tranquillo is slow but
intensely passionate —and very much a
fugue that, after reaching afortissimo
(rendered with exquisite slam by the
ART), is repeated in mirror form (upside down, as it were). As the muted instruments hand the melody off from
one section to another, the celesta enters
with an insistent ostinato that adds abrilliant, ringing, and most striking touch of
tonal color to the proceedings, before

the movement gasps to its conclusion
in arecapitulation of the solo A with
which it began.
Do Igo off on a tangent by describing the mechanism of the music?
Well, yes — but, as with the instrumentation, the ART made me do it. None of
the mechanics are obscured when listening to any superb preamp, but the
ART seemed to possess asingular ability to let me grasp the gestalt of any

4V or so into the higher impedances, or
at lower voltages into an atypical 1000
ohm load (blue trace), does the ART's
lack of feedback manifest itself as probably audible levels of distortion. And it is
almost 100% unlikely that the preamp
will ever be subject to these conditions.
Other than the trivial level mis-

match between channels, the ConradJohnson AR'T's measured performance
offers no clues to its esoteric design.
And its performance envelope is well
suited to the conditions it will be asked
to endure. Now if only Icould wrest it
from WP's system and try it in my own
for awhile!
—John Atkinson

Measurements
How the distortion percentage changes with output voltage, again into both
100k and 600 ohm loads, is shown in
fig.5. Into 100k ohms, and at levels below 1V, the preamplifier appears to be
astonishingly linear considering its single-ended design and lack of negative
feedback. At 300mV output —a typical
cruising level for classical music with a
typical amplifier and loudspeaker combination — the measured distortion is
just 0.065%!
The fact that the ART has been optimized for real-world conditions is confirmed by fig.6, plotted with the Amplifier
Profiler from Miller Audio Research. I
used a11cHz toneburst signal (10 cycles
on, 400 cycles off), which will be more
representative of the preamp's performance with music The black area shows
the distortion floor plotted against output
voltage with the preamplifier driving the
optimal 100k ohm load. Reducing the
load to 10k ohms, which is typical of
many power amplifiers, gave only asmall
increase in distortion (red trace). And with
the range of output voltages typical of realworld use, indicated to the left of the vertical green line, the distortion into either
100k or 10k is acceptably low. Only above
Stereophile, May 1998
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To Know a Thing by its Parts is Science; To Feel It as a Whole is Art
Wes Phillips talks with Lew Johnson about ART and engineering

ew Johnson: The ART was not
Loriginally
conceived as aproduct —

twas aresearch tool we built for ourselves. We realized that much of what
we had learned in building power
amplifiers had implications for preamplifier design as well — we came
to see that loop feedback is not innocuous, and that local feedback has
its own drawbacks as well. We wanted to design apreamplifier that came
as close to being azero-feedback
amplifier as possible.
At the same time, we wanted to
go to even further extremes in fitting
out the power supplies with polystyrene capacitors instead of polypropylene. We conceived the idea
of eliminating cathode followers by
constructing afairly extensive composite triode, where you take multiple triode sections and connect them
in parallel — which gives you one
high-transconductance triode.
Wes Phillips: Doesn't using the tubes
in parallel minimize noise?
Johnson: You get aremarkably good
signal/noise ratio because, in theory,
you improve SNR by 3dB every time
you double the number of triodes.
Howeve4 while [paralleling the tubes]
minimizes thermal noise, it doesn't
do anything about other types of
noise — microphonics, for example.
If you get amicrophonic tube, the
fact that there are 10 parallel triodes
doesn't help.
Phillips: What do you estimate tube bfè
to befar the ART?
Johnson: Our experience so far suggests two to three years averaging 10
to 15 hours per week —about typical
for our gear. Because aline stage
doesn't deal with huge amounts of
gain, atube has to get really noisy
before it's noticeable.
One thing you want from agood
preamp is low output impedance, so
it doesn't interact with the interconnect cable between the preamp and
the amp. This is the fundamental
flaw in so-called passive line stages:
the volume control is in series with
the interconnect cable and the volume control is arelatively high-impedance source —at least, it can be, depending upon its setting. Designers
usually incorporate abuffer stage into
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the preamp. In the case of atube
preamp, that's acathode follower —
which is adevice that has ahigh input
impedance and alow output impedance and again factor of, essentially,
one (actually it has a very slight
amount of loss).

local feedback in this preamplifier —
and no global feedback either. Most
self-bias circuits automatically have
local feedback —or have alarge capacitor in the circuit, typically electrolytic, which has its own evils, as
you can imagine. We use adifferent
approach that eliminates both the
feedback and the capacitor.
The control circuitry is essentially acomputer that we use to set
switches and has no relation to the
audio circuit. The beauty of the computer is that it allows us to build a
completely dual-mono preamplifier
that has asingle set of controls. A
control link between the two chassis
allows the user to have asingle control interface with the unit, but it
can command switches resident in
each channel's circuitry.
Phillips: Inoticed that balance control is
offered only on the remote.
Johnson: We wanted to keep the
front panel clean, but we also feel that
Lew Johnson
if you're going to set balance, you
want to do it from your listening poOur idea was, "Let's get rid of the sition anyway. And, of course, the balcathode follower by constructing a ance function is not an additional
sufficiently butch triode that will control —because the volume control
lower the output impedance down sets each channel's volume separately.
to where we want it." In the case of There's only one set of switches; what
the ART, [the impedance] is alittle changes are the control instructions.
below 500 ohms; in atypical tube What's interesting is that the micropreamp, output could fall anywhere processor built into the ART is the
between acouple of hundred ohms same one that used to be in the comand 500 ohms — the ART's in the puters we used to run the business —
ballpark. You may be able to find it's essentially aZ86 with built-in
cables that would present aproblem, memory, so the program is actually
but most shouldn't.
resident on the CPU. Of course, it's
We built that preamp and it re- awhole lot more computer than we
mained in our factory reference sys- need to turn on and off ahandful of
tem for seven or eight years. The com- switches, but it's afairly efficient way
bination of all those triodes and other to do things.
associated bits and pieces, along with
In order to build to the quality level
the extensive polystyrene power sup- that we insist upon, it is quite expenplies, made for what would have to sive to take the approach we've taken
be avery expensive preamplifier — in the ART — mainly because we're
and, frankly, we just didn't see where
using Vishay resistors. The cost of the
there would be amarket for it. The
resistors actually becomes an issue.
word "reference" in its name is not You can buy metal-film resistors for
marketing hype; we built it to use as a apenny apiece, but we're using bulk
designer's reference when we worked metal-foil resistors —which is ametal
on other products.
foil that is trimmed with alaser to
The audio circuit itself couldn't create aresistive element —and you're
be simpler: It's asingle triode. Idon't looking at multiple dollars apiece.
want to go into details about biasing That adds up pretty quickly when arthe tubes, but there is absolutely zero ranging 10 triode sections per channel.
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Conrad-Johnson

Phillips: How many power supplies are
there in the ART—onefor each channel,
as well as onefor the control circuitry?
Johnson: Remember, the control
circuitry is nothing but some DC
supplies to turn the relays off and
on. All the control work, whether
we're talking about setting the level
or choosing an input, is done with

It's easy and pleasant
to use. You don't
have to open the box
in order to change
the tubes.
switches. They aren't electronic
switches, they aren't FET switches
or IC switches, they're relays —
mechanical, physical switches —
which is why you hear the click,
click, click when they're in operation.
There are 12 switches in each channel for volume control, and one for
each input, and one to mute the
output. The computer just decides
which switch to throw, and, because
they're relays, you have to give them
alittle DC to open them and close
them. But all that's coming off adifferent transformer and is totally independent of the audio circuitry.
Actually, it has to be separate because you need apower supply in
order to turn the unit on.
The interesting thing about the
audio-circuit power supply is that
we don't use feedback there, either.
It's afairly straightforward regulated
power supply. A number of people
use afeedback supply to get their
power-supply regulators, but we just
use adirect brute-force approach.
The main thing in the power supply
is to keep its impedance low. When
you're running asignal through the
audio circuit, the current you're delivering to the circuit is going up and
down with the signal, and the impedance of the power supply will
modulate that current. We've designed apower supply with an impedance of afraction of an ohm in
such away that it maintains that
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impedance, essentially, across the
audio band.
You have to play some tricks to
keep that impedance low when
you're starting to look at multiple
kilohertz. Typically you'd look at
DC performance, but our concern is
that it have low impedance at high
audio frequencies. We've been using
this power supply for 20 years —
we've refined it over the years, but
the basic approach is one we're very
familiar with. And because we've
used it all that time, we know it's
reliable.
Phillips: Is there a
feature orftinction of
which you are especially proud?
Johnson: Well, it's easy — and
pleasant — to use. You don't even
have to open the box in order to
change the tubes —which is alesson we learned with the Premier
Seven. But ultimately, the whole
rationale for the thing is the way it
sounds. It is designed to perform
at the fringe, to be the state of the
art. That's its only reason for being.
If you feel the sound is where we
feel it is, then you fully appreciate
and understand the product. And if
you don't, then there's really no
excuse for it.
Phillips: How does the ART relate to
yourfitture plans at Conrad-Johnson?
Johnson: The most immediate result will be the Premier Sixteen LS
P79951, which is asingle-chassis
stereo version of the ART. Physically, the product is slightly more than
half an ART, which the price reflects. Our big problem was getting
it to fit in asingle chassis —if you
open up an ART, you'll find it's
pretty full, it's not just packaged air.
So we had to cut back on the number of triodes: There are 12, not 20,
and the power supplies are shared
across the channels. But that's about
it in terms of compromise.
It's going to be avery interesting product —I think it's going to
come very close to the performance of the ART But Idon't see
any practical means of trickling it
down to the next step. The costs
involved just remain too high for us
to produce this design for as little
as we'd like to.

ART

given piece, while also laying bare the
components that contributed to the
effect of the whole — while, on the third
hand, allowing me to just revel in the
sheer voluptuous beauty of the sound
itself. Listening to that first movement
of the Bartók, Iwasn't focusing on the
piece's architecture; Iwas caught up by
the sweep of the fugue and was passed
headlong from instrument to instrument along with the melody. Yet the
structure that informed the piece, planted there so carefully by the composer,
was never less than apparent.
How is this an indication of the
Conrad-Johnson's superiority? Iliken
it to the way the clarity and stability of
aDVD image reduces fatigue when
watching videos. The ease with which
every sonic attribute comes through
the ART is asign of how little sonic
processing is taking place in the brain
itself. If interpretation is, as Susan
Sontag claims, the intellect's revenge
on art, then Ihold that the ART's
revenge on interpretation was precisely the way in which it bypassed
the intellect by manifesting music
without artifact.
Having said that, there's not much I
can add by saying how transparent it
was — it was supremely so. Or how
perfectly it constructed asoundstagc —
it showed me what was captured on
the tape. Or how it reproduced the frequency extremes and everything in between—again, if it was on the tape, the
ART revealed it.
Other than the fact that only 250
very wealthy audiophiles can own
one (and I'm not one of them), was
the ART without flaw? Ican't say. I
never heard its flaws: On the few
occasions Ithought Ihad, changing
another component in the system
revealed them to be resident in other
parts of the chain. Let's just say that I
haven't heard its equal. and certainly
not its superior.
The height of art is to conceal art
How do Ieven begin to assess the ultimate value of Conrad-Johnson's ART?
Fifteen thousand dollars is alot of money by any reckoning. But the ART
belongs in that very small class of products without peer, and the best of anything does not come cheap. If you
must have the best, and if the rest of
your system also exists on that exalted
plane, then you will be very —exceedingly, even — happy with the ART It
is without compromise. And as for the
rest of us, well... we can always dream,
can't we?
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Bel Canto SET 80
monoblock power amplifier

A

'though Iretain afirm hold on
the established audio world, and
recognize and value all that it
has achieved, Ifeel inexorably driven to
make some space in my life for singleended amplifiers — more especially,
those that eschew negative feedback.' A
classic if costly example of the art is the
Cary CAD-805C, which, to my ears,
has earned the right to teach audiophiles
what negative feedback really sounds
like, and what damage it can do to the
musical message when poorly handled.
This shouldn't be taken as an out-ofhand dismissal of those many great
pieces of electronics and amplification
that use negative feedback — it is simply
an acknowledgment, or even an assertion that negative feedback generates a
sound of its own.
Bel Canto
Bel Canto has dedicated itself to the
minimalist, single-ended amplifier design philosophy for some years now
(Dick Olsher reviewed the Bel Canto
Orfeo SE2 monoblock for Stereophile
in July 1994). The Minneapolis-based
company has successfully managed to
encompass acomplex mix of innovation, modernity, and classicism in its
designs. The Bel Canto SET 80 is an
all-triode monoblock selling for
$6500/pair, plus the cost of some
gold-plated trim rings ($360) and a
protection cage ($180, and necessary if
you've got small children or nosy
pets). Without sacrificing the sweetness typical of SE designs, the amplifier is claimed to deliver over 70W of
unclipped power (distortion unspecified) into nominal 8 ohm or 4 ohm
loadings, with a simple lever responsible for selecting the optimum
match. As fairly high input levels are
required (2V for 30W, for example),
passive drive is not possible unless
high-voltage sources are available —
say, 6V at full CD modulation. A preamplifier with 12dB or more of voltage gain is generally necessary.
Each SET 80 weighs 85 lbs and sits
1Sec my "A Future Without Feedback?" January '98,

Bel Canto SET 80 monoblock power amplifier

on castellated synthetic rubber feet. If
the amp is placed on acarpeted floor,
subplinths of glass or stone will improve
air flow and aid performance. Operated
in class-A, the SET 80's standing power
draw is 800W; the awkwardly placed
rear-panel switch acts as astandby feature operating arelay to turn off the
class-A output tubes. The chassis is thus
ready to run after afew minutes' warmup, while resting at afew tens of watts.
The low-level tubes remain on more or
less permanently, never fully powered

Description: Single-ended but balanced tube monoblock power
amplifier. Output power: 70W into
8 ohms or 4 ohms (18.5dBW,
15.5dBW, respectively). Frequency
response: 5Hz-35kHz, -3dB. S/N
ratio: 100dB (A-weighted). Distortion: better than 0.05%, -66dB, at
1W (1 kHz), predominantly second
harmonic. Input impedance: 100k
ohms. Input sensitivity: 2V for 30W
output. Damping factor: 3(8 ohms).

down until the power plug is pulled.
More surprises: Unusual in an SE
design, the rear panel has double speaker outlets: metal binding posts (Cardas)
supplied with removable rubber insulating jackets. Signal input is possible in
both balanced (XLR) and unbalanced
(RCA) formats, adding more than a
touch of useful versatility for sources
and cabling.
With the more stressful 50Hz ACsupply frequency here in the UK, I
experienced some rather audible mech-

Dimensions: 19.5" W by 11" H by
15" D. Weight: 85 lbs.
Serial number of unit reviewed:
Not noted.
Price: $6500/pair; gold-plated trim
rings, $360; protective tube cage,
$180. Approximate number of dealers: 12.
Manufacturer: Bel Canto Design,
212 Third Avenue N., Suite 446, Minneapolis, MN 55401. Tel: (612) 3174550. Fax: (612) 317-4554.
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anical hum from the power transformers. Iexpect that in the US, the 20%higher frequency would result in less
core stress and very likely alot less hum.
But check this out for yourself.
The appearance is utilitarian, especially without the gold rings; the small
gold-plated Bel Canto badge is insufficient to lift the gloom of the expanse of
black crackle-finish enamel. And how
can Iforget the strong odor, even after a
few weeks' use, of hot varnish and paint
after the SET 80s had been powered up
for afew hours?

Technical story
Bel Canto is committed to single-ended
triode technology. Their SET amplifiers
all use 845R power triodes at the output, atwo-stage triode input amplifier,
and zero negative feedback, whether it
be local or global loop. Additional features include thick, custom-made,
metal-foil coupling capacitors in the
output stage, plus the ability to drive 4
or 8ohm speaker loads equally well.
Total harmonic distortion is specified at
0.05% at IW, with awide power bandwidth of 5Hz-35kHz, -3dB —perhaps
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the state of this genre's art.
I found two aspects comforting.
Despite the use of anecessary 1.2kV of
anode voltage, the big, Chinese, solidgraphite-plate output triodes are rated
at some 8000 hours, ensuring many
years of use. Moreover, they're not that
expensive to replace. Nor are the smallsignal triodes.
The close relationship between Bel
Canto's SET 40 stereo amplifier and the
SET 80 monoblock is evident in components and parts — and the virtually
identical chassis. Ingenious use of a
high-quality, studio-grade input-matching transformer transforms the stereo
chassis into amonoblock with the additional versatility of balanced and unbalanced inputs. This is afunction of the
center-tapped, balanced winding of the
input transformer, while its secondaries
allow phase inversion of one amplifier
channel relative to the other.
At the loudspeaker outputs of what
was the stereo chassis, we now have a
balanced signal that — if appropriately
connected and ratio-matched via the
secondary windings of the output transformers — provides doubled output
power in monoblock mode. Conceptually, the result doesn't fall neatly into the
usual class-A, SE, push-pull, or bridge
categories, as it contains elements of all
of them. Ihave drawn afew block diagrams to try to explain this.
Fig.1 shows ageneric view of astereo
SE triode amplifier, with the signal phases shown at each stage. The output
transformer is continuously magnetized
by the standing class-A current flowing
in the primary winding. In fig2 apushpull derivative is shown: the output
tubes share the output transformer with
an alternating, or push-pull, current flow
across the entire output loop, modes,
and winding. For this to work, the output triodes must operate in antiphase —
hence the additional phase-splitter stage
in the path. The tubes may be operated
in full-bias class-A or lower-bias classA/13, but regardless —the magnetizing
currents cancel in the core, leaving it
unbiased, magnetically speaking.
Finally, in fig3, the SET 80 monoblock version of the SET 40 stereo unit
is shown. While the output transformers remain separate, the loudspeaker
connection is made via aloop containing both secondary windings arranged
as abridge connection. As in the pushpull design, the tubes operate in
antiphase, but no phase splitter is
required. This task is accomplished by
Bel Canto's addition of the balanced/
unbalanced input transformer. The
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amplifier does have adifferential topology that will help reject noise on the
high-voltage line. This is run in class-A
so that each output transformer is magnetically biased; this is said to improve
the incremental linearity of the magnetic material. The cross-connected output
infers bridge mode, yet the floating
transformer secondaries allow the output to be ground-based, avoiding connection difficulties with subwoofers and
headphone adapters.
Those four triodes at the input (two
12AX7s) are connected as adifferential
pair. SRPP mode is achieved by the second pair, the stage said to deliver alowdistortion signal up to 100V rms from a
low 1k ohm output impedance, which
will fully drive the 400k ohm input grid
resistor of the output triode.
Build quality is very good, with highquality details including polypropylene
power-supply decoupling, choke-filtered
high-voltage rails, aspecial grid-coupling
capacitor, as well as such nice touches as
the vibration-rejecting molded feet and
the heavy-duty, vibration-decoupled circuit board. The amplifier's automatic
biasing is uncritical of tube selection.

March 1998), some patience is needed
when you first power up big triodes.
The Bel Canto monoblocks take alittle
time for all parts to reach thermal equilibrium, and for the chunky, milledfrom-solid graphite plates to acquire
that faintest tinge of cherry red. Sounds
were still getting clearer 30 minutes
later, and were improving still more, if

thickened and rounded in the mids,
dulled through the presence range, and
then tipped-up and glazed in the upper
treble. Vocals lost some articulation, percussive transients their speed and attack.
It would be so easy to get the wrong idea
about this special kind of amplifier.
However, the SET 80's 4 ohm setting, which in theory reduces the output impedance by afactor of root 2, satThe Bel Canto monoblocks isfactorily tames the wayward frequency response. When Isifted through
the observed variations, a common
take alittle time for
thread emerged that conveyed the
all parts to reach
impression that this Bel Canto is both
well balanced and intrinsically tonally
thermal equilibrium.
neutral — paradoxically, it is more neutral than the big Cary.
Such waiting aside, the
It was surprising just how little the SE
tube technology affected what Ifelt to
velvety tonal purity of this
be the SET 80's true sound, for the Bel
Canto had relatively powerful and evenamplifier was available
ly weighted bass; alevel, even midrange;
almost from the start.
and agenerally unobtrusive, integrated
treble. Coloration in the usual sense of
more slowly, after an hour. Such waiting
the word was absent. Indeed, in true SE
aside, the velvety tonal purity of this
triode tradition, its midrange apamplifier was available almost from the
proached arevelatory quality, free from
start, so strong was this inherent aspect the ubiquitous and generally (if grudgof its character.
ingly) accepted glare and hardness of
System
Little difference was observed betypical power amplification.
I majored with the Wilson Audio
tween balanced and single-ended input
What the SET 80 does is unusual for
WITT Series II loudspeakers for this
drive, and that's how it should be, given
the genre. It could kick hard in the bass
review, supplementing that diet with
the transformer-coupled input configuand would also play loud, leaving its
Quad ESL-63s and Spendor SP2-2s.
ration. Working arange of speakers with
8-18W brethren far behind. This
Some experimentation with aSunfire
the SET 80s was interesting, as was the
amplifier wasn't frightened of the volsubwoofer provided light entertaineffect of the matching impedance switch
ume control, and while it needed more
ment. On the power amplifier side,
on the rear panel. With normal 8ohm
than afew volts to get cooking, it held
comparisons were made easy with the
loads, this amplifier's output impedance
on to its fundamental character over a
help of aKrell FPB 600, and pairs of was high enough to generate audible
wide dynamic range. Igot sound levels
Cary CAD-805C, Conrad-Johnson
changes in tonal balance and character closer to aperceived 150W than the
(ultralinear mode) Premier Eight A, and
with familiar speakers. With power claimed 70Wpc, so benign was the SET
Unison 845 monoblocks.
amplifiers, it is most helpful when such
80's soft-clipping behavior. In fact, it
Preamplifiers ranged from aKrell
load-dependent variations are held to a went nearly as loud (within about 2dB)
KPS-200 CD player used direct (balminimum, allowing the reviewer to
on the 4ohm setting — which for many,
anced and unbalanced) to Audio Synassess the perceived distribution of frewill be the setting of choice.
thesis passives and, at the top of the tree,
quency balance and coloration intrinsic
So, this Bel Canto could play louder
Conrad-Johnson's ART preamplifier,
to an amplifier's topology, technology,
than the big Cary, is less expensive, and
which is uniquely suited to drive the Bel
and build. In the case of the Cary 805C,
its sound was essentially constant from
Cantos with its ultrashort-path, zerofor example, its output impedance was
low to high levels. But what did it really
feedback SE configuration. Other signal
sufficiently low for that amplifier's
sound like? The bottom line: Here is an
sources included aLinn LP12/ARO/ inherent sound to take adequate comundoubtedly fine amplifier with several
van den Hul Grasshopper IV GLA,
mand of the listening event.
qualities that Ienjoyed, but which didn't
with aC-J Premier Fifteen phono preWhen you can hear the originally quite hit the spot, for me at least.
amp. Other signals emanated from the
designed balance of your reference
Where the Krell FPB 300 —and, to a
reference Krell KPS-200, the dCS
speaker shifted because of the interface
significantly greater extent, the FPB 600
Elgar (direct-coupled), and the fine
with the test amplifier, then life becomes —can gather you up and deliver you into
Wadia 860 CD player.
significantly more difficult. Even the
the spaciousness and majesty of great
Cables included appropriate choices Wilson WITT II, whose impedance
musical experiences, and where the Cary
of van den Hul Carbon and Carbon
variation with frequency is remarkably
805C can beguile with an extraordinary
hybrids, plus Siltech Silver.
small, was influenced by the Bel Canto
tactile impression of reality, pure harmoSET 80 on its 8ohm setting. For the
ny, and lifelike vitality, the Bel Canto
Sound
record, with the WITT II driven from
SET 80 was somehow more distanced
As Ihad found with the Cary CAD- the ST 80's 8ohm output, the resulting
from the listener. The Bel Canto sound805C (see Hi-Fi News & Record Review,
sound was alittle heavy in the midbass,
ed quite dynamic, and retained some of
98
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Bel
the surprise and attack in good music
program, but it was neither particularly
rhythmic nor well timed.
Interestingly, both the KreIls and the
Cary can inform the listener about timing and rhythm, even if their language
and accent differ. But with speakers that
have good timing discrimination —
from aWilson WATT 3to an Epos 12,
abudget Mordaunt-Short MS 10i Classic, and the WITT itself—the SET 80
did not sound as surefooted as these reference amplifiers. It didn't quite succeed
in marrying bass with mid or mid with
treble in afast-moving transient percussive context. Idon't want to exaggerate
the importance of this aspect, as perception of its magnitude will be so dependent on the rest of the audio chain and
the acuity of individual listeners. What
I'm saying is that it matters to me.
The shortfall in rhythm was accompanied by some deficiencies in the pre-

Canto

SET

80

tenable too: sweet and singularly low in
aural fatigue; most obviously azerofeedback, class-A, triode design. Considered with the fine stereo focus, this
indicates a middle ranking among
audiophile amplifiers for the SET 80. It
The SET 80
offers aperfectly reasonable alternative
to a number of rather mechanicaldidn't quite succeed
sounding, old-fashioned solid-state and
in marrying
high-feedback designs.
Iobtained genuinely good results
bass with mid or
from the Bel Canto, even if the afterglow from the Cary 805C was somemid with treble in
thing that even adedicated reviewer
found hard to resist. The SET 80
afast-moving transient
remained tuneful throughout the frequency range. Its bass was tolerably
percussive context.
good, especially by SE tubed standards,
but it wasn't as grippy or extended as,
space and air was not in the top class.
Consequently, the sound had arather say, an Audio Research VT100, never
mind aKrell FPB 300. It sounded tidy
staid, laid-back character.
in the treble: uneventful, and not particIf this sounds like bad news, remember that the Bel Canto is eminently lis- ularly clear or revealing, but low in

sentation of low-level detail, which prevented stereo perspectives from developing fully. The soundstage didn't
extend as far back, and the resolution of

Measurements

B

el Canto makes bold claims for
good power delivery in the context
of SE triode designs. In general, both
power and bandwidth are in short supply with this technology, since little or
no negative feedback is available to rescue afailing frequency response or adistortion-limited power maximum.
The SET 80 performed well on the
power and power-bandwidth tests,
notwithstanding adegree of handicap
afforded this class of amplifier. It's general practice to allow a3% maximum of
distortion-limited power in view of the
relatively benign low-order nature of SE
distortion. Driving an 8ohm load from
the Bel Canto's 8 ohm setting gave a
flat-out power of 70W to visible oscilloscope clipping (18.5dBW), and 61W
(17.9dBW) for 3% measured distortion.
The available power was substantial,
especially for an SE type, even if its
topology has some parallels with both
bridge and push-pull configurations. As
the load impedance rose, so did the output voltage — to amaximum of 33V
RMS, or the equivalent of 136W, this a
function of the relatively high output
impedance and the source regulation of
the output stage itself.
The measured output resistance was
1.7 ohms, corresponding to alow damping factor of 4, or better than the 3quoted in the specification. With the SET 80
switched to 4ohms (generally, the following results conform to this setting),
the "8 ohm" damping factor was 6.2,
Stereophik, May 1998

corresponding to an output resistance of
1.3 ohms, which provides better control
of the speaker's frequency response.
This was clearly audible on test.
While 8 ohm speaker loads with
broad regions of higher impedance will
play loudest, the maximum output
power on the 4 ohm setting for an 8
ohm load was only 0.8dB lower. Feel
free to use the one you prefer.
Distortion at higher power levels, if
aurally benign, was nonetheless mildly
audible as ashift in tonal balance. Careful checking of the time-distortion spectra showed that the "sweetest" spectra
were obtained with load matching —ie,
with the 4ohm load on the 4ohm setting and the 8ohm load on the 8ohm
setting —although the difference wasn't
that great.
Fig.1 shows the typical distortion
spectrum of the Bel Canto at 1W into a
matched load. The "push-pull" nature of
the output stage was evident in the partial cancellation of second-harmonic dis-

tortion, leaving third-harmonic slightly
dominant at an innocuous -73dB.
Intriguingly, some higher-order harmonics can be seen, as well as some
11th-harmonic, although this is at avery
low -100dB.
Compare this spectrum with that in
fig.2, where the amplifier was mismatched (if kindly so), by being asked to
drive an 8ohm load from the 4ohm
transformer setting. Now the output is
harmonically rich, if more monotonic in
character (smoothly decreasing with
increasing harmonic order). The fifthharmonic was now present at -75dB:
interesting.
Subjectively, it would be hard to separate the "sounds" of these two kinds of
linearities. These spectra indicate the
changes in load matching due to the different output impedance. From the 4
ohm setting, the output is more currentrich while from the 8ohm setting, it is
more voltage-rich.
At low powers, around 1W, the

I
I
L1_4.1.1 4-4.1J
Fig.

Bel Canto SET 80, spectrum of lkHz
sinewave, DC-20kHz, at 1W into 4ohms,
4ohm tap (linear frequency scale).

Fig.2 Bel Canto SET 80, spectrum of lkHz
sinewave, DC-20kHz, at 1W into 8ohms,
4ohm tap (linear frequency scale).
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apparent grain or false "edge."
Ifound the amplifier more convincing on folk and classical material, and
ended up revisiting some old material
from the '60s and '70s, including some
Joan Baez records Ihadn't played for
years. Early Decca SXLs were great fun;
for example, Sibelius' Karelia, with
Maazel/VPO, coupled with his Symphony 1(SXLL6084).
For those who follow my idiosyncratic attempts to provide acontinuity of
merit scoring in the UK audio magazine
HF/V/RR, the SET 80 gets 23 points —
interesting, certainly on the audiophile
ladder, and worthy of closer attention.
Conclusions
You can't turn the clock back. Prior to
the likes of the Audio Research 150SE,
the Conrad-Johnson Premier Eight A,
the Krell FPB 600, or the Cary CAD805C, Bel Canto's SET 80 would have

enjoyed aclear run, especially in the
higher-power SE stakes. This horse
does sing well, and offers an archetypal
tube SE midrange; it was fluent, natural-

Remarkably, the
80's designer has
succeeded in achieving
genuinely high powers
from aSET amplifier
without compromising
sound quality.
ly sweet, and well balanced. It also packs
asubstantial kick in the bass, unexpectedly so for the genre. Remarkably, its
designer has succeeded in achieving
genuinely high powers from a SET

amplifier without compromising sound
quality. These superior merits must
stand with the judgment of moderate
transparency and rather average rhythmic expression leading alaid-back character that was less involving than had
been hoped for, despite above-average
rendition of dynamics and aquite good
sense of space.
The SET 80 acquitted itself well in
the lab, showing exceptional power,
bandwidth, and linearity for its type.
Noise levels could have been abit better
in view of higher-sensitivity speakers,
though the healthy power rating offers
compatibility with normal speakers too.
Bel Canto's SET 80 is one of the better-sounding SE amplifiers, and is probably one of the loudest. Its innate tonality is anotable success and, while it's not
my first choice, Ido recommend that
people try it for themselves in their systems. It might well work out.

Measurements
SET 80 proved to be surprisingly linear. Excluding hum, the 1kHz result
was -76dB (0.015%), and was only a
little poorer at 0.03% at 20kHz. At
20Hz, it measured -60dB (0.1%),
which is still commendable. At an
equivalent of 25 watts output, the
high-frequency intermodulation result
for an equal mix of 19kHz and 20kHz
tones (fig.3) was acreditable -57dB
(0.027%). This improved to -73dB at
1W, atypical music level.
Ichecked the SET 80's power bandwidth for an 8ohm load from the 4
ohm setting at 3% distortion. In context,
Iwas impressed. Igot 38W at 20Hz,
50W at 1kHz, and 20.3W at 20kHz.
(With amore strict 1% criterion, these
figures reduced to 23W, 26W, and
15W.) These figures are very good for
the genre, indicative of acarefully executed, wide-bandwidth design especially regarding the output transformers.
Referenced to 50W at 1kHz into 8

ohms, the -3dB points were 17Hz and
19kHz, which are not bad at all in the
context of the power spectrum of naturally recorded music.
Some power supply residual hum
was present. Unweighted, the hum and
noise was 65dB below 1W. This proved
to be just audible at 1meter from speakers with asensitivity higher than 9043B/
watt. Eliminating the contribution from
hum by A-weighting the measurement,
the 1W-referenced S/N ratio was
86.5dB. Relative to full power, the unweighted S/N was 85dB and 106.5dB
A-weighted. Excluding hum from the
unweighted figure, Igot 114dB. Really
high-sensitivity speakers, such as some
horn designs, might expose some background hiss with the SET 80.
The small-signal frequency response
(fig.4, solid trace) was wide, with the
aurally just-significant -0.5dB points at
13.6Hz and 12.6kHz. The 3dB rolloff
occurred at approximately 5Hz and at

28kHz. Of mild initial slope, the high-frequency rolloff was not felt to be amajor
factor. Shown dashed in fig.4 is the Bel
Canto's response on the 8ohm setting
with the Wilson WITT Series II speaker.
Channel balance held within 03dB.
Checked for stability on squarewaves,
the SET 80 was unconditionally stable
into any load —even apure 212F capacitor —and was clearly powerful enough
to drive electrostatic speakers. The Bel
Canto monoblock proved to be quite
imperturbable — another feature of
low- and zero-feedback design. For the
record, Ihave reproduced the 330Hz
squarewave for an 8 ohm/211F load
(fig.5). This features absolutely minimal
overshoot and ringing.
The SET 80 was easy to drive, its
measured input impedance very close to
the 100k ohms specified. Note that the
sensitivity is fairly low, the SET 80
requiring 3.34V for 60W output into 8
ohms from the 4ohm output tap and
4V for full clipping.
—Martin Collotns

NI.T

nkf1 ,11:114
11 214: "

see

Fig.3 Bel Canto SET 80, HF intermodulation
spectrum, DC-20kHz, 19+20kHz at
10W into 8ohms, 8ohm tap (linear
frequency scale).
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Fig.4

Bel Canto SET 80, frequency response at
1W into 8 ohms, 8 ohm tap (solid) and at
1W into Wilson Win Series II (dashed)
(1dB/vertical div.).

'Tar e• fee
Fig.5

Bel Canto SET 80, small-signal 330Hz
squarewave into 8 ohms in parallel with 2pF.
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Fremer

Sonus Faber Concerto
Grand Piano loudspeaker

II

've never heard apair of the Italian
Sonus Faber speakers Ididn't like.
What I've never liked was the US
price: too high. And then you have to
put them on costly stands. Plus, you're
paying apremium for the magnificent
woodworking and exquisite design —
something Iwasn't into, since Ilive with
my stereo in abasement office/workshop/listening room some (who shall
remain nameless) refer to as the "habitat
for inhumanity."
So here's apair of Sonus Fabers that
stand on their own two feet, are graceful-looking but not "wooded out" to the
max, and, at $3500/pair, would seem to
be reasonably priced. How could Isay
no to areview opportunity?
Icouldn't. And I'm glad Ididn't, both
because my months with the Concerto
Grand Piano were musically satisfying,
and because it gave me an opportunity
to learn more about Franco Serblin's
company and why he opts for all that
fancy wood. One thing Idid learn:
the company is incredibly sexist! The
Grand Piano's owner's manual begins
"Dear Sir..." Puh-leeze!

Description: Two way, floorstanding loudspeaker: Drive-units: 3/,,"
silk-dome tweeter, 7" acrylic-treated paper-cone woofer, 7" acrylate/"carbonium"-cone passive radiator. Crossover frequency: 2.3kHz.
Frequency response: 40Hz-20kHz,
±3dB. Impedance: 8 ohms nominal. Sensitivity: 87dB/1W/1 m.
Power requirements: 30-200W.
Dimensions: 39r H by 9'e W by
11r D. Weight: 60 lbs each.

Serial number of units reviewed:
752 (both).
Price: 83500/pair. Optional stone
isolation bases: 8500/pair. Approximate number of dealers: 35.
Manufacturer: Sonus Faber,
36057 Arcugnano (Vi), Italy. Tel:
(39) 444 288788. Fax: (39) 444
288722. US distributor: Sumiko,
2431 Fifth Street, Berkeley, CA
94710. Tel: (510) 843-4500. Fax:
(510) 843-7120.
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Sonus Faber Concerto Grand Piano loudspeaker and stone isolation base

Warm leatherette!
The Grand Piano is the top of Sonus
Faber's "affordable" Concerto series
(see Martin Colloms' review of the
Concerto in the January 1998 Stereophi/c), and the company's first and only
floorstanding speaker. According to
Scums Faber's product literature, alove
of violin making inspired the woodworking excellence —and not merely
for its physical beauty. Rather, the company sees the speaker baffle as "an
instrument which amplifies sound, not
merely acontainer of sonic power with
technically approved dimensions."
Is that an admission that its baffles
"sing" — something no speaker designer
with whom I'm familiar would adver-

tise? Idon't think so. Ithink it's more
company "color" than anything else,
though the cabinets of the expensive
Sonus models differ from most others in
that they're built from solid, seasoned
(dried two years in a kiln) wooden
staves, or slats, which are chosen one by
one "so as to control the harmonic
structure of the resonances." I'm not
sure how one does such choosing merely by looking at aslat of wood, but it
means both beauty and expense: each
stave chosen must be clamped and hotglued to the next, and finally handsanded and varnished like afine violin.
Why are the cabinets so constructed?
Because using solid wood would create
seriously nasty resonances. That's why
101
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Why is it always so different at the movie-theater?
Does the popcorn taste better in the dark?
Is it the People?
What about sound?
The galloping horses. Thunder.
Explosive

soundtracks?

SOUND!
PSB loudspeakers — with lifelike tonal balance,
spatial imaging, and full range capability — extend your
video viewing to bring the excitement and impact
of the theater into the comfort of your home.
The popcorn is on you.

EAKERS
PSB — A UNIQUE VOICE
IN THE CROWD.
For your nearest PSB

dealer call

Toll Free

1-800-263-4641.

Sonus
vincing the illusion thrown by these
speakers is.
If you're expecting trouble in the
midrange with this two-way first-order
crossover design, you'd be wrong. The
driver transition is handled with extreme care, yielding atruly rich, musical
midrange that, if it suffers at all, does so
only by being slightly on the soft and/or
recessed side, and lacking in the vibrancy and immediacy Ihear on the Virgo,
which has adedicated midrange driver.
Nonetheless, male voices sounded appropriately rich, natural, and rounded, rimshots crackled, and the Grand
Piano's rendition of the piano was tonally on the money and only slightly soft
on the percussive side.
The speaker's only easily identifiable
tonal flavor was agradual and mild
high-frequency rise (or did it just sound
that way because of adip in the midrange?) that gave the speaker aslightly
forward presence — one that imparted
detail without sounding etched or
bright. I've heard tweeters that were
more transparent and resolved greater
amounts of detail, with more transient
"snap." Still, the Grand Piano's upper
octaves gave me enough of what Ilike

Faber

Grand

Piano

aging and staging that Inever felt less
than satisfied with the picture.
Some would say the Virgos provide
Imaging, staging, dynamics
the excellent stage picture and transand inner detailing
parency at the expense of midrange
richness and instrumental "palpability."
Properly set up, the Grand Piano let the
Ididn't hear it that way, but clearly the
music out of the box with ease. While
not quite as "invisible" as the Audio Grand Pianos offered aslightly richer
Physic Virgo, it nonetheless never overall tonality and asuperb sense of
made me work to not hear the speakers. instrumental texture. As I'm writing
With great live recordings like Sinatra this, I'm listening to Thelonious Monk
at The Sands (LP, Reprise 2FS 1019), I Quartet Plus Two at the Blackhawk from
was convincingly stageside with awide, the Analogue Productions boxed set.
extremely well-focused spread before On "'Round Midnight," Billy Higgins
me: Basic's big band arrayed behind hits some kickdrum accents that sound
center-stage Frank. There was no sug- "live in the room," timbrally, texturally,
gestion that the picture was being and dynamically. Same with Charlie
brought to me courtesy of the two Rouse's tenor —a convincing blend of
black boxes sitting on either side of brass and reed.
The Grand Piano played reasonably
the room. Center image focus and stability were outstanding, and remained loud — and without strain — in smallto medium-sized rooms, and provided
so even when Iwas seated off-center.
While the Virgos, which are among realistically wide dynamics at both ends
the finest-imaging speakers I've heard of the scale, reproducing both orchestral
at any price, create awider and (es- and small ensemble groupings with
pecially) deeper and somewhat more convincing realism and very low distortransparent soundstage, and provide a tion. And while some speakers go to
greater sense of air, venue volume, and sleep when you lower the volume, the
instrumental layering, the Grand Pianos Grand Piano remained rhythmically
offered enough in every aspect of im- agile and harmonically detailed.
to make them musically satisfying and
convincing.

Measurements
why didn't MF notice this? The answer
to aquestion like this is almost always
found in aspeaker's dispersion, and
fig.5, which shows just the changes in the
Grand Piano's output to its sides, reveals
that where there is an on-axis suckout
there is an off-axis peak, and vice versa.
At atypical distance in atypical room,
where the listener's perception of a
speaker's balance is contributed to
roughly equally by both the on-axis and
power responses, the Sonus Faber will
sound evenly balanced through the
mid-treble region. In the top octave, the
tweeter's output can be seen to fall quite
rapidly to the speaker's sides. For intereses sake, fig.6 shows the actual off-axis
responses rather than the differences in
response. Despite the limited lateral dispersion above 101cHz, the tweeter's onaxis peak in this region persists over
quite awide window, which explains
why MF found that the Grand Piano
featured ahigh-frequency rise.
Vertically, fig.7 reveals that acrossoverregion suckout quickly appears above
the tweeter axis. (Again, just the differences are shown in this graph.) This is a
reasonable 34" from the floor without
the optional stone base, but Sonus Faber
Stereophile, May 1998
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Fig.6 Sonus Faber Grand Piano, horizontal response family at 50", from back to front: response 90°-5 °
off-axis; response on tweeter axis; response 5°-90° off-axis.
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Fig.7 Sonus Faber Grand Piano, vertical response family at 50", normalized to response on tweeter axis,
from back to front: differences in response 15°-5° above-axis; reference response; differences in
response 5°-15° below-axis.
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Sonus
So where did the Grand Piano hit a
sour note? No place Icould find. The
key to building agreat speaker constrained to aprice point is balance, and
while the Sonus Faber Grand Piano is
not the best speaker I've ever heard
without regard to price, it is among the
best balanced, and is quite affordable
by "high-end" audio standards.
Conclusion
With its combination of black leatherette, black lacquer, sculpted side
panels, and brass trim, the Sonus Faber
Concerto Grand Piano is a distinctively styled loudspeaker that many
will find sleek and seductive-looking.
Count me in.
But the real magic comes when you
listen. This is among the more musically
satisfying loudspeakers I've heard at
any price — with an outstanding combination of strengths and few weaknesses
Icould detect. Ikept the Grand Pianos
in my system for about four months
and enjoyed every listening minute.
While the Audio Physic Virgos,
which cost $2000/pair more than the
Grand Pianos, offer greater resolution
of inner detail, greater transparency, a

Faber

Grand

Piano

Associated Equipment
Lyra Parnassus D.C.T, Grado Reference, van den Hul MC-10 Special,
and Goldring Excel XV cartridges,
VPI TNT Mk.IV turntable, Simon
Yorke Designs turntable and arm,
Graham 2.0 tonearm, Triplanar IV
Ultimate and Immedia RPM arms.
Ayre K-3 and Audible Illusions 3A
preamplifiers, Bow Technologies
ZZ-8 HDCD CD player/transport,
Enlightened Audio DSP 9000 III
HDCD processor, Vacuum Tube
Logic MB-450 monoblocks, Conrad-Johnson Premier 12 monoblocks, Audio Physic Virgo loud-

speakers, Audio Physic Rhea (formerly Terra) subwoofer.
Cables and accessories: Yamamura Millennium 6000 interconnects, Yamamura Quantum AC
cords. Cardas Golden Cross interconnects and speaker cables. ElectraGlide AC cords (on preamp and
CD player).
Accessories: Yamamura Ciabatta
AC interfaces, Sounds of Silence
Vibraplane, ART "Q" dampers,
Walker Audio Valid Points, Symposium Acoustics boards, Shakti
Stones.
—Michael Framer

deeper, more dramatic soundstage, a
somewhat more vibrant and airy midrange, and deeper bass, they're also
somewhat more colored in the midbass, and their top end might be abit
much for some listeners (not me —
I'm still enthralled). Ican't imagine
many audiophiles who wouldn't en-

joy listening to the Grand Pianos regardless of how much their current
speakers cost — that's how good they
are. At $3500/pair the Grand Pianos
are an outstanding value. Irecommend you audition them even if you'd
planned on spending far more on
new speakers.

Me: it implies that the tweeter and
woofer are connected with opposite
polarities, which is not what you'd
expect from a design using a firstorder crossover. This lack of time coherence is confirmed by aglance at the
drive-units' individual step responses
(fig.9). The tweeter response is the
sharp negative-going trace just before
the 4ms mark: it plunges to the negative baseline, then returns and overshoots the time axis, followed by a
small amount of ringing that dies away
by the 5ms mark. The woofer's response is the slower positive-going rise

just after the 4ms mark, which then
recrosses the time axis at 6ms. But, as
revealed by the on-axis frequency response and the vertical dispersion plot,
whatever the speaker's crossover topology, it is engineered to give asmooth
integration between the drive-units on
the typical listening axis — and that,
rather than nominal time alignment —
is what matters most.
Finally, the Grand Piano's cumulative spectral-decay plot (fig.10) is clean
from resonant modes, suggesting a
finely detailed presentation.

Measurements
owners should experiment with tiltback
to get the best balance.
In the time domain, the Grand
Piano's step response (fig.8) puzzled

Fig.8 Sonus Faber Concerto Grand Piano, step
response on tweeter axis at 50" (5ms time
window, 30kHz bandwidth).

Torten..

Fig.9 Sonus Faber Concerto Grand Piano,
individual step responses of woofer and
tweeter on tweeter axis at 50" (5ms time
window, 30kHz bandwidth).
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Fig.10 Sonus Faber Concerto Grand Piano, cumulative spectral-decay plot at 50" (0.15ms riselime)
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Spring is upon us. and Sound City has some limited quantities amiable on brand new inventory and store demos.
Obviously quantities usd1 be Iiinited to afirst-come, first-serve basis, and at these prices. all sales are final.
Threshold
1-T800D Power Amp
2oum /( h. Pun. Class N. inint condition Demo
()ri g.Road $8.1110 Illoseinit $5.100(111)
2-T400 Power Amps
150Wi(:h. Pure
‘. 1mint Demo & 1New
Ori gRetail $5.650 Closeout $3.750(1)) $.3.950(N)
1-T2 Pre-Amp (Black)
Mint condition Demo
On g utah s5.150 Closeout $3.650(D)
1-T3 Pre-.Ittip (Black)
Mint enielite,ii
On g Retail S2.1511 Closeout 81,65004
Audio Alchemy
DAC. MAN DAC
Ong Retail $155 Closeoul $49
DDE V1.1 DAC
()ri g Retail S193 Closmut $1 19
DITB Doc-in-the-box
Orig Retail $:419 Closeoui $99
DTI V2.0 finer Reducer
()ri g Retail S599 ClilSel $279
Power Station 3
)ri g Retail $259 Closeout $99
Denon DCD-3000
()ri g Retail $I .irm
s•199(1))

PS Unlit,
2-DIA Digital-to-Analog Converters
20-bit Burr-Bromn conli g.I‘ery s
irood Demo. INew
Ori g Retail S695 Closeinit $3q9(1)) 8.169(N)
1-Original Landula CD Tansfort
Last

gam Demo

Of %ITV ë1/011 111 .1
.iiagr.

On g Retail $1.795 Closeout s799(1) 1
1-Delta 200 Power Amp
200%
Very good emidition flemo
On g Retail S2'.1100 Closeout S1.150(D)
1-Model 7.0 Pre-Anip
Nei.%
condition demo
Oii g Retail S1.199 Closeout 8699(D)
1-Ultralink DIA Converter
is-stork repaired lu P.S. mho en pod eiendition
1/
1
.12 Retail S1.79:; Closeout S69q(D)
2-11tralink II DIA Converter
‘ers gooil roniliiion demos boxes and manuals
On g Retail 52.295 Closeout $1. 1(OH))
Forte
2-Model 6A Power Amps
200M A.h. Pure (»lass A. I
mint De 8: 1New
On gRetail S1.790 Closeout 81.190(1)) $1,299(N)
2-Model F44 Pre-Amps
Balaneed line-level. 1mint Drum> & INew
()ri g Retail SI.130 Closeout $809(0) $929()

Great Deals On Sp.:1km%!
Sony ES SS-M7 Loudspeakers
Ori g Retail S1400/Iir Clieseinit $899/pr
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Greenhill

Professional Monitor Company
LB-1 loudspeaker

T

wo-way minimonitors have their
roots in the broadcast industry,
where they emerged in response
to the need for a relatively neutral
loudspeaker for use as anearfield monitor for remote broadcast trucks. The
resulting 1975 BBC LS3/5a was one of
the earliest examples of adiminutive
two-way studio monitor that emphasized definition and intelligibility over
extensive dynamics and subterranean
bass response.
As John Atkinson suggested in a1996
review ("Monitors, Microns, and Minis,"
Vol.19 No.6, p.199), the small, standmounted minimonitor loudspeaker may
offer the best chance of sounding good
in the widest range of moderate-sized
listening rooms. One reason for this, as
Martin Colloms explained in the same
issue (p.191), is because "the difficulty of
achieving aneutral, homogeneous balance increases with the square of the
number of 'ways' or crossover divisions,"
making afloorstanding three-way dynamic loudspeaker more than twice as

difficult to design as atwo-way. Designers, freed from the complexities of
three-way floorstanding designs, large
dynamic range, and subwoofer bass, can
concentrate their resources on getting
the midrange response right.
Furthermore, the monitor's distance
from image-smearing room boundaries
when mounted on stands improves
imaging, depth and width of soundstage, and transparency. Although the
consumer may get more "materials" in
a large floorstanding loudspeaker, a
minimonitor can be lifted and moved
around without the aid of aforklift.
Minimonitors and stands also do not
dominate living rooms (and thus have a
high spouse acceptance factor). These
qualities make them agood entry system into the High End: The owner can
start with speakers and stands, and later
add an aftermarket subwoofer to extend
the bass response.
Ifirst heard the Professional Monitor
Company's nearfield mini loudspeaker,
the LB-1, at Bryston's Waldorf Astoria
suite during HI-FI '96 in New York
City, and came away impressed with its
neutrality, accuracy, and naturalness. My
interest was further heightened when I
learned that highly respected scoring
engineers use PMCs to mix many of
the soundtrack albums that Ihave nominated for "Records To Die For," including Patriot Games, Clear and Present
Danger, and Jumanji. But because hi-fi

Description: Two-way, stand-mounted, magnetically shielded, transmission-line loudspeaker. Drive-units:
1.2" (29mm) soft-dome tweeter, 41
/
2"
(110mm) transmission-line—loaded
woofer. Crossover frequency: 2.5kHz.
Crossover slopes: 4th-order, 24dB/
octave. Frequency response: 35Hz25kHz, ±3dB. Nominal impedance: 4
ohms. Sensitivity: 87dB/W/m (2.83V).
Peak SPL: >114dB at 1m.
Dimensions: 21.4" (534mm) H by
7.2" (180mm) W by 10.7" (268mm)
D. Weight: 18.7 lbs (8.5kg) each.
Finishes: Walnut and black ash;
rosewood adds 8280/pair.

shows are not optimal places to make
value judgments, Iasked James Tanner
of Bryston to ship me the LB-1 in rosewood for review.
Design
The PMC LB-1 is taller and thinner
than most minis, and its upper back is
beveled to provide the necessary taper
to the LB-1's internal transmission line.
PMC used atransmission line to obtain
greater low-frequency extension from
the LB-1's small cabinet. The woofer is
mounted at the mouth of the 5' tapered
line, which is damped with absorbent
material. Traditionally, long-fiber wool
has been used to damp transmission
lines, but the LB-1 uses acoustic foam
because of its consistency and physical
stability over time. The tube runs up
and down the interior of the cabinet,
and ends in arectangular slot at the enclosure's bottom front. PMC argues that
the greater expense of designing and
implementing atransmission line is justified by its inherently lower coloration,
greater low-frequency extension, and
higher output level.
The LB-1's woofer is a4.5" (110mm)
Dynaudio driver with a75mm voicecoil. Its tweeter is a1.1" VIFA silk-dome
type with adouble chamber. The crossover is a12-element, fourth-order design
operating at 2.5kHz. Inner wiring is of
oxygen-free copper, and the back plate is
equipped with Neutrik NL4 Speakeron

Serial numbers of units reviewed:
2723, 2724.
Price: 82160/pair. Matching 21"
LB-1 stands with spikes, 8399/pair.
Approximate number of dealers: 12.
Manufacturer: The Professional Monitor Company, Unit 4, Melinite Industrial Estate, Brixton Road, Watford,
Hertfordshire WD2 5SL, England, UK.
Tel: (44) 1923-249119. Fax: (44)
1923-249219. US distributor: Bryston
Limited, P.O. Box 2170, 677 Neal
Drive, Peterborough, Ontario K9.1
7Y4, Canada. Tel: (705) 742-6325.
Fax: (705) 742-0882.

Professional Monitor Company LB-1 loudspeaker
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A true test of any company is endurance in it's
field. At Legacy Audio we've not only endured
but excelled. For 15 years Legacy craftsmanship
has been at the forefront of innovation and

etusit

technology in the audio field. With such standards
as the Classic, Focus and Whisper you can be
confident that each Legacy product will withstand
the test of time.
For more information and afree catalog, call
1-800-AUDIO-HI or visit us on the web at
www.legacy-audio.com
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PMC
sounded clean and transparent but didn't produce prodigious bass. It did sound
better with each listening session, but I
was unable to pick out acharacteristic
sonic signature.
Sound
What Iheard instead was the sonic
An overly dynamic-sounding, punchy
signature of the other rninimonitors I
loudspeaker may grab the customer's
was reviewing. Each comparison seemed
attention in the store, but it quickly
to expose the other system's weaknesses
wears out its welcome in the home
because of distortion, harshness, and a and colorations. The Chario Academy
One, which sounded excellent on opvariety of other ills. By contrast, the
eratic baritone vocals, had midbass exLB-1's laidback presentation initially
aggeration in comparison with the LB-1
made it difficult for me to get afix on
what it was doing right. Only after I on the same musical selections. The
Totem Signature 1, which had remarused the LB-1 for review comparisons
kable bass punch for its tiny enclosure,
with the more immediately captivating
seemed plodding and slow on pieces
Totem Acoustic Model 1 Signature
containing deep synthesizer bass mixed
(reviewed in Vo120 No.12) and Chario
Academy One (Vo121 No.3) did I with acoustic guitar or harp. Over and
over, Iwas struck by how glazed-over,
began to understand what made this
colored, and diffuse the other speakers
PMC special.
sounded when compared to the LB-1.
For the first few weeks, I
just listened
To better hear what this speaker was
to the LB-1 without doing any formal
capable of doing, Ibegan to do all my lisreviewing. Then Iused it as acomparitening in the nearfield, sitting 8' from
son speaker during loudspeaker and
the speakers (which were 8' apart). As
amplifier reviews. For most of the retime passed, my nearfield listening sesviewing Imoved around my room,
sions grew more conclusive. Iwrote sevsometimes sitting in the nearfield (8'
eral times that the LB-1 seemed "slightly
away) and sometimes back on the couch
recessed, although well balanced, and
(18'). Iwas generally aware that the LB-1

connectors for professional studio application, and four conventional speaker
terminals for biwiring.

LB- 1

yet the highs come through clearly." The
midbass and bass were "less overwhelming and huge than on other minis, but in
much better control." The LB-1 was
more laid-back than the classic LS3/5a,
but still sounded very involving. In fact,
the LB-1's "lack of personality" made it
much easier to get to the music without
constantly being reminded of the loudspeaker's sonic signature.
This neutrality helped me understand the LB-1's low-frequency response. At first Imissed the punchy,
zippy, pounding bass heard with the
Chario One and the Totem Signature 1;
the LB-1's transmission-line—loaded
bass was much tighter and drier, but
what came through was solid, well
defined, and natural. While the bassdrum notes heard through the LB-1
playing Reed's La Fiesta Mexicana (Fiesta,
Reference Recordings RR-38C1)) did
not shake the room, they were tight,
well defined, and showed no evidence
of doubling. Similarly, the deep organ
pedal notes at the beginning of Rutter's
"A Gaelic Blessing" on his Requiem: Fine
Anthems (Reference RR-57CD) were
handled by the LB-1 in aclean fashion,
even though the notes did not shake the

Measurements
Iestimated the PMC LB-1's sensitivity to be fractionally higher than the
specified 87dB, at 88dB(B)/2.83V/m.
It will play loud with moderately powered amplifiers. However, as can be seen
from its impedance plot (fig.1), the LB-1
demands areasonable amount of current from the partnering amplifier: it
drops below 4 ohms over most of the
midrange. Despite the transmission-line
loading, the speaker's impedance plot
looks like that of areflex design, with
the typical twin peaks in the bass. The
"saddle" between those peaks indicates
that the line or port is tuned to 50Hz or
so, implying only moderate low-frequency extension.
SIssnogshwe

There is anoticeable wrinkle just
above 200Hz in the impedance traces,
something generally associated with
the presence of an enclosure resonance
of some kind. Examining the vibrational behavior of the LB-1's cabinet
walls with apiezoelectric plastic accelerometer revealed nothing untoward
at this frequency, though some strong
cabinet modes that were present at
higher frequencies can be seen in the
cumulative spectral-decay plot, calcu-

lated from the accelerometer's output
when fastened to the center of the back
panel (fig2). This plot reveals avery
strong mode at 420Hz that was strongest on this panel, with others present at
360Hz and 240Hz. Iwas somewhat
surprised by the liveliness of the cabinet's walls: the complex internal structure typical of atransmission-line design usually means that the walls are
well braced. Ialso would have expected this behavior to have contributed to
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Fig.1

PMC LB-1, electrical impedance (solid) and
phase (dashed) (2 ohms/vertical div.).
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Fig.2

PMC LB-1, cumulative spectral-decay plot of accelerometer output fastened to center of cabinet
back wall. (MLS driving voltage to speaker, 7.55V; measurement bandwidth, 2kHz.)
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Introducing three new HIGHLY RATED low price audio upgrades for
CD players and digital-to-analog converters from Musical Fidelity of England
"X10-D may be the most cost
effective CD upgrade even" raves
Sam Tellig in Stereophile October,
1996. "It takes the $500 Marantz
CD63SE and makes it sound more
like a$1,500-$2,000 CD player"
"A knock-out!" raves Alvin Gold in
Hi-Fi News & Record Review.
We thought we'd seen just about
every CD player add-on possible.
Then we discovered the "Missing
Link" XIO-D, made by British
manufacturer Muscial Fidelity.
The XIO-D connects between the
CD player and preamp or receiver
to dramatically improve Cl)
sound. Features two 6922 vacuum
tubes in an ultra-low distortion
pure Class Aanalog output stage
and outboard power supply.

"The one to buy ifyou just want
more of the music...Its' abargain"
raves WH,4T HI-Fl? in September.
1997. "Easy. inetpensive means of
enhancing your system," says
Anthony Chiarella in Home Theater
Add more excitement to your CDs
and laser discs with X-ACT, the
new digital-to-analog-converter
(DAC) from Musical Fidelity. Plug
in X-ACT and you'll immediately
notice asweeter, clearer treble,
WINNER:
"Best Buy Accessory 1997"

"X10-D transformed the sound,
especially in those areas where
the (CD player) itself was weak,"
sums up Stereophile's Sam Tellig.
Musical Fidelity X10-D CD player
upgrade, regular $249, now 199.95
($8.95 shipping in US)
cleaner midrange and firmer bass.
Features the advanced LC78835
18-bit, 8x oversampling DAC and
pure Class Aoutput stage. Easyto-use! Accepts coaxial or Toslink
digital outputs. The outboard
power supply is upgradeable.
Musical Fidelity X-ACT digital-toanalog convertor, was $399. while
supplies last only $199.95 ($8.95
shipping in US)

Audio Advisor. Inc. 4649 Danvers Drive S.E., Kentwood,
MI. 49512. Phone: (616) 975-6100. Fax: (616) 975-6111.
©Copyright 1997 Audio Advisor. Inc.
Web Site: http:/Avww.audioadvisor.com
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"Top of my list," raves Robert
Harley in May 1997 Stereophile.
"Excellent sound quality. HDCD
decoding, and price tag have armed
it my enthusiastic recommendation." Summary: "competitive
with the Best $1.000 processors."

—WHAT HI-FI?

FACTORY-DIRECT PRICES! In the US. Musical Fidelity
"X" products are available exclusively through Audio Advisor—
the world's largest seller of high-end audio gear by direct mail.

_temp
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Not only is the X-DAC the only
HDCD-compatible D/A convertor
available under $500, it's also the
best sounding in its price calss.
The X-DAC brings improvements
like better dynamics, firmer bass,
and smoother treble to standrd
CDs, HDCD-compatible CDs. laser
discs, and more! Plus X-DAC is a
cinch to use. Connect it to the
digital output of aCD player, DAT,
or laser disc player and X-DAC
automatically figures out the sampling rate, processing method, and
more! Accepts coaxial and Toslink
digital inputs. The outboard power
supply is upgradeable.
Musical Fidelity X-DAC HDCDcompatible digital-to-analog convertor, regular $595, now $499.95
($8.95 shipping in US)

Order With No Risk!
If not satisfied with an "X" product for any
reason, return within 30 days for arefund!

To Order Call 1-800-942-0220
Stereophile, May 1998

PMC
room or cause the air to shudder.
Sweeping the LB-1 with a Heathkit
sinewave generator revealed that the
transmission line shut down the speaker's bass response cleanly below 36Hz.
What about the subwoofer region?
While one wouldn't expect agood minimonitor to produce 20Hz notes, low
bass should not cause amini's woofer to
audibly misbehave. Subterranean sounds
from synthesizers, such as that heard during the "Never an Absolution" opening
selection from 'Titanic soundtrack (Sony
Soundtrax SK63213), were best heard
when the LB-1 was driven by powerful
solid-state monoblock amplifiers such as
Bryston 7Bs in smaller rooms.
Iwheeled in the new Velodyne FR1800 Mk.II 18" servo subwoofer (review
in progress) and found that it blended
effortlessly and seamlessly with the LB1. The new Velodyne flagship is lighter
and more maneuverable than previous
models, so overall setup and positioning
were easy. The LB-1 was set up to full
range, while the Velodyne used its brickwall high-pass filter set at 70Hz. 'When
the two systems were positioned properly and the subwoofer volume was
trimmed, the strings and orchestral

LB- 1

music on the Patriot Games soundtrack
(Milan 66501-2) separated cleanly from
the ponderous 25Hz synthesizer chords,
which were produced cleanly and distinctly, with solidity and grace.
While its relative bass leanness (sans
Velodyne) made the LB-1 sound less
impressive on organ-pedal chords, it
became my choice for vocals, where bass
punch and zip can be associated with
midbass aberrations. Odetta's ultra-deep,
close-miked vocal on 'America the Beautiful" (Strike aDeep Chord, Justice) sounded much less chesty and resonant than
heard on the other two minis. The
Chario One overloaded while playing
the contralto's deep voice in my large
listening room, particularly on plosives.
Switching to the LB-1, her voice was
reproduced in aclean and transparent
manner, without overloading, and her
vocal image became more solid and holographic. This level of midbass control
allowed me to hear more of the string
bass, brushes on drums, and piano in the
background despite the close miking.
Similarly, the Chario made Don Henley's voice on his live version of "Hotel
California" (When Hell Freezes Over, Geffen GEFD-24725) too dark and chesty,

and muffled his acoustic guitar. The LB1played the same track with no colorations, and the acoustic guitar was
much clearer and brighter. This same
ability to control overly warm male
vocals made the LB-1 the preferred
minimonitor for Willie Nelson's Across
the Borderline' (Columbia CK 52752).
While the Academy One and Totem
Model 1made Bonnie Raitt's voice very
involving on their duet, "Getting Over
You" — raspy, bittersweet, dark — it also
made Nelson's voice chesty, rich, full,
and "tubby." The LB-1, on the other
hand, gave both voices just enough
warmth without making you reach for
the air conditioner.
Harry Connick, Jr.'s voice singing
"Don't Get Around Much Anymore,"
on the When Harry Met Sally... soundtrack (Columbia CK 45319), was just
right — close-miked, focused, tight. The
close-miked perspective was best heard
over the PMC LB-1, but did not rob the
speaker of its musicality.
The LB-1's midrange strengths were
most evident playing this vocal music.
I've recently attended two previews of
Paul Simon's The Capanan, aBroadway
musical featuring alive stage band and

some lower-midrange coloration, but I
note that LG did not comment on any
problems in this region.
In atheoretical transmission-line design, the woofer's rearwave is completely absorbed in an infinitely long line. In
practical design, the line is arranged to
be the same length as half of the wavelength of the lowest frequency of interest, with the vent radiating what's left of
the rearwave to the outside world. This
still means that the speaker needs to be

quite large, so, in asmall speaker using
transmission-line loading, the line is arranged to be aquarter wavelength.
Fig.3 combines nearfield measurements of the woofer and port outputs
with farfield assessments of the tweeter
and woofer responses. It shows that the
impedance anomaly just above 200Hz
is associated with aresonance, but also
that it is actually an acoustic mode in
the line. At low frequencies the opening behaves just like areflex port, with

Measurements

woe
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Fig.3
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PMC LB-1, acoustic crossover on tweeter
axis at 50", corrected for microphone
response, with the nearfield woofer and
port responses plotted below 300Hz and
1kHz, respectively.
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Fig.4 PMC L8-1, anechoic response on tweeter
axis at 50", averaged across 30° horizontal
window and corrected for microphone
response, with the complex sum of the
nearfield woofer and port responses plotted
below 300Hz.
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live vocals from salsa stars Ruben Blades
and Marc Anthony. Playing Simon's Songs
from 71w Capentan (Warner Bros. 468142), prepared before the show was produced, the PMC LB-1 came closest to
getting Blades and Anthony's "Time is
an Ocean" duet to sound right. Similarly,
Stevie Nick's rendition of"Rhiannon" on
Fleetwood Mac's new The Dance (Reprise
46702-2) was clearer, brighter, and more
forward than heard on the comparison
minimonitors, closest (but not equal) to
that heard with Quad ESL-63s.
The clarity of the choral backup, with
awide, deep soundstage, was evident on
"Never an Absolution" from the litanie
soundtrack. The soundstage was convincingly wide during the instrumental
finish of Richard Thompson's "Why
Must IPlead" (Rumor and Sigh, Capitol
CDP 795713 2), with his acoustic guitar's sonic image positioned well beyond
the outside rim of the right-hand LB-1.
Operatic vocals also benefited from
the PMC LB-1's neutrality and upper-range openness. While they did not
blossom with excessive warmth, as did
the Chario Academy One during Sherrill Milne's "Ah! Veglia, odonna, questo
flore" from Verdi's Rigoletto (London 414

269-2), the LB-1 presented amore neutral and balanced sound. When required
to do so, the LB-1 could render anatural and pleasing amount of vocal timbre.
This was evident in the richness of Payarotti's youthful tenor singing the Duke
opening solo, "Quests oquella per me
pari sona." Furthermore, the LB-1 was
the only mini that handled his high
note at the end of that aria in my large
listening room without breaking up.
What about the upper midrange
and treble? The LB-1, more than any
of the other minis under test, retained
the soundstage width and depth during
the "Main Title" music from Patriot
Games. It was also the only mini to pick
up the reverberation on that track of
Maggie Boyle's soprano voice, and to
track the flute and delicate pluckedstring sequence over 35Hz synthesizer
chords. None of the other monitors
were able to produce the imaging and
depth of field on that recording as did
the LB-1. The bells and percussion
notes in the opening of Stevie Nick's
"Silver Springs" on the Fleetwood Mac
album were produced with greater clarity than by the other minis, which occasionally showed some "splat" on hi-hat

notes. The senses of the hall, soundstage,
and depth of field were remarkably
clear on Shostakovich's Symphony 6
(Stokowski/CSO, RCA LSC-3133), and
were similar to the openness produced
by Quad ESL-63 USA Monitors playing
with the Gradient SW-63 subwoofers.
Ibecame aware of how sensitive the
LB-1 could be when Iused it to compare two different generations of 250W
(RMS) amplifiers from the same manufacturer. The new Krell FPB 250M was
pitted against the Krell KSA-250, an
amplifier three generations older, according to Krell's Michael Detmer. I
used Paul Simon's "Greyhound Bus,"
from 7Iw Capeman. Simon's voice was
rounded and full with the new FPB
250Ms, while it seemed more forward
and just ever so slightly edgy with the
much older KSA-250 amplifier. Although these two products have similar
sensitivities and power ratings, the KSA250 had apunchier bass and slightly
tizzier highs when high-hat cymbals
were struck. However, both Krell amps
had awonderful sense of pace, welldefined bass, and wide and deep soundstaging. The LB-1 revealed them to be
much closer sonically than other solid-

in the woofer's response. The woofer
rolls off sharply above 2kHz, the tweeter coming in equally steeply above the
same frequency.
Fig.4 shows how these individual responses sum on the tweeter axis at adistance of 50", with asmall amount of
spatial averaging to eliminate positiondependent effects. The LB-1 rolls off
steeply below the vent tuning frequency
in classic reflex fashion. As LG found,
this speaker produces no low bass to

speak of. The line resonance results in a
pealc/suckout effect between 200Hz
and 300Hz, but it's fair to point out that
this is acalculated effect, and LG did not
note any specific problem in this frequency region. However, he did mention the LB-1's laid-back nature; it's possible that this is due to an overall lack of
energy in this lower-midrange region.
Higher in frequency, the integration of
woofer and tweeter looks fine, and the
overall balance from the midrange
upward is smooth, with aslight rise in
the high treble.
This is mainly apparent on the tweeter axis; to the speaker's sides (fig.5),
the top octave falls away quite rapidly.

Measurements
abandpass response centered on the
low-frequency impedance minimum —
52Hz in this instance —coincident with
the woofer's minimum-motion point.
But two octaves higher, at 216Hz, the
vent output rises to another maximum,
and also results in a suckout in the
woofer's response at the same frequency. Another sharp but low-level mode
can be seen an octave higher, with a
strong peak then present at 600Hz,
again coincident with alack of energy
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PMC LB 1, vertical response family at 50", normalized to response on tweeter axis, from back to front
differences in response 45°-5° above-axis; reference response; differences in response 5'845' below-axis.

Fig.7

PMC LB-1, step response on tweeter axis at
50" (5ms time window, 30kHz bandwidth).
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PMC
state amplifiers of similar rating, such as
the Bryston 4B-ST (now in review).

range dynamic speaker systems costing several times as much.
But give this speaker time. It took me
awhile to really appreciate its neutrality
Conclusions
and downright refusal to sound zippy or
If you're in the market for asmall speaker that won't cramp your decorating punchy. But Ifound that the lack of
flash or presence effect means much less
style, or asystem with which you can
fatigue during long nearfield listening
hear wonderful souks in the nearfield,
consider the PMC LB-1. Add atop-of- sessions. As Ilistened over the weeks, I
became aware of musical subtleties I
the-line subwoofer and you have afullhad missed with larger, full-range sysrange system of great dynamics and
midrange accuracy. The fact that leading
tems. The LB-1's sonic verity reminded
me of some of my favorite loudspeakrecording engineers use the LB-1 for
ers, such as the Spendor BC-1 and the
mastering some of the best CDs I've
encountered speaks volumes.
Quad ESL-63. Ican understand why
talented engineers would gravitate to
The LB-1 proved to be areliable,
this small transmission-line system; I've
well-built, two-way loudspeaker that
found myself increasingly turning to the
reproduced music that was ultimately
LB-1 for aclear, accurate sonic standard.
involving, with transparency, speed,
Taking into account its price, power
excellent soundstaging, and accurate
midrange vocal timbre. In my large lishandling, and flexibility, this PMC monitening room, it handled without tor sets astandard for neutral, accurate
musical reproduction. It belongs in "Recflinching the full output of very modommended Components" because of its
ern, powerful, and outstanding amplifiers such as the Krell FPB 250Ms. It midrange accuracy, transparency, and
blended well with the Velodyne FR- naturalness in reproducing vocal music.
The LB-1 not only was ajoy to listen
1800 Mk.II. Although its midrange
to, it served as areviewer's tool in teasing
did not equal that heard with the
Quad ESL-63, it did hold its own in
apart subtle differences between prothat part of the spectrum with full- ducts further up the audio stream, as I

Other than aslight flare at the bottom
of the tweeter's passband, the lateral
dispersion is very even — something
always associated, in my experience,
with stable, well-defined stereo imaging. In the vertical plane (fig.6), the
4th-order crossover gives quite adeep
listening window, with crossover suckouts developing only well above or
below the tweeter axis.
In the time domain, the LB-1 is completely normal, its step response (fig.7)
revealing that both tweeter and woofer

are connected with positive acoustic
polarity, and that the woofer's output
slightly lags the tweeter's due to the flat
baffle. The cumulative spectral-decay
plot (fig.8) is very clean overall, with
only asmall anomaly present near the
top of the woofer's passband. All things
being equal, this might imply aslight
nasality to the speaker's presentation.
Other than the peculiarities of its
transmission-line design, PMC's LB-1
measures reasonably well.
—John Atkinson
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found with the two different generations
of Krell amplifiers. Anyone in the market for unfatiguing, neutral sound, transparency, and three-dimensional soundstaging has got to audition the PMC LB1with some nearfield listening. Make it
along audition. You won't regret it!
Associated Equipment
LP playback: Linn LP12 turntable with Lingo power supply,
Linn Ittok tonearm, Spectral moving-coil cartridge.
Preamplifiers: Krell KBL (discontinued), Mark Levinson ML7A (discontinued) with L-2 phono
section, Duntech MX-10a head
amplifier.
Power amplifiers: Krell FBP
250M monoblocks, Krell KSA250 (discontinued), Bryston 7BST monoblocks, Mark Levinson
No331.
Cables: Cogelco Yellow Interconnects, 75 ohm Silver Starlight
digital coaxial cable, Sumiko
OCOS speaker cables (biwired),
AudioQuest Topaz interconnects.
Digital sources: Adcom GDA700 and Audio Alchemy DDE
v3.0 HDCD (over its I
2S bus)
D/A processors; Krell MD-1 CD
transport (discontinued); 75 ohm
Silver Starlight digital coaxial
cable; Audio Alchemy DTI jitter
attenuator.
FM sources: Day-Sequerra FM
Reference Classic, Fanfir
, eFM-1,
Rotel RH-10 FM stereo tuners.
Loudspeakers: Totem Signature Model 1, Charlo Academy
One, Quad ESL-63, Velodyne F1800 Mk.II subwoofer with satellite PMC-1s run full-range.
Speaker stands: PMC $399/
pair), Target R1 ($675/pair filled
with sand, Sumiko "Franklin &
Lowell" ($350/pair).
Speaker placement: 3' from rear
wall, 8' apart, 30" from side walls.
Listening room: 26' L by 13'
W by 12' H (semi-cathedral ceiling), opening at the rear into a
kitchen (25' by 15') through an 8'
by 4' doorway.
Listening positions: Nearfield:
8' away. Full room: 18' away.
Burn-in procedure: FM source
for 12 hours, followed by "Stereophile's "Special burn-in noise"
track on Test CD 3for 12 hours.
— Larry Greenhill

Fig.8 PMC L8-1, cumulative spectral-decay plot at 50" (0.15ms risetime).
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SIMPLY

2049
2050

The Doors: Waiting for the Sun
The Doors: LA Woman

7051
2052

The Eagles' Greatest Hits
Deep Purple: Made in Japan Itwo
LPs. $34 991

2053.
7054 .

Doobte Brothers -Best of the Doobies
Jim Croce .His Greatest Recordings

0032
0034
0035....
0036...

Mulligan Meets Monk
Tatum/Webster: Masterpieces vol. 8
C. Hawkins: Good Old Broadway
Bill Evans .At Shelly's Manne Hole

0038

S Vaughn -How Long Has This Been

0039

Going On?
Johnny Griffin -Little Giant

0040
0043
0344
0045

Loot Sims Quietly There (mew)
Steve Miller Band The Joker
Tina Turner. Private Dancer
Ernie Watts. Long Road Home Mewl

0046
0047

Miles Davis: Bags' Groove
Miles Davis Quintet. Walkin' (new)

British reissues of classic titles. $26.99 per LP
.Aerosmdh: Toys in the Attic

SV002
SV003.
SV004

Blue Oyster Cult .Agents of Fortune
The Freewheelin' Bob Dylan
Boston -Boston

SV006
SV007
SV008
SV009
SV010
SV 011

The Byrds Notorious Byrd Brothers
The Byrds Younger than Yesterday
Leonard Cohen Songs from aRoom
L Cohen Songs of Love and Hate
Crosby, Stills, Nash. Young .Ogle Vu
The Doors. The Doors

SV 012
SV 013
SV 014

The Eagles Hotel California
Fleetwood Mac Fleetwood Mac
Fleetwood Mac Rumours

SV 015
SV 018
SV 019
SV 020
SV 021
SV 022
SV 023
SV 024
TV (125

Iron Butterfly. In-A-Gadda -Da-Vida
.Joni Mitchell .Blue
Santana .Abraxas
Van Morrison Astral Weeks
Van Morrison Moondance
The Velvet Underground. Loaded
Neil Young .After the Gold Rush
Zappa Weasels Ripped My Flesh
Zappa Burnt Weeny Sandwmh

tic deep, tight bass. This cartridge has afuller sound
than most others at the price, and is aperfect choice
or those with solid state electronics or anyone
who wants the Grado "house sound." High rated
output of 45mV This cartridge is ut very short
supply, so please call to reserve one. Retail $300

vations developed for submarine SONAR technology
are now applied to home audio' The home ser
sino features adual mono design, and features

Ill II

Jefferson Storship Red Octopus

1111
1112

Elvis Presley Elvis is Back'
Benny Carter and Earl Hines

1114

Swingin' the '20s
Miles Davis All-Star Sextet/Ottinter
w/ Milt Jackson
Art Pepper Intensity

1117
1118

Elvis 24 Karat Hits ($29 991
Roy Orbison All-Time Greatest Hits

1119
1120

Nat King Cole The Very Thought of You
Deep Purple Made in Japan

1121

Bathe Brothers Best of the Doobies

1113

SENNHEISER
HD600 HEADPHONES
In the headphone sweepstakes, the Setinhoser
HD600 is about as close as you come to the
Sennherser's $12,000 Orpheus -ultra-smooth, ultradetailed sound. with extraordinary low-frequency

You've probably seen the recent reviews' Grados
new series features wooden bodies, resulting in
avery musical sound with Grados characteris-

The TOS II processor restores energy to harmonics all audio systems strip from th esound,
giving you the essence of alive performance Inno-

DCC Gold CDs, S22.99

little Feat Waiting/Columbus
Ws, S37 99)

ence! Sennheiser
HD600, $349.99
HD580. S279.99

GRADO PLATINUM
PHONO CARTRIDGE

TDS II ANALOG
AUDIO PROCESSOR

REISSUE SERIES

27344

cool siblings, the
HD580s. Stereophile editor John
Atkinson's refer-

C1-

DCC

Eric Clapton: Journeyman
Joni Mitchell .Blue
Doobie Brothers: Stampede
America -Greatest Hits
James Taylor: Greatest Hits

capability for headphones. These aren't cheap,
but once you've heard apair, you'll wonder how you listened to anything less.
Also check the H0600s .

VINYL

SV001

26074
27199
27289
27333
27336

abypass switch so you can take it out of the loop
to compare This device is nothing short of amazing, and recaptures the impact and fidelity of a
live performance 3199 99

CLASSIC

RECORDS

LPs, 626.99
90006
90226

Prokofiev: Love for Three Oranges
Stravinsky Firebird 113204)

90310

Balalaika Favorites

90313
8568
0472

Ravel/Ibert killer sound')
Cowboy Junkies Trinity Session
Hendrix: Band of Gypsys

2000

Sarah McLachlan Fumbling Towards

Ecstacy/Freedom Sessions $39 991
New If' releases!
90212 .. Music of Chabrier
10.
Hendrix box of 7" singles (price TBAI
8791
Coleman Hawkins/Clark Terry: Back
in Bean's Bag
84059.. .Kenny Drew: Undercurrent
6149/45. Sonny Stitt Blows the Blues 145 rpm)
Gold CDs, $22.99
8568
6337

Cowboy Junkies Trinity Session
Hindemith, Oistrakh

1445

Alex North in Hollywood

6734
2000

Holst. The Planets IMehta/London)
Sarah McLachlan Fumbling Towards
Ecstacy/Freedom Sessions (S32 991
New CO releases!
2013
Chet Atkins: Workshop/Mr Guitar

67026

Tubby Hayes Tubby's Back i
vTown

THE FINE PRINT
We're open Monday to Friday, 9to 6
central time, Saturday, 10 to 3. For a
catalog, leave your name and address
on our voice mail. There is a$5 charge
for catalogs mailed outside North
America, refundable on your first order.
In addition to those items featured
here, we carry avery large inventory of
domestic and import vinyl, and other
products from: Acoustic Disc, Analogue
Productions, Alto Edition, Audioquest,
Chesky, Clarity, Decca/London, Delos,
Deutsche Gramophone, DMP, Dorian,
Fantasy, Harmonia Mundt, King Super
Analogue, Mapleshade, John Marks
Records, MCA Heavy Vinyl, Mercury,
Mobile Fidelity, Opus 3, OJC, Pope
Music, Proprios, RCA Living Stereo,
Reference Recordings, Sheffield Lab,
Sony Legacy, SteepleChase, Telarc,
Three Blind Mice, Water Lily, Wilson.
Accessories and hardware from:
Apature, Arcici, Audient, API, Audio
Prism, Audioquest, Benz Micro, Bright
Star Audio, Creek, Ensemble, German
Acoustics, Lightspeed, Mango, McCormack, Mod Squad, Monster Cable, Nitty
Gritty, Perfectionist Audio, Rega, Ring'
Mat, Roomtune, Solidsteel, Sound
Anchor, Sovtek, Sumiko, Svetlana, Synergistic, Target, Townshend, Versalab.

musicdirect

DCC 180-gram LPs, $22.99
2040
2041

Elvis: 24-Karat Hits two LPs, 534 991
.
Juanita Hall Sings the Blues

2042

Roy Orhison. All-Time Greatest Hits

2043
2044
2045
2046

two LPs. $34991
The Eagles: Hotel California
Joni Mitchell: Court and Spark
The Doors .Strange Days
The Doors .The Doors

2047
2048

Nat King Cole -Very Thought of You
Linda Ronstadt Greatest Hits

JVC

XRCD

These are the best sounding CDs on the market.
period' $25 99 each.
0020
0021

Everybody Digs Bill Evans
.Count Basle - Basie Street

0023
0027

Doug MacLeod .Come to Find
D. MacLeod You Can't Take My Blues

0031

Ella and Joe Pass Take Love Easy

WARNER IMPORT
VINYL
The German division of Warner Brothers presents its Vinyl Revival series On 180-gram vinyl
and individually numbered 1Ps, S25.99
54939. .Phil Collins Face Value
25110
Prince Purple Rain
26020

Ouincy Jones Back on the Block

long-playing records •compact disks
audio system accessories

800 449-8333
Illinois 312 433-0200 -fax 312 433-0011
http.//www amusicchrect.corn
e-mail: md@amusicdirect.corn

Equipment
John

Report
Atkinson

Wadia 850 CD player

B

ack in my bass-player days in
the '70s, Iused to do aregular
cabaret gig, providing musical
support for sundry British stand-up
comic acts. Iflashed back on those
days when Irecently watched Fierce
Creatures, the John Cleese/Jamie
Lee Curtis/Kevin Kline/Michael
Palin vehicle, on satellite. There,
playing the part of azookeeper, was
pint-size comedian Ronnie Corbett,
whom Ibacked afew times. (He always bought the band a bottle of
Scotch —you remember stuff like that!)
Ronnie used to open his act with the old
"They said Thomas Edison was crazy ...
they said Henry Ford was crazy... they
said Albert Einstein was crazy..." gag,
which ends with "They said my Uncle
Charlie was crazy...actually, my Uncle
Charlie ItYLI crazy!"
When you experience something
completely different from the norm, it
is possible that its instigators have an
inside track on the truth and everyone
else is wrong; or it is, of course, possible
that they're more like Corbett's Uncle
Charlie. In the world of Cl) replay,
for example, Wisconsin manufacturer
Wadia uses an idiosyncratic digital filter
unlike anyone else's, so when Iagreed
to take alisten to the Wadia 850, Iwas
curious as to which of these conjectures
would prove correct.

Wadia 850 CD player

vibration) and extensive AC filtering.
Like the 860, the 850 places the
DAC/digital filter and analog circuitry
inside aseparate shielded compartment
on the player's right. As with the 860,
the master clock crystal for the transport
is placed adjacent to the DACs to minimize jitter.
Looking at the four-layer printed circuit board from the top, at the front are
connections to the vertical control and
display board mounted behind the front
panel. Behind that is aMotorola DSP
The $4950 850...
... is afairly large, squarish CD player chip. This both implements the digitaldomain volume control — which feawith alight-sealed front-loading disc tray
tures 0.5dB steps —and runs Wadia's
on its left and adisplay panel on its right,
patented Digiiiilaster reconstruction filter
this showing the track/time information
algorithm, operating at a32x rate. While
in fluorescent blue and the setting of the
this currently is implemented for 44.1
volume control in LED red. Superficially
and 48kHz sample rates, it can be fieldidentical to the more expensive Wadia
upgraded to run at 96kHz and 192kHz
860 (reviewed by Martin Colloms in
Stereophik February '98), the 850 uses a rates should this become necessary.
The digital filter is claimed to operate
more economical TEAC transport
mechanism, the CM K4. This still feawith 24-bit precision, with an effective
resolution of 21 bits. It feeds two pairs of
tures the VRDS full-disc clamping sysBurr-Brown PCM 1702K D/A converttem, however, made from green plastic.
er chips, and from there the reconAnd whereas the 860 uses adigital transstructed analog signal is handled in balport servo, the 850 uses aconventional
anced form, with high-quality, surfaceanalog servo circuit.
mount Burr-Brown op-amp chips used
Inside, the 850 features atoroidal AC
throughout the signal chain. The baltransformer (the 860 uses two transanced analog output is from XLR sockformers, sprung to isolate them from
Stereophile, May 1998

Description: Single-box CD player
with remote control, digital-domain
volume control, 32x-oversampling
DigiMaster decoding software operating with 24-bit precision, and
balanced and unbalanced analog
outputs. Digital inputs and outputs
are optional. Digital resolution: 21
bits. Maximum output level: adjustable from 250mV to 4.4V to optimize volume-control action (4.4V
RMS default). Measured frequency
response: -3dB at 20kHz. Output
impedance: <15 ohms. Power consumption: 25W.
Dimensions: 17" W by 7" H (including 0.5" spiked feet) by 16" D.
Weight: 42 lbs. Shipping weight:
49 lbs.
Serial numbers of units reviewed:
0850701153, 0850700453 (with
digital inputs).
Price: 84950 (digital input board
adds 8995, digital output board
adds 8495). Approximate number
of dealers: 40.
Manufacturer: Wadia Digital, 624
Troy Street, River Falls, WI 54022.
Tel: (715) 426-5900. Fax: (715)
426-5665. Web: www.wadia.com
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ORDER OR INFO
BY E-MAIL:
ElusDisc@aol.com

ACCESSORIES

VISIT OUR

SAW /i

WEBSITE:
elusivedisc.com
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SHAKTI STONE: ,,ipnxieir
.5199.99/0n-Lines $99.99
"The Slid it offers aworthwhile and cost
effective boost in sound quality....Focus,
riansparency. clarity, and speed were better.
su as the sense of space & pace."./iontlium
•
S'teteophile. 296. 1'ri/./9 #2
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CARTRIDGE & TURNTABLE SALE !!!

CARTRIDGES:
Blue Point Special Cartridge
Blue Point Cartridge
Pearl Cartridge

Black Pearl Cartridge
SCALL TURNTABLES:
$CALL Pro-Ject 6.1 Turntable
$79.99 Pro-Ject 1.2 Turntable

gerrrirrrni
erni
errieUrre

ANALOG SALE!!!

MOVING COIL CARTRIDGES:
THE GLIDER
RUBY II (NEW!)
SCALL W/ Trade SCALL
Factory
REFERENCE
SCALL W/ Trade KALI.
MC H20; MO.9; L0.4 SCALL W/ Trade SCALL
Authorized
MC GOLD (0.4mV)
$350 W/ Trade KALI.
MC SILVER (2.0mV)
$350 W/ Trade KALI. Trade-in Sale!
- 1.1"'
MC-20E11
$150
$750 Or
2.0me
LUKASCHEK PP-1 PHONO STAGE
SCALL
Output
Benz/Aesthetix Cartridge Demagnetizer SCALL -With Trade
Available
"E,C111C
11110 .111:110g I, SALEM
The Glioc. Neve. Sounded So Good FarSolittlel
watt to 11.01101w 0111w rule
Konen •poswreil tranredge
0C'ass
'This is akiller eanridge....more
tientagnenta, from Ac•thelm."por
more holographic. more involving.... more musical.
...the aidet is way recommended." 1rereephar 411 1.41'1•4
L
Brownell. Srereophile. Aug. 9n. 1,11 19 aS
ereinsfiguration: Temper Cartridge

ORDER
TOLL FREE:
800-782-3472

S49.99

rrrillrele

our Ultimate

•

HW-19.1R Turntable w/ Audioquest PT-6 Arm': $949.99
•Add Sumiko Blue Pt. Special': $1,174.99
•Add Benz-Micro Glider': $1,549.99
HW-191R Turntable w/ New VPI Med. Mass Arm': SCALL
•Add Sumiko Blue Pt. Special': SCALL
FREE expeit
•Add Benz-Micro Glider': SCALL
cartridge
Add The LIFT & get it installed for FREE!
installation 11P.
'OTHER C ARTRIDGi S & TONEARMS AVAllABL E

P

ALL

rtiquei,t

made

VP' I
r

/1 U.S. a.

Source!!

TURNTABLES:

HVI-19 JUNIOR -A totally dead-solid acrylic plotter, precision machined for direct
coupling to records, with reflex clamp and dustcover.
Fully Upgradeable to HW.19 Mark Ill ($599) /HW-19 Mark IV ($1199)
FIW-19 MARK III -Stainless steel chassis, acrylic motor & ormboard, black acrylic
platter and spring suspension
HW-19 MARK IV -TNT bearing & spindle assembly. 20 lb. acrylic platter.
stat:slet
ARIES -Near TNT performance in an HW-19 sizel Requires only a 22' x16 .space,
TNT 3 platter & bearing.

«ALL
SCALL

«ALL

TNT JUNIOR -Huge sound stage is balanced by asolidity only available from super "I"
tables. Now affordable to a larger audience. 21 lb. stainless steel motor assembly.
tnaggeill9
TNT SERIES 2.5, 3 á 4 -The ultimate in turntable technology.
!WALL
TONEARMS:
«ALL

THE JMW MEMORIAL -VPI has designed an all-out affordable tonearm reference that is
extraordinary in its ability to entrad information from an LPs grooves. Soundstoge is wide & deep
with
air & separation between instruments. Feeling of solidity of images & top to bottom coher"I',e tried better lab m.arms. cartrid ge, preamp,cables.and isolation when.,
NrTTY GRITTY" ...none hall r‘er gien me the kinduof imprineintint. in noise reduction. clarency is unmatched. Also available in 12' version for TNT. 5-stor rated in TAS issue 106! SCALL
ft,,and el" ation
inid.loAreble rin gin gthat these record-cleanin gntachines
haut. ir pm learn É11 record, tint nerd a reanrd-cleanin g machine. Period." • GRAHAM 2.0 BASIC (NEW) -Award-winning uni -pivot design. Fully upgradeable. !MALL
e
CARE PRODUCTS carry (ireenberg. Mireophile. thiy '94.101.17 U5
We offer all models of Graham Timm.= and Accessories,/ Call for details.
SME Model 309 -Classic design. Best medium-priced arm on the market!
MODEL 1.0 ti 0Dit I c
We
offer all models of SME Tonearms, Turntables d Accessories!! Call for details. CALL
Ill Ion/lIllO' ,i, 1,1111iIII: while vacuuming.
MODEL. I 5
AUDIOQUEST PT-6; PT-7 (Emerald X4 Cable) & PT-8 (Pro Cable) Vinyl
oodgroin Cabinet-ITEM #-ANIT1.0....5011./.
Adjustable pivot damping, FPC internal wire, Adjustable VTA.
1110DIL 1.5 - Auto scrubbing. &
AS models ore oho erudahle
NEW VPI MED.-MASS -VPI's newest tonearm. Budget priced! Great performance!
SCALL
SCALL
rotator'''. shileoutt waste fluid tray.
en Sold Oak Cab«.
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Wadia
cts; the single-ended output is derived by
feeding the balanced output to adifferential amplifier, thus preserving the advantages of the balanced-DAC operation.
Four DIP switches arc used to set the
analog output level in four steps from
250mV to 4.4V RMS, allowing the digital volume control to be used in its optimum range in avariety of systems.
Optional boards are available to provide the 850 with digital inputs (two
BNC coaxial, one ST-optical, one TosLink optical) and digital outputs (one
BNC, one ST-optical). The input board
uses Wadia's Rocklok jitter-rejection circuitry, and unused inputs arc turned off
to prevent interference. One operational
idiosyncrasy: the remote control needs
to be used pretty much face-on to the
player. With my system, whose components arc positioned obliquely along a
sidewall, this bugged the heck out of me.
Your mileage, of course, may vary.
Connecting the dots...
One of the big misconceptions regarding digital audio is that the output of a
D/A converter consists of astairstep
waveform with discrete levels instead of
the continuous waveform typical of an

analog system. In fact, Harry Nyquist, a
researcher at Bell Labs, proved mathematically many years ago that, as long as
the sampling frequency (fs) is at least
twice the highest frequency of interest
in the signal to be sampled — it', that the
signal be bandlimited to half the sampling frequency — the analog waveform
will be accurately preserved.
The task of reconstructing the original analog waveform is the job of what
in aCl) player or processor is termed
the "reconstruction" filter. This is almost
always adigital low-pass filter that, in a
conventional player, has an impulse
response that looks like fig.1. There ap-
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pears to be symmetrical ringing both
before and after the impulse. The actual
shape of the impulse is called a(sine x)/x
or situ curve. As long as the points where
the amplitude of the oscillations arc zero
are spaced exactly 1/fl seconds apart, the
sum of the ringing exactly reconstructs
the shape of the original wave between
the sampling points. Other than the
Wadia designs and some models from
Pioneer, all the world's Cl) players use a
digital filter with asinc impulse response.
By contrast, Wadia's DigiMaster filter
looks at anumber of samples and calculates what the shape of the curve should
be between them using a"spline" algo-

u

o

3
ms

Fig.1

Conventional digital reconstruction filter,
impulse response (digital silence with just
one sample at OdBFS).

Fig.2 Wadia DigiMaster digital reconstruction
filter, impulse response (digital silence
with just one sample at OdBFS).

Measurements

A

ssupplied, the Wadia 850's maximum output level was 433V RMS,
this measured at both the balanced and
unbalanced jacks. Its output impedance
from the balanced outputs was 16 ohms
from below 20Hz to 20kHz; from the
unbalanced outputs Imeasured 0.5 ohms!
The output signal was in the correct
(noninverted) polarity from both sets of
outputs. The volume control operated in
accurate 0.5dB steps, with superb channel
matching. With an indicated setting of
"99" equivalent to full level, "87" was
-6dB and "75" -12dB. A setting of "5"
was equivalent to -47.15dB, with "0"
being afull mute. The Wadia's channel
separation was better than 100dB below

lIcHz, which is excellent. Capacitive coupling between channels reduced this to
84c1B at 20kHz, which is still excellent
Wadia's DigiMaster reconstruction filter sacrifices both initial stop-band attenuation and upper passband response to
achieve its goal of optimal time-domain
behavior. The latter can be seen in the
850's frequency-response graph (fig.1,
top trace); the output is fully 3dB down
at 20kHz. As my hearing cuts off above
161cHz and most classical musical material has very little top-octave energy, this
probably explains why Ionly very occasionally felt that the Wadia's highs sounded dull. The bottom trace in fig.l shows
$10.00. 0.0 830

of

the 850's response with pre-emphasized
data, offset by -1dB for clarity. It maps
the top trace exactly, indicating an accurate de-emphasis curve.
Fig2 shows spectra of the Wadia's
analog output while it decodes adithered 1
kHz tone at -90dBFS from CD
(top) or from the Audio Precision System
One Dual Domain set to a24-bit word
length (bottom). The increase in word
length gives just a6dB reduction in the
player's noise floor, which implies that
while the DigiMaster software may
operate with 24-bit precision, the player's
ultimate resolution is limited by the noise
present, which is either analog in origin
12014
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Fig.1 Wadia 850, frequency response at OdBFS
(top) and de-emphasis response (bottom)
(right channel dashed, 0.5dB/vertical div.).
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Fig.2 Wadia 850, spectrum of dithered IkHz
tone at -90.31dBFS, with noise and spuriae (16-bit data top, 24-bit data bottom,
1
/
3-octave analysis, right channel dashed).

40 0
100

Fig.3 Wadia 850, spectrum of digital silence,
with noise and spuriae (16-bit data top,
24-bit data bottom, 1
4-octave analysis,
right channel dashed).
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rithm. This has amuch simpler impulse
response (fig2), and it can be seen that it
is free from almost all the pre- and postringing. This better-behaved time-domain behavior, this better representation of transient information, is the raison d'être of the Wadia filter.
Figs.1 and 2 were generated using
special digital data — digital "black"
with asingle sample high. In practice, all
transients on aCD will have passed
through an AID converter with an
antialiasing filter, which will impose its
own impulse response on the shape of
the transient. This might be thought to

render moot the shape of the player's
own impulse response.
To investigate this, Iused an analog
generator to output ashort rectangular
pulse and digitized it using a20-bit/
44.1kHz A/D converter. This signal,
too, has asingle sample at Odl3FS, but
there are now ADC filter pre- and post..
echoes present, the latter overlaid by the
inevitable impulse response from the
analog high-pass filter. Feeding these
data into aD/A with aconventional filter (fig.3) and into the Wadia (fig.4)
gave superficially similar waveforms.
However, if you look closely, you can

Fig.4 Wadia DigiMaster digital anti-imaging
filter, response to ahigh-pass-filtered
sinc-function pulse.

The Wadia sound
Iauditioned two samples of the 850, the
second differing only in that it was fitted
with the optional digital input board.
The two sounded identical. Icompared
the sound of the 850 used with the line
preamplifier with the 850 used direct
into the power amplifiers. With levels
matched at 1
kHz, it was obvious that
even agood-sounding preamp reduces
the player's sense of immediacy.
It was in the palpability of images that
the Wadia scored — big time. Idug out
aCD Ihadn't listened to in years, Tony
Faulkner's 1984 recording of Mahler's
Symphony 4with Kathleen Battle and
Lorin Maazel conducting the Vienna
Philharmonic (CBS/Sony MDK 44908).
Mahler may use abig orchestra, but his
scoring depends on small tonal contrasts
as themes are handed around between
the different instrumental groupings.
With the Wadia, such delicacies as the
tonal difference between the oboe and

creasing attenuation. If you think about
it, reducing the level by 6dB is equivalent
to sliding all the bits in a16-bit digital
word one bit to the right and replacing
the Most Significant Bit with a"O." What
was the Least Significant Bit now is the
17th bit —but only as long as the word
length has been increased to more than
16 bits. Otherwise, it just "falls off the
end" of a16-bit word, aprocess described
in engineering terms as "truncation."
Wadia's white paper on its volume
control implies that it has been correctly
implemented with respect to preserving
absolute resolution. Iexamined its operation by feeding the 850 24-bit data
representing adithered 1kHz tone at
-90dBFS and performing a spectral
analysis with the volume control set at

OdB, -6dB, -12dB, -18dB, and -24dB.
The result, with the reference level normalized for the -90dBFS tone with each
successive reduction in level, is shown in
fig.4. By comparing this graph with fig2,
it can be seen that the noise floor is at or
below the 16-bit level as long as the volume-control operation is between OdB
("99") and -6d1: ("87"). Wadia owners
who don't intend to use an analog preamplifier should get their dealer to adjust
the 850's internal gain setting to give an
output that allows them to use the player's digital volume control in this region
if they are to get full resolution. In practice, and given the probability that the
noise floor is at least partly due to dither,
Iexpect that attenuating the signal by up
to 12dB (volume control set to "751 will

3
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Fig.3 Conventional digital anti-imaging filter,
response to ahigh-pass-filtered
sinc-function pulse.

see that the conventional filter does
appear to ring more than the Wadia's,
presumably duc to the convolution of
the two similar sinc impulse responses.

Measurements
or is more likely due to Wadia's use of
dither in their DSP engine. However,
this noise is very low in level. Note that
with the longer data words, a slight
amount of 120Hz hum is unmasked in
the right channel; at -I24dBFS, however,
this will never be heard. Similar behavior
can be seen in fig3, which extends the
analysis bandwidth to 200kHz while
the player is being driven with digital
silence. Again, the top trace is from CD,
the bottom trace from the System One
set to 24-bit words.
Unless realized with long internal
word lengths and optimally dithered, a
digital-domain volume control has the
potential of reducing resolution with inof
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Fig.6 Wadia 850, waveform of undithered IkHz
sinewave at —90.31dBFS (16-bit data).
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the english horn, and the fact that the
pizzicato bass line in the third movement (Riihav//) is doubled by alightly
strummed harp, were laid clear, but
without the presentation becoming
oppressively overlit.
And with the Wadia used balanced
straight into the Levinson amplifiers,
there was aweight to the low frequencies that had to be heard to be believed.
Idon't want to use the much-overused
audiophile word "slain," but slam is
what the 850 delivered in truckloads. At
the end of the Mahler's third movement, following contemplative segments, the timps slam in on atonic and
dominant tiff that literally jumps from
the speakers courtesy of the Wadia. The
contrast between those high-level dynamic sounds and the delicacy with
which the player subsequently treated
Kathy Battle's lyric soprano in the final
movement was delicious.
It wasn't just on classical recordings
that the Wadia's combination of dynamics and clarity served the music.
On Bobby Bland's rendering of "I
Wouldn't Treat aDog...," from his
1974 Dreamer album (MCA MCAD-

not result in audible loss of resolution.
Certainly Iheard no difference in quality
with the volume control set to this range.
The 850 offers good linearity, any level error (fig.5) lying between -1dB and
+1dB down to -110dBFS. The waveform of an undithered lkHz sinewave
at -9031dBFS (fig.6) has areasonably
well-defined shape, though there is more
noise than with the ultraquiet Meridian
50824 (see WP's review elsewhere in
this issue). Increasing the word length to
20 bits gave agood sinewave shape (not
shown), though this was still overlaid
with some audioband noise, again implying that the 850's ultimate resolution is
limited by analog or dither noise rather
than by the intrinsic performance of the
digital filter or the digital volume control.
The "leaky" nature of the Wadia's
DigiMaster anti-imaging filter can be
seen in fig.7, which shows the spectrum
of the player's output while it decodes
16-bit data representing afull-scale mix
of 19kHz and 20kHz tones. (Each individual tone lies at -6dBFS; the combined
waveform just reaches OdBFS.) While
the conventional first- and secondorder intermodulation products at licHz,
18kHz, and 21kHz are all well down in
level, implying bombproof analog drStereophile, May 1998

850

Associated Equipment
The Wadia 850 was auditioned in a
system featuring primarily Thiel
CS6 loudspeakers driven by apair of
Mark Levinson No.33H monoblocks. I also used B&W Silver
Signatures driven by a Pass Labs
Aleph 3. Comparison digital sources
were a Mark Levinson No.30.5
HDCD D/A processor driven by a
Mark Levinson No31.5 transport via
an Illuminati AES/EBU cable, and
Balanced Audio Technology VK-D5
and Mark Levinson No39 CD players. Line preamplifier (when used)

was aMark Levinson No380S.
The interconnects used were all
balanced: Madrigal CZ Gel-1 and
AudioTruth Diamond. Speaker cable
with the Thiels was MIT CV-770
(with short extenders to make up for
the fact that MIT spades are incompatible with Levinson binding posts).
All source components and preamps
were plugged into aPower Wedge
116 Mk.II, itself plugged into adedicated AC circuit and fitted with the
Power Enhancer option.
—John Atkhuon

10415), the Wadia propels the track
along, bringing out the atomic combination of Ed Greene on drums and
Wilton Felder on bass, and laying bare
the great horn arrangement hinged on
the kind of baritone sax line that Iused
to dream of playing along with when I
was in asoul band.
And on poor recordings, the Wadia
neither bowdlerized nor exaggerated

the faults, but just let the music through
unfettered. For example, Ijust picked
up the CD re-release of the album (Tun:
It Over) from the late Tony Williams
and his 1970 band Lifetime (Verve 314
539 118-2). Isaw this extraordinary
group — featuring guitarist John McLaughlin, bassist Jack Bruce, and organist Khalid Yasin (Larry Young) — live
just the once, but it was aformative

cuitry, anumber of aliasing products are
visible in this graph, resulting from the
19kHz and 201cHz tones reflecting back
from the 44.1kHz sampling frequency
and its harmonics. That this is the case
can be demonstrated by changing the
sampling frequency to 48kHz (fig.8): the
intermodulation products remain unchanged in frequency; the aliasing products follow the change in sample rate.
The subjective effect of this filter behavior is hard to predict. Certainly these
aliasing products will not be audible in
themselves. But look at fig.7 — metaldome tweeters with their "oil-can" resonances in the 22-25kHz range are not
going to like being hit with such high

levels of energy in this region. Ido wonder if the music-dependent brightness
that Ioccasionally noticed with the
Wadia was due to this sort of behavior.
Iused the Miller Audio Research
analyzer' to look at the Wadia's jitter
performance. This drives the CD player
under test with data representing a
high-level 11kHz tone and a229Hz
tone toggling the LSBs on and off,
while it performs ahigh-resolution FET

Fig.7 Wadia 850, HF intermodulation spectrum,
DC-22kHz, 19+20kHz at OdBFS, 44.1kHz
sampling frequency (linear frequency scale,
20dB/vertical div.).

Fig.8 Wadia 850, HF intermodulation spectrum,
DC-22kHz. 19+20kHz at OdBFS, 48kHz
sampling frequency (linear frequency scale,
20dB/vertical div.).

IStereophile used to examine digital wordclock jitter at
the DAC, using aMeitner LIM analyzer, and while this
produced consistent results, it is the effect ofjitter in the
analog domain that really matters. We have therefore
switched to using the Miller analyzer. Miller Audio
Research can be contacted at 1005763021@Compu
serve.com
-.TA
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experience. Williams had recently
vacated the drum chair of Miles' Silent
Way band, Bruce had just left Cream,
and McLaughlin had just released his
groundbreaking Extrapolation album.
'Their dark, complex, antagonistic music
opened unimagined vistas about what I
expected from jazz. (And no, Ihad not
smoked any herbal cigarettes at the gig.)
But this historic album appeared to
have been recorded by what in the UK
we used to refer to as "jobsworths" — as
in "It's more than my job's worth to let
you into Mr. Corbett's dressing room to
say thank you for the Scotch," or "k's
more than my job's worth to take any
special or extra care over this recording."
"PLAY IT LOUD," says an insert in the Cl)
jewelcase, and Iwish Icould without
wincing, so offputting is the recording's
combination of tape overload and aggressive instrumental sounds. But once
the Wadia's playback level had been
set at an acceptable volume, within very
few minutes Iwas transported back to
Welwyn Garden City's Community
Center in the fall of 1970. 'The care with
which the Wadia seemed to delineate
individual images within the soundstage
allowed the music to escape the limita-

tions of the hamfisted recording.
"All well and good," I'm sure you're
saying to yourself, "but can you stop
gushing and let me know whether
there were any downsides to the Wadia's sound?"
Well, it took me awhile to get ahandle on this, because it seemed musicrelated, but Ioccasionally got the feeling
that there was some mid-treble brightness that had me reaching for the volume control. However, as soon as Igot
my hands on the remote, the feeling had
passed. Strange, particularly as this was
more prevalent with apreamplifier in
the chain. The optional digital input
board ($995) allowed me to test the
Wadia 850 as aseparate D/A unit using
both aMark Levinson No31.5 transport
to play CDs via an ST-optical link, and
the Sonic Solutions Sonic System harddisk editing system to play back 24-bit
material. (For the latter, Iused aDigital
Domain VSP/S to convert the Sonic's
TosLink output to ST-optical.) The 850
acquitted itself well in this mode. In fact,
my own high-definition recordings were
reproduced about as well as Ihave heard
them, with anoticeable superiority compared to the noise-shaped 16-bit versions

we've released on CD. This suggests that
Wadia's claims of high resolution may
well be justified.
As suggested by areader in this issue's
"Letters," it would be interesting to
compare the reduced ringing of Wadia's
filter on 44.1kHz recordings with the
reduced sinc-function ringing of aregular filter when it handles 96kHz-sampled data. Unfortunately, Iran out of
time to do such acomparison during
the preparation of this review. Imay
well do it in afuture issue.
Against the BAT
The analog output levels of the $4950
Wadia 850 and the $4500 Balanced
Audio Technology VK-D5 (reviewed
elsewhere in this issue by Jonathan
Scull) matched to within 2mV, so no
additional level matching was necessary.
All comparisons were donc using the
Levinson No380S preamplifier. As well
as side-by-side comparisons involving
disc swapping from one player to the
other, Iused the BAT to drive one of
the Wadia's coaxial data inputs via a
0.5m length of Mod Squad Wonderlink
Ifitted with BNCs. Interconnects were
balanced: initially, the softer-balanced

Measurements
analysis —32,768 points, with 64 FFTs
averaged —to examine the noise floor
in the analog domain.
The Wadia's absolute timebase error
was anegligible +5 parts per million!
The jitter was also low at acalculated
167.6 picoseconds peak—peak. Fig.9
shows the FFT-derived spectrum of the
Wadia's analog output, centered around
the test signal's 11kHz center frequency.
For comparison, the grayed-out trace
shows the spectrum of the Meridian
50824's output spectrum taken under
identical conditions. You can see that
the Wadia is 2-3dB noisier than the
Meridian below the central frequency,
and about 1dB noisier above it. There
are anumber of discrete noise components present, indicated with light blue
numbers, but these are very low in
absolute level. The spectral lines marked
with red numbers are related to the
229Hz signal frequency and contribute
most of the jitter content. However,
there are some low-frequency components present at ±15Hz, ±30Hz,
±171Hz, and ±189Hz, marked with
purple numbers "1," "3," and "5." Ihave
no idea what these are due to, nor would
Ilike to conjecture about their subjective
Stereophile, May 1998

consequences. You can see, however,
that the Meridian's output contains higher levels of very-low-frequency jitter.
Finally, Itested the Wadia's error correction using the Pierre Verany test CD,
which has deliberate gaps in the data

spiral. The player would track the disc
without audible dropouts through track
35, which has agap in the data 2Amm
long. This excellent performance is
among the best Ihave measured.
—John Atkinson

Fig.9 Wadia 850, high-resolution jitter spectrum of analog output signal (1 1kHz at —10dBFS with 138
toggled at 229Hz). Center frequency of trace, 11 kHz; frequency range, ±3.5kHz. Grayed-out
spectrum is that of the Meridian 508.24.
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Edge of The Art -The Best of CES '98

The 2C3CI System
Phase III

1.101.00,10.1611

In 1996. Overture stunned the au(1k) world by winning "Best Soun(I" al the Stereophilellill Slum milli our 2CH)
Phase II S>slem. \m‘ ne introduce our 2C3D Phase III System. which otters even more dramatic performance.
'Ibis new system takes component matching to anew leyel by addressing all aspects of performance. im•luding
line treatment and the listening room itself.
result is asystem %nth qualities that are unique in the industry
— true three-dimensional holographic imaging. unsurpassed resolution. and ultra-linear response.

Spectral-In this system. Spectral's ultra-linear high speed design is fully exploited.
Their uncompromising design achieves the highest level of resolution we have ever
heard, with remarkable holographic imaging. This level of performance is made possible in large part from the fastest signal response yet achieved in an audio component. New to the 2C3D Phase III system is the SDR 3000 Reference CD transport, the
final link in the Spectral Reference System. To achieve the highest level of performance
available. Spectral componentry is an absolute must.
SpecialeSDR 3000
UT Shotgun
mnrs original Shotgun - Interfaces established astandard of performance unmatched by any other company's products, even today. Now Mn' has revived the
legendary Shotgun name for breakthmugh new interfaces. The IMII-850 Shotgun EV( Speaker Interfaces and MI-350 Shotgun EVO - Component Interfaces deliver unsurpassed
accuracy. integrity. and musicality .
.
This new level of performance allows the 2C3I) Phase
Ill System to reveal every instrument and voice in its limper location. independent of playback level, so that the souires of sound seem to be the performers themselves.
Behind it all. MITs Z.-Series - Power Line Treatment products provide the ultra-clean AC
power that is the foundation of this remarkable system. 'the level of sonic improvement
these MIT reference-level components bring to the Phase Ill System will amaze even the
most experienced listener.

Mil' \1I1-850
& MI-350 Shotgun EVO

-

AS(-Vvbrld-renowned acoustic engineer Art Noxon has designed a remarkably flexible acoustic tuning
system for this system's listening environment. ASC's unmatched Tubetrap technology allows the Phase
Ill System to reveal its full potential in any mom, including yours.
Avalon-Avalon's newest speaker. the EidoIon. features the fastest signal
response of any dynamic speaker, and it enables the Phase III System to provide the lowest noise floor we have yet heard. The EidoIon offers pinpoint
dimensional staging. incredible dynamic contrast, holographic soundstaging

Tube
Traps

with remarkable detail, nuance and resolution. The Eidolon fully reveals the
unique qualities of this stunning system. With their beautiful design and
compact size (43-1/2" tall). the EidoIon delivers flat response from 20 I
lz to
35 kl lz. and provides great flexibility in complementing any mom (lecor.

If on are seeking a unique le‘el of musical realism. the 2(31) Phase III System is
a reselation. Please call us to audition this musical masterpiece.
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THE WORLD'S PREMIER AUDIO/VIDEO AND HOME THEATER STORE
WIlmolgton. Delaware •(302) 478-6050 •(800) 838-1812 •www overtureaudlo.corn
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Stack
'em up!
MANA ACOUSTICS Equipment Supports
are THE way to make equipment you already
own sound even better! MANA Supports are
revered for making dramatic improvements to
turntables. CD players. tuners, preamps. power
supplies, power amps. tape decks, speakers.
even TVs &VCRs! And MANA Supports are
stackable: each neu les el adds to the "MANA
Effect. -So stack 'em up, and believe your
ears.., the sound just gets better and better.

The Home Theater &
Specially Audio Show
June 9-10 Academy Music
& Film Seminar Series
June 10-11 Academy Trade Days
(June 9-11 Trade & Press Only)

June 12-14 Consumer Days
(Open to the Public)

The Westin Los Angeles
Airport Hotel, Los Angeles
one see and hear hundreds of your
favorite brands demonstrated just
for y(u.
•Experience the latest innovations
before they hit the market—you get
to see it first!
•Enjoy over 21 hours of fabulous
live music.
*Attend informative interactive seminars featuring some of the hest minds
in the industry.
•Consumer tickets on sale in 1)ecember.
.( :I

Trade

"Mona makes an important difference to
the performance of aturntable but makes an
equally big improvement to any component.
The Mana Equipment table is not just good.
its fundamentally necessary for good
sound... if you don't put Mana at the head
of your shopping list you will never hear

Members: Come hear the latest industry buzz. Meet the hottest
designers. Attend exciting, educational
workshops and seminars. See the latest product developments. All this for
you and all free. Fax your preregistration request on your company letterhead to (505) 992-6677.
For more information on 111-F1'98. call
(505) 992-6600 or fax (505) 992-6677.
Exhibitors: Reserve your space now!
Call Ken Nelson at (9.14) 476-3157.

the true potential of your hi-fi system."
Alan Simon HI-FI CHOICE
"The Mana stands are less an improvement
in asystem than awhole new system. I
know this sounds like an exaggeration, but
believe me. it's not... lcannot recommend
the Mana Acoustics Equipment Supports
more strongly. They're agreat investment
themselves and asure way to increase the
value of the investment you've already
made." Steve Sullivan. FI

Calling Hi-Fi
Distributors
Around the World:
You could be selling
Stereophile!

"I don't know of anything priced close to
the [Maw Acoustics JReference Table that
could ham improved my system so much.

-

-Rob Doorack. LISTENER

We sell MANA ACOUSTICS Equipment
Supports direct to the public. To order, or
to obtain more information, contact us at
One Bradley Rd, #906
Woodbridge, CT 06525
U.S toll-free: 888-653-5454
non -U.S.: 203-387-0878: fax: 203-387-8338
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Call Nick King in
London, England
Tel: (44) 181-289-1571
Fax: (44)181-289-1572

CZ-Gel for the Wadia and the more
upfront AudioQuest Diamond for the
BAT; then the reverse.
Given the convergent evolution of
state-of-the-art CD players, the VK-D5
has asurprisingly different presentation
from the Wadia 850. As J-10 correctly
noted, the tubed player has quite amidbass bloom to its sound that can be very
seductive. By contrast, the Wadia sounded drier in the bass, with a greater
emphasis on the leading edges of notes.
There was still plenty of low-frequency
body to its character, and which player I
preferred was dependent on the music
playing. If the recorded balance was itself on the lean side, Ipreferred the
BAT; if not, then the greater delineation of the notes led me to prefer the
Wadia overall.
There was asimilar story at the high
end. The slightly more laid-back treble
of the BAT gave recorded strings a
slightly more mellow nature, which was
very welcome on typical fizzed-up classical recordings. By contrast, the 850 was
definitely more upfront, with avery slight
emphasis on the metallic nature of violin
strings. But with naturally balanced
recordings this became inconsequential,
allowing me to appreciate the wealth of
recorded detail, the Wadia presenting a
clearer picture into the soundstage. On
Anthony Michaelson of Musical Fidelity's excellent new recording of the
Mozart Clarinet Concerto, for example,
issued with and thoroughly documented
in the April 1998 issue of the English
magazine Hi-Fi News & Record Review,
you can more clearly hear the supportive
acoustic of London's Henry Wood Hall
on the Wadia, even though there is more
bloom overall from the VK-DS.
Against the No.39
Tlic $5995 Mark Levinson No39 was
reviewed by Wes Phillips in the November 1997 issue of Stereophile. Like
the Wadia, the Levinson has abuilt-in
volume control, except that it operates
in the analog domain. It also has digital
inputs and outputs, so Icompared the
D/A sections by driving the Wadia
from the No39 via the 0.5m length of
Mod Squad Wonderlink I. Again, levels
were matched at IkHz.
Ifound differences much harder to
detect than with the BAT player, which
is not surprising given that both solidstate players use similar DAC and output
op-amp chips. The main difference is, in
fact, the digital filter employed, the
Levinson using the Pacific Microsonics
PMD100. It was only through long listening sessions that Ibecame certain where
Stereophile, May 1998

any differences lay.
Take the excellent Naxos recording
of the Elgar Piano Quintet (8.553737),
for example. Icould hear no difference
in the two machines' extreme top ends,
despite my knowing about the early
rolloff of the Wadia filter. The 850 was
actually just atad brighter than the
No.39, which brought the higher instruments of the string quartet abit
more forward in the mix. Peter Donohoe's piano, however, which is audibly
more distant in the soundstage, sounded
both slightly better defined spatially via
the Wadia, and had greater subjective
bass extension. As aresult, the Lev-

Take the Challenge!
Protect and Dramatically
Improve Any
Audio/ Video System

Power Block Power Conditioner
.116 Outlets On 5Individual Circuits
/2700 -4200 Watt Capacity
/ Video Monitor Circuit
/6 Point Spike & Surge Protection
/ World's Finest Power Conditioner

If the Wadia
design team is crazy,
they're crazy like afox.
inson's presentation had slightly reduced authority and soundstage depth,
though it was overall rather smoothersounding. The Wadia gave amore transparent view into the recorded image,
though it could occasionally sound just
abit strident.
But the most important (though still
small) difference for me was how the
850 more delicately revealed Donohoe's pedaling of bass notes at the reprise of the big syncopated tune in the
work's concluding Allegro. The Levinson
sounded more homogeneous, but ultimately alittle less informative. Is this
due to Wadia's DigiMaster filter topology? Afraid I'm too wise an old coot
to go there, guys.
Conclusions
The Wadia 850 is up against stiff competition in the form of players like the
Meridian 50824, the BAT VK-D5, the
Mark Levinson No39, and the Audio
Research CD-2, all of them Class A
contenders. kalso doesn't offer HDCD
decoding, which may be an issue for
some audiophiles, given how many
newer rock and country releases are
HDCD-encoded. But if you can do
without an analog preamp and value the
maximum information retrieval from
CD, and as long as your system is not
itself on the bright side, the superbly
constructed 850 is aCD player to reckon with.
So how much does the Wadia design
team have in common with Ronnie
Corbett's Uncle Charlie? Based on the
sound of the 850, if they're crazy, they're
crazy like afox.
Stereophile, May 1998

Elite 3 Power Conditioner
/16 Outlets On 3Individual Circuits
/1875 Watt Capacity
/Front Panel System Control
/3 Point Spike & Surge Protection
/Exceptional System Improvements

Solo A

V

Line Enhancer

Solo A/V Power Conditioner
/8 Outlets On 3 Individual Circuits
/1875 Watt Capacity
/3 Point Spike & Surge Protection
/Outstanding Value And Quality
Solo Power Line Enhancer
/Enhances Detail, Clarity And Focus
/Enhances Video Resolution
/Use It With Any Power Conditioner

solo High CUITellt Power Conditioner
/Dedicated For Large Powerful
Amplifiers And Subwoofers
/Full 20 Amp. 2400 Watt Capacity
/3 Point Spike & Surge Protection
/Improves Performance Dramatically

Get This Catalog Before
You Make Your Next HighEnd Audio Purchase!
Huge Selection At Low Prices.
Hundreds of high-end audio products
including hard-to-find accessories,
speakers, analog and digital audio,
audio cables, power conditioners,
acoustic treatments, equipment racks.
and more!
Learn What You Need To Know Before
You Buy. Get complete information—
product descriptions, specifications,
buying tips, colorful images, detailed
comparison charts, revealing cut-away
illustrations, profiles of the manufacturer and designer, and more!
How To Get Your FREE Copy Of The
Catalog. Call toll-free, 1-800-451-5445,
and give us your name and address.
The call is free, and so is the catalog.
This catalog request hot-line is open
24 hours aday, 7days aweek.

Call Now!
1-800-451-5445

Tice Audio
1530 Cypress Drive, Suite C
Jupiter, Florida 33469
561 575-7577 Fax 561 575-0302
www.ticeaudio.com
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Your nearest high-end shop is
...right at home.
The Cable Company offers the only "Library" of
broken-in samples of nearly every cable for
you to try at home. We also do this for

4-1

dea

dozens of powerline filters, and
many, many components. This
service for our customers
is

cost-free arid guilt-free

(5-107e deposit required-

THE
a' CABLE
IWCOMPATIY

call for details).

As you can see
we have the smartest
customers in the 12(164165Si

Good people. Good advice.
Great systems, one customer at atime.

We also specialize in:
Racks

Resonance Control

Room Acoustics

Signal Guard:
Comprehensive Component Isolation

Components

PolyCrystal
Resonance Technology
making music sound better!

Genesis Digital Lens
Try before you buy!

From

RoomLens

to Roomtune to EchoBusters,
ASC & more!

Everyday low prices and ¡reat specials.
THE CABLE COMPANY
PO Box 579 •Point Pleasant, PA 18950
1•8000FATWYRE •215.297.8824 •Fax: 215.297.8661 •Email: fatwyre@fatwyre.com •Website: www.fatwyre.com
All major credit cards •FREE consultation •FREE Newsletter •Most orders ship FREE!
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Meridian 508.24 CD player

M

ywife's cousin Steve used to sell
antiques. Whenever he would
display in his shop's window an
impeccable (and expensive) item such as
aColonial pie safe, someone would inevitably walk into the shop and demand
to know its price. He'd quote astaggering figure, and the browser would get
excited. "Why, Ihave apiece at home
exactly the same as that one! Do you
think Icould get that sort of money for
it?" Steve, having learned his lesson the
hard way, would be noncommittal.
"Yes, it's exactly the same ... only
mine has new hinges and latches, and
it's not natural pine, it's been decoupaged. One of the legs got knocked
off the last time we moved — and so did
some of the decorative molding around
the top, but mine is even better, because
Icut aslot in the back so we could hide
the TV in it."
After several years of this, Steve formulated an incredibly useful philosophical construct: the Same-But-Different
theorem. It can be used to explain
almost anything. For instance, in last
month's review of the Audio Research
CD2, I postulated that Stephen J.
Gould's theory of evolutionary convergence had kicked in in abig way among
high-end CD players: each has a
strength or strengths that distinguish it
from the others, but the actual differences have become minute. You see?
The same, but different.
Which brings us to the Meridian
508.24 Cl) player, abeautiful design
with impeccable technical credentials —
aCl) player that belongs, with only a
few others, at the very sharpest portion
of the leading edge, and that joins them
in producing sound that is highly musical and hard to criticize. The same, but
very different.
Little boxes ... and they all
look just the same
Meridian just doesn't do things the way
other audio companies do them. Take
the box itself, for instance — designed
by Alan Boothroyd. The 508 is compact
(12 5/
8"W by 31
/"H by 13" D) and sub2
dued in appearance. The top-plate and
front display are black glass — the rest of
Stereophsle, May 1998

Meridian 508.24 CD player

the case is textured black enamel. The
disc drawer occupies the left side of the
508's face, while the right has arow of
broad buttons separated by eight thin
raised strips —or so it seems. In reality,
the wide "buttons" are the spacers and
the raised strips are the controls. There's
no real confusion, however, as the functions are clearly labeled. The whole
package is quite elegant.
Which is not to say that functionality
has suffered. 'The rear panel features a
mains assembly that includes apower
switch, fuse-holder, and LEC powercord socket; two five-pin Meridian
Comm ports (to enable the 508 to communicate with other Meridian kit); balanced XLR and single-ended RCA analog outputs; S/PDIF output on RCA; as
well as accommodation for optical EIAJ.
Yet despite the unit's compact size, the
rear panel isn't cramped — there's lots of
Description: CD player with Crystal
24-bit DACs and class-A analog output
stage. Conversion: dual-differential
24-bit delta-sigma. Mechanism: 3beam laser. Analog outputs: 1pair balanced XLR, 1pair single-ended RCA.
Digital outputs: coaxial 5/PDIF, optical
EIAL Communications: two 5-pin DIN
sockets. THD: <-93dBFS. Noise:
<93dBFS. Maximum audio output
level: 2V fixed.
Dimensions: 12 5
/
8"W by 3
/"H by
2
1

room for making connections. Would
that this were always true!
The 50824 isn't atotally new design,
but grew out of the 50820 that Sam
Tellig wrote about back in June 1996
(Vol.19 No.6). The major change is its
use of direct-coupled Crystal CS4390
delta-sigma converters in dual-differential mode. According to the player's
designer, Bob Stuart, the 4390 "is an
evolution of the Crystal 20-bit part
(CS4329), which we used in the 50820
player. Its development took quite a
long time and was a collaboration
between Meridian and Crystal. We
helped them out with the 20-bit DAC
as well as with this one. We were all
very pleased with the way it worked,
and they gave us the first shot at using it.
It's anice DAC — adelta-sigma type
with digital filtering. It's very smooth.
The two DACs are pin-compatible,
13" D. Weight: 14 lbs.
Finish: black textured enamel and
glass.
Price: 83495. Approximate number
of dealers: 120.
Manufacturer: Digital Gramophone
and Wireless Ltd. Distributed by:
Meridian America Inc., 3800 Camp
Creek Parkway, Building 2400, Suite
112, Atlanta, GA 30331. Tel: (404)
344-7111. Fax: (404) 346-7111.
Web: www.meridian.co.uk
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which is nice, but we didn't just drop
the new chip in — we can't just swap
them for customers who own the
508.20, unfortunately."
That's because the new DAC is far
from the only difference in the unit.
Stuart also changed the CD mechanism.
"We were using the Philips CDM12.4,
now we're using the CDM12.5 — it's
more reliable, tracks better, and it has a
Hall-effect spinning motor — this type
of drive motor always gives you a
smoother spin and finer control. CDs
don't spin at the same speed throughout
the disc, of course —they're constantly
changing rotational speed — and the
more precisely you can control that
speed and stability, the better the performance.
"We also changed the software related
to our adaptive servo system, which
recalibrates itself for every disc you put
in — things like the reflectivity of each

disc change, and our servo system will
optimize itself to ensure its capacity to
play all the way through adisc, to play
through defects. It gives an improvement
in sound quality —although the tradeoff
is in its ability to withstand shocks. You
can't go jogging with it."
For all the differences, some things in
the 50824 remain the same. "It still uses
the same analog-domain pre-dejittering
that we developed in earlier models of
the 500 series. And it still employs a
three-beam laser tracking system and
our Foucault focus arrangement."
Analog-domain pre-dejittering is a
pretty slick trick. The RF signal coming
from the laser pickup is analyzed, and if
its parameters seem degraded, the servo
is adjusted for better tracking.
Stuart is emphatic that not everything
newer is better. Take the player's CD
decoder, for instance. He's not happy
with the newer parts he's tried — which

seem to be built to cost less, not perform better —so he continues to use a
model he's tried and found true. "Ours
is very low jitter and substantially better
at error correction ... they don't make
it any more, but we bought years and
years' worth of stock."
The same ... but different!
The Mendiais 50824 player is superb.
Like the Mark Levinson No39 and the
Audio Research CD2, it is extremely hard
to fault. It worked flawlessly throughout
my audition —perhaps even better than
flawlessly, as it tracked several discs that
gave the other two some trouble. (I
don't know how Iscratched my copy of
Johnny Hodges' Used to be Duke, Verve
849 394-2; Ijust know the Meridian
didn't force me to skip "Wann Valley"
like the others did.)
The 508 does take longer to read a
CD's Table of Contents than do many

Measurements

ri
I
tecking the Meridian player's error

correction with the Pierre Verany
test disc, which has deliberate data dropouts engraved on its surface, revealed a
good ability to deal with missing data.
The Meridian could play up to track 32
(a 125mm gap in the data) without the
sound muting, and didn't fail catastrophically until track 34 (a 2nim gap).
This is considerably better error correction than required by the official CD
standard, but it is interesting to note that
Meridian machines from the early '90s
actually did better than this.
At 2.54V, the player's output level at
OdBFS from its single-ended jacks was a
very audible 2.1dB higher than the CDstandard 2V, while ahealthy 5.07V was
available from the balanced XLR jacks.
The player was noninverting from
either output, the XLRs being wired
with pin 2hot. The output impedance
didn't vary significantly with frequency,

the single-ended outputs averaging a
low 47 ohms and the balanced twice
that, as expected, at 94 ohms.
The 50824's frequency response at
full level, measured from its balanced
outputs, is shown in fig.1 (top traces). It
is basically flat from 10Hz to 20kHz,
with ahint of droop in the top octave.
But at -0.1dB at 20kHz, this is negligible. The unbalanced output was identical, and the lower pair of traces in fig.1
are the response with de-emphasis
engaged. This maps the unemphasized
response exactly, implying aperfect deemphasis implementation — commendable, given that Iunderstand Meridian
performs de-emphasis in the analog
domain. The Meridian's channel separation (not shown) was superb, at better than 100dB below 1kHz, rising to a
still excellent 86dB at 20kHz.
Fig2 shows a '/3-octave-smoothed
spectrum of the 50824's output while it

decoded data representing adithered
1kHz tone at -90dBFS. The trace is
completely free of power-supply components, harmonic distortion, and idling
pattern noise. This is one heck of aquiet
CD player! Note that the traces don't
quite reach the -90dBFS line, implying a
small amount of negative linearity error.
Repeating the spectral analysis but
extending the measurement bandwidth
to 200kHz and driving the player with
code representing "digital black" gave
the bottom pair of traces in fig3. The
DAC appears to mute its output when
it detects this signal, so this trace effectively shows the ultimate noise floor of
the player's analog electronics. This is
below -130dBFS over most of the band,
and is 10dB quieter than that in the
power-supply hum region! (Ignore the
small peaks at 2kHz and 20kHz, which
might well be measurement artifacts.)
Ilumeas
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Meridian 508.24, frequency response at
OdBFS (top) and de-emphasis response
(bottom) (right channel dashed,
0.5dB/vertical div.).
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Fig.2 Meridian 508.24, spectrum of dithered
lkHz tone at —90.31dBFS, with noise
and spuriae. (16-bit data, 'h-octave
analysis, right channel dashed.)

301.

Fig.3 Meridian 508.24, spectrum of digital
silence, with noise and spuriae (bottom)
and spectrum of DC signal (top).
(16-bit data, ',-octave analysis, right
channel dashed.)
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other players, which Iassume has to do
with the adaptive servo system, and it's
a trifle slow tracking up and down
through the selections — but Ican't see
why anyone would refuse to buy aplayer that sounds this good simply because
it takes afew fractions of asecond longer to change tracks. That's the level of nitpicking I'm reduced to with this unit.
In terms of sound, what's not to like?
The player had incredibly natural, balanced sound. Given agood recording, it
sounded unbelievably open and free
from artifice. Irelaxed into its sonic presentation the way afat man with sore
feet kicks off his shoes at the end of a
hike —totally, without reservation.
Of course, CD players are supposed
to feed you back what was on the disc in
the first place, and to properly hear how
good the Meridian is, you must feed it
natural, ungimmicked recordings —
most particularly, simply recorded

acoustic instruments in real spaces.
These, of course, always do seem to
sound good, but through the Meridian
they didn't just sound good, they sounded n:qht.
'This shouldn't have surprised me, I
suppose. Last September, after attending
the UK's Ramada hi-fi show, Ivisited
Stuart in Cambridge and listened with
him in the Meridian listening room for
the better part of aday. Most of what we
heard on that occasion was unamplified
music — much of it recorded in or
around Cambridge. But don't think that
made it simple. Several discs were
recorded in Kings College Chapel,
which has an acoustic so rich that Sir
David Willcocks said of it, "It can make
afart sound like asevenfold amen."
Bits may be bits, but Stuart told me
that he listens actively as part of his tuning process. "There's alot you can do to
change the sound —the tightness of the

power supplies in the analog components around the DAC in the output
stage can change its sound."

The top two traces in fig2 show the
player's noise floor in the presence of a
signal—in this case, data representing a
DC signal from aJVC test CD. Note
now the rise of around 12dB in the
noise floor in the audio band, and the
huge increase in the noise above 201cHz.
This is due to the high-order noiseshaping used in the Crystal delta-sigma
DAC to achieve as high aresolution as
possible below that frequency. While
this is not 24-bit performance given the
16-bit CD code used to feed the DAC,
the shortfall is academic. And in any
case, the "24-bit" nomenclature Crystal
uses for its DAC more truthfully reflects
the fact that the DAC will accept 24-bit
data without truncation, which has positive consequences for sound quality.
Plotting the 50824's measured output level against theoretical level using a
dithered 500Hz tone gave the linearity
plot shown in fig.4. The left channel is
shown, and there is aldB negative error

at -90dBFS. This correlates with the
small error seen in fig2, but it is inconsequential in subjective terms. The linearity is otherwise smooth, and pretty
accurate down to below -115dBFS or
so, where the player's very low noise
floor finally starts to intrude.
Confirming the implication that this
is avery-high-resolution machine, the
waveform of an undithered lIcHz tone
at -9031dBFS was reproduced with an
almost perfect shape (fig.5): there was
very low noise, almost equally spaced
level steps, and even more than ahint of
the Gibbs Phenomenon "ringing" due to
the CD standard's 221cHz band-limiting.
Driving the CD player with data representing a high-frequency "torture"
signal — 19kHz and 20kHz, each at
-6dBFS, which gives awaveform peaking at OdBFS — gave the spectrum
shown in fig.6. All the intermodulation
products are extremely low in level;
even the highest, the 1
kHz difference

component, is at -96dB (0.0015%).
Iused the Miller Audio Research
analyzer' to look at the Meridian's jitter performance. This drives the CD
player under test with data representing an 11kHz tone at -10dBFS, a
229Hz tone toggling the LSBs on and
off while it performs ahigh-resolution
FFT analysis —32,768 points, with 64
FFTs averaged — to examine the noise
floor in the analog domain. Stereophile
used to examine jitter at the DAC's
wordclock pin, using the Meitner LIM
analyzer; while this produced consistent results, it is the effect of jitter in
the analog domain that really matters.
We have therefore switched to using
the Miller analyzer.

Tight like that!
Interestingly, tightness was one of the
first things Inoticed about the Meridian's sound. Although it indicates a
tendency toward lazy thinking that I'm
not particularly proud of, Ihave to confess that I
just knew the Meridian would
sound polite, and perhaps atad distant.
Wrong again. The first notes that came
out of the player—from Steve Earle's El
Corazón (Warner Bros. 46789-2) — were
so tightly focused and alive with tonal
color that Iwas agoner for the next 45
minutes. Iwas forced to listen closely by
the "thereness" of it all. But the 508 didn't take this too far —it never sounded
in-your-face or aggressive, it just didn't
recede politely into the background.
But then, neither does Steve Earle.

Miller Audio Research is the company run by
Stereophiles Test & Measurement Consultant, English
reviewer Paul Miller. Paul will be giving three presentations on CD-player measurements at HI-F1 '98 in Les
Angeles. He can he contacted via e-mail at
100576.3021@Compuserve.com
—JA
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Fig.4 Meridian 508.24, left channel, departure
from linearity (2dB/vertical div.).
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Fig.5 Meridian 508.24, waveform of undithered
IkHz sinewave at -90.3IdBFS (16-bit data).
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Fig.6 Meridian 508.24, HF intermodulation
spectrum, DC-22kHz, 19+20kHz at OdBFS
(linear frequency scale, 20dB/vertical div.).
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Another thing: Earle tends to mumble abit, y'know? The Meridian didn't
cure that — as it shouldn't have — but
the honesty of its presentation didn't
obscure any of the information that was
there. Ifound myself straining far less to
hear what Earle was singing. Which,
given the quality of his lyrics, is avery
good thing.
As with the Audio Research CD2
that Ireviewed in April (VoI21 No.4), I
found little to fault in the 508.24, so
after alengthy solo audition Isettled in
to some level-matched comparisons
with the Mark Levinson No39 (December '97) and the CD2. The sound
was remarkably good from all three
sources —perhaps the convergence theory is correct. Certainly, the three units
were all admirably close to one another
in performance, their differences slight.
That's not to say they were nonexistent,
however. While Iwould never claim to

The absolute timebase error in the
Meridian's performance was just +9
parts per million! The black trace in
fig.7 shows an analysis of the 50824's
noise floor for a±3.5kHz span around
the central tone. For comparison, the
grayed-out spectrum is the noise floor
of the Audio Research CD2, which WP
reviewed in the April issue. Both players
are excellent, but the Meridian's noise
floor is 2dB lower overall, digging close
to the theoretical -963dBFS limit of a
16-bit linear-PCM system. (While the
individual elements of the noise-floor
"grass" are close to -130dBFS, it is their
root-mean-square sum that gives the
noise figure typically expressed as asignal/noise ratio.)
The Miller Analyzer searches among
the noise components for symmetrical
pairs of sidebands; these will be due to
word-clock jitter. The Audio Research
has very low jitter, at 168.6 picoseconds
peak-peak. But the Meridian is even
lower, at 1442ps peak-peak. You can
see that its data-induced ±229Hz sidebands, marked with red "2s," are around
10dB lower than the equivalent sidebands with the CD2, and contributed
just 474ps to the total. Only with the
higher-order data-induced sidebands,
again marked with red numbers, does
the Meridian's jitter rise to equal the
Audio Research's performance. As with
the Audio Research, note the slight
spreading of the central peak; this may
be due to low-frequency, random-noise
130

be able to identify any one of them
blind, when auditioned side by side they
were certainly not identical. Compare
them, by all means — but once you've
made achoice among these three, I
can't imagine you'll have any regrets.
First, Ilistened to Serenade (Stereophile STPH009-2), mostly because it
was on top of the stack of CDs growing
by the players. The CD2 and the
Meridian sounded remarkably similar
to one another, although Ifelt that
Carol Wincenc's flute had atad more
sparkle through the 508. On the other
hand, the 508's presentation bunched
Yasushi Toyoshima, Michelle Kim, and
Peter Wyrick closer and tighter around
the flutist. The CD2 had them spaced
farther apart from one another, but not
as far apart as with the No.39, which
also seemed to pinpoint all four more
firmly in space. On the other hand, the
Levinson seemed to separate direct

sound from hall sound to a greater
degree. It was better integrated through
the ARC and the Meridian.
Last Christmas Robert Baird turned
me on to Buddy Miller's Poison Love
(Hightone HCD8084), and since then
it's never been far from whatever CD
player I'm nearest. Miller's a rockin'
country boy, and he's joined on the
record by Emmylou Harris, Steve Earle,
and Sam Bush — all participants in my
fantasy all-star band. Iauditioned "100
Million Little Bombs," Miller's stinging
indictment of US involvement in the
international market in land mines:
"What can you do with what's left
behind /What can you grow when the
fields are mined? / ... From China to
Angola and Cambodia where they lay /
With chips from Motorola, made in the
USA." Yeah, it's protest music, but with
aheavy rock beat.
Here, Iwas stunned by the Men-

jitter. The Mark Levinson No39, for
example, whose jitter measured with
this test (1402ps) is of the same order as
the Meridian's, has aclean, narrow peak
rising from the noise floor. And there
are also some low-frequency sidebands
in the 50824's spectrum, marked with
blue "Is" and "3s," that are jitter-related.
The "1" sidebands, totaling 522ps, are
spaced at 120Hz, meaning that they are
related to the power supply. But the
Analyzer's software engine labels the
"3" sidebands "of unknown origin."

It is fashionable in some audiophile
circles to deride measurements as not
having any connection with sound quality. But when you get aplayer such as
the Meridian 50824, which measures
so close to the theoretical ideal in so
many ways, it's hard to resist the temptation to point to its superb sound quality and say, "There!" At minimum, the
50824's measured performance reveals
that Bob Stuart and his talented digital
design team at Meridian have done a
fabulous job.
—John Adcinson

Fig.7 Meridian 508.24, high-resolution jitter spectrum of analog output signal (11kHz at —10dBFS with
LSB toggled at 229Hz). Center frequency of trace, 11kHz; frequency range, ±3.5kHz. Grayed-out
spectrum is that of the Audio Research CD2.
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Edge of the Art -The Best of CES '98
The Spectral High Resolution Reference System
At Overture our goal is to go bemmd
mass market high-end. 1chieing that goal
requires constant evaluation of the world's
finest components. Only by hearing il all
can the ultimate be found. Spectral provides
us with what we are looking for; a level of
performance that is in a class by itself. We
knew it the moment we heard it, and so will
Spectral SDR300111>
The Spectral Digital Reference System
The result of a 10 year development program, the Spectral SDR 3000 Reference Cl) Transport and
renowned SUR 2000 Professional Processor achieve alevel of performance that sets anew standard.
Spectral's Dr. Keith Johnson developed the unique Spectralink digital interface system for unpresidented digital accuracy between the SUR 3000 and the SUR 2000. It is this no compromise approach
that so impressed us. and you'll find it in every Spectral component. An industry milestone, the
SUR 3000 and SUR 2000 achieve the highest level of musical performance available in digital audio.

The CONIC 20 Series II Reference Pre—Unplifier

• )

Iiillgraglaufflummut

The heart of the remarkable Spectral reference
system. the DCN1 20 Series Il preamplifier establishes
Spectral DMC 20 Series II
aperformance standard unequaled in the industry.
Its stunning resolution. tonal purity and sound staging
make it our reference pre-amp. It's the ultimate way to start your Spectral high resolution system.
The DMA ISO high Resolution ..Amplifier
Like all Spectral designs. the DMA 150 is the result of
years of research, development and involvement with live
recording sessions.
The final link in the Spectral reference system. the DMA
150 is the highest resolution amplifier we have ever heard.
Its stunning clarity and realism results in large part from
the fastest signal response yet achieved in an audio power
amplifier. Its holographic presentation is simply unequalled.
Both powerful and detailed. the IMIA 150 estabilishes anew
level of musical realism in audio power amplifiers.
Karel do >on find acompany so lolallx dedicated to excellence as Spectral. Mlien ou do. ott'xe found
something er> special. Please call or isit us lo experience uhat makes Spectral the BEST in the unfit'.

OVE
RTURE

THE WORLD'S PREMIER AUDIO/VIDEO AND HOME THEATER STORE
Wdmington, Delaware •(302) 478-6050 •(800) 838-1812 •www.ovenureaudio.corn
The Home of Tax Free Shopping

GOODWIN'S Our recipe for higher fidelity
HIGH END The new 2C3D System
Combine the latest electronics from Spectral with just the right cables from MIT, add the brand

ASC Tube Traps
Audio Research

new Avalon Eidolon speakers, and treat the room with ASC Tube Traps.These are the ingredients of agreat system. As far as sound goes, "This is the playback system that Iwould use to
monitor arecording today—which is the highest praise Ican give to asystem." —Alan Goodwin

Avalon Acoustics
Basis
CAL
Classé
Dunlavy Audio Labs
Faroudja

The System—
Spectral electronics are at the heart of the system .
Starting with the
SDR-3000 CD Transport and SDR 2000 Pro D-A Converter, this digital
front end derives unparalleled sonic beauty from CDs. The DMC-20
Series 2preamp and the DMA-I50 power amp do asuperb job of amplifying the signal—allowing you to discover what's really in your treasured
recordings.

SpectrMSDR-3000

Graham

MIT interfaces & power line treatment— MIT Reference Series
Interfaces are the arteries of the system and are what ultimately make

Hales

the amazing holographic results of this system possible.The coherency,

Martin-Logan

passed throughout the system without degradation, phase scrambling or

power efficiency and quietness of these interfaces allow the signal to be

Magnum Dynalab

noise pollution. Like the legendary original Shotgun cables, MIT's latest

McCormack

(Spectral/Avalon) establish anew standard in interfacing while providing

M1-350 Shotgun EVO interconnects and MH-850 Shotgun EVO S/A
alevel of performance never before possible.

MIT
Parasound
Quad
Revel
Runco
Spectral
Stewart Filmscreen

Behind it all is the pure and virtually noise free AC power provided by
the MIT Z-Series power line treatment system allowing the holographic image to be free of any
electrical interference
Avalon loudspeakers—Avalon's latest hand-crafted model, the Eidolon is capable of
avery high degree of purity, resolution and unsurpassed octave-to-octave energy balance.As part of the 2C3D System the Eidolon sets anew standard for linearity, transient speed, sound stage focus and holographic imaging. Making these speakers espe-

The Listening Room—

Sunfire

MIT Room Service --Whether you are building anew listening environment or workyou attain the optimum environment. The Room Service program takes a scientific
approach towards all aspects of system/environment design. Coupled with our extensive

Totem

experience in custom designing and treating listening rooms, this enables us to offer a

Von Schweikert

Wheaton Triplanar
Zoethecus

AvaloW
dolon
l°

ing with an existing room, aneutral room is key. MIT has developed anew service to help

Theta

VP'

Ne. 111

cially appealing are their compact dimensions and pleasing aesthetic design.

turnkey optimized room package at areasonable cost.
ASC
TubeTraps

ASC Tube Traps—A remarkably flexible acoustic tuning system,ASC's unmatched Tube
Trap technology allows the 2C3D System to reveal its full holographic potential in any
room, including yours.

This is a system that you simply have to hear for yourself. We invite you to visit us and
experience what all the excitement is really about.

781-893-9000

Goodwin's High End
899 Main Street,
Waltham, MA 02154

Fax 781-893-9200
Tues-Thurs 12-8, Fri-Sat 12-6 or by appointment

www.goodwinshighend.com
HIGH

END

ONLY

•
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dian's slam and deep-bass extension.
Darryl Johnson's loping bass line was
best articulated by the 508 —especially
such telling details as his changes in
attack and fingering throughout the
song. The Levinson was very close, but
the overall sound was slightly less
robust, and the pace was not quite as full
of "lope."
"Fool in the Rain," from Led Zeppelin's In through the Out Door (The Complete Studio Rerordiugs, Atlantic 82526-2),
again seemed to have more intense
drive through the Meridian, and the
slam factor was cranked to "11" — the
very qualities that have always given this
song its appeal. But the overall sound
was hazier through the 508.24 than
through the Levinson or the ARC. Perhaps this better represents the signal —
despite the fact that the tapes were
"digitally remastered by Jimmy Page,"
they don't sound all that great —but I
should be used to that by now: Atlantic
hasn't done right by Zep for at least 20
years. The biggest disappointment in
the boxed set is how lackluster Bonham's drums sound. Even so, "Fool in
the Rain" captured his relentless drive
and power, especially the Samba school
Associated Equipment
LP playback: Linn LP12 with
Naim Armageddon Power Supply, Naim ARO tonearm, van
den Hul Frog cartridge; LP12/
Lingo/Cirkus, Ekos tonearm,
Arkiv phono cartridge.
CD playback: Audio Research
(1)2, Mark Levinson No39.
Phono preamplifiers: ConradJohnson Premier Fifteen, Linn
Linto, Naim Prefix.
Power amplifiers: ConradJohnson Eleven A, Krell FPB
600, Mark Levinson No33H.
Loudspeakers: B&W Silver
Signature, Dynaudio Contour
3.3, Eggleston Works Andra,
ProAc Response One SC; REL
Studio H subwoofer.
Cables: ICimber KCAG and
WireWorld GEI interconnects,
Kimber Black Pearl and WireWorld GEI speaker cables.
Accessories: Audio Power
Industries Power Wedge 112,
Magro Stereo Display Stand.
Sound treatment: ASC Tube
Traps, Studio Traps, Bass Traps;
RPG Abffusors; Moliminous
moggie.
—Wes Phillips
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section, which is all-out, arms'n'legs
a-churnin', syncopated brilliance.
All three players handled the pacing
well, though I'd give aslight nod to the
Meridian. But the No39 and the CD2
seemed to create abigger stage upon
which the foursome played.

AUDIO/VID.
CABLES
MORE

CD players are reaching

apoint in their evolution

DON'T PAY

where the differences

EXORBITANT PRICES

between the very best
are verging on the minute.

!FOR TOP QUALITY!
L A T International, Inc has years of
experience in wire manufacturing and
has equaled the high priced brands
Sonic equivalents of the high priced

As Isaid, avery close call —with no
loser. But perhaps, just perhaps, the
Meridian catered more toward my particular prejudices. Overall, the Meridian
and the Audio Research were quite similar in tonality and presentation, while
the Mark Levinson had acloser perspective on the music and tended to highlight details ever so slightly more. But listened to separately, none of these players
seemed very different in the ways they
remained truc to the music. The Audio
Research and the Meridian are essentially the same price, while the Levinson is
quite a bit more expensive — but it
offers adjustable analog outputs, multiple digital input capability, and digital
source switching — features neither of
the others possesses.
We all boil at different degrees
Iliked the Meridian 50824 player very
much, but that doesn't mean Idon't also
like the Levinson No39 and the Audio
Research CD2. If Ihaven't gotten that
across, then Iknow how Pooh felt—
after all, "when you are aBear of Very
Little Brain, and you Think of Things,
you find sometimes that aThing which
seemed very Thingish inside you is quite
different when it gets out into the open
and has other people looking at it."
The fact is, CD players are reaching a
point in their evolution where the differences between the very best are verging
on the minute — they exist, but only you
can decide how much they matter. And
make no mistake, the Meridian 50824
CD player is unquestionably one of the
very best. Ienjoyed having it in my system, and eagerly look forward to my
next listening session with it — and the
one after that, and the one after that.
That's something that seems very
Thingish inside me, and is not likel\
to change.
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Send for a free complete catalog of all
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Balanced Audio Technology VK-D5 CD player

fin

an, has Balanced Audio Technology corne along way in a
short time. Ithink partners
Steve Bednarski, Victor Khomenko,
and Geoffrey Poor have comprehensively put the kibosh on the notion
that newcomers can't succeed in highend audio.
"After one year of setup," Bednarski
told nie, "we debuted our line at the
January '95 CES. You know, Victor and
Icame out of Hewlett-Packard, areal
pay-as-you-go company. And that's how
it is here at BAT —no outside financing, no debt, and, I'm happy to say, a
loyal and growing customer base." BAT
is one of the few high-end companies
that can claim agenuine Russian Rocket
Scientist for its production manager!
The subject of this review is BAT's
hot-selling VK-D5 CD player with
HDCD. It's fully balanced in both the
digital and analog domains. Four BurrBrown PCM63K DACs are arrayed in
atrue differential configuration. The
player has abeautifully implemented
high-current tube output section using
six Russian 6922s. In keeping with
BAT family values, the VK-D5 is a

Description: CD player with tubed
output section using six 6922
tubes. Analog outputs: XLR and
RCA. Digital output: BNC, 75
ohms. Output voltage: 2V (each
phase). S/N ratio: 100dB. HDCD
compatible. Power consumption:
150VA maximum.
Dimensions: 19" W by 5.75" H by
15.5" D. Weight: 30 lbs net.
Serial number of unit reviewed:
OD070075.
Price: $4500. Approximate number of dealers: 50. Warranty: 5
years if registration form sent in
within 30 days of purchase, 1year
otherwise.
Manufacturer: Balanced Audio
Technology, 26 Beethoven Drive,
Wilmington, DE 19807. Tel: (800)
255-4228, (302) 999-8855. Fax:
(302) 999-8188. Web: www.bal
anced.com.
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BAT VK-D5 CD player

VK-D5, I'd plunked it down on top of a
small Michael Green ClampRack. The
YBA Blue Laser typically sits there, and
I've wired up the Expressive Technologies SU-1 step-up transformer from
this handy perch.
Therein lies the talc. The VK-D5
sounded fine —I loved the midrange —
yet Iwas disturbed by acertain lack of
clarity, transparency, and incisiveness.
Bummer. Soon after installation, short on
room, 1moved the VK-D5 aside to
replace it with the Expressive step-up for
analog duties. Iaccidentally rapped ashelf
while the gain was up, and I— was —
shocked. It produced adull /honk from the
surprised Radians. This provoked a
quick rethink about resonant-sensitive
components placed on this particular
stand. Back to the drawing board ...
The solution of the moment proved
to be aliberal and extremely effective
application of Black Diamond Racing
shelves and footers. I'll bring you up to
date on the BDR products in afuture
review, but they worked wonders at
decoupling components from the
heavy 27" by 24" MDF Signature
ClampRack shelves (Clamping is
another kettle of fish that can be quite
ATweaker's Tale
"Aw c'mon, Scull, can't you just review a effective, but it's far too much ola logistical nightmare for feckless reviewers
component like it comes out of the effsuch as I.)
ing box? What's with all the footers and
So you understand: Iconsider abasic
Embingo discs? Gimme abreak! Whyn't
tenet of the job to be an obligation to
you stick one a' them —"
get the best possible sound from the
Ahem. Well, actually, that's an interdevice in question. Even acomponent
esting question. Take the VK-D5. On
like the BAT, aplayer that should be
second thought, hands off. The VK-D5
immune to footering considerations,
is designed in amanner that should, by
clearly benefited from them. "What?" he
rights, obviate the effects of tweaking.
said in his best Jackie Mason voice, "I
Not quite. When Ifirst heard the

zero-negative-feedback design: no buffers, followers, or op-amps obstruct the
signal path.
The VK-D5 follows standard BAT
chassis-design criteria. It's housed in a
typically well-perforated case, the tubes
glowing warmly within. As in other BAT
components, atoroid transformer stands
at the right front of the chassis with the
transport mechanism off to the left. The
player weighs in at adense 30 lbs, so
you'd best keep afirm grip when heaving it about. The cosmetics are typically
BAT, the large blue display easy on the
eyes. On the fascia, Phase, HDCD, and
Operate pilot lights tell their talcs in
bright blue. The VK-R2 remote provides
complete control of the VK-D5, in addition to volume, fade, and mute functions
for the VK-3i and 5i preamps.
There are both XLR balanced and single-ended output jacks on the rear apron,
along with aBNC digital out Istuffed
the LEC mains in with Ensemble and
Synergistic Research power cords, as
found elsewhere in the system. (For more
details regarding the VK-D5's innards, see
my sidebar, "I Sing the Body Electric.")
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should keep this asecret from you?" And
before getting apoplectic at the cost,
remember please that this is aguide, not
an edict. That the player is best dccoupled from the support is, Isuggest, the
key piece of information.
Remember, the review process is a
starting point from which to build your
own tastes with continued experience.
Don't panic — the search for best sound

can bring great satisfaction and enrichment to your life. Why else would
everyone get so crazy behind it, as K-10
would say? In line with this, another,
more reasonably priced footering system that worked extremely well was
Bruce Bodlak's PolyCrystal cones and
spikes. The slightly more upscale GFlex Schwingungsdiimpfily Klein were
also effective.

Sound
All of the BAT VK-D5's best qualities
were those Imost often associate with
tubes. To begin, the VK-D5 turned out
one of the most developed midbands I've
ever heard from adigital product. I'm
not talking about smann, euphony, or an
oversweetened, time to make the donuts
glaze. On the contrary, there was always
a ton of information available in the

preamps have input impedances well
above 100k ohms, this high LF source
impedance will give arolled-off bass
when the VK-D5 is used with preamplifiers having low input impedances. This
can be seen in fig.l. The top pair of traces
is the VK-D5's response into a 100k
ohms load. (This was from the unbalanced output; the balanced output was
almost identical, with slightly greater
extension at the two frequency extremes.) Reducing the loading to 10k
ohms (a load typical of many solid-state
preamplifiers) gave fig.l's middle trace,
which rolls off by 23dB at 20kHz. This
will be audible as aslight thinning of the
sound, but also as an improvement in
low-frequency definition. And note that
with his YBA preamp, which offers
almost a200k ohm loading, J-10 felt that
there was aslight bloom in the low bass.
The bottom pair of traces in fig.1 is
the BA'T's response with de-emphasis
engaged (offset by -1dB for clarity). The

reasonably large (0.7dB) negative
response error will make pre-emphasized CDs sound slightly mellow, fortunately, almost no CDs are pre-emphasized. The VK-D5's channel separation
was superb, at better than 90dB in either
direction below lIcHz. A small degree of
capacitive coupling decreased the separation above that frequency with aL-R
figure of 68dB and aR-L figure of 80dB
at 20kHz, both of which are still good.
Fig2 shows a1
/
3-octave spectrum of
the BATs balanced output, while the
player decodes data representing a
dithered lkHz tone at -90dBFS. The
plot is clean and free from spurious
noises, though aslight power-supply
component can be seen in both channels at 120Hz. There is also apeak at
60Hz present in the left-channel output. Repeating this spectral analysis with
awider, 200kHz bandwidth and digital
silence gave the trace in fig3. Again, the
very small amount of power-supply
noise can be seen, but the plot is free
from idle tones and other digital nasties.
Though aslight negative error is apparent in the BATs linearity (fig.4), the
machine offered good performance to
below -110dBFS. The waveform of an
undithered lIcHz sinewave at -9031dBFS
(fig.5) was reproduced with a correspondingly accurate shape, the three levels easily apparent but with slightly more
noise overlaying the plot than with the
ultraquiet Meridian 50824 (reviewed
elsewhere in this issue).

Measurements

T

he BAT offered superb error correction, playing without skipping
through the Pierre Verany test CD's
track 33, which has adeliberate 2mm gap
in the data. The BATs output was noninverting from both single-ended and balanced jacks with the blue Invert LED off.
(Pin 2on the XLRs is wired to be "hot.")
At 2.175V, the output level from the single-ended RC.,As was 0.7dB higher than
the CD-standard 2V. From the balanced
jacks, the output level doubled to 436V.
The single-ended output impedance was
amoderate 882-908 ohms at middle and
high frequencies, but rose to avery high
8475 ohms in the low bass. Similarly, the
balanced output impedance varied between 986 ohms and 1203 ohms, but was
much higher —17k ohms—at 17Hz.
While both the YBA 6-chassis preamplifier preferred by Jonathan Scull
and Balanced Audio Technology's own
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Fig.4 BAT VK-D5, left channel, departure from
linearity (2dB/vertical div.).

Fig.5 BAT VK-D5, waveform of undithered lkHz
slnewave at -90.31dBFS (16-bit data).
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mids, and the naturally heightened resolution served the music in amost appealing and gratifying manner. This was certainly enhanced by the totally grainless,
airy, and bloomy soundfield the VK-D5
presented without ever breaking into a
sweat. Iwould say this special resolution
was slightly more in evidence in the
midband than at either frequency extreme, but this is aminor cavil.

The overall tonal balance seemed
natural, smooth, and without apparent
aberration. Imaging within the soundfield was corporeal, highly palpable,
and presented with lots of body and
presence. The upper midrange through
the treble was detailed, liquid, and
inviting — even transparent and incisive — all at the same time. If you like
inner light and openness in your fe-

male vocals, the VK-D5 is likely to set
your heart on fire.
Once again, I'd characterize the highs
as sounding natural — anything but inyour-face or zippy. However, the treble
could, when called upon, soar on strings
and blat mightily with brass. In fact,
when Iput the Nagra PL-P preamp back
into the system, Ithought it might be
impossible to find another player with a

This slightly higher noise floor can be
seen in the high-resolution jitter spectrum (fig.6). 1The grayed-out trace is the
Meridian's noise floor, which is close to
the theoretical 16-bit limit; the black
trace is that of the BAT, which can be
seen to be between 9dB and 13dB higher. Isuspect the noise comes from the
passive I/V topology used by the BAT
player. While this gives better performance in many areas compared with
the ubiquitous topology featuring an
op-amp chip, the price to pay is an
increase in random (thermal) noise.

The absolute timebase error in the
BAT's performance was just +9 parts
per million, and its measured jitter level
was very low, at 179.5 picoseconds
peak-peak. The colored number markers indicate components that the analyzer has identified as jitter. No components can be seen at the fundamental
data-related jitter frequency of 229Hz,
but there are components visible at the
third harmonic of that frequency. These
components, marked with ared "1,"
contribute 74ps to the total jitter figure.
It is important not to make too much of
the BATs slightly higher noise figure.
Thermal noise is probably subjectively
benign, and the player still has low noise in
absolute terms. This is put in perspective by
ftgs.7 and 8, which compare the spectrum
of the Miller jitter-test signal when played
back on the VK-D5 and Meridian 50824,
tespictively. (The analyzer this time was the
Audio Precision System One Dual Domain, set to a1024-point FFT length.)

Finally, it may use tubes, but the BAT
offers low distortion. This can be seen in
fig.9, which show the player's output
spectrum while it reproduces data representing 19kHz and 20kHz tones, each
at -6dBFS. The main intermodulation
component is the difference tone at
lkHz, which lies just below the
-80c1BFS mark. This is excellent measured performance.
—John Atkinson

1Sterrophile used to examine jitter at the DAC's wordclock pin, using the Meitner LIM analyzer. While this
produced consistent results, it is the effect ofjitter in the
auaks domain that really matters. To ascertain aCI)
player's jitter performance, therefore, we have switched
to the Miller Audio Research analyzer. This drives the
CD player under test with data representing an II kHz
tone at —1CkilIFS, while a229Hz tone toggles the L.Slis
on and off. A high-resolution FFT analysis-32,768
points, with 64 FFTs averaged —examines the noise
floor in the analog domain.
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treble more fully explicated and filigreed
than what Iwas hearing. As before, the
Nagra hauled me up close onto the stage
for that vivid, intimate perspective it presents — see my review in the January
Stereophile. The PL-P beautifully complemented the VK-D5 and allowed the
player's basic neutrality and lack of coloration to shine right through.
The bass range was excellent, while
not getting down quite as far or as tight
as the ultra-extended and utterly linear
Ensemble Dichronos. (Could it be any
other way? The full-bore Ensemble
front-end — DAC, Drive, cables, platforms, and isolation transformer —costs
more than $20k retail. Happily, though,
even given the inevitable law of diminishing returns and silly-money pricing,
you can sometimes get what you pray
for.) Comparing the VK-D5 to the YBA

VK-D5

very stygian depths. Ironically, the
slightly fulsome bottom end increased
the sense of slam, power, and room-filling authority of concert-hall timpani,
for example. It could have been atouch
tighter; it could also have cost agreat
deal more money, honey. Victor made
quite apoint about designing intelliIt could have been
gently to agiven price. But for me,
spoiled bastard that Iam, it was absoatouch tighter;
lutely no problem: Ialways found the
BAT's bass convincing and lively.
it could also have
Which leads me neatly to the VKD5's dynamics —an interesting considcost agreat deal more
eration with this player. Microdynamics
money, honey.
were presented in afantastic "only-withtubes" kind of way that Ifound immeasurably attractive. It was aconstruct of
Let's say the VK-D5's acoustic, high- perfect balance, of refined leading-edge
quality bass goes down quite low transient information in natural progresenough, then slightly bulges out in the sion to rich harmonic development and

CD-1 Blue Laser, which clocks in at a
more competitive $6k, Ifound them
running about neck-and-neck in overall
bass quality — ahigh compliment to
both players.

ISing the Body Electric (or Let's Get Differential)
esigner Victor Khomenko goes
through alot when designing
D
BAT products. For one thing, he

by abuffer. The buffer is often an opamp, which is also used quite alot for
the current-to-voltage conversion. Did
"listens" to the circuit boards and you know there are a number of
designs that claim to be vacuum tube,
components.
Victor: 'We have to listen to the but in reality are nothing more than
noise they make to know how they're typical [solid-state] implementations
behaving. Listening through anormal with atube cathode-follower buffer? If
home audio system, you'd hear no you take out the cathode followers on
noise and think everything's fine. But these players, it changes nothing! It's
we have to go deeper than that. Like a just 'tubes-in-the-box' marketing.
"Our own circuit is quite unique,"
doctor with astethoscope, we amplify
the completed boards to check their he finally offered. (What took him so
heartbeat and breathing. The nature of long?) "The I/V converter, filter, gain
the noise tells us alot. It should sound stage, and buffer are all packaged in
uniform, clean, and, well, beautiful — one circuit that has aparticular frenothing forward or abnormal. We also quency-response characteristic. This
listen to the sound of individual com- accomplishes another goal, that of
ponents, their reactions to vibration reducing cost by using fewer compoand shock. And we analyze the boards nents. Since most balanced designs
have four separate circuit elements
to find their resonant nodes so we can
tie them down with judiciously placed multiplied four times for differential
screws rather than at random. And this, operation, well, that's alot of circuits.
But by combining individual building
of course, affects the boards' layout."
When Imentioned the no-jitter blocks, BATs gain stages operate with
advantage of single-box designs, Victor onlyfour elements.
"The output of the DACs is delivsurprised me. "Well, we keep jitter
down by using aproprietary servo ered to aunique current/voltage conboard that synchronizes the Philips verter using high-quality Vishay bulk
transport mechanism to asingle master foil resistors in apassive, differential
clock. But Ithink what's more impor- configuration. The signal is then amplitant is to look at the entire circuit. For fied by atubed circuit using high-curinstance, after the DACs there are sev- rent plate-loaded triodes. It's an exteneral elements that must be in place. sion of our UnistageTM construction [as]
First there's current/voltage conver- found, for example, in the VK5 presion, then an analog reconstruction fil- amp. Plate loading uses amuch lower
ter to remove the sampling frequency, degree of local feedback than typical
and then again stage typically followed cathode-follower designs, which use
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100% local feedback."
Victor ruminated further on true
differential operation: "It's common in
many designs to see all four phases of
the balanced signal treated separately.
But you understand that the signal is
not really in all four phases, it's in the
deerence between each pair —the differential signal. The rest is simply
garbage and noise. So we totally
decouple the differential signal from
ground, and in doing so eliminate
common-mode 'intrusion.'
"Here's how it works. You've got
two signals, common-mode and differential. Common-mode can be of
avery large value, but the heart of
the signal is the small difference
between the two phases of the differential signal — it's quite minute.
Often these small signals arrive on
top of 100V of common-mode signal! Looking for small variations in
large values can throw you off. It's
far better to look directly at the much
cleaner small signal.
"The problem arises with these
other designs that treat the four phases
as independent signals. That reintroduces large-value common-mode signals that contaminate and blur the picture. At all times the signal within the
VK-D5 is treated deerentially as acombined music signal derived from the
difference between the two phases."
And don't you forget it.
—Jonathan Scull
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BAT
acoustic decay. These lovingly crafted
sonorities were always solidly placed
within the velvety blackness of acoustic
space. The sound in general wasn't altogether as smooth, velvety, and refined as
the YBA CD-1, or as transparent and
linear as the far more costly Ensemble
Dichronos. But the extraordinary way in
which the VK-D5 handled the allimportant low-level shifts in dynamic
contrasts breathed life into the music. It
always enriched the listening experience
while barely calling attention to itself.
Special, very special. And macrodynamics were hardly given short shrift. The
player always served up alarge, powerful, coherent, dynamic soundstage, alive
with music and perforniance.
Tiger Okoshi's Echoes C!! aNote: A Tribute to Louis "Pops" Armstrong is one of
those great Taguchi-produced JVC
XRCDs (JVCXRC-0030-2), and "Basin
Street Blues" showed off perfectly the
best the VK-D5 can do. And what great
music! Iwas connected, with astrong
sense of Okoshi's delight at playing
these classic tunes. My notes: "Completely effortless, incredibly airy, with
space and bloom. Low-level dynamics
arc superb. Tiger's horn is razor-sharp,
with not ahint of hardness or grain.
Transparency is of avery high order; the
Radians truly disappeared. Timing is
everything on `St James Infirmary,' and
here the mesh is perfect."
Bill Holman's Brilliant Corners: Music of
Thelonious Monk is another Taguchi JVC
XRCD production (JVCXR-0028-2).
Listening to "'Round Midnight," I
became incredulous. The soundstage
was enormous and enveloping —Bob
Efford's bass clarinet sounded like sex
on wheels. When the band picks up and
lifts the music on arising scrim of sound
and power, Efford's clarinet soars to
match. It was very moving. Notes: "The
acoustic bass solo the VK-D5 delivers is
all about articulation and luscious
midrange madness. The swing is profound but restrained, pace and timing
are spot on. If it's possible to take abath
in soundwaves, this is it!" Hey, if you
don't get excited, what's the point? It
was agood listening session.

Associated Equipment

M

ost of the time the VK-D5 was
wired up to the VK-5i to take
advantage of differential operation.
Unsurprisingly, the two pieces mated
beautifully. Iwired up the frontend, the VTL Wotan amps, and the
JMIab Utopia speakers with either
Synergistic Research Designer's Reference or TARA Labs The One,
with its multiple Isolated Shield
Matrixie Floating Ground Stations?"
The VK,135 also served the Forsell
Statement amplifier on the Radian
HCs. (This combo must be heard to
be believed. The Forsell's inherent
bloom perfectly complements the
HC's clarity and coherence, especially when wired up with triwire
MIT MH-850 CVTerminator speaker cables.) Iused the balanced inputs
on both these behemoths to take
advantage of balanced running when

very fitting M asterfl uxTM interconnect.
Ican report with aclear conscience
that the VK-D5's RCA jacks aren't
afterthoughts thrown in for good measure. Don't forget, all processing within
the VK-D5 is carried out derentially,
regardless of the output. The Nagra's
adjustable input potentiometers allowed
me to finely optimize the throughput,
and Iwound up with ahugely entertaining sound. Man, it was vivacious!
Iracked up another trip-hop favorite
around here: A Grand Lowe Story by Kid
Loco (Yellow Productions/East West
3984 208052). Notes: "You lose the
lovely analoglike midrange and top end
of the XRCD. This is arougher pop
mix, without the same level of refinement and subtlety as the JVCs. But it's
energetic, colorful, and vivid, full of
impact and slain — the transients licking
off the Radians are astonishing! The
openness and clarity in the highs are so
very Nagra."
The VK-D5 fell — in abig way —for
the YBA Signature 6Chassis. Once I'd
hooked it up to the Tape In RCAs of
'Scuse me,
the French dual-mono-everything preI'm feeling unbalanced...
amp, the game was well and truly over.
Since reportedly nearly 50% of VK-D5
Ah, the velvet, the velvet, the extension
owners arc dropping their players into
systems other than BAT's own, I top and bottom, the linearity and refinement, the utter clarity...
switched to the player's single-ended
Spoiled again.
RCAs and tied them to the Nagra and
Running the VK-D5 balanced prothe YBA Signature 6Chassis. Iused sinduced the best results, better yet into
gle-ended versions of the TARA cables,
BAT's own VK-5i. Switching to singleand had good luck with Ensemble's
Stereophik, May 1998
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using the BAT front-end.
Ialso auditioned the VK-D5 single-ended into the Nagra PL-P and
the YBA Signature 6chassis preamplifiers. Comparison digital frontends included Ensemble's Dichrono
Drive and DAC (now with anti-jitter
upgrade module installed), the Forsell
D/A driven by the Dichrono Drive,
and the YBA CD-1 Blue Laser.
Effective tweaks included aliberal
dose of Black Diamond Racing
shelves and footers, along with a
scattering of Shakti Stones and OnLines. Shun Mook Mpingos were
placed about and, as usual, worked
to good cumulative effect. If you're
turning red in the phase —er,face, let
me refer you back to "A Tweaker's
Tale" for aquick splash of cold water.
You can read it even if you're already
an inveterate tweaker! -Jonathan scull

ended slightly lessened the extremely
high palpability factor while rendering
asoundstage that was just atouch less
transparent. Balancing this neatly, the
highs sounded atad more incisive and
fast running single-ended, especially on
the Nagra. I'd say you don't lose much
more than apercentage point or two of
overall performance when using the
single-ended outputs; Ican recommend both configurations with no
qualms at all.
Stacking it up
So how does the BAT VK-D5 stack up?
At $4500, it sits at avery touchy price
point. For that kind of money you can
expect ahigh order of performance, especially in these fluxional digital times. [See
my comparisons between the BAT; the Wadia
850, and the Mark Levinson No39 elsewhere
in titis isstre.—Edi And it's an integrated
player, of course —just one box.
Icould easily live with aCD player
like this. While it's bested in some ways
by the far more costly Ensemble gear, it
fights on alevel playing field with the
YBA CD-1 for my musical affections.
Each offers agenuine slice of high-end
sound. The YBA is abit more removed,
elegant, and refined. The VK-D5 is
more emotional, immediate, and lively,
retaining the exquisite palpability and
dynamic capability of an unfettered,
well-turned-out tube circuit. BAT has
done it again.
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Equipment
Brian

Report
Damkroger

Kimber Kable BiFocal-L &
BiFocal-XL loudspeaker cables

T

here aren't many things you can
really count on anymore, other than:
James Bond will always save the
world and get the girl, the dog will need to
go out at 5am on your day off, it may take
three hours but the ship will sink, and
Kimber Kable will always use their distinctive "open-weave" construction.
Since 1979, the Kimber concept of
separating, counter-rotating, and interleaving acable's positive and negative
conductors to prevent the formation of
acoherent field has been the basis of
their products and afixture of the High
End. Even the for-millionaires-only
Black Pearl uses athree-wire braid as its
basic conductor unit — it's just encased
in an isotropic gel and hidden inside a
black braided outer shell.
Well, guess what? Not only do Kimber's new BiFocal speaker cables eschew open-weave construction, they're
aharbinger of things to come —the first
appearance of the designs to be used
in !Umber's new Select series. What's
next? The Denver Broncos winning the
Super Bowl?
Kimber's BiFocal-L and XL are biwire—configured speaker cables that are
supplied factory-terminated with either
Kimber's PostMaster spade lugs or
WBT locking banana plugs. Borrowing
from the Black Pearl, the BiFocals use
acompliant core (rubber-based here,
lead-filled in the BP) surrounded by
layers of conductors positioned at spedfic distances from the center. In the
full-range XL version, the inner, highfrequency layer consists of 12 Tefloninsulated copper VariStrandi conductors. The conductors are braided tightly
around the spongy core, the positive
and negative conductors wound in opposite directions.
Next comes alayer of what Kimber
calls "electrostatic dissipating yarn,"
which serves as both an interlayer spacer
and adrain for electrostatic energy. The
1VariStrand conductors house seven different-sized
strands in aconfiguration designed to minimize resonances and phase shift duc to skin effect. BiFocal conductors are similar to those in Kimber's TC cables, but
use aslightly different Teflon formulation.
2Reviewed bv Jack English in December 1994 (Vol.17
No.12).
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BiFocal-L and BiFocal-XL loudspeaker cables

outer layer consists of 24 conductors
(also Teflon/copper VariStrand and
with counter-rotating plus and minus
sets) that carry the low frequencies. The
entire assembly is about 125" in diameter and quite flexible, and is finished in
an attractive black-fabric mesh.
The smaller 'L version is designed to
be amore cost-effective alternative for
systems that demand less current transfer
in the low frequencies; for example, those
built around smaller two-way designs
and/or amplifiers of low power or high
output impedance. It uses the same conductors as the XL, but half as many in
each layer, and with aslightly different
radial spacing between the layers.
BiFocal-L
After burning them in for 200 hours,
Iinstalled the BiFocal-Ls in asystem that
tends to be just slightly to the cool side
of neutral, built around aVAC Renaissance 70/70 amplifier2 (that has an output impedance of approximately 2ohms
in zero-feedback mode) and Gershman
Acoustics Avant Garde loudspeakers.
The BiFocal dropped right in without any dramatic announcement of its
presence — always agood sign — and
over the course of several weeks Igrew
more and more impressed with its overall balance. No particular aspect of its
performance drew undue attention to
itself; afew seconds into an album or
CD, the system would fade into the
background, leaving only the music.
Overall, the BiFocal had apresenta-

don that could be described as slightly
light, or perhaps abit dry. For starters,
its tonal balance was close to neutral, but
abit to the lean or cool side of dead center. Violins, particularly near the top of
their range, were slightly more prominent, and seemed to have slightly larger
dynamic transients — more bloom and
swell — than did double bass, lower
woodwinds, and cello. With some
other cables, the Nirvana S-L being
agood example, the opposite is true.
Quoting from my notes: with the Nirvanas there "is definitely more weight,
awarmer tonal balance, and everything
has more body, arounder sound, more
dimensionality."
A second component of the BiFocal's
personality was that it placed agreater
emphasis on detail and transients than
on continuity. On Jaime Laredo's reading of the Mozart Violin Concerto 3
(RCA LSC-2957), the solo violin was

Description: biwired, factoryterminated speaker cable.
Prices: BiFocal-L, $1000/8'
pair, $100 each additional foot;
BiFocal-XL, $1500/8' pair, $150
each additional foot.
Approximate
number
of
dealers: 120
Manufacturer: Kimber Kable, 2752
South 1900 West, Ogden, UT 84401.
Tel: (801) 621-5530. Fax: (801)
627-6980. Web: www.kimber.com
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Adrenaline Planar Source System from Wisdom Audio as the
Technological Reference for all other speakers to be judged
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Kimber
exquisite. The pure, rich tone and the
understatement of Laredo's playing has
always given me the feeling of being
pulled into and wrapped inside the
music, and the Bifocal captured this
wonderfully. Low-level details — intricacies of Laredo's fingering, the vibration of the strings, the resonance of the
violin's body — were distinct with the
Bifocal, but naturally so, without any
sense of artificial emphasis or over-etching. Bow strokes were precise and had a
sharp, rosinous bite, but the notes' initial
attacks were correctly balanced with
their body and decay.
With Classic Records' nifty reissue of
Red Rodney's 1957 (Xanadu/Classic S
1206), the trumpet and sax seemed alittle light via the Kimber cables, but were
alive with inner detail, and with areproduction of subtle dynamic and pitch
shadings that was natural and nothing
short of arresting.
Although not treated quite as lavishly
as solo instruments were, most orchestral sections were reproduced well, with
agood balance of detail, transients, and
body within the section. Smaller sections and less complicated passages fared
somewhat better in this regard, with the
Bifocal's ability to unravel complicated
Associated Components
Analog front-end: Immedia
RPM-2 turntable and tonearm,
Clearaudio Gamma Gold cartridge; VPI TNT Mk.IV turntable, JMW Memorial tonearm,
Benz-Micro LO4 cartridge.
CD players: California Audio
Labs DX-2, Parasound CDP-1000.
Preamplifiers: VAC CPA1
Mk.II, AHT-P phono stage.
Power amplifiers: VAC Renaissance 70/70, VTL Ichiban and
M13750.
Loudspeakers: Gerslunan Acoustics Avant Garde, Castle Severn,
Audio Artistry Dvorak.
Accessories: Bright Star Audio
isolation systems, PAC Super
IDOS and Nirvana AC delivery/isolation systems, VP! and
Disc Doctor record-cleaning systems, Music Fidelity Disc Solution and Nordost CD treatment fluids, EchoBusters roomtreatment products.
For more detailed room and
system descriptions, see www.
nmia.com/- bkdamkr
—Brian Darnkroger

Stereophile, May 1998

inner details and maintain image dimensionality diminishing slightly as
things got more complicated.
A third component of the Kimber's
presentation was that it was alittle less
obvious in its retrieval of ambience cues
and produced aless tangible acoustic
envelope than did some other cables, or
than does aconcert hall. There wasn't
quite the expansive, seamless soundstage and space that some cables produce, the sense of the entire orchestra
sharing acommon acoustic space. The
Kimbers' soundstage was a bit diminished, both side to side and front
to back, yet the sections themselves
seemed more widely spaced, as if they
were in distinct acoustic spaces that
didn't quite overlap. The separation was
particularly noticeable between the solo
violin and the remainder of the orchestra, as if the violin were highlighted or
spotlit —ie, slightly too large. Arguably
this is simply amore accurate reproduction of discontinuities resulting from
miking patterns, but the overall effect
was somewhat disjointed rather than
seamless, the way it is in aconcert hall.
Switching to another favorite reference disc, aBellaphon German Pressing
of the Ray Brown Trio's Soular Energy
(Bellaphon/Concord Jazz LELP 111),
the Kimber's subtle flavors remained, but
its impact on the music was completely
different. Where the BiFocal's discontinuity was a bit distracting with the
Mozart, its cooler tonal balance and
sharper transients were aperfect match
for ajazz trio. Continuity was less oían
issue, so the sharper spatial and temporal edges gave everything more of the
energy and impact of alive club performance. It was as if everyone woke up
and had asecond cup of coffee.
The more distinct image outlines
made it easier to follow individual players. For example, it was much easier to
track the guitar line under the louder
sax solo, and there was awealth of additional low-level and inner detail.
The cymbals' leading edges were particularly crisp with the Bifocal, and
seemed to explode with the bite that the
instruments have live. There was more
air as well, and more shimmer as they
decayed. In comparison, alot of the
other cables Itried sounded alittle slow
and closed-in.
It's not surprising that adescription of
the BiFocal's strengths sounds alot like
those of Kimber's 4AG: detail, speed,
sharp transients, exceptional reproduction of dynamic and pitch subtleties.
What was surprising was how different
they actually do sound, and how easy it

Kable

Bifocals

is to view the Bifocal as an evolutionary
advance. The Bifocal couldn't quite
match the AG's intricate articulation of
transients, or its delicacy and air at the
very top and razor-sharp control of the
lowest lows, but the Bifocal unquestionably had amore natural overall balance. Instead of attention being drawn
to the upper midrange and frequency
extremes, there was amore even handling of detail across the frequency spectrum that gave the Bifocals alarger,
deeper soundstage. Tonally, the Bifocal
was much wanner and, in direct comparisons, seemed to more correctly capture an instrument's timbre.
The most noticeable difference, however, was how the Bifocal filled things in —
anote's body between its leading and
trailing edges, an instrument's harnionic
structure above the fundamental, even
an image's dimensionality and body
within its outer edges. On the Ray Brown
disc, the 4AG's handling of notes' leading edges positively supercharged the
presentation with alive feel, but in comparison to the Bifocal it came off sounding like all transients and details. The
piano was all struck keys and vibrating
strings, but no soundboard or resonating
body. Ray Brown's bass was finger snaps
and strings slapping the neck, with a
sense of the instrument's body resonating only every fifth note or so. With the
Bifocal, notes weren't just leading edges,
and instruments were far more than just
strings or keys.
The effect was spatial as well: the
4AG seemed to highlight image edges
or spotlight individual players within
an orchestral section, while the Bifocal
filled in the bodies and tonal colors,
giving images the third dimension.
DCC has just released asuper 180gm
pressing of an old favorite, Joni Mitchell's Court and Spark (DCC LPZ2044), and "Twisted" was agreat example of the differences. With the 4AG,
her voice and the bass guitar were pristine, wonderfully detailed, and sharply outlined. Switching to the Bifocal
slightly softened the focus on fine details and the temporal and spatial edges,
but gave the images body and depth.
The bass took on awarm bounce, and
Mitchell's vocal felt more like ahuman
voice singing in areal space.
BiFocal-XL
Imoved to the "more" version of the
Bifocal — more wires, more diameter,
more money. There was also more
texture, more detail, more air, more
depth, more control, more of everything
good —just plain more. True, the differ145
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ence depended on the surrounding system. With the 30Wpc Luxman SQ-38S
integrated and the two-way Castles, the
differences were minimal. When Idid
the comparison between the BiFocal-L
and the 'XL in asystem built around
the 750W VTL MB750s and the Audio
Artistry Dvorak loudspeakers, however,
the differences were dramatic. It was

Images were more
three-dimensional,
more palpable, and
substantially more vivid
with the 'XLs.
akin to increasing the color saturation on
amonitor and simultaneously increasing
the resolution from 600 to 1200 dots per
inch. Images were more three-dimensional, more palpable, and substantially
more vivid with the 'XLs, the BiFocal-Ls
sounding slightly congested and abit
washed out in comparison. With the
'XLs there was also amuch better sense
of images being positioned on the
soundstage — which itself increased in
size and opened up —and of interacting
with the surrounding space. The slight
discontinuity of the 'L version was completely eliminated with the 'XL.
During "Saturn," from the Mehta/
LAPO recording of Holst's Planets
(London/Classic CSDC 6734), one
section of the orchestra after another
enters, builds ominously, and recedes,
only to be replaced by the next. With
the 'XL, each instrument or section
was exquisitely detailed, distinct, and
locked in place, but there was absolutely no doubt that all were sharing the
same acoustic environment. The space
between instruments was actually substantially opened up compared to the 'L
version, but was not at all discontinuous. Rather, it was filled with the mix
of low-level sounds and the hall's
ambience that you hear — or feel — at
alive performance.
Another area where the BiFocal-XL
excelled was in its ability to sort out
complex passages and crescendos. In
fact, the more demanding the music,
the bigger the differences between the
two versions. Toward the end of "Saturn," averitable cacophony of instruments explodes, with aseries of bells
laid over the top of everything. The
BiFocal-L did adecent job of keeping
everything sorted out, but switching to
the 'XL resulted in asignificant improvement. The instruments were all
Stereophile, May 1998

more distinct and vibrant, but the difference in the bells was stunning. With the
XL they had so much more inner detail,
and were so much more dimensional,
that Iswitched back twice to make sure
that Iwas listening to the same passage.
Not surprisingly, there was asubstantial difference in the two versions'
bass performances, with the 'XL having
far better control, pitch definition, and
detail. On "Saturn," for example, it was
dead simple to distinguish between bass
drum, timpani, and double basses, regardless of how softly they were playing,
or even among individual double basses
within the section. On one of my favorite
bass torture tests, "Bali Run" from Fourplay's Iiiittp/ay (Warner Bros. 26656-2),
the 'XL was noticeably tighter on the
electric bass runs at the piece's opening.
Still, as obvious as the bottom-end improvements were, they weren't as dramatic or as musically significant as the
overall improvements in resolution, inner detail, and continuity. Ididn't have
the opportunity to compare the BiFocals
on asingle-ended system, or on one
based on aset of super two-ways, either
of which might have made for an interesting comparison. With abig amp and a
full-range speaker, however, it was no
contest. The BiFocal-L is unquestionably
avery good cable and substantially less
expensive, but once you hear the difference in performance, you won't go back.
Somehow, some way, that difference in
price just isn't going to seem all that big.
Summary
111c 011-ocal-L and BiFocal-XL are excellent speaker cables and are both highly recommended. The 'L version offers
awell-balanced mix of characteristics
that should mate beautifully with awide
range of systems. In mine, its performance fell neatly among those of several
different cables that all perform well, if
offering slightly different perspectives.
The BiFocal-XL, on the other hand—
in the right system — is abig step up in
essentially every way, and among the
best speaker cables I've heard. At $1500/
8' pair it's not cheap, but neither is it
particularly expensive in today's cablepricing sweepstakes — especially given
its performance.
Given the transitional nature of the
BiFocal, one of the most intriguing
findings was that both versions substantially improved on the performance of
Kimber's own 4AG, itself avery good
cable and noticeably better than its copper-conductor predecessors. Makes me
wonder how good the rest of the new
Kimber Select wires are going to be. in
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THE RIVERSIDE TENOR SESSIONS
Despite various reissue formats over several decades, the seven original LPs
contained in THEIONIOUS MONK — THE RIVERSIDE TENOR SESSIONS stood
perfectly well on their own at the time of initial release and remain among the highest
achievements of a truly golden age.

Recorded and released between 1956 and 1961,

these seven Monk combo albums were critical in Monk's emergence from a decade of
ridicule and neglect to his status at the pinnacle of the jazz pantheon. In addition to
some of his best recorded piano performances and more than two dozen of his
profoundly personal compositions, these albums provide an overview of the era's
major tenor saxophonists, with contributions by Sonny Rollins, Coleman Hawkins, John
Coltrane, Johnny Griffin, Charlie Rouse and Harold Land. Max Roach, Art Blakey, Roy
Haynes and Thad Jones are among the other jazz immortals featured on the essential
Brilliant Corners, Monk's Music, Thelonious Monk and John Coltrane, Thelonious in
Action, Misterioso, 5 by Monk by 5 and Quartet Plus Two at the Blackhawk ... Like the
Miles Davis quintet records contained in Analogue Productions' MILES DAVIS
QUINTET: THE GREAT PRESTIGE RECORDINGS, these Monk albums are among the
pinnacle of the LP art — and they have never sounded better.
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The Mastering of Lori Lieberman Aeolis 'Feu!'
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Recordings on Vinyl
at AcousTech Mastering

HOME OF WHISPERS
"Listen and Ithink .rou'll agree, this

do!

is one of the best sounding CDs you've

ever heard, and probably one (I t& best
recordings you've ever heard. period."
— Michael Frentel: Tracking Angle
Lori Lieberman and Gene
Pope Ill (Owner of
PopeMusic)

Gene Pope III (Recording
Engineer) and Kevin Gray
(Mastering Engineer) with
Cello Palette
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Gary Salstrom (Plating
Manager). Lori and Don
MacInnis (Owner of RTI)
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Lori and Don with final
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EDITION—

Joe Cali (Producer), Lori,
Kevin and Gene

A

Oscar Ciornei (Consultant).
Lon and Don

LP = APOP 3005 $25.00
CD = CPOPG 2005 $25.00
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ATHOUSAND DREAMS
Won't hear a mare honest,

natural recording Man this, no matter
whew you look. This is amost classy
disc, acut above time usual audiophile
fare and well worth alisten." — Michael
Fremer, Tracking Angle
"...it has precisely the right balance
if clarity and ambiance. of warmth and
brilliance. It is. in fact, astunning bit of
engineering. This is awondedid disc
worthy of astrong reconunendation." — Hem. Fogel
"...it's chilling, pure sound wrapped around pure emotion. too
good for both the audiophile set and the majors." — Ken Kessler
LP = APOP 3001 $25.00
CD = CPOPG 2001 $25.00
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Due to the success of the Miles Davis, "The Great Prestige
Recordings," LP Box Set and the high demand for aCD version,
Analogue Productions has teamed up with DCC to produce a
deluxe 24k Gold CD Box Set DCC has the rights for these titles
and their reputation for quality is an ideal match for this limited
edition set The five CD Box Set will include asong-by-song
essay by Bob Blumenthal. It is also filled with outstanding
photos of Miles and his bandmates.
The LP Box Set has already received Stereophile's "Recording
of the Month" in March 1997 and Wes Phillips wrote, "It just
might be record of the year"

LP= AAPJ 035 S200.00 (5 LP Set)
Mastered by Stan Ricker
Manufactured by Analogue Productions

TO ORDER CALL:

CD =CDCC 035 S175.00 (5 CDs)
Mastered by Steve Hoffman
Manufactured by DCC

1-800-716-3553
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Aural Symphonics •BEL "The Wire"
Cardas •Discovery •Goertz Alpha Core
Illuminati •Kimber Kable •Kimber Select*
Magnan •Mod Squad
Nordost-Flatline •Ocos •Prisma
Purist Audio Design •Siltech
Straightwire •van den Hul
XLO Electric- All Series
New -Kimber Select'
Yamamura Systems
Has Arrived"

CATALOG -Dedicated
To get your copy of Audio Outlets Reference Guide and aSIA00 discount coupon

API Powerwedge
Audio Prism, Lightspeed
Noisetrapper •Seakay
Tice Audio •Versalabs Tice Audio Power Block lila

good on your first purchase of $50.00 or
more. send 54.00 along with your mailing
address or call with your credit card information.

69 S. Moger Avenue
Mount Kisco, NY 10549
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(unless you count Fleetwood Mac,
which Idon't), the awards were hohum (Smashing Pumpkins wins by
default), and, worst of all, there were no
verbal or physical gaffes by rockers.
For years I've smiled as friends and
colleagues have silently evaluated my
sanity, not to mention my tastes, when
I mention that Iwouldn't miss the
Grammies. It ain't the starpower — I
watch in the hope that I'll witness a
grotesquerie, some epicurean crime
"Rock'n'roll has had it. The teenagers
against humanity, the kind of freakish
arc beginning to look to better music."
indelicacy you can get only when the
—Boston deejay Bill Marlowe,
music business trots out in its finery and
Time, November 1957
sits down to fête itself.
If you watched, then you know that
srock'n'roll finally dead? Forty years
this year my voyeurism was handsomeago it was apest, anuisance, afad.
One of the secrets
ly rewarded. First, there was the acid
Yet despite all the predictions, the
casualty who was twittering about durfuror for Elvis Presley grew into an
of rock'n'roll's success
ing Bob Dylan's set with "Soy Bomb"
undeniable force that branched out in so
painted on his chest. After seeing
many different directions that its fran(besides rebellion and a
Dylan's sideways glances at this mischise seemed beyond eradication —it
2/4 beat) was that it was
guided soul, Inow know that looks can
became the world's most recognized
indeed kill.
cultural currency, aphenomenon whose
committed to possibility.
Iseriously doubt, however, if in my
finest practitioner reckoned that his
lifetime I'll ever equal the divine highband was "bigger than Jesus Christ."
There is no emotion,
art weirdness of watching and listening
One of the secrets of rock'n'roll's sucto Aretha Franklin wend her way
cess (besides rebellion and a2/4 beat)
event, or state of mind
through "Nessun Donna," from Giacowas that it was committed to possibility.
mo Puccini's Turandot. Idoubt if even
that rock'n'roll
Love, sex, murder, war, authority, cars,
the deft and daffy Matt Groening (The
death, marriage, taking a bath, blue
hasn't tackled.
Simpsom, etc.) could have spawned it:
moons of Kentucky, "some stupid with a
One of the greatest soul singers of all
flare gun" — there is no emotion, event,
time, smiling like Caruso, decked out in
or state of mind that rock'n'roll hasn't
asuit with mink collar and cuffs, braving
that kids are too busy playing Nintendo
tackled. From its earliest days, it unconto practice their guitars. Isubscribe to
her way in English through the most
sciously recognized that thriving and
famous tenor aria in all of opera. Ihate
the street-level zen of artistic cycles: all
expanding its own definition, both musito sound like abeer commercial here,
art forms, no matter how exalted or
cally and lyrically, were the same thing.
but honestly, does it get any better than
gutbucket, follow cycles of re-evaluIts billions of fans understood that to
that? It certainly can't get any more
ation and reinvigoration. The moral is
keep an artistic edge, rock'n'roll —
macabre —unless, of course, you heard
comforting: stick around, it's all hapwhich grew up, spread out, and became
NARAS prez Michael Green say that it
pened before.
just "rock" —had to have relentless forwas the best thing to happen to classical
Judging from the advances I've
ward momentum. Subgenres rose, influmusic in along time.
received so far this year (Tommy
enced or inspired other splinters, and
To her credit, Aretha was astand-in
Keene, Grant Lee Buffalo, Joe Ely) a
then sank — not so quietly —into being
for Luciano Pavarotti. The tenor had
new wave of inspiration does seem to
"oldies" or "classic rock." There were
fallen ill, acondition that relieved him
always amillion songs to be written, a be gathering. Still, if you're arock'n'roll
of revealing that his voice, at one time
fan, these arc dark, scary times. Thank
billion messages to be conveyed, an invery compelling in this aria, is now sevGod for reissues.
exhaustible galaxy of life and soul and,
eral clicks of the odometer past
yes, rebellion to be dipped into forever.
attempting Puccini's showpiece. Best of
But suddenly rock'n'roll is no longer a Grammy whammy
all was when Aretha's gospel training
What brought rock'n'roll's current
rat race full of sex, drugs, and itself. Havtook over and she added just apinch of
plight into sharp focus for me was the
ing not looked back for acouple of genGrammies. There were virtually no
growl and vibrato. Giacomo, we hardi
l
i
i
erations, it's suddenly winded, walking
knew ye!
compelling guitar-band performances
around the infield with its hands on its
"The kids have accepted this twanging
guitar, this nasal unintelligible sound,
this irritating sameness of lyrics, this
lamentable croak. They've picked a
sound all their own, apart from anything
the adults like. Rock'n'roll is still as
strong as ever, and we'll have to live
with it until the kids find anew sound."
—Chicago deejay Marty Faye in
Time, November 1957

hips, desperately wondering what's next.
A recent look at Billboard's Top 200
revealed that, of the first 25 albums,
rock'n'roll was represented by the ragtag
mob of Matchbox 20, Pearl Jam, Chumbawamba, Fleetwood Mac, and Marcy
Playground. Guitar rock isn't slipping,
it's flat on its face.
Some music cognoscenti blame the
business for this low point, pointing to
the ruthless promotion of debut albums
at the expense of longterm career
building, and the current obsession
with marketing inanimate "acts" like
the Spice Girls. Then there's the theory
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Stereophilelleviewers Speak about portable
headphone stuff: About the Etymotic ER4S, "For
recording engineers. Ithink the ER-4Ses would
be an indispensable tool—isolation plus accuracy
make odifficult combinotion to top. For travelers. Ican't recommend anything more highly.
They help me arrive more rested—through the
reduction of rumeie—ond in ogreat mood, since
I've amused myself on myjourney." Wes Phillips.
Vol. 18 No.7, July 1995. About theSupreme: "With
some products, to see them is to wont to possess
them; the HeadRoom Supreme foils into that
category...F1 rémorkobty well-thought-out, wellengineered product ot on excellent price. Longdistonce travel will not be the some again. Highly
recommended—give thot 800 number o call!"
John Atkinson, Vol.17 No.1, Jon. 1994. About the
Traveler Bog: "...for the one specialized task of
consolidoting everything you need for portable
high-quality listening, this bog is incredibly wellthought-out...lt has simplified my trovels—and
helped make them imponderably more enjoyable to boot. That's better thon on upgrade to
first doss." Wes Phillips, Vol. 18 No.10. Oct. 1995,
The Supreme has appeared twice os on Amplification Component of the Year Runner-Up: 1994
and 1996. It is currently rated Class Bon the Recommended Components list. Stereophile Reviewers Speak about HeadRoom Home Headphone Stuff: About the HeadRoom Audio Image Processor: "From disc to disc Ialways found
the processed signal on improvement, even
where the effect on the imaging was vonish-

ly slight: But the true worth of the
H •dRoom circuit will be revealed with exte •ed listening—I don't wont to underestim eits importance by stressing the subtle not e of the change. It's o cumulative benefit,
ducing listening fatigue by osubstantial margin. In fact, 1suspect that subtlety is one of the
most reliqble indicators of the correctness of
the prrr
ocesising...1 could listen for hour after hour.
with
iceobly less effort." Wes Phillips, Vol.
18 At,. 1, Jan. 1995. About the Sennheiser 580:
Ultra-smooth. ultra-detailed open-bock dynamic headphones with full, extended low
frequencies. ..JA's dynamic headphone reference." Recommended Components list, Class
"8", Vol.19 No.10, Oct 1996. About the Max:
"Iirtkulote—that's the one word that best describes Max. Oh, there ore others: Post, rkh,
complex—and paradoxically simple os
well...Ultimotely, however, Imust keep returning
to that least definable of qualities, but the one
that most inhabits my love for Max: the coherent
articulation of the essence of music.. The headphone listener today does not lock for choices
when it comes to headphone amps... I'd have to
soy the HeadRoom Max is the one to beat.. .1 wont
one!" Wes Phillips, Vol.20 No.2, Feb.1997.
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Puccini's Turandot

W

become the national anthem of tenors—
hen Iwas an opera-learning any Prince who wishes to marry her, on
the condition that he will be beheaded if require great lyricism and beauty of tone.
pup back in the '60s, Iwas
Liu adores Calaf from afar and evenhe fails to answer correctly. The singer
cruising the now-defunct Kortually commits suicide rather than betray
must go from damaged, psychotic, manvette's record department in New York
him. She is the last in Puccini's line of
hating ice-princess to a mere mortal
when Isaw the RCA recording of Tursuffering heroines — a lyric-sopranowho feels love. This isn't vocally easy —
andot starring Birgit Nilsson, Jussi Bjtirthe role is one of the most demanding par-excellence role with two beautiful
ling, and Renata Tebaldi. A sticker on
scenes and aneed for high pianissimo
soprano roles in the operatic repertoire,
the shrinkwrap declared it to be the
singing. The bass role of Timur is abore,
requiring superhuman (read: Wagner"Dream C,astr —perhaps one of the earwith one solo that everyone
liest attempts at the pop marketwishes were shorter. The three
ing of opera. Ihad never heard
"masques," Ping, Pang, and Pong,
the opera —all Iknew of Puccini
are more than wmprimarios but
were &Wine and Butterfly.
less than individually interesting.
Well, Ibought it and had
Orchestrally, this is one of
trouble warming to it: too much
Puccini's most colorful, shiny
chorus, melodies not as catchy
scores, and his writing for the
as Bohème's, the pathos of Liu
chorus (a great rarity in his
untouching compared to poor
oeuvre) is splendid and exciting.
Butterfly's (still the saddest herThere's no dearth of Turoine in all of opera), and alead
andot recordings. Half are worsoprano who showed up late,
thy and give the listener at least
went on atear, and then melted.
some of the thrills, and there are
And, to boot, oriental exoticism
afew real gems. I'll limit my
not as good as Buttees.
commentary to performances
A week later Isaw Turandot
by the three leading roles —
at the Met, with Nilsson and
Turandot, Calaf, Liu — and the
Franco Corelli, and have been
conductors and their orchestras;
hooked ever since. Although it's
few people will buy arecording
thrilling in away that nothing
of this opera for Timur or the
else in opera is, Idon't think it's
other characters.
one of opera's top three. Still,
Only two early recordings,
Turandot is the last great opera of
both from 1937, will strongly tax
the old Italian school. Puccini
audiophilic sensibilities. On Fonit
died before completing it — at
C,etra (FCT CDO 28) and elsethe 1926 premiere at La Scala,
where (the copyrights have run
Toscanini put down his baton
out), Gina Cigna and Francesco
at the point at which Puccini
Got alight? With Turandot, Puccini illuminated new facets of his
Merli as Turandot and Calaf are
had laid down his pen. Though
talent. Had he lived longer, there's no telling what directions he
big in atake-no-prisoners way, as
and his music might have explored.
exciting enough in its own way,
is Franco Ghione's conducting;
there's no denying that Franco
and Magda Oliver°, in her first role of
ian) strength to ride over the orchestra,
Alfano's completion of the final scene,
her career, is awonderfully moving Liu.
strong mid- and low registers, and asoarworked up from Puccini's outlines, is
An abridged version, available periodiing, almost never-ending top.
stopgap, amere shadow of what Puccini
cally on EMI (CDH7 61074-2), starring
The one-dimensional Calaf is an
might have composed. And though
Eva Turner and Giovanni Martinelli
exiled prince who, after bumping into
Turandot may never have plumbed the
under Sir John Barbirolli, should be
his blind father, Ttmur, and aslave girl,
emotional depths of La bohème or
heard — especially if one can tolerate
Liu, right before abeheading, falls in
Madama Butterfly even had Puccini lived
Martinelli's weird if electrifying tonal
love with Turandot at first sight and
to complete it, it's still astunner in
quality. Sonics on these two recordings
throws his hat into the three-riddle,
ways that make the composer's death all
are trouble: forewarned is forearmed.
head-removing ring. This tenor role lies
the more tragic. He was in new territory
high (a dozen A's and B-flats, an ex- The Cigna/Merli performance has been
with Tura/dot, it's apity we'll never find
cleaned up as well as a1937 studio perposed B-natural, apair of C's) and must
out where else he might have traveled.
formance could be. The EMI set is hazy
ring out over the large, aggressive orTurandot, one of whose female ancesand lacks presence.
chestra, but both of Calaf's arias — the
tors was dragged screaming from the
Modem recordings begin with a1955
palace by aman, asks three questions of second of which, "Nessun Dorma," has
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Building
stereo — yes, stereo—set (London 433
761-2). Mario del Monaco is astentorian, truly epic, but unsubtle Calaf, Renata
Tebaldi, in early bloom, is an exquisite
Liu. Problems arise with Inge Borkh's
unappealing, Teutonic Turandot and Alberto Erede's lackluster conducting of
what sounds like apickup band but is, in
actuality, Rome's Santa Cecilia orchestra,
which invariably sounded like apickup
band in those days.
EMI countered in 1957 (albeit in
mono) with its own version, with Maria
Callas in the title role (CDCB 47971).
This whole set must have looked good on
producer Walter Legge's paper, but it feels
wrong — manufactured, in fact, rather
than felt. Callas is predictably interesting,
bringing the necessary third dimension to
Turandot, coloring her words in ways that
only she could imagine, but her upper
voice betrays her and she eventually tires
the listener. Eugenio Fernandi is Calaf,
and though his light, bright sound is often
buried, he's an asset. Some critics like
Elisabeth Schwarzkopfs Liu, which is silvery in tone, but sounds genuinely like a
know-it-all sophisticate trying to be petite
and coy in order to get her way. Tullio Serafin leads the La Scala forces with warmth
and aflair for the exoticism, but in all, the
set can't be recommended.
The period of true razzle-dazzle Turandot recordings begins with the 1959
RCA set mentioned above, the so-called
"Dream Cast" recording that probably
helped popularize the opera (RCD25932). The sound still blares abit in big
ensemble numbers, but Erich Leinsdorf
gets brawn galore from the Rome Opera
forces. The cast is remarkable: Birgit
Nilsson in full throttle is fabulous —fearless and compelling in away that defines
Grand Opera, and Bprling's warmth and
artistry in this, his last recording, are
must-hears. Tebaldi is abit below her
earlier recording, but still important.
Nilsson is again available in a1961
performance (Datum 12301) that you
can get for ahigh price only from the
Metropolitan Opera (and which has a
broadcast sound to it), and she's spectacularly partnered by Franco Corelli.
But I'd skip that one and go for her
1965 EMI recording, also with Corelli
(CDMB 69327). The two of them don't
sound particularly involved, but they
offer alesson in great singing, and Renata
Scotto makes the most of Liu — she's
sensitive, intelligent, and telling. Francesco Molinari-Pradelli leads the Rome
Opera forces in aworkaday manner.
If you want Nilsson in great surroundings and can sacrifice Corelli, get the
1959 RCA.
Stereophile, May 1998
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(it's the ravishing Vienna Philharmonic),
take precedence over everything, including good sense. While the opera
sounds more magical (suitable to its setting in "Legendary Peking") on this recording than on any other, it's eventually
annoying, brain-dead, and defeats its
The period of true
own purpose.
I'm sure Karajan also helped "enrazzle-dazzle Turandots
gineer" this set, as it does the singers no
favors. Katia Ricciarelli is phenomenalbegins with the 1959
ly miscast in the title role: she struggles
Leinsdorf recording.
so much that we feel sorry for her —
not quite the right reaction to this character. Plácido Domingo's dark yet ringheroic tenor role; and bel canto specialist
ing sound is just right for Calaf, but he
Montserrat Caballé as Liu — all under
works too hard and offers no insights.
Zubin Mehta, aconductor hardly known
When this great tenor is not interestas aPuccini specialist (London 414 274ed, he sounds it, and Calaf obviously
2). The results are spectacular. Even the
supporting cast is worth mentioning doesn't interest him. Barbara Hendricks
here: Nicolai Ghiaurov as 'Timur, Peter is the oddest Liu on record —she seems
kittenish and sexy rather than at risk
Pears (!) as the old emperor, and the fine
and in love/awe, and she loses every
Finnish baritone Tom Krause as Ping.
Sutherland is huge and commanding but battle with the orchestra. This set
should be in amuseum of some kind —
far warmer than Nilsson, and she avoids
very strange indeed.
all of her bad habits —there are no sagOur final Turandot recording is also
ging phrases and little mushy diction.
strange, but compelling — a Lorin
She wisely never sang the role onstage,
Maazel—led performance from 1983.
but on disc she's abrilliant success, with
(Have singers and recording companies
the power for the ice-princess and the
given up on this opera?) There's somemorbidezza for the reformed, in-love,
just plain Turandot. Pavarotti doesn't thing incredibly vital about this set
(Sony M2K 39160) that probably arises
try to shout, and, like Byirling, he goes
from the fact that it was recorded live
for poetry and beauty and succeeds —a
on the stage of the Vienna State Opera.
gorgeous performance (and only he and
Maazel's tempos are eccentric — the
Corelli take the optional high C near the
slow moments are very slow indeed, and
end of Act II). "Gorgeous" is the word,
too, for Caballé's Liu: melting phrases, a he hangs around certain phrases long
enough that we can hear each instrusincerity of feeling beyond words, and
ment in the orchestra, each nuance, each
pianissimi to die for. Mehta's charisma
odd chromaticism. His interpretation
actually makes us hear the shadings in
takes getting used to, but it works in all
the score, and the London Philharmonic
the ways that Karajan's does not.
puts its Italian counterparts to shame.
Maazel's cast is amixed blessing:
The sonics are spectacular—big and
Eva Marton's Turandot is as potent as
broad enough for this big, broad work,
Nilsson's and as interested in the text as
and clear as abell.
Sutherland's (if not quite up to Callas'
A dud followed in 1977 from EMI,
level of psychosis), but she fails to move
due mainly to Alain Lombard's softgrained conducting of the Strasbourg the listener. Carreras' Calaf is the most
interesting portrayal of the role on discs.
Philharmonic (CDMB 65293). Caballé
His voice is somewhat shredded, with
sings Turandot here with great authorthe middle out of each tone, but his pasity, but her sound is simply wrong for
the role, and Lombard undermines her sion is absolute. Ricciarelli sings Liu, and
she sounds old and messy. The live
(or abets her own soft-toned quality —
recorded sound is not aproblem except
whichever). She's best in Act II, after
in the occasional placement of voices.
Turandot has been humanized, but by
then it's too late. Mirella Freni's Liu is This is aperformance that, for all its
vocal limitations, Ireally admire.
lovely, and José Carreras, just on the
The choices are clear: Callas always
verge of getting into vocal trouble,
has her allure, and Carreras' second,
sounds bored — areal rarity for this
more vocally trying outing is very
normally impassioned singer.
special. And though you shouldn't
In Herbert von Karajan's 1981 inhave to live without the Nilsson/13prterpretation (DG 423 855-2) he is the
ling/Tebaldi, your first choice is the
star — or ruler: Tempos are eccentric,
Sutherland/Pavarotti/Caballé.
and orchestral textures, though lustrous

In 1972 there appeared what at first
sounded like arecipe for, if not quite
disaster, then at least laughter: Joan
Sutherland in the title role; Luciano
Pavarotti, then afine, light tenon in the
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Recording of the IV on th
OW DARA
In the World, from Natchez to New York
Atlantic 83077-2 (CD). 1998. Yves Beauvais,
Olu Dara, prods; Danny Kopelson, eng.
Tom Schick, asst. eng. AAD? TT: 47:03
Performance *****
Sonics **** (But see final paragraph.)

olu dara

//N ew Orleans jazz runs
headlong into Mississippi Delta blues as
Olu relates any number of autobiographical tales over agumbo of
Caribbean and African rhythms."
—From the press release for Olu
Dan's In the World
Statements like that make me
want to run. The problem with
most multicultural musical experiments is that, no matter how
fruitful such collisions may sound on paper, you eventually have to put the CD in the drawer, press Play, and then
listen as your expectations run headlong into reality: the
kind of dream described in that press release rarely comes
true. Because musicians are, like the rest of us, rooted in
one or (at most) two cultures, the majority of these intriguing, ambitious projects end up as disasters that disgrace not
only the artist(s) involved, but the traditions they've borrowed from. Except for Ry Cooder and avery few others,
Ireached my multicultural red line along time ago.
Imagine, then, my surprise when Ilistened to New
York avant-garde cornetist Olu Dara's first solo disc. Given
his record as asideman, Ihad hopes that Dara wouldn't fall
flat. After astint in the Navy that took him to Africa,
where he was exposed to highlife and other forms of
African popular music, this native of Natchez, Mississippi
arrived in New York City in 1963 to spend his musically
formative years in alate-'60s edition of Art Blakey's Jazz
Messengers, after which, in the '70s, he moved into New
York's loft-jazz scene. A quick perusal of my collection
shows that Dan has played on anumber of favorite jazz
records, including David Murray's Ming (1980, Black Saint
120045), Cassandra Wilson's Blue Light 'Ill Dawn (1993,
Blue Note CDP 781357 2), and Henry Threadgill'sfust the
Facts and Pass the Bucket (1983, About Time, no catalog
number).
In the '90s, Dam has focused much of his energy on
writing music for the stage, including many productions
dealing with the life and/or work of black novelist Zora
Neale Hurston. In 1996 he appeared in Kansas City, Robert
Altman's bloated and confused "jazz film." Among credits
too numerous to list here, Dara has also written an original musical melodrama, From Natchez to New York, which
was aired on NPR and performed live at the Smithsonian.
Dara has used all of these experiences to create this sur-
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prising disc. Stylistically, most of
whaes here is his own brand of
voice-and-cornet folk music,
enlivened in places by an African
•
rhythmic flourish ("Okra") or
slowed to asmoky delta blues
("Father Blues"). But always
there is acoherent feel and texture that has to be called Dara's
own style.
Vocally, Dara is more atalker
than asinger; but his lyrics have
obviously been written to work
with this conversational style and
rattly require him to cut loose
and warble. In those lyrics (not to
mention aphoto of asumptuous
feast in the booklet), Dam is sincerely obsessed with food. The opener, ("Okra") uses a
vendor's cry to list "blackberries, strawberries, tomatoes,
green peanuts," and "pee-cans, pek-cans" — not to mention the southern vegetable of the title. In another Africaninfluenced number three tracks later, "Your Lips," Dara
calls his loved one his "Louisiana Plum," then proceeds to
chant in the chorus, "Your lips /your lips /your lips... are
juice-saaayyyy."
Dara's skill with the (sadly) increasingly obscure cornet
comes out in the slow pop of "Harlem Country Girl" and
the sinuous, funky "Young Mama." My personal fave here
is "Bubber (If Only)," his tribute to cornetist Bubber
Miley, the originator of Duke Ellington's growling "jungle" sound, during which Dam replicates Miley's unmistakable use of mutes. Dan also plays guitar on several cuts,
and his son, rapper Nas, guests on "Jungle Jay," on which
aB-3 organ is added for atmosphere.
Not abig record of loud or ostentatious charms, In the
World: From Natchez to New York is arich roux of Dara's
experiences and sensibilities that happily and convincingly
lives up to its multicultural billing.
Like an increasing number of releases, In the World is
HDCD-encoded. While the CD played without problem
on non-HDCD players, all three samples of the disc that
John Atkinson, Wes Phillips, and Itried contained amastering error that caused all of the HDCD-equipped players to produce annoying 6dB jumps in level as their
HDCD decoders randomly switched between modes.
Atlantic tells us that the CD will be remastered, so we have
to add acaveat to our recommendation: If you have an
HDCD player or processor, make sure you buy acopy of
the remastered disc.
—Robert Baird
rem Matt

re to Mew Yoh

Selected by Robert Baird, Wes Phillips, and John Atkinson.
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Another gem is the first movement
of Bach's Brandenburg Concerto 4, performed by the Chamber Music Society
of Lincoln Center. The sense of asmall,
intensely colorful ensemble in alarge
acoustic is beguiling —and even though
Ihave far too many recordings of the
Brandenburgs, I've added the disc to my
must-buy list.
Organist Catharine Crozier's excerpt
from Messiaen's Pentecost Mass wins my
vote as the champion of champions.
The Rosales organ in Portland, Oregon's Trinity Cathedral is a lively,
bright-toned instrument, and Eargle
has done afabulous job of capturing the
balance between instrument and acoustic. And the piece is irresistible: remarkably bluesy chords on the string
stops alternate with birdsong (a Messiaen
trademark), while the pedal tones rumble down to 20Hz —if you've got afullrange speaker system, this'un will really
move your coffee table. Another one
for the must-buy list. That's my only
complaint about this well-chosen sampler: Buying the complete discs excerpted here is going to cost me some
serious money. But they're going to
give me years of listening enjoyment.
-Wes Phillips

ELGAR
Enigma Variations
With: Blacher: Variations on a Theme of Paganini.
Kodály: Variations on aHungarian Folk Song, 'The
Peacock!'
Sir Georg Solti, Vienna Philharmonic
London 452 853-2 (CD). 1997. Michael Woolcock,
prod.; John Pellowe, Graham Meek, engs. DDD.
TT: 67:41
Performance ****1/2
Sonics ****

II

none of the most engaging recordings of his later years, Sir Georg Solti
revisits Elgar's Enigma Variations, the
subject of an overdriven early Chicago
recording that was more about Solti
drawing more sound and virtuosity out
of the CSO than all his predecessors
combined than it was about Elgar's portraits of his closest personal friends. Sir
Georg eventually outgrew his propensity for exaggeration and excess, and by
the time of his recent passing stood
revealed as the last of aproud generation who had learned their craft the oldfashioned way and paid their dues —
which, in Solti's case, were considerable.
Despite some breezy tempos, especially in the Finale, this is an expansive
and patient performance, never driven
or forced. Scholarly listeners will appreciate the occasional downward portamenti in the strings, astylistic detail from
Elgar's period that is usually overlooked.
Stereophile. May 1998
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Most important, the VPO makes this The music and the performances more
than carry the day.
-Richard Schneider
piece their own, restoring the international currency that Elgar enjoyed in his
SCHWANTNER
prime when, in the early years of this
century, he was the first British composVelocities
er to earn critical and public acclaim in
With: Concerto for Percussion and Orchestra, New
Europe and America.
Morning for the World
Solti also possessed the capacity for
Evelyn Glennie, percussion 8 solo marimba; Vernon
E. Jordan, Jr., narrator; National Symphony Orchesbold and original programming. Just as
tra, Leonard Slatkin
on this CD, the concerts with the VPO
RCA Red Seal 68692-2 (CD). 1997. Ralph Mace,
Joanna Nickrenz, prods.; Lawrence L Rock, Mike
from which this release was culled conRoss-Trevor, engs. Blanton Alspaugh, asst. eng.
sisted of these three works played back
DDD. TT: 61:19
Performance ****1/2
to back. And this old dog could learn
Sonics ****1/2
new tricks — the Kodály and the Blacher were recent additions to his reperere
percussionist Evelyn
Giemie's chiseled dynamics
toire. His naturalness with Kodály's
and deft virtuosity in the ser"Peacock" variations is no surprise, and
falls well within the homegrown style of vice of industry rather than music, she
would doubtless have earned defense
the VPO as well, in aperformance spun
contracts worth billions. And with these
out with spontaneous affection, consenthree works by American composer
sus, and virtuosity.
Variations on aTheme of Paganini, Joseph Schwanmer (b. 1943), Glennie's
abilities arc put to the test. Typically, she
composed in 1947 by the half-German,
comes up gleaming.
half-Russian Boris Blacher, epitomizes
While Velocities is for solo marimba,
European music of the immediate postwar period. The severe abstractions of the other two pieces are potent orchestral works worthy of inclusion among
Stockhausen, Boulez, and Berio were
Leonard Slatkin's first batch of recordings
still aways off, but this work — cool,
with the National Symphony Orchestra.
cerebral, jazz-inflected — was the harbinger of things to come. It does not Slatkin also has apersonal connection
with Schwantner, whom he's listed as
clamor for the patriotic fervor of the
being among the most important AmeriKodály, nor does it recall old friends in
can composers of the 21st century. (In
naïve bucolic settings as does the Elgar.
1972, while Slatkin was at the helm,
Blachees Variations are based on the
same Caprice No24
g
employed by Rach- z
maninoff in his Rhapsody on a Theme of
Paganini. There is no
solo instrument once
the violin has stated the
Caprice theme, and no
sentimental 18th variation. Works of Blacher
have turned up on
independent
labels
from time to time, but
this is the first recording of this work — one
of his key pieces —
since the early '50s to
appear in a performance by major artists
on amajor label.
The
disc
was
recorded live in Vienna's Musikverein; the
listener is placed out in
the hall for aconsistent
but somewhat distant
perspective that lacks
intimacy — a sin of
omission. Fortunately,
the production bears
One of the world's most extraordinary instrumentalists, Evelyn Glennie
does more than just hear the music — she's deaf — she feels it.
no sins of commission.
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Schwantner became the St. Louis Symphony's first composer-in-residence.)
Schwantnees Velocities for solo marimba is atour de force. Brimming with
jazzy syncopations, clang-tone harmonies, and Zappa-ish, skittering runs,
it exploits the instrument's full range
and dynamic colors. Even in its doubletempo jigging rhythms, Glemiie's performance is spotless. Her touch equates
to absolute perfection of weight and
intensity at every dictated speed.
The Concerto for Percussion and Orchestra demonstrates not just Glennie's
abundant talents but also Schwantnees
instinctive gifts for orchestral color, and
Slatkin/NSO's mastery in realizing the
composer's blushed-to-explosive palette.
From its dramatic opening, one is
knocked back by the work's bold and
crackling writing for percussion. Again,
the marimba is the prime instrument,
modulating key and beat patterns with
the orchestra in taut support.
Its inner movement, aptly marked
Misterioso, is also ruled by brilliant
orchestral effects, exploiting not just the
main tones but the harmonics of the
selected percussion instruments. It
evolves into amid-tempo gamelan-like
section of metallic percussion and
uneasy orchestra before awakening with
another gunshot round of drums.
The final movement, Ritmico con brio,
marks a heightened sense of tension
that seems as if it might erupt at any
moment in violence. Glennie is the picture of control, easily turning its sudden
tumblings and spiralings into asidelong
dance, deftly driving through its
rhythms-against-rhythms rolls.
Schwantner's tribute to Martin

Stereophile, May 1998

Luther King, New Morningfor the World, is
in many ways similar to Copland's Lincoln Portrait grandly elevated in tone, textured in mood, with atext taken from
one of its subject's speeches. Though
there is aclear musical quality to King's
gospel-like texts, narrator Vernon E. Jordan avoids imitation of King's preacherly voice. The combination of the music
and uplifting texts is powerful.
Audiophiles will love this disc for its
transparent textures, dynamic thunder,
and hushed, ultrasoft quiet passages.
—Dan Buckley

rock
AUSTIN LOUNGE LIZARDS
Employee of the Month
Sugar Hill SHCD-3874 (CD). 1998. Conrad Deisler,
prod.; Boo Resnick, Richard Bowden, co-prods.
Lam/ Seyer, eng. MD? TT: 39:41
Performance ****1/2
Sonics ****

y

ou have abrain, so you can't listen
to commercial country music.
The five very funny guys in the
Austin Lounge Lizards share your dilemma: they think, therefore they ain't
fans of Nashville's phony blue-collar'n'-big-hat approach. These skilled
satirists—Hank Card, Conrad Deisle
Tom Pittman, Richard Bowden, Boo
Resnick — are, however, fans of genuine
country music. You can hear that appreciation even as they barbecue sacred
cows with the swinging, fiddle-fueled
"Stupid Texas Song": "By God we're so
darn proud to be from Texas," Card sings
with TNN-like Übertwang. "Even of our
pride we're proud —
and we're proud of
that pride too."
The Lizards' trail
of tears of joy began
20 years ago. They
made their recording
debut in '84 with the
cult classic, Creatures
from the Black Saloon.
Their schtick has
always been, first and
foremost, lampooning
country and bluegrass,
but it's grown beyond
that over the years,
and can hardly even
be considered schtick
any more. Somewhere
along the way it outgrew the novelty tag

Reviews

and became serious music with funny,
carefully crafted lyrics. The Lizards'
longevity testifies to their instrumental
skills, their ongoing insights into the
good and bad in country and bluegrass
music (and thus in America), and their
uncanny ability to always tweak our collective funny bone.
That sort of cerebral silliness has
made them favorites in their hometown
of Austin and elsewhere. Best of all,
these guys can genuinely play. Their
sendup of gospel bluegrass, "Flatnose,
the Tree-Climbing Dog," is funny not
only because the subject is wacked out,
but because their hallelujahs and "glory,
glory" harmonies are dead-on, as is
Bowden's mandolin playing and
Pittman's banjo. The best song of the
bunch may be "The Dogs, They Really
Miss You." If you're familiar with
weepy country ballads, you'll giggle at
the clever wordplay, the overwrought
melody and vocals. It's aperfect example of the serious/satirical hat trick these
guys do best.
Throughout their career they've also
skewered politicians ("Ballad of Ronald
Reagan"), religion ("Jesus Loves Me,
But He Can't Stand You"), New Age
yuppies ("Hot Tubs of Tears"), and, yes,
even Pink Floyd (their bluegrass version
of "Brain Damage" is aconcert highlight). Other cultural icons fall prone
before the Lizards on Employee of the
Month, as proved beyond ashadow of
seriousness by the gentle, satiric whomp
upside the head of acertain existentialist drone-poet in "Leonard C,ohen's Day
Job," and in their Beach Boys goof,
"Hey, Little Minivan."
If you enjoy droll, literate goofiness—
no too-easy bathroom humor here —
the Austin Lounge Lizards will do you
proud. And you'll be proud of that
pride too.
-Michael Metzger
JOHN FAHEY & CUL DE SAC
The Epiphany of Glenn Jones
Thirsty Ear 57037 2(CD). 1997. Jon Williams, prod. &
eng. AAD? Tr: 73:48
Performance ***
Sonics ****1/2

5

ince his revival two years ago,
John Fahey has been busy. Off the
scene for most of the '80s, courtesy of bouts with Epstein-Barr, diabetes,
and his third divorce, Fahey hove back
into view in 1994 after Rhino released a
2-CD retrospective of his work, pointedly titled Return of the Repressed. Now his
Takoma records are back in print, he's
actively touring, and he even has his own
label again, the (again) portentously titled
Revenant Records.
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with Fahey and the siren
howling. Turn up the volume and you'll never again
have to wonder what the
Battle of Britain was really
like. Again, think active,
adventurous listener.
The amusing liner notes
by Glenn Jones — he of the
epiphany — tell the frustrating talc of how this disc
came to be. The icy, sharp
recording quality, another
Fahey trademark, makes
this spooky, spacey, annoying — and, yes, in flashes
brilliant —disc aslight but
worthy addition to the
Fahey canon.
—Robert Baird

As rare as ared frog: John Fahey's new disc
requires the usual leap of faith.

A word of history for the uninitiated:
Since the early '60s, this eccentric, bearlike guitar genius and ravenous usedrecord dealer has been crossing Bela
Bartók with Bukka White. Perched on
the knife-edge between absolute stone
genius and nonsensical noodling,
Fahey's music suffers (or benefits, depending on your point of view) from his
seemingly unending flow of bizarre —
some might say crazy — ideas. Needless
to say, Fahey discs like Death Chants,
Breakdowns, and Militar),Waltzes; The I4Ure
of the Turtle; and Railroad Irequire what
you might call an "active listener."
Here Fahey joins with Boston's
experimental electronic band Cul De
Sac for adisc that contains two pieces,
"Gamelan Collage" and "Gamelan Guitar," that succeed in producing agamelan-like effect without the presence of
an actual gamelan. Fahey fans will need
this record for several reasons, though
none larger than his two typically
oblique takes on blues classics: Tommy
Johnson's "Maggie Campbell Blues"
and Robert Johnson's "Come On In My
Kitchen." Fahey's own "Magic Mountain" is all gauzy tones and textures —
which, in the end, arc what Fahey's
music is really about.
Of the two spoken-word pieces that
end this album, the first, "More Nothing," is agoofy, pretentious conversation
between Fahey and (I assume) Glenn
Jones, played against abackground of
chirping birds, falling rain, and Fahey
plunking away on what sounds like a
cheap mandolin or ukulele. "Nothing"
is even dumber, Fahey ruminating alone
over alow, rising-and-falling sirenlike
tone and indulging in more aimless
plunking. Both tune and album end
Stereophile, May 1998

JULES SHEAR
Between Us
High Street 72902-10352 (CD). 1998. Stewart
Lerman, Jules Shear, prods. various engs. AAD?
11: 61:47
Performance ****1/2
Sonics ****

F

rom Willie Nelson to Frank Sinatra, many distinguished singers
have devoted entire albums to
duets. When done skillfully, the vocal
interplay, the call and response, and the
inevitable harmonies add impact and
tension to the songs. Remember Nelson's and Merle Haggard's reworking of
Townes Van Zandt's "Poncho and
Lefty"? Haggard doesn't even make his
vocal entrance until Nelson has sung
three verses and acouple choruses, but
the subtle drama of that buildup and
late entrance makes this rendition appealing and timeless.
One of the pre-eminent singer-songwriters of the last 20 years, Jules Shear
continues to be sorely underrated despite writing hits for Cyndi Lauper, Ali-

Reviews

son Moyet, and the Bangles, helping to
pioneer the "unplugged" concept, and
recording astring of gorgeously melodic and durable albums that, at their best
(and for reference only), fall somewhere
between classic Jackson Browne and
classic Bob Dylan.
Beni/ear Us is a deviation both for
Shear, whose records generally rock,
and for vocal duet albums in general.
The all-acoustic, living-room intimacy
of the recording, primarily done at
Bronx Science Recording (Manhattan
Division) in New York, instantly lends
itself to the emotion, reflection, and
sometimes devastating realizations
played out between the singers. Then
there arc the stellar duet partners, mostly women: Paula Cole, Rosanne Cash,
Susan Cowsill, Suzzy Roche, Frcedy
Johnston, and Carole King, to name a
few. By choosing a different singing
partner for each song, Shear has added a
dynamic element to the record's overall
flow. While many of the songs share a
textural similarity in this pared-down
environment, the differences in the
singers' vocal palettes and the organic
interactions allow fascinating nuances to
further reveal themselves with each successive listen.
With the self-effacing flair and savvy
of aWoody Allen, Shear writes himself
into each scene of each song, but not
necessarily in the most flattering way. In
"Restaurant Scene," based loosely on
some unintentional eavesdropping
Shear did while out to dinner one
evening, he and Cowsill exchange feelings that can come only from arelationship that has outlived its better days.
After she sings, "You get us the best
table in this restaurant /So once more
you can tell me what Ireally want," he
volleys back with, "I wonder why you
get to me with every taunt / When
once again you tell me what Ireally

Original and distinct, but not alone, songwriter Jules Shear plays musical chairs
on his new album of duets, Between Us.
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Rolling Stoned: Keith Richards (far right) and his Rasta pals, the musical Nyabinghi, joined to make the Wingless Angels project take flight.

want." Shear's genius and passion often
make the women in his songs come
across as the more likable characters.
Not only does Shear express himself
articulately, he puts himself in the
other person's shoes to create powerful
musical dialogs. Titles like "Betrayal
Takes Two," "Sealed Up Hollow,"
"The Same Sad Smile," and "Revenge"
indicate that Shear is treading some
prickly turf here, often where "I do"
has morphed into "I don't."
Despite their muted tones, the heartfelt collusions on this exquisite album
are filled with real-life, grown-up drama;
unlike most contemporary music, the
scenes described in these songs stay with
you long after the music stops.
—David Sokol

WINGLESS ANGELS
WINGLESS ANGELS
Island Jamaica 314-524-447-2 (CD). 1997. Keith
Richards, prod.; Rob Fraboni, prod., eng. AAD?
11: 73:59
Performance ****1/2
Sonics ****1/2

T

his is, hands down, the most
worthwhile venture Keith Richards has been associated with in a
long time — that is, if we're speaking of
musical, not financial, worth. A collaboration between the most ragged Rolling
Stone (in the role of producen sideman,
and album-jacket illustrator) and seven
chanters and drummers from Steer
Town, Jamaica, Wingless Angels is arecording of rare reverence and harmony —
the kind that comes from rock-solid relationships developed over decades. The
core of the group consists of members of
a strict Rastafarian sect called the
Nyabinghi. Richards first encountered
them in 1972 after the Stones completed
Goat's Head Soup, and he continued to
casually make music with his dreadStereophile, May 1998

locked neighbors when he returned to
the island. After they met up again two
years ago, informal sessions commenced
in Richards' home in Ochos Rios,
Jamaica. Indeed, audible night sounds
and casual conversation add to the
recording's intimacy and immediacy.
When it came time to lay down these
tracks, Richards was prudent in adorning the Jamaicans' drop-beat drumming
and Rasta caroling. What outside accompaniment surfaces — bits of guitar,
bass, piano, accordion, fiddle, pennywhistle — stands in strict service to singers and songs. This is not areggae album.
Rather, it mixes tribal beats with spontaneous devotional singing. A few of the
songs ("We Shall Overcome," "Rivers of
Babylon") are instantly recognizable to
non-Rasta listeners; all, however, feel
as familiar as Saturday-school hymns.
It's a testimony to Wingless Angels'
enchantment that, at nearly an hour and
aquarter in length, the album doesn't
seem long. Nor does it seem short.
Rather, it feels detached from time,just as
its nwmbers must have felt chanting
down Babylon for all those years on the
beach of Mammee Bay. —Steven Stolder

short takes
BOB MARLEY: Dreams of Freedom
Ambient Translations of Bob Marley in Dub
Island 314-524-419-2 (CD). 1997. Bill Laswell, prod.;
Chris Blackwell, creative dir. Oz Fritz, Robert
Musso, engs. MD? rr: 66:50
Performance ***1/2
Sonics ****

Before you ask: Yes, this is just another
way for Island to milk the Marley catalog into the next millennium. Fortunately, the quality of the material and
Laswell's fertile if fevered ideas keep
things interesting. More upbeat and
busy than most dub, these remixes of

such Marley classics as "No Woman No
Cry" and "So Much Trouble in the
World" are still reggae-ized, but make
you forget you've heard 'em ahundred
times.
—RB
GRINGO: Combine
Pravda PR6368 (CD). 1997. Doug McBride 8Gringo,
prods. MD? Tr: 35:08
Performance ****
Sonics ***

Yeah, yeah, yeah, we've heard it all
before: twangy punk-rockers who find
salvation in the plaintive yodels of the
Lonesome Stranger and suddenly begin
delving into the Acuff/Rose catalog.
Some, however, can actually make the
jump. This rustic disc sounds like it was
recorded in Uncle Pen's front parlor,
and this bluegrass-aspiring trio rolls out
solid male/female vocal harmonies,
excellent taste in covers (Hank Sr.'s
"Long Gone Lonesome Blues"), and a
gen-u-inc feel for the material. Best of
all, fine banjo player Martin O'Doherty
leads every tune.
—FtB
PETER CASE: Full Service No Waiting
Vanguard 79504-2 (CD). 1997. Andrew Williams,
prod. 8eng.; Jim Wet, eng. MD? TT: 50:03
Performance ****
Sonics ***1/2

Another solid, amiable solo record from
one of today's most gifted urban troubadors. Americana before Americana was
cool, Case's strongest suits here are his
solid, low-key melodies and his direct
lyrics, in which he faces himself and the
often dirk, uncontrolled emotions that
lie within. "Honey Child," "Crooked
Mile," and the "Beautiful Grind" are the
calm, handless Peter Case — as opposed
to the full-bore, band-assisted howler
who made his last appearance on 1995's
Sings Like Hell —at his best. One of those
quiet, folky discs on which an artist dares
you not to admire his songwriting. —RB
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Davis had played Tin Pan Alley standards, blues, and originals in the postbop tradition. Then E.S.P. came out, and
jazz has never been the same. The seven
original compositions, all by members
MILES DAVIS
of the band, contain few chord changes
The Miles Davis Quintet, 1965-68:
and fewer set meters. Instead, openThe Complete Columbia
ended pieces like "RJ.," "Mood," and
Studio Recordings
"Eighty-One" grow organically over
Miles Davis, trumpet, chimes; Wayne Shorter, tenor
displaced rhythms and ambiguous pedal
sax; Herbie Hancock, acoustic piano, celeste, VVurlpoints. Chromatic improvisations slide
itzer electric piano, electric harpsichord, Fender
Rhodes electric piano; Ron Carter, acoustic bass,
and stab and veer. There are extraordielectric bass (one track); Tony Williams, drums.
nary moments of disembodied lyricism
With: Buster Williams, acoustic bass (one track);
Joe Beck, electric guitar (three tracks); George
in the molten flowing of Davis' trumpet
Benson, electric guitar (three tracks); Bucky Pizand in the crabbed, oblique designs of
zarelli, electric guitar (one track)
Shorter's tenor sax.
Columbia/Legacy C6K 67398 (6 CDs). 1965-1968/
1998. Irving Townsend, Teo Macero, Howard A.
Miles Davis was one of the most
Roberts, prods.; Frank Laico, Fred Plaut, Stan
impatient
artists who ever lived. He
Tonkel, engs. ADD. Tr: 7:21:52
Music ****1/2
could never stay in one place for long,
Sonics ***1/2
and the young, adventurous, gifted playhis 6-CD set, the latest product of ers in his new band showed him away
out of the confinement of his previous
the Miles Davis reissue industry,
contains the entire studio output style. This ensemble found anew way to
play together without the security (or the
of one of the seminal ensembles in the
clichés) of established formal precedents.
history of jazz. If you're ajazz person
born before 1950, you bought some of To get there, they had to listen hard to
these albums (perhaps, like me, out of one another. Carter, with his strokes of
fluid time and the harmonic clarity of his
severely limited discretionary funds)
bass lines, was the axis. The unceasing
when they were first released in the late
whirlwind of polyrhythms from the
'60s. They sounded like nothing you'd
Williams' drums gave the group its signaever heard. Thirty years on, they're still
ture, its fire, and its levitation. Hancock's
fresh and still unsettling.
silken touch rarefied every atmosphere,
The Miles Davis Quintet, 1965-1968
and the horns were set free to take the
reflects the high production standards
least expected paths home.
typical of the Columbia/Legacy reissue
None of the above description should
program. These 56 tracks in chronologibe taken to mean that these seven hours
cal order contain all the music from five
of music are of asingle fabric or level
LPs (E.S.P., Miles Smiles, Sorater, Nrjertiti,
Miles in the Sky), plus about half the material eventually issued on Pala de Kilimanjaro and Water Babies. There are 13 previously unissued takes, including several
incomplete rehearsal tracks. The packaging is adeluxe slipcase. The documentation by Todd C,00lman is exhaustive, and
Bob Belden's commentary is authoritative. The sonic quality has been enriched
far beyond expectations by Mark Wilder's digital remixing and remastering of
the original four-track tapes.
By 1965, Miles Davis could play with
anyone he chose. With his gift for spotting nascent genius, he chose an unknown 24-year-old pianist named Herbie Hancock; a27-year-old bassist, Ron
Carter, who was just beginning to gain a
reputation; and afreak of nature named
Tony Williams, who, at the age of 17,
somehow knew more about drumming
than all but two or three people on earth.
The tenor saxophonist was originally
George Coleman, but in late 1964 Davis
replaced him with aquirky, erudite player/composer named Wayne Shorter.
Prior to 1965, the bands of Miles

T
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of achievement. The first two albums
are by far the strongest. E.S.P., with its
rapt sense of pace and drama, is followed by Miles Smiles, from late 1966.
This session, consisting entirely of first
takes, is one of the best and rarest examples of how improvised jazz can feel
as flawless and inevitable as aChopin
concerto. On "Circle," the opening
track, Davis' three muted crystalline
choruses cannot be improved on, but
Shorter somehow does; Hancock's solo
rises and falls in exquisite balance, complete in itself. "Orbits" and "Footprints"
are almost as epic.
With the sessions for Sorcerer and
Nefertiti, issues begin to arise. It is not
that the inclusion of rejected takes and
rehearsal tracks like "Limbo" and "Madness" breaks the spell — these fragments
allow fascinating glimpses into the
band's creative process. Rather, it's that
these two albums contain so much brilliant music that is finally unsatisfying.
There are amazing moments, some of
which have never before seen the light
of day — like Herbie Hancock's solo
on the alternate take of "Masqualero,"
in which piano notes gather to densities like walls of rain. But several
pieces, like "Nefertiti," sound like
tantalizing extended prologues that
perversely refuse to progress to the
body of the song. For all its originality, the music on these two albums is
filled with tensions unreleased, hovering phrases never harmonically
resolved, and static, melancholy moods.
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The last three discs contain the first
indicators of the next new direction in
the career of Miles Davis. The sessions
from 1968 that provided the material
for Miles in the Sky and part of Filles de
Kilimanjaro introduce electric keyboards
and electric guitars into Davis' band for
the first time. Davis not only begins to
import the instrumentation and ideas of
popular music, he changes the balance
between composition and improvisation. The rhythm section no longer fully
participates in the collective creation, but
instead lays down a fixed, composed
foundation for the soloists. These three
CDs provide an opportunity to study
the first steps of Davis' transition into
jazz-rock fusion — the style to which he
would remain loyal, in the face of enormous controversy, for the rest of his life.
Contrasting the inspired abandon of
"Freedom Jazz Dance" on disc 1with
"Paraphernalia" on disc 5, it's impossible
not to conclude that Davis' tilt toward
pop culture limited and diminished his
music. George Benson's guitar on
"Paraphernalia" repeats asingle rhythmic figure for most of 12 minutes —a
circumscription of a potentially compelling instrumental voice that would
never have occurred in Davis' music
three years earlier.

But the greatest artists always disrupt
neat conclusions. About the time you
decide not to like Filles de Kilimanjaro,
Davis freezes you right in your chair
with aseries of immaculate, shattering,
high-register triplets between measures
94 and 98 of "Petits Machins."
Wayne Shorter once said of the
music of Miles Davis, "It seemed to
transport the audience to some place
they don't usually go in their everyday
life." Take aride.
-Thomas Conrad
THAD JONES
The Complete Blue Note/
UA/Roulette Recordings
Thad Jones, trumpet, cornet, flugelhorn; Billy
Mitchell, tenor sax; Frank Wess, tenor & alto sax,
flute; Gigi Gryce, alto sax; Benny Powell, trombone; Kenny Burrell, guitar; Tommy Flanagan,
Barry Harris, Hank Jones, piano; Oscar Pettiford,
Eddie Jones, Percy Heath, George Duvivier, Paul
Chambers, Richard Davis, bass; Shadow Nilson,
Elvin Jones, Max Roach, Osie Johnson, drums
Mosaic MD3-172 (3 CDs). 1956-1960/1997. Alfred
Lion, Tom Wilson, Teddy Reig, prods.; Rudy Van
Gelder, Lewis Merritt, engs.; Michael Cuscuna, reissue prod. MD. TT: 3:04:35
Mail-Order Only: Mosaic Records, 35 Melrose Place,
Stamford, CT 06902. (203) 327-7111
Music ****1/2
Sonics ***

T

had Jones, who died in 1986,
came from an extraordinary jazz
family that included older brother

Trumpeter Thad Jones in Times Square, circa 1956.
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Hank and younger brother Elvin. In
1954, Charles Mingus called him "the
greatest trumpeter that I've heard in this
life." But today he is remembered as a
composer/arranger and as the founder
of the most important post-Ellington
big band, the Thad Jones/Mel Lewis
Jazz Orchestra.
Jones's achievements as an instrumentalist — as well as in many other
invaluable but neglected niches of jazz
history — might be forgotten without a
mail-order label called Mosaic. (For 14
years, Mosaic has been the reference
jazz-reissue program.) This boxed set
contains ahistory of Jones's early years
and an authoritative track-by-track
commentary by Bob Blumenthal. The
accompanying booklet is rich in photos
from the original recording sessions,
shot by Blue Note Records co-owner
and virtuoso jazz photographer Francis
Wolff. There were six sessions, eventually released on three labels. The sonic
quality of these late monophonic and
early stereo recordings has been optimized by the remixes and remasterings
of Malcolm Addey and Ron McMaster.
The sound is just good enough to forget about.
The first few hours you spend with
a Mosaic set always feel like a time
warp. Here you're immersed in 1956
and 1957, afar-away milieu: the blackand-white photos of pensive musicians
in Eisenhower-era big pants smoking
unfiltered cigarettes; horn players in
tight knots around their microphones;
the music emerging through the mist
of 40 years. Eventually you hear the
music itself, liberated from history, and
the fierce, brassy trumpet of Thad Jones
sweeps you up in its whirlwind.
There are 27 tracks on these three
CDs, and their effect is powerfully
cumulative. Not only does Jones's playing sustain an elevated level of inspiration, musical intelligence, and technical
facility, but his trumpet sounds like no
other. His flowing fluency makes everything belong: the unusual note choices,
the subtle dissonances, the big intervals,
the rhythmic displacements.
There are blues both earthy and
abstract ("Billie Doo"), triumphs of
angular harmonic form ("Blue Room"),
Jones compositions that tantalize with
their elusive familiarity ("Going Off
Stage"), and, especially, the ballads. For
all of his barbed phrasing and hard,
unsentimental lines,Jones was aromantic
at heart. (He was, after all, the composer
of "A Child is Born.") The ballads —"Ill
Wind," "Little Girl Blue," "I've Got a
Crush on You" — have a clean, stark
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emotional authenticity. Thad Jones the
orchestrator is also present in such
arranger's touches as the elegant horn
voidngs and the thematic restatements
that precede solos.
An ancillary pleasure of this compilation is the opportunity to hear the very
early work of players who would go on
to become major voices — like Tommy
Flanagan, Elvin Jones, Kenny Burrell,
and Barry Harris. Tenor saxophonist
Billy Mitchell, with his full-blooded linear assertiveness, was their artistic peer,
but never achieved their fame. Like
Thad Jones, they all came from Detroit.
This set provides the opportunity to
hear what Charles Mingus heard.
—Thomas Conrad

JOHN PATITUCCl/RAY BROWN
One More Angel
John Patitucci, acoustic bass, 6-string bass guitar, piccolo 6-string bass guitar; Steve Tavaglione, soprano sax; Michael Brecker, Chris Potter, tenor sax;
Thomas Patitucci, acoustic guitar; Sachi Patitucci,
cello; Alan Pasqua, piano; John Beasley, piano,
synthesizer; Paul Motian, drums
Concord Jazz CCD-4753-2 (CD). 1997. John Patitucci,
prod.; Joe Barbaria, Robert Read, engs. MD?
Tr: 67:54
Performance **1/2
Sonics ****
RAY BROWN, JOHN CLAYTON, JR., & CHRISTIAN
McBRIDE: Super Bass
Ray Brown, John Clayton, Jr., Christian McBride, bass;
Benny Green, piano; Gregory Hutchinson, drums
Telarc Jazz CD-83393 (CD). 1997. Elaine Martone,
prod.; Jack Renner, eng. DDD. Tr: 53:34
Performance ***1/2
Sonics ****

T

wo new bass-driven CDs find
leaders John Patitucci and Ray
Brown approaching their instruments from disparate points of view. On
Patitucd's latest the mood resides in the
somber zone, while Brown's live set finds
him basking in the good times with fellow four-stringers John Clayton, Jr. and
Christian McBride. Even though there's
splendid bass playing on both of these
mainstream acoustic jazz CDs, Brown's
Super Bass bash is the better collection.
Patitucci's decision to stay in the slow
lane for the entire length of One More
Angel proves problematic. The sentimental numbers (tg, "Arrival") border on the
saccharin, the reflective pieces (eg,
"Snowbound") border on the boring, and
the sober tone of the entire collection
borders on the monotonous. Patitucd's a
fine soloist, but lengthy improvisations in
the spotlight during every piece start
sounding redundant early in the going.
With no bounce to the pluck, the disc
not only suffers from an uneventful
calmness, it also feels strangely joyless.
There are promising moments. The
low-lights opening track, "Quasimodo,"
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inspired by a Berlin jazz club, has a
catchy melody and adouble dose of Patitucci's impressive bass playing on
upright acoustic and six-string bass guitar. Also noteworthy is "Sachi's Eyes," a
solo romance dedicated to his celloplaying wife and rendered on piccolo
six-string bass guitar. The bowed "San
Michele" is abeauty, and the Thomas
Patitucci/Alan Pasqua guitar/piano harmony on the head of "Notre Dame
(Cathedral)" is likewise alluring. Able
support comes from top-notch drummer Paul Motian and tenor-sax players
Michael Brecker and Chris Potter.
While it's no landmark bass disc, the
Brown-piloted Super Bass session, recorded live at Sculler's Jazz Club in
Boston, makes for an appealing listen.
The three bassists have ablast as they
spin through an easygoing set of standards. Count Basie vet Clayton and the
young, omnipresent McBride engage in
lively conversations with the elder bass
statesman. All three appear together on
four extended tunes, including "Blue
Monk" (playing three-part harmonies
on the head), "Mack the Knife" (circling
each other in pizzicato delight), and
"Brown Funk" (McBride's uptempo
composition, buoyed by robust bass
rhythms). McBride and Brown skip
together through "Bye Bye Blackbird,"
while Clayton partners Brown in an
exquisite take on "Lullaby of Birdland."
Brown's longtime trio mates, pianist
Benny Green and drummer Gregory
Hutchinson, join him for two cuts,
including arousing version of Gershwin's "Who Cares?" that features
Green's speeding right-hand runs and
punchy, two-fisted chording.
With all the four-string pickin',
plucicin', walkin', bowin', and slappin'
going down in this spirited set, Super
Bass could well be the bass party of
the year.
-Dan Ouellette

track. That he handles this kind of selfplagiarism with such innocence and
vigor — writing hip, even singable, lines
for the horns, fattening the sound by
coupling bass notes with left-hand
piano voicings —gives the conceit aglitter it might otherwise lack.
Silver and three grand former sidemen —Louis Hayes from the late '50s
and early '60s, Randy and Michael Brecker from the '70s —plus bass great Ron
Carter make an ideal team for these nine
mainstream-rooted ditties in which the
blues are indeed accentuated. The moods
range from hearty back-beat (title track)
and deft Latin ("Free At Last") to melodic sweetness ("Sunrise in Malibu"); the
numbers bear up to repeated hearings.
As a soloist, Silver may not offer
those fast Bud Powell-esque lines he
once did, but he does play with an elegant sound and rock-solid time, making
even arow of banged single notes swing
with heart. (Occasionally, though, his
insistent comping can be abit much.)
Perhaps it's Silver's uncomplicated
grooves that lead Michael Brecker to
improvise so melodically — from the
romp-stomp funk of "You Gotta Shake
That Thing," in which low notes throb
and gritty smears shine, to his lines in
the more swinging "When Lester Plays
the Blues," which flow as easy as pop.
Randy Brecker, a lifelong admirer of
Lee Morgan and ex-Silver trumpeter
Blue Mitchell, is agood contrast for his
brother as he delivers punchy, bopbased ideas in atone that sizzles. Hayes
and Carter are both pillars of support.
The sound is unsubtle, even brazen,
though what it lacks in warmth it makes
up in liveliness. Pretty good soundstage,
though the trumpet seems abit speakerbound.
—Zan Stewart

HORACE SILVER

HARRY "SWEETS" EDISON &the
Golden Horns: Live at Iridium

A Prescription for the Blues
Horace Silver, piano; Randy Brecker, trumpet;
Michael Brecker, tenor sax; Ron Carter, bass; Louis
Hayes, drums
Impulse! IMPD-238 (CD). 1997. Horace Silver, prod.;
Jim Anderson, eng. MD? Tr: 6009
Performance ****
Sonia

...*
H

short takes
Telarc CD-83425 (CD). 1997. Bill Titone, prod.; Jack
Renner, eng.; Robert Woods, exec. prod. MD?
Tr: 61:48
Performance ***1/2
Sonia ****

Led by aseptuagenarian, this sextet has
alot of bite and drive thanks to Edison's
still-feisty trumpet playing and some
orace Silver, at 69 abona fide
jazz giant and writer of over a tasty solos from another Basie alum,
dozen jazz evergreens, is a tenor player Frank Wess. For atouch of
crafty sort. For years he's taken parts of Ellingtonia, there's Clark Terry. Best of
all, it's well recorded, with tech info listprevious compositions and employed
them in fresh works, and here he does it ed inside the booklet. Sweets originals,
like the uptempo "Mean Greens," arc
liberally. For example, he's adopted the
seasoned by Basie chesmuts like "Dogdriving piano vamp from "The Cape
gin' Around."
-RB
Verdean Blues" (ca 1965) for the title
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Rhino package is far superior to the
other two. Well-researched, evocative,
and very classily designed, Music as Heard
on the Fateful Voyage boasts apedigree: it
TITANIC MUSIC
was put together by Ian Whitcomb,
whose grandfather canceled his Titanic
Titanic: Original Soundtrack
Sony Classical/Sony Music Soundtrax SK 63213
ticket at the last minute.
(CD). 1997. James Homer, prod.; Shawn Murphy,
Whitcomb, who also plays piano, has
eng.; Andy Bass, David Marquette, asst. engs. MD?
gathered six similarly minded players
Tr: 72:33
Performance ****
whose renditions of "Alexander's RagSonics ****1/2
time Band," "Oh, You Beautiful Doll,"
Titanic: Music as Heard on the Fateful Voyage
"The White Star March," and 20 other
The White Star Orchestra
Rhino R2 72821 (CD). 1997. Ian Whitcomb,
numbers come closest in instrumentaprod., Julie D'Angelo, exec. prod.; David
tion, tempo, mix of styles, and mood to
Pinto, eng. AAD? TT: 71:25
what must have been heard in the ship's
Performance ****1/2
Sonics ****
dining and lounge areas. Whitcomb's
Music Aboard The Titanic
liner notes convincingInside Sounds ISC 2896 (CD). 1997. Carl
ly replicate an account
Wolfe, prod.; Eddie Daniel, exec. prod.;
Jeffrey Reed, eng. AAD? TT: 50:15
of the journey as if
Performance ***
written by the original
Sonics ***1/2
band's leade Wallace
And Trie Bond Played On
Hartley. This is also
ISalonisti
London 289 458 382-2 (CD). 1997. Paul
the only set to reproMyers, prod.; J. Alan Davis, exec prod.;
duce aphoto of the
Gerald Hahnefeld, eng. MD? TT: 61:59
Performance ***
ship's original band.
Sonics ****
Carl Wolfe's Music Aboard the Thank
ne of the biggest marketing suc- legend is the
organizes its 17
cesses in the mad rush to embrace band that played
cuts by the differall things Titanic is Sony's sound- until the bitter
ent areas of the
end.
Survivors
track album. Quadruple-platinum (in the
ship, and by what
first 11 weeks) and climbing, James Hor- were divided over
type of event would have been
nees disc of original music is amix of a which tune was
accompanied by aparticular song — for
live orchestra with synthesized instru- the last: the old
mental and human voices. Like all disas- hymn "Nearer My God To Thee" or the example, "Tea in the Palm Room."
Music-hall and vaudeville numbers are
ter-flick scores, galloping, crashing, ten- bittersweet waltz, "Songe d'Automne."
Heroics aside, what's most fascinating de-emphasized in favor of Strauss,
sion-inducing tempos predominate. Here,
orchestral blasts like "Hard to Starboard" about the eight-piece Titanic band is Chopin, Tchaikovsky, Joplin, and Léhar.
do the job with agigantic rumble, musi- that, once on board, they had to be all This disc also has the largest band and
cally mimicking not only the moment things to all people: virtuoso soloists, an so the largest sound. Wolfe's original
the iceberg scrapes the ship, but also the accomplished string quartet, adignified compositions, "Leaving Queenstown"
urgency of the telegraph tapping out dance band capable of waltzes, arowdy and "Fateful Hour," are singularly undance band capable of ragtime, and, of distinguished.
S.O.S., and finally the water rushing in.
ISalonisti's stab at the Thank band's
While the instrumental bits are fine, course, a by-request living jukebox.
if not desperately memorable, what's Inspired perhaps by the film's dedica- music, And the Band Played On, sounds
making this disc abestseller (after the tion to historical accuracy, all three of like what it is: amodern professional
film's extraordinary emotional impact, these new Thank-band discs reflect this chamber ensemble playing 85-year-old
that is) is the genuinely haunting, word- diversity by assembling their own blend music that they have little or no feel for.
less Celtic lament (alternately sung by of tunes from the White Star Line's Stage tunes are all but ignored in favor of
Norwegian vocalist Sissel and played 352-song music book. Songs from the compositions by Sousa, Dvorák, Tchaisolo on bagpipes) that appears to great British music hall and American vaude- kovsky, Joplin, and Schubert While notheffect throughout the soundtrack. That, ville, British light music, popular ing is seriously amiss here, it's difficult to
and Hornees unfortunate decision to melodies from classical music, and the imagine these musicians (or for that matcave in to convention and concoct a syncopated rhythms of ragtime are all ter, those on Wolfe's disc) playing back"love theme" —a radio single, apiece of represented. Significantly, Irving Berlin ground music in the corner. While the
pop tripe unimaginatively titled "My is the only composer whose music Wolfe disc ends with "Nearer, My God,
To Thee" (sic) (credited to Arthur SulliHeart Will Go On" featuring that light- appears in all three collections.
After different repertoire, what dis- van), the ISalonisti disc counters with
ning rod for what's wrong with the
music business lately: Celine Dion. (If tinguishes these discs is the instrumen- "Nearer my God to Thee" (credited to
Lowell Mason). This small point of disthere were anormal amount of real tation. The original Thank "orchestra"
talent out there making records and had eight pieces — three violins, two agreement is in perfect harmony with an
touring in today's music world, she'd cellos, two pianos (one player doubled event that, although it became asymbol ilbe asecond-heading-toward-third-tier on organ), and double bass — and luminating numerous fundamental ideas
artist.) Recorded using 24-bit techno- played mostly in trio and quintet config- and disparities of the century to come,
logy, Titanic has thunderous bass impact, urations. While none of these discs rep- remains, in most of its details, shrouded in
—Robert Baird 11
apiercing high end, and an impressive- licates that arrangement exactly, the mystery.
ly deep, surrounding soundstage.
While the soundtrack has the romance, not to mention the appeal, of
being asouvenir of what is certain to be
one of the most influential films of all
time, three discs that purport to contain
what the Thank band played during the
voyage are also worth hearing. One of
the most familiar elements of the Titanic
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Audio Electronics SE-1
Editor:
Iso enjoy reading "Sam's Space" in every
issue of Stereophile. Ienjoy the reading all
the more when it contains a glowing
review of one of my audio designs.
Four years ago Idesigned the Audio
Electronics model SE-1. Imust confess ...
when Idesigned the SE-1 single-ended
triode stereo amplifier, the design emphasis was on the 300B output tube. I
knew that with the low plate voltage
used in the SE-1 to achieve the 7Wpc
output level, a2A3 triode would also
be compatible. Iknew that if Idesigned
the DC filament supply with the proper
filament-dropping resistor, SE-1 owners
would be able to use either the 300B or
the 2A3 with asimple bias adjustment.
Upon completing the design, Ialso knew
for afact that the 2A3 functioned very
nicely in the circuit. Iknew how wonderful the 300B tube sounded in the SE-1.
The confession!!! Idid not know how
wonderful and intoxicating the 2A3
sounded in the SE-1. All my critical listening during and after the design was
with the 300B tube. Yes, Ilistened in my
lab for afew minutes to the 2A3. Ilet
the amp burn in for weeks with both
the 300B and 2A3. Over the years Ihave
had letters from around the world about
the SE-1 with 2A3s installed. In fact,
our own customer service manager, Mr.
Kirk Owens, said that customers in the
field kept telling him that the 2A3 in
the SE-1 is to die for. My reply was simply that Iwas pleased that everyone was
having a big time with the SE-1/2A3
combination.
Then came the request from Sam Telhg for a2A3-based single-ended amp.
Did we have such aproduct? Sam was
hot on the trail of, in his words, "deep triode." Imentioned to Sam that we build
aCary Audio integrated push-pull 2A.3
amplifier for the Hong Kong market.
Sam was having nothing to do with a
push-pull 15Wpc amp. He was looking
for a3or 5Wpc amp. He was looking
for a3or 5Wpc single-ended 2A3 amp! It
dawned on me that we had the Audio
Electronics SE-1 amp, which works with
the 2A3. Icalled Sam afew minutes later
and mentioned that the SE-1 he had auditioned and reviewed afew years ago
Stereophile, May 1998
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was available with the 2A3 output tubes.
Sam asked, "Does it have aheadphone
jack? How about a4and 8ohm output
selector switch?"
Ireplied, "With the SE-1, just name
your desired feature. We can drill, punch,
rewire, reconfigure, or, if you want truly
high performance, we can install dual glass
PACs and you'll have asouthern SE-ir
Well, we didn't put on the dual exhausts, but we sure installed the headphone jack and a4/8 ohm speaker selector switch.
Back to my confession. Iproceeded
to take to my home listening room the
SE-1, jazzed up Tellig-style. Ihad apair
of Carl Marchisotto's new Alón Cerce
loudspeakers in my main listening room:
4ohm load, about 87dB sensitivity, with
three drivers including alarge infinitebaffle 10" woofer. Well, what the heck.
This little 5W stereo amp was not even
as big as the woofer in the Alóns. I'll just
listen softly for the quality of the presentation. Idon't listen loud anyway.
Well, Imean, oh man, am Ihearing...
this can't be. Holy smokes! Ishould have
listened to Kirk and all those customers a
long time ago. This little 5W, 2A3 peanut
whistle was blowing me away. How can
this be? This shouldn't work. Iwas playing
at avery generous listening level. Iconfess: Inever really listened to the SE-1
with the 2A3 output tubes.
Icalled Sam Tellig the next day to
tell him that Ineeded to have the Cary
production line build another SE-1/2A3,
because he was not getting this amp. It
was in my home listening room. Ineeded
more time with this guy. His review amp
would be shipped in afew days.
Iam now on aquest to discover why
a2A3 triode vacuum tube offers such a
lush sonic presentation. Is it the close
spacing of the elements? The directly
heated cathode? Or does ahigh-current,
low-voltage filament structure sound
better? Is there amore uniform electron
flow between the filament/cathode and
grid structure because of alower voltage
differential between the 125V DC side
of the filament and the fixed negative
40V bias? Does all this translate into a
more linear tube? Is there aserious Cary
Audio Design 2A3 single-ended monoblock product? You bet ... there is now.

Iam on aquest, amission if you like, to
determine why this li'l or-fashioned 2A3
triode did me in!
Thank you, Sam Tellig, for involving
me in my own product. Thank you once
again to the folks at Stereophile for your
ethical reviewing policies.
Dennis J. Had
President, Cary Audio Design
Wally's analog tuning products
Editor:
Thank you, Stereophile and Michael Fremer,
for publishing "Analog Corner." Michael,
you did an excellent job of describing the
tuning and optimizing of analog playback
systems, using asimple and user-friendly
style. Please support analog (vinyl) reproduction, and keep it alive forever.
Every music lover recognizes names
like Stradivari, Guarneri, Amati. They
were famous makers of musical instruments in the past. Iwould like to mention names like B. Graham, A.J. Conti,
H. Weisfeld, A. Payor, B. Thigpen, A.
Perkins, L. Walker, and H. Papier. They
are famous makers of analog playback
equipment in the present. Thank you,
gentlemen, for excellent equipment that
allows us to enjoy music recorded in the
last four decades.
Every musical instrument is perfectly
tuned before aconcert. Ihave developed
little devices for helping myself and other
vinyl enthusiasts to optimize the tuning
of analog playback systems. The final
goal is always the enjoyment of music
from all over the world in your own listening room. Iam passing this message
on to all vinyl lovers: Please respond to
me with your comments, observations,
suggestions, etc. regarding optimization of
analog playback equipment. Iam expecting afriendly correspondence based on
some technical knowledge. (No sarcastic
comments, please — we had enough of
that in the last few issues of Srereophile.)
For the information of readers of "Analog Corner": The latest version of the
Wally-VTA-tractor includes both Baerwald and Loefgren alignments, and Wallytractors are available for any toneann,
including linear-tracking arms. As abonus,
we include simple instructions for the
Wally-Speedcheck: checking the speed of
your turntable with an accuracy of 0.1%.
My next project is the best test/tuning
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cally" better approach. Our experiences
with the SET 40 and SET 80 prove that,
in single-ended amps, greatness is in the
simplicity and "correctness" of the circuit,
design, and implementation.
Xtant 3300x
The SET 80 monoblock amplifier oriEditor:
ginally was designed to offer an increase
in performance and power over the SET
On behalf of the crew at Xtant Tech40, which shares its basic components and
nologies, I'd like to thank Wes Phillips
design. Indeed, the SET 80 improved
for his insightful review of our 3300x
upon the SET 40 until we made modicar amplifier. Our products differ from
fications to the SET 40's power-supply
the mainstream of car audio, and we feel
components and architecture. We actually
rewarded when someone appreciates the
removed the "audiophile-approved" largethought and art that went into their
value polypropylene decoupling capacidesign. The best part of the review is
tors and let the high-performance elecwhere Wes describes "getting lost in the
trolytics run unassisted! The result was
tropical funk of a New Orleans pipethat the SET 40 then performed better
dream." Glad we could help him get
than the SET 80, within the lower power
there.
Bruce Macmillan
limit. Greatly improved low-level resoluChief Engineer, Xtant Technologies
tion, low-frequency control, apparent
"timing," and the ability to be drawn into
the musical event were the results.
Conrad-Johnson ART
This occurred about the time that we
Editor:
gave Martin the original SET 80 for reIwant to convey our thanks to Wes
view. Since then, we have come to essenPhillips for his wonderful review of our
tially the same conclusions he did, and
Anniversary Reference Triode (ART) Preimplemented two key changes to the
amplifier, and to John Atkinson for proSET 80, though internal components and
viding and fully explaining the measured
construction quality remain the same. We
performance data. Iam, of course, grateful
connected the SET 80 as asingle-ended
to Wes for calling my attention to the Bibparallel amplifier —still with two parallel
lical allusion in Popeye's refrain "I yam
output transformers —and removed the
what Iyam...," which, Iconfess, would
input transformer. These changes allow
otherwise have likely escaped me. Beyond
the SET 80 to perform as a"super" SET
even this, Iam grateful to Wes for putting
40, delivering all of the single-ended resinto words thoughts about the ART that I olution, timing, and involvement, plus
the added kick and low-frequency control
have myself had difficulty expressing. The
that 70W of continuous SET power can
review clearly communicates his struggle
provide to alarge variety of loudspeakers.
to characterize the sound and perforWe have also upgraded the power-supply
mance of aproduct that has moved subtransformers with large toroidal devices
stantially beyond the bounds of his prior
that perform quietly at even 50Hz, 250experience —just as it had ours.
VAC, and don't have the epoxy impregWhile one can, and Wes does, describe
nation that was outgassing in the origimany of the things the ART does not do
nal transformers. These implementations
to color or distort the music, it is much
have done nothing to change the fundamore difficult to analyze what it does.
mental quality and performance [of the
Ultimately, what is important is that the
SET 80], and have built upon the promise
ART connects the listener to the music
of the single-ended triode architecture.
With these changes confirming Marmore closely than many of us have previtin's observations, the SET 80 has now
ously experienced, apoint that Wes makes
fulfilled its design goals and stands alone
quite eloquently in this review.
in the high-end market. Nowhere else can
Lew Johnson
such a high-performance, musically inConrad-Johnson Design
volving, high-power amplifier be found,
especially when coupled with the value,
Bel Canto SET 80
case of use, and build quality of the SET
Editor:
amplifiers. I look forward to further
Bel Canto Design would like to thank
observations from Martin or anyone else
Martin Colloms and Stereophile for the
at Stereophile.
John Stronczer
remarkably astute and accurate review of
President, Bel Canto Design
our SET 80 amplifier. We have come to
similar conclusions. Experiments with the
power supply of the SET 40 35Wpc sterPMC LB I
eo amplifier have led to are-evaluation of
Editor:
the original SET 80. Such is the resolving
Thank you for an extremely fair and
power and musicality of SE triode zerowell-balanced review of our LB1 Monifeedback amplifiers that seemingly small
tor. Iam very pleased that the qualities
changes in component type can put the lie
that we hold so high at PCM have been
to what was once thought to be a"technirecord. And readers note that Iam available for advice.
Wally Malewicz
wmalewi@aotcom
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fully appreciated.
As recognized by the text, it is difficult to accurately produce alow-frequency response based on acalculation from
the driver and the responses. Ishould
like to forward to you, in the near future,
our MLSSA measurements of the LB1 to
clarify the accuracy of the response in the
low-frequency region.
Peter 71tomas
Professional Monitor Company
Meridian 508.24

Editor:
It is hard to disagree with Wes's thinking
that the 50824 is one of the very best
CD players! We have been delighted to
raise the resolution of aCD player to the
standard we have been used to in our
DSP systems.
Wes has uncovered my obsession with
the sound of real instruments in real
spaces. It has especially been my passion
that if a system cannot reproduce the
human voice in a natural acoustic, no
amount of attention to "bass slam," "focus," or "rhythm" will ever make it right.
However, when it can reproduce real
sounds very well, the rest can begin to
happen. This is the very Thingish, rarely
spoken Thing inside us, that is the essence
of Meridian.
Bob Stuart
Chairman &Technical Director
Meridian Audio, Ltd.

Nicholas E. Andrews'

New location
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Lighthouse Point ,FL 33064
(954) 783-0955

stereo
shoppe
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Affordable custom installations by Chip

N1otorolla 7.1 bit processing

Sunfire
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Tice, Jolida, LEIT, Sourse Technologies, SCE and Niles dealer
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Compare our products and service!

Balanced Audio Technology VK-D5
Editor:

Thank you, Jonathan Scull, for discovering the soul of our new machine. "If it's
possible to take abath in soundwaves, this
is it!" We love it! Finally, digital reproduction that allows Jonathan to get as
down and dirty as he'd like.
On amore serious note, when establishing Balanced Audio Technology, we
made the decision that our products
would represent the sonic state of the art
at reasonable prices. The fact that our
equipment today is often compared
against far more expensive competitive
models tells us that we must be doing
something tight.
Designing an innovative high-end
product is a complex undertaking. It
gets more complicated when designing
to aparticularly aggressive price point.
And it gets really challenging when you
decide to abandon traditional approaches, the ones that have served so many so
well for so long. There is agreat deal of
risk involved, and you do it because you
believe that what you are doing is right.
It takes acertain amount of courage
to leave behind the more comfortable
world of op-amps and cathode followers,
with their near-perfect [measured] perStereophile, May 1998
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Ive

Your source for hard to find Vintage Audio Tubes
and Quality Vacuum Tube Audio (omponents
Ule are aproud dealer ot

Western Electric Audio Products. The current production

II 30013 is now in stock.
Electron Valve stocks awide array of

NOS Vintage Audio Tubes

like Mollard E134, RCA 2A3, and Mullard 5AR4. We also have a
good stock of Old Production Western Electric tubes such as
20511/1), 252A, 27413, 30013 and many others.
Electron Valve carries Precision Tested Ram Labs
Reference Tubes. These tubes are computer tested, graded and matched
to ultra high specifications predetermined by Roger A. Modjeski.
We also carry the Music Reference Mq RM-I0 (Push-Pull 613Q5,
35W/Side) Stereo Amplifier and the Music Reference RM-200
(Push-Pull 6550, 100W/Side) Stereo Amplifier.

Stop by our wehite to see a
detailed look at all ol our products!
www.electron-valve.com •Email: info@electron-valve.com
Phone: 901-382-9955 •Fax: 901-382-9956
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formance and, surprise, not-so-perfect
sound. One can only afford to do so if
one truly believes in the purity and simplicity of the signal path as the ultimate
goal — if having as little negative feedback as possible is not just amarketing
slogan, but away of life.
Creating an extremely musical CD
player with an excellent measured performance is achallenge. To get rid of
the ubiquitous op-amp in the current/
voltage conversion circuit requires serious analysis so that noise performance
remains sufficient for any system, even
the quietest ones. Being able to dump
20mA of signal current into aload without resorting to any cathode follower or
buffer design requires asimilar change
of mindset. All these things we take to
heart, and we stand (or sit and listen) by
our decisions.
In this regard, we are thankful that
John Atkinson noticed how linear the
VR-D5 output was for avacuum-tube
unit. Rest assured that it didn't happen
by chance. Obtaining such low-distortion
performance from asimple plate-loaded
gain stage is not trivial. Add to this very
low channel-to-channel crosstalk, robust
power supply, low jitter, and high-current
operation, and you have the basic ele-

ments of asuccessful design.
We are very glad to have found validation of our design choices in the tremendous market acceptance of this innovative product. As our first digital product,
the VK-D5 solidifies Balanced Audio
Technology's reputation as acompany that
is comfortable crossing technological
boundaries.
Victor Khomenko, Steve
Bednarski, Geoffrey Poor
Balanced Audio Technology
Wadia on the digital future
[Wadia Inb Sent the preprint of
Wadia 850
CD player too late to be able to respond in this
issue However, they sent the following letter on
the general subject of the future edigital audio
earlier. —Ed]
Editor:
We read the December 1997 issue of
Stereophile with great interest. Obviously,
we are always interested in reading about
those factors that excite your interest in
competing digital products. We thought
your reviewing staff and readers might
appreciate a few comments about the
technology discussed in that issue: All of
us at Wadia were rather surprised to read
that the Digital Component of the Year
for 1997 offers "nearly 19 bits of genuine resolution." As many of your readers
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know, Wadia has been building decoding
computers with over 20 bits of genuine
resolution since 1988.
It seems that some significant part
of the enthusiasm about new digital technology relates to the 96kHz sampling
rate offered by some products. Wadia understands the marketing appeal of this
sampling rate, and could implement a
96kHz input capability into most of our
current products with very little difficulty. However, we have felt very uncomfortable about doing so, simply because
of the lack of any true consumer format
that would enable our customers to take
advantage of this capability. Furthermore
(as reported in Stereophile's "As We See It"
column in May 1997), the internecine
conflicts within the standards committees
seem to make unlikely any imminent
higher-resolution consumer standard
(of real value to the consumer). We have
studied the 96kHz/24-bit perceptual
coding scheme built into the current
DVD standard, and it appears to offer
less available bandwidth for digital audio
than the current Philips/Sony Redbook
standard for CD playback. Consequently,
we fail to see how this could be interpreted as a higher standard for digital
audio playback.

SOLUTIONS
Audio Research
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Mark Levinson
Aerial
Theta Digital
ProAc
McCormack
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Pass Labs
Von Schweikert
Proceed
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tivtieuteatJ
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Manufacturers'
Many powerful industry factions seem
to be preventing agreement on agenuinely useful consumer audio standard incorporating greater than 48kHz sampling.
While there are afew studio machines
(such as the excellent Nagra-D tape
recorder) offering a 96k digital output
capability, there is no available consumer
delivery system capable of taking advantage of that feature. Wadia feels that it
would be inappropriate to ask all of our
customers to pay for afeature that very
few of them would ever be likely to use.
We would certainly welcome any new
higher-resolution consumer standards,
and know that we will be able to provide
avery serious level of performance for any
such consumer standard that is developed.
To that end, we continuously monitor all
of the proposals that have been made for
higher performance standards.
In addition, we have been building products of increasing modularity and flexibility, with the goal of being able to quickly and simply add higher sampling-rate
capability, if and when any higher sampling rate actually gains approval as a
viable consumer format. We are, however,
extremely cautious about adding such
capability now (ie, before the establishment of any new consumer standards),

when there is avery real chance that the
final approved format will be different
from our current expectations. This eventuality would be extremely frustrating to
our current customers, who count on us
to offer upgrades in performance with
genuine long-term value.
1f any of your readers feel we arc being
overly conservative, we invite them to
study the current proposals on the table.
We are aware of at least four mutually
incompatible proposals, acceptance of any
one of which might be incompatible with
the others—like VHS and Beta, only
exponentially worse. We feel that our
conservative position is the only truly
responsible way to take care of our customers' interests. When we become confident that we can give them higher sampling rates with the promise of real, commercially available playback source material, we will offer upgrades with genuine
and lasting value. Until then, we would
prefer to see them invest in the finest possible performance with current (widely
available) CD, CD-R, and DAT formats.
While we could offer many more
thoughts on these subjects, we would like
to close by pointing out that we are seeking every possible means of increasing the
real resolution of digital audio systems.
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e-mail: ratluff@preferred.com

You've heard the perfect component
for your system.
You want it -NOW!
One thing is stopping you -money.
We can help -now.
Stereo Trading Outlet pays
cash -top dollar guaranteed! -for used
equipment, like yours -and we pay now.
Since 1984, we have been buying and
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audio equipment.

Why not call now?
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Audio Quest, HarmonKardon,
Infinity, Marantz, Nad, NHT,
Niles, Panamax, Paradigm,
Paradigm/Reference, Sunfire, Terk

Stereo Trading Outlet
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Comments

Any Stereophik reader with mathematical
skills will already know that our current
22-bit products with 64x-oversampled
data produce more genuine resolution
than any competing consumer audio
product. Nevertheless, none of this information matters a bit unless the results
yield music. While Wadia prides itself on
taking the most technically advanced
approaches to digital playback, we recognize that the only result that really matters
is the emotional response one gets from
the musical performance. To quote one of
the great American composers of this century: "It don't mean athing if it ain't ,got that
swine

Thank you for the opportunity to comment. As always, enjoy the music!
SteveJelkty,Jim KitIlIC, Peter Bohatek,
James Shannon, Steve Huntley, Matt Bastien
Wadia

Erratum
Although we correctly listed the price of
the Parasound D/AC-2000 digital processor in the heading for its entry in our
most recent "Recommended Components" (VoI21 NoA, p.115) as $2000, a
typo in the text changed "$2000" to
1200." Our apologies to Parasound and to
our readers.
—JA
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Where
ALABAMA
Birmingham
Sound Decisions
(205) 945-9400
Hartselle
NS5 Electronics
(205) 773-0534

ALASKA
Anchorage
Pyramid Audio
(907) 272-9111
Shimeks Audio
(907) 276-2525

ARIZONA
Mesa
Hi Fi Sales
(602) 969-1338
Phoenix
Speakers Etc.
(602) 272-6696
Scottsdale
Esoteric Audio
(602) 946-8128
Tempe
Arizona Tube Audio
(602) 921-9961
Tucson
Wilson Audio Ltd
(602) 326-4662

CALIFORNIA
Agoura Hills
Evolution Audio Video
(818) 879-1312
Bel Air
Ambrosia Audio
(310) 440-5522
Berkeley
dB Audio
(415) 548-8733
San Francisco Stereo
(510) 586 1055
Opel Audio
(510) 848-2545
Beverly Hills
Sound Center
(310) 274-6951
Burbank
Speaker City USA
(818) 846-9921
Burlingame
Future Sound
(415) 342-1476
Carmichael
Deetes Sound Room
(916) 334-7000
Costa Mesa
Atlantic Stereo
(714) 646-8895
Culver City
Armadillo 8Company
(213) 937-7674
Audio Video City #2
(310) 838-8889
Encino
Sound Factor West
(818) 501-3548
Fremont
AN Room (The)
(510) 713-1241
Gardena
Reference Audio Systems
(310) 517-1700
Hollywood
World Book and News
(213) 465-4352

to

Los Angeles
Brentwood Communications
(310) 476-6363
Robertson Magazine 8
Bookstore
(310) 858-1804
Menlo Park
Sound Perfection
(415) 323-1000
Monrovia
Brooks Berdan Ltd
(818) 359-9131
Monterey
Home Theater Xcellence
(408) 655-8000
Monterey Stereo
(408) 649-6303
Oakland
Pro Home Systems
(510) 654-6630
Palo Alto
Audible Difference (The)
(415) 328-1081
Pasadena
Canterbury Records
(818) 792-7184
GNP Audio
(818) 577-7767
Rancho Mirage
David Rutledge Audio 8Video
(619) 776-1616
Redding
Pro Electronics
(916) 222-5933
Redondo Beach
Definition Audio Video
(310) 371-0019
Roseville
Dimple Records
(916) 781-2800
S. San Francisco
Laser City
(650) 794-9664
Sacramento
Audio FX
(916) 929-2100
Paradyme Audio/Video
(916) 971-3600
San Diego
Audio Video Excellence
(619) 689-1311
Stereo Design
(619) 573-0060
Stereo Unlimited
(619) 223-8151
San Francisco
San Francisco Stereo
(415) 861-1044
Ultimate Sound
(415) 781-6025
San lose
Bay Area Audio
(408) 255-0735
Laserland Home Theater
(408) 253-3733
Santa Barbara
Mission Audio
(805) 682-7575
Santa Monica
Audio Video City
(310) 453-5355
Shelley's Stereo
(310) 451-0040
Santa Rosa
Catania Sound
(707) 526-7555
Sawyer's News
(707) 542-1311

Buy
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Soundscape
(707) 578-4434
Studio City
Dave's Video, The Laser Place
(818) 760-3472
Sunnyvale
McAlister Electronics Svc.
(408) 739-2605
Thousand Oaks
Hi-Q Audio/Video Systems
(805) 374-2771
Torrance
Stereo Hi Fi Center
(213) 373-6796
Tustin
Digital Ear (The)
(714) 544-7903
Van Nuys
Audio Den
(818) 786-4240
Walnut Creek
Sound Distinction
(510) 944-4740
Stereo Unlimited
(510) 932-5835
Westminster
Audio Video Today
(714) 891-7575
Woodland Hills
Shelley's Stereo
(818) 716-8500
COLORADO
Boulder
Eads News 8Smoke Shop
(303) 442-5900
Listen Up
(303) 444-0479
Recycled Audio
(303) 449-0153
Colorado Springs
Audio Visionaries
(719) 532-1518
Listen Up #3
(719) 633-2600
Sound Shop
(719) 636-1684
Denver
Cherry Creek Audio
(303) 758-4434
Listen Up #2
(303) 444-0479
MoonDance Audio
(303) 777-4449
Sound Hounds
(303) 722-3200
Durango
Northstar Leading The Way
(970) 259-6722
Englewood
Gold Sound
(303) 789-5310
Pueblo
Chorus Audio Video
(719) 542-1980
Thornton
SoundTrack, Ultimate Electronics
(303) 412-2525
Westminster
Westminster Newsland
(303) 428-0823
CONNECTICUT
Bristol
Sound Unlimited
(203) 584-0131
Hartford
Stereo Shop (The)
(203) 523-7250

New Haven
Take 5Audio Group
(203) 787-9127
New London
Roberts
(860) 442-5314

DELAWARE
Wilmington
High Fidelity House
(302) 478-3575
Overture LLC
(302) 478-6050

FLORIDA
Auburndale
Blow 11 Out Your Amp
(941) 967-0202
Boca Raton
Better Sound
(561) 338-8898
Coral Gables
Sound Components
(305) 665-4299
Hollywood
Hollywood Sound
(954) 921-1408
Jacksonville
House of Stereo
(904) 642-6677
Key West
Audio Video International
(305) 294-4018
Margate
Good Sounds
(954) 969-2550
Miami
Audio by Caruso
(305) 253-4433
Palm Harbor
Audio Video Odyssey
(813) 784-1911
Pinellas Park
Speakenvorld
(813) 544-3819
Sarasota
Lasers Edge CD 8
DVD Exchange
(941) 377-4419

GEORGIA
Alpharetta
Laser Video Limited
(770) 640-1399
Dunwoody
Audio Solutions
(404) 804-8977
Lilbum
Audio Alternative
(770) 931-0606
Marietta
Audio Atlanta
(404) 499-0145
Bertek Systems
(770) 951-8834
Martine:
Stereo Shop (The)
(706) 863-9143
Norcross
Hi Fi Exchange
(770) 242-6644
Roswell
AVI Home Theatre Store
(770) 640-1120
Home Theater 8Sound Concepts
(770) 642-5557

HAWAII
Honolulu
Audio Directions
(808) 941-6550
Classic Audio 8Video
(808) 732-9625

ILLINOIS
Belleville
Audio By Us
(618) 277-9500
Champaign
Champagne Audio
(217) 355-8828
Chicago
Avant Garde Home
Entertainment
(773) 248-1104
Music Direct
(312) 433-0200
Paul Heath Audio Ltd.
(773) 549-8100
Superior Audio Systems
(312) 226-4848
Van L. Speakenvorks
(312) 769-0773
Chicago Heights
Music in Motion
(708) 754-3770
Franklin Park
Mobile Hi -Fi
(847) 455-6166
Glenwood
Little Guys (The)
(708) 754-8844
Lisle
Holm Audio
(630) 663-1298
Morton Grove
Abt Electronics
(847) 967-8830
Orland Park
Sound and Vision
(708) 403-2500
Rock Falls
Sterling Electronics
(815) 626-4200
Rockford
Absolute Audio
(815) 395-1000

INDIANA
Angola
Premier Sound
(219) 665-7370
Bloomington
Sound Solutions
(812) 330-0390
Fort Wayne
Three Rivers Audio
(219) 745-5460
Ft. Wayne
Audio Video Lifestyles
(219) 436-4669
Indianapolis
Audio Solution of Broad Ripple
(317) 255-4342
Media Room
(317) 466-0116
Tone Studio
(317) 257-0601
Lafayette
Sound Lab
(317) 449-4211
Portage
Who's Your Entertainment
(219) 762-7027

Terre Haute
Audio Connection
Stereo/Video
(812) 232-1663

IOWA
Bettendorf
Reference Audio Video
(319) 355-3200
Davenport
Planet Audio
(319) 344-8833
Des Moines
Audio Video Logic
(515) 255-2134
Fort Dodge
Archer TV
(515) 573-5737
Iowa City
Audio Odyssey
(319) 338-9505
Hawkeye Audio
(319) 337-4878

KANSAS
Great Bend
Custom Sound and Video
(316) 793-3399
Salina
Acoustics Sounds
(913) 825-86129
Shawnee Mission
Audioport Ltd
(913) 341-2222
Wichita
Custom Sound
(316) 681-3555
KENTUCKY
Lexington
Barney Miller's
(606) 252-2216

LOUISIANA
Baton Rouge
Art Colleys Audio Specialties
(504) 926-0244
Metairie
Audio Orleans
(504) 831-0050
Audio Resource
(504) 885-6988
New Orleans
Wilson Audio
(504) 866-3457

MAINE
Bangor
Summit Sound
(207) 947-4434

MARYLAND
Annapolis
Hi Tech Electronics
(410) 266-0818
Baltimore
Soundscape
(410) 889-1134
Burtonsville
IS Audio
(301) 989-2500
Ellicott City
Gramophone Ltd
(410) 465-5500
Kensington
Soundworks
(301) 929-8600

IJealers interested in selling Stereophile, please call (800) 446-3563. Stereophile is also available at selected B. Dalton Booksellers, Blockbuster Video, and Tower
Records stores. US National Distributors: Ingram Periodicals, (800) 627-6247; International Periodical Distributors, (619) 793-9435.
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Laurel
Audio Video Solutions
(301) 953-7242
Lutherville
Gramophone Ltd
(410) 465-5500
Silver Spring
Graffiti Audio-Video
(301) 589-3444
Towson
Silver Screen 8Sound
(410) 296-0202

MASSACHUSETTS
Arlington
Cameras Inc Stereo &Video
(617) 648-8111
Boston
Looney Tunes Records
(617) 247-2238
Cambridge
Audio Lab
(617) 864-1144
Looney Tunes II
(617) 876-5624
Chicopee
Essential Hi Fi
(413) 533-4700
Lawrence
Maleo Electrones
(508) 685-4383
Needham
You Do It Electronics
(617) 449-1005
North Attleboro
Audio Concepts
Norwood
Megaplex Home Theater
Concepts
(617) 769-6400
Westport
Sound Images
(508) 636-3400

MICHIGAN
Allen Park
Babbage 8Sons
(313) 386-3909
Ann Arbor
Accutronics
(313) 741-4444
Dearborn
Almas Hi-Fi Stereo
(313) 584-1860
Femdale
Imagery
(248) 544-8370
Kalamazoo
Audio Kiosk (The)
(616) 384-5787
Royal Oak
Audio Dimensions
(810) 549-7320
Audio Video Alternatives
(248) 549-3100
Traverse City
Sound Room (The)
(616) 947-4710
Troy
Satellite City
(248) 528-2383
West Bloomfield
Soundquest Audio 8Video
(248) 737-0005
Superior Sight &Sound
(810) 626-2780

MISSOURI
Columbia
Sound by Johnston
(573) 449-6600
Cool Valley
Pirtles Custom Sound
(314) 524-1311
Gladstone
Buzz's Hi Fi
(816) 453-3808
Joplin
Fosider's Magnavox Home
Theater
(419) 394-5316
Sedalia
Reference Audio
(816) 826-8280

MONTANA
Billings
Inner Sanctum
(800) 747-6193
Bozeman
Thirsty Ear Hi Fi
(406) 586-8578
Great Falls
Rocky Mountain Hi Fi
(406) 761-8683
NEBRASKA
Lincoln
Audio Systems 8Design
(402) 483-4511

NEVADA
Las Vegas
Image 8Sound
(702) 876-3401
Upper Ear (The)
(702) 878-8212

NEW HAMPSHIRE
Hanover
Dartmouth Bookstore
(603) 643-1233
Nashua
Ensemble
(603) 888-9777

NEW JERSEY
Dunellen
Home Theater Shop (The)
(908) 424-8680
Freehold
Freehold Stereo Video
(732) 866-9500
Linwood
Sounds and Images
(609) 926-1630
Middletown
Stereo Dynamics
(908) 671-1559
Montclair
Cohen's
(201) 744-2399
Ridgewood
Sounding Board (The)
(201) 445-5006
Trenton
Hal's Stereo and Video
(609) 883-6338
Upper Montclair
CSA Audio
(201) 744-0600
Verona
Audio Connection
(201) 239-1799

MINNESOTA

West Caldwell
Woodbridge Stereo
(201) 575-8264

Hopkins
Transportation Electronics
(612) 933-7357

Woodbridge
Woodbridge Stereo Center
(908) 636-7777

Minneapolis
Needle Doctor
(800) 229-0644

NEW MEXICO

Rochester
Amalgamated Audio
(507) 286-1328

Albuquerque
Audio Designs
(505) 298-9185
Hudson's Audio Center
(505) 296-6978

MISSISSIPPI
McComb
McLeod's
(601) 684-7253
Ripley
Extreme Sound Lab
(601) 837-2345
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Page One Newsstand
8Bookstore
(505) 294-2026
Sound Consultant
(505) 821-9626
Sound Ideas
(505) 292-1188

Santa Fe
ASound Look
(505) 983-5509
Candyman (The)
(505) 988-8933

NEW YORK
Binghamton
J.S.G. Audio Video
(607) 722-3551
Brooklyn
Ubiquity Distributors
(718) 875-5491
Clifton Park
Edie's CD's
(518) 373-9089
Flushing
Ultra Hi -Fi
(718) 461-4848
Upgrade AN Center
(718) 886-1700
Ithaca
Hi-Way Hi-Fi
(607) 272-7155
Lake Grove
Audio Den
(516) 585-5600
Little Neck
Hi Fi Exchange
(718) 423-0400
Liverpool
Audio Excellence NY
(315) 451-2707
Signature Sound
(315) 622-4137
Manhasset
Audio Video Creations
(516) 365-4434
New York
Coliseum Books
(212) 757-8381

Dina Magazines
(212) 674-6595
Lyric Hi-Fi
(212) 439-1900

Magazine Store (The)
(212) 246-4766

Stereo Advantage
(513) 321-0083
Cleveland
Hi-Tech Hi -Fi and Video
(216) 449-4434
Columbus
Advanced Satellite Audio Video
(614) 863-3862
Progressive Audio
(614) 299-0565

Fairborn
Audio Etcetera
(513) 429-4434
Findlay
House of Hindenach
(419) 422-0392
Lakewood
Play It Again Sam
(216) 228-7330
Mayfield Heights
Hoffman's Audio Video
(216) 461-3707
Toledo
Jamieson's
(419) 882-2571
Paragon Sound
(419) 882-1010

OREGON

Beaverton

Art of Audio (The)
(503) 643-5754
Chelsea Audio
(503) 641-3510

Portland
Fred's Sound of Music
(503) 234-5341

NORTH CAROLINA

Cary

Advanced Audio
(919) 481-3880
Charlotte
Cannon Associates
(704) 375-8246
Premier Audio Video
(704) 554-8300
Raleigh
Audio Advice
(919) 881-2005
OHIO
Boardman
Sound Shop
(330) 629-8191
Canton
Belden Audio
(330) 493-7727
Cincinnati
Audible Elegance
(513) 793-3737

Tara Labs

AMC

Wilson Audio
Genesis

VTL
kgetti

Conrad-Johnson
Classe'

Gallo

esearch

Aerial
Acurus

NHT

Tulsa
Phonograph
(918) 252-5300

Stereo Exchange
(212) 505-1111

Syracuse
Clark Music
(315) 446-7020
West Babylon
Audio Visions
(516) 661-3355
White Plains
Toys From The Attic
(914) 421-0069

Lexicon

arp LCD

Bartlesville

Ronny's Stereo
(541) 344-2454

Stereo Shop
(716) 424-1820

Mark Lev
Transparent

Sound Station (The)
(918) 336-2240

Sound by Singer
(212) 924-8600

Sound Concept (The)
(716) 442-6050

AUDIO

OKLAHOMA

Eugene
Bradford's Hi Fidelity
(541) 344-9117

Queens
ID. Electronics
(718) 528-4956
Rochester
Fairport Soundworks
(716) 264-0410

e

Dublin
Audio Encounters
(614) 766-4434

Park Avenue Audio
(212) 685-8101

Union Square Magazine Shop
(212) 246-4766

Hear The Best. See The Best.

2807 Bransford Avenue
Nashville, TN 37204

615-460-933

Salem

Hear No Evil Home &Car
(503) 363-3633
PENNSYLVANIA
Ardmore
Danby Radio
(610) 649-7002
Chambersburg
Squires Electronics
(717) 263-4960
Erie
Custom Audio
(814) 833-8383
Jenkintown
Stereo Trading Outlet (The)
(215) 886-1650
McMurray
Goosebumps
(412) 941-3326
Philadelphia
David Lewis Audio
(215) 725-1177
Pittsburgh
Audio Gallery (The)
(412) 521-9500
Listening Post
(412) 681-8433
Northern Audio Exchange
(412) 366-5055
Triangle Radio 8Television
(412) 561-1115
Scranton
Heart 8Soul Audio
(717) 346-0222
Selinsgrove
Village TV 8Stereo Shop
(717) 374-9220
Shillington
Elements Audio Video
(610) 775-9325
Shippensburg
Squires Electronics
(717) 532-7373

Mr TM

AUDIO GALLERY

when the music pleases your ears
your soul will dance
SINGLE ENDED
GRAAF*
ATMA-SPHERE
AIR TIGHT'
MCCORMACK
PASS LABS
AUDIOCRAFT'
DISC DOCTOR
ACCU PHASE'
VERITY AUDIO'
SOUND LAB
CONRAD-JOHNSON
AUDIO LAB'
GALLO ACOUSTICS —
ANTHEM
MAGNUM AUDIO LTD'
KOETSU*
NOFIDOST FLATLINE —
E.A.R.
MEADOWLARK AUDIO —

MASSACHUSE
HIGH-END CHOIC
IN BEAUTIFUL PICTURESQUE W
1100 MAIN ROAD
WESTPORT, MA 02790
TEL. (508) 636 3400
FAX (508)
TOTEM
SOUND IMAGES CAB
BEDIN1
CALIFORNIA AUDIO
J.A.M1CHELL'
MESA ENGINEE

GRADO
KAMICHI'
FURNITURE BY
TARGET, CONTOURS, OSAR* AND SALAMANDER
MANY MORE PLEASE CALI.
TRADE-INS ACCEPTED
PRE OWNED EQUIPMENT AVAILABLE

ENGLAND'S EXCLuSivE DEALER
MASSACHUSETTS EXCLUSIVE DEALER

NEW
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Where

to

Willow Grove
Soundex
(215) 659-8815
RHODE ISLAND
Portsmouth
Paul's Satellite &Sound
(401) 683-4400
SOUTH CAROLINA
Greenwood
Delta Electronics
(864) 229-3949
TENNESSEE
Cordova
Sound Visions
(901) 754-7111
Johnson City
Mr. Toads Stereo
(423) 929-1121
Soundroom (The)
(423) 928-9233
Madison
Audio Video Environments
(615) 868-7710
Memphis
Modern Music Audio &Video
(901) 682-6557
Nashville
Nicholson's Stereo
(615) 327-4312
TEXAS
Arlington
Pioneer Television gAudio
(817) 640-3018
Austin
Audio by Design
(512) 458-1667
High Fidelity
(512) 454-5833
Bedford
Classic Home Audio
(817) 267-6502
Conroe
lobe Systems
(409) 441-1112
Dallas
Audio Home
(214) 247-1487
Audio Partners
(972) 930-9862
Krystal Clear Audio
(214) 520-7156
El Paso
Soundquest
(915) 779-5421
Houston
Acoustic Design
(713) 630-0707
Dynamic Audio Visual
(713) 266-4555
Lubbock
Extreme Audio
(806) 747-0667
Sound Wave (The)
(806) 792-7299
UTAH
Orem
Reference Audio Video
(801) 221-9804
Salt Lake City
Audio Design
(801) 486-5511
Audition Audio
(801) 467-5918
VERMONT
Essex Junction
Butternut Audio
(802) 879-3900
VIRGINIA
Abingdon
Alpine Audio
(540) 628-3177
Centreville
Gifted Listener Audio
(703) 818-8000
Chantilly
Sight .4 Sound Consulting
(703) 802-6443
Falls Church
High Tech Electronic Services
(703) 534-1733
Moneta
Hi Fi Farm
(540) 721-4434
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Buy
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Richmond
Audio Visions/Stereo Trading Post
(804) 346-0876
Roanoke
Sound Decision
(540) 343-6993
WASHINGTON
Bellevue
Definitive Audio
(206) 524-5198
Kennewick
Quick Silver Audio
(509) 783-7047
Olympia
Desco Audio &Video
(360) 943-1393
Puyallup
Premier Audio & Home Theater
(253) 445-5414
Seattle
Bulldog News
(206) 632-6397
Classic Audio
(206) 706-1561
Hawthorne Stereo
(206) 522-9609
University Bookstore
(206) 545-4387
WEST VIRGINIA
South Charleston
Absolute Sound
(304) 768-7874
WISCONSIN
Appleton
Suess Electronics
(414) 733-6464
Cudahy
Cudahy News and Hobby
(414) 769-1500
Glendale
Sound Investments
(414) 438-1818
Madison
University Audio
(608) 284-0001
Mequon
Sound Designs
(414) 242-5599
Monroe
Fuzzy's Audio & Lighting Co.
(608) 325-2077
Sheboygan
Gene's Sound &Camera
(414) 458-2141
Wausau
Electronics World #1
(715) 845-4504
Wisconsin Rapids
Salon One
(715) 421-5910
PUERTO RICO
Rio Piedras
Stardust DVD Dist
(787) 274-0146
Rio Piedras Heights
Speaker Warehouse
(809) 274-0927
San Juan
Nova Electronics
(787) 781-3870
CANADA
National Distributor
DeWinton, Alberta
Ruchle Marketing
Box 24, Site One, 081
ALBERTA
Calgary
KM Audio
1424 Fourth St SW
Loyalty Sound, Ltd
1107 Eighth St SW
Smart Audio Video
4216 12th St NE, Bay I
Sounds of Music
220 Seventh Ave SW
Edmonton
Audio Ark
10745 124th St
Audio Plus
9934 82nd Ave
Medicine Hat
Audio Excellence
657 Second St SE

BRITISH COLUMBIA
Burnaby
Book Warehouse
4820 Kingsway *N1163
Coquitlam
Austin Books
1105 Austin Ave
Courtenay
Clarion Books 8Music
480 Sixth St
New Westminster
Royal Book Marl
600 Agnes St
Richmond
Book Warehouse
6340-9 No 3Rd
Vancouver
Book Warehouse
632 W Broadway
1150 Robson St
2388 W. Fourth Ave
674 Granville St, 4th Floor
Elite Electronics
2220 W Broadway it101
Sikora's Classical Records
432 W Hastings St
The Soundroom
2205 W. Fourth Ave
Victoria
Sweet Thunder Records
575 Johnson St
NOVA SCOTIA
Halifax
Atlantic News
5560 Moms St
ONTARIO
Concord
Audio One
3200 Steeles Ave W
Hamilton
Village Audio —Westdale
1059 King St W *2
Kingston
lust Hi -Fi
239 Princess St
London
London Audio
716 York St
Nepean
Euphorucs Audio uVideo
1480 Merivale Rd
Oakville
Oakville Audio
210 Lakeshore Rd E
Ottawa
Distinctive Audio
903 Carling Ave
Pembroke
Pembroke Audio Video
69 Pembroke St W
Rexdale
Audio Empire
1003 Albion Rd
Richmond Hill
American Sound
9108 Yonge St
Audio Excellence
8763-A Bayview
Scarborough
Grand Electronics
19 Milliken Blvd
Thornhill
Brack Electronics North
7616 Yonge St
Toronto
Brack Electronics
69 Front St E
Great National Sound
615 Queen St W
L'Atelier Grigorian
70 Yorkville Ave
Unionville
Digital Hi-End
5221 Hwy 7
Waterloo
Soundstage
59 Regina St N
Whitby
American Sound Whitby
233 Brock St S

Quebec
COR.A
131-l8 Rue E
Ste-Foy
ROTAI electronique
2873 Chemin Ste Foy
ARGENTINA
National Distributor
Buenos Aires
RJ. Martinez
Tel/Fax: (54) 1-585-1413
AUSTRALIA
National Distributor
Templestowe, Victoria
Audio C) Imports
Tel: (61) 3-01994-8413
Fax (61) 3-9846-2407
BALTIC STATES
Riga, Latvia
A Trade
13th of January Street 13
Tel: (3712) 211-688

r

BENELUX
National Distributor
Dumb Audio BV
Dept DC Publishing
Tel 31 (0) 73 511 2555
Fax: 31 (0) 73 511 7583
De Hiftwinkel
Tel: 31 (0) 40 211 3388
Fax: 31 (0) 40 211 7734
The Hifishop
Tel: 31 (0) 13 544 3444
Fax: 31 (0) 13 612 5698
De Hifistudio
Tel: 31 (0) 591-611111
Fax: 31 (0) 591-612345
BRAZIL
Blumenau, SC
Sound Image
Fax: 0347) 322-0305
BRUNEI
Jalan Gadong
Auvisual Haven
Fax (011) 024-48841
COSTA RICA
Curridiabat, San Jose
Parlatek SA
Tel/Fax: (506) 225-8231
CROATIA
National Distributor
Split
Media Audio
Tel: (385) 21-343-213
Fax (385) 21-40-376
CZECH REPUBLIC
Borivojova
Ego vos Audio Studio
Tel/Fax 42-2-90001181
DENMARK
Norager
Hi Fi Klubben
Tel: (459) 722-4941
FINLAND
Turku
HifiMesta Oy
Tel (358) 2-2504-888
Fax: (358) 2-25(44-808
FRANCE
Paris
Renaissance Sarl
Tel/Fax: (331) 6004-6036
GERMANY
National Distributor
GeisenheimStephanshausen
Eclectic Audio
Tel: (49) 6722-8060
Fax: (49) 6722-8067

Q UEBEC

GREECE

Montreal
Opus Audio
5154 Boul Decarie
Son Or/Filtronique
9343 Laieunesse

National Distributor
Athens
NM. Acoustics
Tel: (30) 1-292-2724
Fax: (30) 1-293-3168

HONG KONG
National Distributor
11 Audio
Tel: (852) 2524-8775
Fax: (852) 2845-0746
Kowloon Branch
Tel: (852) 2392-6368
Fax: (852) 2392-6328
INDONESIA
Jakarta
MOS Electronics
Tel: 6221-692-7840
Fax: 6221-625-1133
IRELAND
National Distributor
Blackrock, County Dublin
Cloney Audio
Tel (353) 1-288-8477
Fax (353) 1-283-4887
ITALY
National Distributor
Lucca
Sound &Music
Tel (39) 583-55-301
Fax: (39) 583-419-115
JAPAN
National Distributor
Tokyo
Axiss Corporation
Tel (81) 3-5410-0071
Fax (81) 3-5410-0622
MACEDONIA
Skopje
T.P. Kodi Export-Import
Tel/Fax: (389) 91 11 83 66
MALAYSIA

SAUDI ARABIA
Jeddah
W IHouse
Fax (99) 62-68-24-098
SINGAPORE
National Distributor
the Adelphi
Stereophile Audio
Tel/Fax: 6533 42 106
SOUTH AFRICA
National Distributor
Alberton, Gauteng
Hi-Fi Excellence
Tel: (27) 11-907-9092
Fax: (27) 11-907-8399
SPAIN
National Distributor
Valencia
Sarte Audio Elite
Tel (34) 6-351-0798
Fax: (34) 6-351-5254
SWEDEN
National Distributor
Stockholm
Hi -Fi Ail
Tel (46) 8-661-6303
Fax (46) 8-660-2207
SWITZERLAND
National Distributor
Geneva
Hi-Fi Portier
Tel (41) 22-784-0050
Fax (41) 22-784-2904

National Distributor

THAILAND

Kuala Lumpur
The SoundStage
Tel: (60) 3-717-6969
Fax (60) 3-719-4188

National Distributor

MARTINI Q UE,
FRENCH WEST INDIES
St. Joseph
Frequence Audio Conseil
Tel: (596) 42 71 00
Fax (596) 57 96 39
NEW ZEALAND
National Distributor
Petone, Wellington
DB. Britton
Tel (64) 4-5688-066
Fax (64) 4-5688-065
NORWAY
National Distributor
Eidsvaagneset
Audio Media
Tel/Fax: (47) 55-25-62-14
PHILIPPINES
National Distributor
Quezon City
Upscale Audio
Tel: (63) 2-931-37-42
Fax: (63) 2-741-28-93
POLAND
Warsaw
Hifi Sound Studio
Tel/Fax: (48) 22-774-8154
PORTUGAL
Notional Distributor
Amadora
Ajasom
Tel: (351) 1474-8709
Fax: (351) 1475-1367
RUSSIA
National Distributor
Moscow
RG Sound
Tel: (095) 256-5091
Fax: (095) 259-2742
ATTrade
Tel: (095) 291-5086
Fax: (095) 291-5871
Esolerica
Tel: (095) 917-4385
Fax: (095) 917-8762
The Purple legion
40/42 Maxim Gorky
Nabmeznay
Tel: (095) 233-1442
Fax: (095) 248-3352

Music World Co.
Tel: (662) 276-5190
Fax: (662) 276-2456
TRINIDAD
Curete
Sanch Electronix
Tel: (809) 663-1384
Fax: (809) 645-2205
TURKEY
Istanbul
RICO Muzik
Tel: (90) 212-241-3411
Fax (90) 212-231-9673
UNITED KINGDOM
National Newsstand
Distributor
COMAG Magazine Marketing
Tel: 01895 433 8W
Fax: 01895 433 801
National Dealer Distributor
Wollaton Audio
Tel 0115 928 4147
Fax 0115 925 0625
Berkshire
Audio T
Tel: 01734 585 463
Bury St. Edmunds
Bury Audio
47 Churchgate St
London
Kamla Hifi
Tel: 0171 323 2747
Musical Images
Tel: 0171 497 1346
Sound Organisation
Tel 0171 403 2255
Oxford
Oxford Audio Consultants
Tel 01865 790879
Suffolk
Bury Audio
Tel: 01284 724 337
VIETNAM
Ho Chi Minh City
Show Room
Tel/Fax 848651868
YUGOSLAVIA
Belgrade
Vox Trade
Tel: (381) 11-222-4322
Fax: (381) 11-140-689
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Audio
GENE RUBIN AUDIO, VENTURA, CALIFORNIA -Franchised dealer for Naim, Pink Triangle,
Quad, Spendor, Roksan, Creek, Rega, Epos, Revox,
JPW, Dynaco, 0C-9. Goldring, Revolver, Target,
Sound Organisation, and more. Always lots of used
gear. Established ss ay bask in 1979! (805)658-8311.
"SOUND YOU CAN TOUCH: featuring Audio
Research, CAL, Class(' Audio, Fanfare FM, Grado, Jeff
Rowland. KLIZIlla, Magnum Dynalab, Martin-Logan,
Mirage, MIT, Power Wedge, ProAc, Target, Theta, van
den Hul, Vandersteen, JF Woodworks. Audio Ewellence,
Liverpool, NY (315)451-2707 Visa/ MC/AmEr/Discover.
SME 3012-R: Newest version of this superb archival
toneami. Suitable for all recorded sources, including
LPs, 78s, 16" transcriptions, acetates, and metal. SME
Owners: Upgrade through exchange to current updated Series II Improved, Series III, and Series "R" models. New SME heactshells, Fluid Damper Kits, manuals,
and parts. Audio "78" Archival Supplies,* Po. Box 187,
Suet Ansel ,CA 94979. (415)457-7878.
AU I
)10PH I
LE & SCHOLAR — University Audio
Shop. Madison, Wisconsin — Acurus, Aerial, Aragon.
Audio Research, B&K, CAL Creek, EAD, Golden
Tube, Hales, JoLida, Krell, Lexicon, Linn, MartinLogan, Micromega, NEAR, Paradigm. Purist Audio,
Rega, Rimer), Spica, TARA, Thiel, Totem. Vandersteen,
Von Schweikert, VIM. (608) 284-0001.
WE CAN HELP YOU CHOOSE excellent-sounding, dependable audio equipment (plus video). We offer
friendly, knowledgeable advice, bands-on experience,
fire delivery We carry: Mirage, NAD, Cary, Nakamichi,
Acums, 'Gruber, KEF, Parasound, Kinergerics, Quad. PS,
Fried. Audible Illusions, Spendor, Target, Carver, many
more. Free catalog! Read Brothers Skin', 591 King Si,
Charleston, SC 29403. (803)723-7276.
HI-F1 EXCHANGE —Large selection of quality
used high-end components at huge discounts. We
buy, sell, and trade. Call for inventory list. (718) 4230400, or visit our showroonu at 251-11 Northern Blvd, Little Neck, NY 11363.
MBC AUDIO: Klyne, BEL Gradient, C.E.C„ Densen, Diapason, Audio Magic. Denver, CO. (303) 3995031, MST
ATTENTION QUAI) AN1) SPENDOR OWNERS! Factory-authorized sales and/or service for Quad,
Spendor, Gradient, awe, and Acoustic Panel Systems.
New and used Quad equipment bought/sold.
ESL/ESL-63 updates, stands, and subwoofer systems
available. For further details, contact Mike or Randy,
QS(..,D, 33 McWhirt Loop #108, Fredericksburg, VA 22406.
(540) 372-3711,Jav (540) 372-3713.
WE ALWAYS PAY BETTER! 1)on't let go of your
ARC, Aragon, Cello, Krell, Mark Levinson, MIT,
Spectral, Theta, Threshold, or Wadia without calling
us. Showroom in West L.A. Call Superes Products, Inc,
(310) 826-3686, (310) 826-4356 ii1X, &MEW
AUDIO UNLIMITED OFFERS Accuphase, Acoustic Energy, Acrotec, Acsthetix, Air Tight, Avalon
Acoustics. Audio Artistry, Audio Craft, Audio Note,
Basis, Benz-Micro, Chang, Coda, Ensemble, Fanfare,
Graaf, Graham, Koetsu, Kuzma, LAT, Magnum
Dynalab. Meret, Micromega, Micro-Seiki, Musical
Design, Music Metre, Muse, Odeon, Onix, Rega,
Samadhi Acoustics, Spendor, Symphonic Line, Systemdek, Tannoy, Totem, Transfiguration, Wheaton
Triplanar, XLO, VISA, Zoethecus, and more. Call/
fax John Bantes at (303) 691-3407 2341 W Yale Ave.,
Endetvood, (X) 80110.
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FANFARE FM TUNER on the Internet. Visit our
web site at wwwfinfirweorn .See the latest FM antennas
(the new APS-14), plus tips on improving FM reception. Download our product literature. Not on the
Net? Call for our Stereo Pilot newsletter at (800) 2688637, also (716) 683-5451, or fax to (716) 683-5421. Email to intOeurfirrecorn, or write to firnern
Box 455,
liqualo, NY 14i25-0455.
ACTIVE COMPONENTS: Made-to-order crossovers, subsonic filters, summers, and boost-amps with
optional level controls, for hi-, tri-, and quad-amp configurations. Includes power supply. For brochure:
DiGniruy Enginerring lith, 11828 WhIre7S011 Blvd, Culver
City, CA 90230. (310) 397-9668, ja.v (310) 397-8498,
irnprIturch@aotrom .
SIG NAL GUARD RESONANCE-ATTENUATION PLATFORM. Dimensions: 19" by 16" by 3".
Weight: 27 lbs. Supports 200 lbs. Wide-band attenuation, 14Hz-55khz. $349. Shannon Dickson's review
upcoming in ,Srereophile. Unequaled build quality, elegant aesthetics. Call for information, dealer nearest you,
or order factory-direct to open areas. (914) 496-1067
Dealer inquiries invited.
BUY FACTORY-1)IRECT. Now you can afford
incredible state-of-the-an audio cables. Better performance than cables 10 times the cost! Selected demos
available at extra savings. Call or write for information
and reviews. 30-day money-back guarantee. lice Audio
PnIducts, teL (561) 575-7577, fax (561) 575-0302.
ANTENNA PERFORMANCE — New! Floorstanding indoor FM antenna with increased bandwidth over
standard whip models. Elegant in appearance with real
cherry endcaps, solidly engineered for maximum performance. Also new: APS-9 75 ohm outdoor antenna.
Better antenna, saine price! APS, (860) 643-2733; email: amine:Wild ,urtnetantentraptiomsancetom.
HANDMAI)E SILVER INTERCONNECTS and
speaker cable. Pure solid-core silver wire, Teflon insulation, Cardas silver/rhodium connectors. Low-capacitance,
low-inductance
design.
Interconnects,
$150/meter pair; speaker cable, $100/running meter.
Money-back guarantee. 1)on't pay more! (770) 4578748 &line lOpm EST
KRELL KSA-100S for sale, never opened from factory!
List $5500, best offer over $3900. Contact Ralph, (904)
646-1139, Florida87@aolcom .

RATES; Private, $1.25 per word; Commercial, $4.15 per word, S166 minimum on
all commercial ads. (A word is defined as
one or more characters with aspace, dash,
or slash on either side.) PAYMENT: All classified ads must be prepaid with order, either
by check or credit card: MasterCard, Visa,
American Express. MAIL TO: Stereophite,
Classified Ad Department P.O. Box 5529,
Santa Fe, NM 87502-5529. FAX: (505) 9836327. E-MAIL: classifieds@stereophile.com
DEADLINE: Ads are due on the first working
day of the month, two months in advance of
the issue in which your ad will appear. For
example, if you want your ad to run in the
July 1998 Stereophile, you must submit it by
May 1, 1998. Please Note: Phone-in ads are
not accepted. Please fax or mail your ads on
the form provided. No refunds.

Mart

WHAT YOU 1)ON'T KNOW does hurt you! Flee
paper on RFI! Noise-fighting accessories ($0.50 up),
power-line conditioners ($85 up). Alternative to the
Shakti Stone, $30. Write for catalog!! inual Mode, 1Old
Ovate; Rd., Shelton, CT 06484. (203)929-0876.
PLAC ETE AU I
PREAMPS. The snost transparent
available today. Uses only the finest V1,11.1y
S-102
resistors in all signal paths, including the 128-step volume control. Full 1R remote control. Passive or
buffered. Five line inputs plus two tape decks. Custombuilt for your system. From $2000. No-risk trial. Call
(208) 342-6141 JO. derails.
R

PLACETE AUI)10: available now, 126-step remotecontrolled dual-mono line-level attenuators that use
only Vishay* S-IO2 resistors. From $1000. (208) 3426141 or l'Imere,aol.wm
WADIA 27 DACs, $5800; Watlia 20 transport. $2200;
Goldrtnind SR integrated, $2100. All mint. flawless
condition. (509) 326-0566, ¡'ST
AUDIO ART. EST. 1976 —Edge-of-the-art audio
components dedicated to serving music. Avalon, Martin-Logan, Vandersteen, Cardas, Jeff Rowland, Classé,
Theta, Basis-Benz, Aerial. Richmond, VA. Vbice/Jirx (804)
358-5300.
ENCORE PYRAMII) DAC, $1495; Anwita Jovian
Pillar speaker, $1295; Deluxe RoomTunes, $55 each;
TG Audio HRS Improved power cord, $135; G&1)
Transforms transport, $350; VanEvers power cord, $65.
Call (615) 650-3418.
WE'RE HERE ANI) YOU'RE NOT! Si. tall! Tube
audio specialists. New/NOS tubes. Alón, Anthem.
Audio Research, CAL Cary. Diapason, JMIab, MS,
ProAc, Quicksilver, Townshend, Wilson Benesch,
\VireWorld, more! Ask about our Bass Notch Filter!
AriZ011a Ti,!,,' Audio, (602)921-9961. eirmv.tubeenulio.com .
DIGIFLEX DVI) CABLE KIT, featuring the Diffiflex
Gold I, "...my first choice in adigital cable at any
price." —Corey Greenberg, Stireophile, Vol.16 No.Z
July 1993... and Vidiflex Gold-S professional S-video
cable. Special price for both, $114.95. Also: l'Ius Series
analog interconnects, video projector and speaker
cables and more. Free catalog from your Canare source:
Sound & Video, (518) 822-8800.
AU1)10 RESEARCH VT100, $3195; CAT SL-1
Mk.II with phono, $4195; Avalon Eclipse, cherry quilted, $5000; VAC PA 80/80, $1800; VAC Renaissance
70/70, $6500; Conrad-Johnson Premier 11A, $2400;
cables by Cardas, Transparent, various lengths. All likenew condition. Call Thomas, (516) 321-8969.
STAX NOVA SIGNATURE AMR $1250; AudioTechnica AT-0C9, $199. Both unused. (212) 966-1355.
JMLAB UTOPIA, ($30,000) $19,500; Audio Research
Reference One, ($8500) $4900; Krell FPB 600 amp,
(512.5(X)) $9100; Transparent Reference XL speaker
cable, ($9800) $5250; Transparent Balanced Reference,
1m, ($3900) $2100; MIT 350 Pm Twin, 3months old,
mint with boxes, ($1650) $950. (718)645-2843.
ENSEMBLE DICHRONO DAC, ($9200) $5500;
Ensemble CI) transport, 3months old. ($9400)555(X).
(718)645-2843.
CONRAD-JOHNSON MV-52 AMP, factory-converted from MV-50, all new RAM tubes, factorychecked January 1997, 51000 plus shipping. Jim Rogers,
The Sea Ri, I,. CA, (707)785-3521.
INFINITY IRS GAMMAS, excellent comfit-mil, original packing, manuals, $3500. Additional servo drivers
available. Gary, (316) 775-1368.
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TRANSPARENT AUDIO speaker cables/interconnects. RCA, balanced: Ultra, Super, Plus, misc.,
40-75% below retail!!! (517) 337-8362 Injim ,10pm EST
leave message.
BLACK DIAMOND RACING "Source" shelf,
20" by 23", ($1200) $595/offer. (517) 337-8362,
leave message.
SONIC FRONTIERS CD SFT1 CD transport, new.
sealed. ill,(517) 337-8362, kart' message.
MERII)IAN 504 TUNER, ($1300) $799; Classé
CDT1, ($2500) $1595; Classé 1)ACI, ($4000) $2595;
Meridian 518 digital processor, ($1900) $1325. (517)
337-8362 before lOpm EST liars •
message.
MOVING ON SALE: Avalon Radian HCs, beautiful
condition, $9000 plus shipping. Have crates but would
prefer local sale (NYC). Binding posts (2 pairs per side)
replaced with VTL-type posts, 130Wpc pure class-A
ultralinear, manuals but no boxes, prefer local sale hut
shipping can be arranged, $9000 (plus shipping if
applicable). E-mail JDScull@aarom (this e-mail ID /'r sale
items only).
REFERENCE 3A MODEL M-2 lond‘peakers. black
lacquer, mint, $975. (503) 257-0035.
WATT/PUPPIES 5.1, 4months old, ($16,700) $9500;
McIntosh MC 1000, ($13,500) $9000; Wadia 16 CI),
($7400) $3900; MIT 770 speaker cable, 10', ($3000)
$1250; MIT 350 Pro twin 1.5m interconnect, 2pairs.
(S1700/pair) $900/pair. (718) 891-4786.
McCORMACK AMPLIFIERS go from good to fantastic! Steve McCormack (their original creator) has
developed upgrades that transform the DNA series. If
you're an owner —or have been searching for an outstanding amplifier —contact SMc Audio at (760) 7320352 (9am-6pm PST M-F), SMuludio@aolcom
MOVING SALE (Class A components into Class C
home): Dunlavy SC-IV, cherry finish, $4600; Classé
M-1000 monoblocks, (sto.000) $asoo OBO. Pin
(303) 306-6330.

LINN LP12/LINGO/EKOS with Lyra Parnassus
cartridge, new, guaranteed, ($9600) $4995 OBO.
(706) 638-0577.

Hi-H '98 —
The Home Theater & Specialty Audio Show
The Westin Los Angeles Airport Hotel
June 10-11, Trade Only
June 12-14, open to the Public
8'x10' exhibit booths cost $2,200, 13 .x18' moms cost
$5,300. Check out additional sizes —call Ken Nelson at (914) 476-3157, or fax (914)969-2746. See
more, hear more — equal to three months of store
visits. Enjoy over 18 hours of live music. Public
three-day tickets are $25 in advance, $35 at the
door. Call (505) 992-6600, or fax (505)992-6677 to
order rickets.

STEREOPHI LE BACK ISSUES. 1990-96. $150;
Fluke 8060-A RMS multimeter, $225; B&K 4007
microphone, $750. Buyer pays shipping. Neil, (703)
533-071Z voicsmsail.
CLASSICAL WOODSTOCK '98 —The first fullfledged international record show featuring collectors
and dealers in the bucolic setting of Woodstock, NY,
just two hours from New York City. Saturday, August 8, lOasn-5pin. For further infomution, contact
Lawrence O'Esole at (914) 679-1054 (phone and fax),
rarapis@talsternet, or wsoutrararis.com .

REVOX ON THE INTERNET at www.revox.ch
See our latest generation of fine Swiss audio products.
Need service or parts? Call us for the lowest prices in
10 years at (708) 343-1524, (708) 343-1562 fax. E-mail
wooxandio@aolcom or Write to BTS, Inc., 4300 W Non!:
AIM', Stone Park, IL 60165.
MUSE: AMPS, PREANIP.1)AC, transport, subwoofer.
Stabi: turntable and amt All 25-30% off list (densos).
Tidl-free: (888) 415-3081.
INFINITY IRS EPSILONs, pristine condition,
$7500. (612) 401-9366.
M&K MX200 subwoofer with 3m MIT interconnect,
used little, as new, $825. (330) 499-2880, Matiie

WARNING !!!

Audio Catalog!

SOUND VALVES M40 mono tube amps, mint,
$750/pair. Quicksilver line preamp, mint. $400. (619)
672-9752.
NEW AGE AUDIO —oll.
enng the best in high-end
audio for Georgia and the Southeast. Accuphase,
AudioPrisin, Musical lksign, Music Reference,
Presence, Muse. Rogue, Quicksilver, Sins Moon Series,
Altis, Musical Concepts, Timbre, G&I) Transforms,
Rep, EAD, Alon, Clements, ESP, Fuselicr, Green
Mountain, Merlin, Quintessence, Totem, Music Metre,
Synergistic Research, TARA Labs, XLO, Osiris,
Chang, Audio Magic. (770)487-0103.
TH RESHOLI)T2 PREAMPLIFIER, Stertvphile Class
A recommended (October 1997), ($5750) $2995;
Threshold T400 amplifiers (2), 175Wpc stereo,
500Wpc monoblock, ($5950) $2995 each. (T200
100Wpc amplifiers, Stenvphile Class A, October 1997.)

Be careful with mail-order dealers
who insist on cash/personal check,
or who offer alarge discount on the saline basis.
Be secure—pay by credit card.

FREE High-End

TUBES FOR SALE—Two matched eight-tube sets
of GE 6LF6s, unused since 1992 purchase. Best offer.
(281) 493-4494.

All perfect, fully transferrable 10-year warranty. (517)
337-8362, lernse nu:may:it
MARK LEVINSON NO31.5 transport, latest revision, $6750. (860)688-0038
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Huge Selection At Low Prices. Hundreds of name-brand
high-end audio products including hard-to-find accessories,
analog and digital audio, audio cables, loudspeakers, speaker
stands, power conditioners, acoustic treatments, equipment
racks, replacement vacuum tubes, audio books, and more!
Learn What You Need To Know Before You Buy. Get complete
information—product descriptions, specifications, buying
tips, colorful images, detailed comparison charts, revealing
cut-away illustrations, profiles of the manufacturer and
designer, and much, much more!
How To Get Your FREE Copy Of The High-End Audio Catalog.
Call toll-free, 1-800-451-5445, and give us your name and
address. The call is free, and so is the catalog. This catalog
request hot-line is open 24 hours aday, 7days aweek, so
call anytime. Why not call now? Call 1-800-451-5445
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AUDIO
ADVISOR

Established in 1980. Audio Advisor. Inc.. is the worlds
largest seller of high-end audio products by direct mail
Address 4649 Danvers Drive SE Kentwood. Kt 49512
Phone 616-975-6100 Fax 616-975-6111.
htlp ,www audioadvisor corn
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Audio
MIT MI1-770 TUBE TERMINATOR (latest tube
amp reference) 10' speaker cable, ($3300) $1295 0130,
ppd. (410) 821-5529.
WATT 3/PUPPY I, Puppy Tails, Puppy Claws,
$5000; POW WHOW subwoofer model 2, $5000.
Call Greg, (714) 650-5398.
SELLING: LEGACY WHISPER. $7100; Class,. CA300, $2700. (716) 837-4390.
KRELL KSA PREAMP, $850; Adconi GUA-535
$200; lbwlab FT-101A tuner, $400. All mint. (914)
668-6500 days, (914) 362-2330 eversimrs.
AUDIO RESEARCH SP9 III preamp with phono,
black, mint, ($2499) $1299; Naim speaker cable, two
20' pairs, $4/foot, $40/pair, Counterpoint SA-5000A
preamp with phono, silver, mint, 2-year transferrable
warranty, ($3599) $1699; Rotel RCD-96513X Cl) with
digital out, ($450) $200; Yamaha T500 digital tuner,
($175) $50. Tim, (630) 208-6012.
LINN LP12/LINGO/EKOS, $3475; Mark Levinson
No33I, $3475; Counterpoint SA-220 amp, $975; Thiel
22speakers, $1975. (606) 581-3763.

PASS ALEPH P WITH REMOTE, $2100; Pass Os,
$1800; CAT SLI Reference, $1600; Jadis JPL, $2200;
Rowland Consummate, $2300; MMus preamp, $1800;
MIT Shotgun CVT, 1m, $350; Genesis IM-8200,
$525. C.ill FKhan, M.D. (860) 464-7409, evenings EST
VERDI ER TURNTABLE, $4000; Airtangent 213,
$1500; both unused. Paragon Jubilee monitors and
JEM subwciofers, $2500; Sci Fi Joules plus stands, $500;
Ohm F, $500; KSS 230W OTL monoblocks, $3000.
(920) 845-5055, 8-10pri CSTjl.d@roehrotter .
MERIDIAN 508-24 CD, upgraded from 508-20,
($3500) $2250. (504)767-2842 or jkxy@iv.nekom.rom
MARK LEVINSON No23.5 and No26, amp/preamp, $9000, sold as pair only. (416) 674-2368.
AUDIO RESEARCH SPIS. last version. new tubes,
phono section, $795. (812) 853-5 530
ACOUSTAT THREE, full-range electrostat, excellent
condition, $550. (812) 853-5530.
THIEL CS7, can be updated to 72s, $5750/pair; Levinson NO.333 amp, $5750. Contact Chris, (847)864-7917
ARAGON 4004 MK.II, excellent condition, $800;
Vanderstecn 2Ci's with stands, $650. Rob, (414) 2509579, cre leaw message

COUNTERPOINT SA-20/220 OWNERS: Designer Michael Elliott can update your amps to use Natural Progression/Fidelis technology. No more fragile
MOSFETs! Simple nib,: stage, no feedback. Sweeter,
deeper, more powerful performance. Only $650! Balanced nube inputs, monoblock conversion, other
options! Upgrades for other models available. Call Alta
Vigil Audio, (760) 945-0356, or e-mail artrudio@aol. rom .

THIEL CS3.5, $1200; Krell KSL preamplifier with
phono, $900; Sony CDP-X77ES, $600. All mint condition with original boxes. (602) 595-2885.

MUSIC REFERENCE RIM Mk.I1 amplifier, two
EL34 sets, ($3450) $2050. Charles, (619) 534-5528 slap,
(619)792-1631 evenings.

ESSENCE SAPPHIRE 200Wpc mono amplifiers.
Ja.sper circuit upgrade, JPS custom power cords, Conan
chassis, new condition, ($12,000) $6000. (608)849-3008.

PS AUDIO ULTRALINK, ($1995) $550. TOrreney,
(757) 467-3619.

NAKAMICHI OMS-70 CI) player/remote,
•
$150; Sony Boodo Khan, mint, $95. (612) 425-3378.

BALANCE1) AUDIO TECHNOLOGY VK-60
amplifier, mint condition. $2495 plus shipping. Ed,
(803) 851-7347

SPECTRAL DMCIO DELTA, perfect condition, new
circuit board in '95, $850. No preamp available at that
price can touch it! Caliphs' at (901)767-2125. ha, yMCS•q ¡.4,

ABSOLUTELY MINT NAIM CDS, $3500. (773)
702-7594, hruce@heitruhimee., du

IOWA
Model 860

V1MOGITtd.

Wadia
America's best disc, tape and
component storage system

The RACKIT" System
(since 1984)

Stackable, portable oak units
hold all recording formats
and audio/video components

Free mailorder brochure
(please mouton Slereophile/

Per Madsen Design (415) 822 4883
PO. Box 882464
San Francisco, CA 94188
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Mart

THOR TA-13/00 hue preamp, new condition, 0hours,
Telefunken tube set plus original. ($7000) $3600. (608)
849-3008.
BRYSTON 213-LP AMPLIFIERS (2), $400 each;
Bryston .513 preamplifier, $300; Rotel 11T-935AX
tuner, $125; Itotel RA-93I integrated amp, $125. All
mint. (313) 493-3530 or e-mail al rm18@chryslerrom .
DEFINITIVE TECHNOLOGY BP8 bipolar, $500;
PF 15 subwcmfer, $450; CI center, $160; Sony STRGX900ES receiver, $400. Call (405) 364-9088 or ryan
sorehormailcom .
VAN DERSTEEN 2Ci's, new condition, includes Sound
Anchor stands. $750. Chicago area. Call (847) 428-6403.
ROWLAN I
)MODEL 9T mono amplifiers, ($28,000)
$17,000; Accuphase DC-91, ($13,995) $6800; Accuphase DG-28 'Ai octave digital voicing equalizer
with balanced analog inputs and outputs, ($10,000)
$6000; Levinson No31 transport, ($9495) $6000. All
mint, all orinal owner. (803) 554-4600, (803) 5522544, Dboddest946@aotrom
EXPOSURE COMI'LETE ACTIVE SYSTEM: (1)
XIV preamp, (3) IV dual-regulated power amps, (I) V
cmssover, (2) IX power supplies, plus all necessary
Cable Talk interconnects. Mint with original boxes.
$11,500. Call 7Orn, (203) 761-0520.
PHASE COHERENT/ULTRA-I )EFINITION loudspeakers. Our elegant UD-6.5 Towers use new technology (Minimal Reactance Crossovers). Esorec sohdome, HD-Aemgel mid, Esotec woofer, all offsetmounted for exact impulse phase alignment. Unsurpassed at revealing subtle inner detail and reproduction
of program events with captivating imagery. ludo: (414)
889-4800, Sihw 1,11,•,., 11'1 53170. Smithy Linear Audio.
CAT SIGNATURE M K.II preamp, low hours,
($6000) $3600; Graham 1.5 T/C toneann, ($.3000)
$1750; nuke Technology TT-1 DAC, like new,
($3500) $1300; Nordost Red Dawn, 20' interconnect,
($1200) $650. Boh, (810) 254-6671.

The Best in
Home Grown
Audio.
Featuring:
•Quad •Spendor
•Creek
•Alon
•Von Schueikert •Coda
•OCM •Kimber
•Clayton
•BM( •Acruphase •Kora
•YBA
Also featuring high end used
equipment fully guaranteed!

•Atlantis •Audio Power Wedge •Audio Research
•Billy Bags •CAL •Chiro by Kinergetics
•Definitive Technology. Dunlavy •(AD
•Grado •HK •lolida •Krell• Losan •Magnan
•Martin Logan •Magro •McCormack •MIT
•Monster Cable •Nino Panamas •ProAc •NB
•Rega •Sanus •Sound Anchors •Standesign •Sunfire
•Synergistic Research •Thiel •Van den hul cartridges
•VPI •Wadia •Wilson Audio ... and more.

Audio-Video
L•0•G•I•C

The Midwest '.s Ultimate Stereo Store
3702

Des

Beaver

Ave.

Moines, IA 50310
515-255-2134
Specials on our Wehsite: http://www.asuuddio-

H° Fi Farm

1

616 Plaza, Suite 5, %meta, Va., 24121
Call For Inforniation Toll Free:

I•800 •752 •4018
online ut wss w.hillfanme
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Nigh End...
Not Nigh Price
Anthem

McCormack

Audioquest

Monitor Audio

Audio Truth

Rega

B&K

Sharpvision

California Audio Labs

Sonic Frontiers

Cary Audio

Sumiko

Creek

Taddeo

Golden Tube

Tice
Transparent Audio

Krell

Vandersteen

Magnum Dynalah

Von Schweikert

Marantz

Well Tempered

SOUNCWORIG
3400 Monroe Aye.

n
chester,

New Yrk

116 264.0410
incredibly sensual sound
that takes you there

G

the best
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measured."
-Oregon rest lab
Feb 199/ on tire new
Omer speakers
with the APIICC
banerel Differential
Candle System

-Peter Mitchell.
Slereophile May 1994
on an earlier prototype
demonstrating one
catare ol the lull
APIICC system

I

The Quartets are available in oak, walnut, mahogany and
black oak. Satellites and subwoofers can be sold separately.
30-day in home trial when ordered factory direct. 5yr. mfg.
warranty. Call for brochure. Dealer inquires welcome.

Speakerworks
Also Featuring Products by
•Adcom •AMC •Audible Illusion •AudioQuest •138K. Chicago Audio Group
•Grado •Innovative Audio •Jolida •Kimber (able •McCormack •NAD.NSM
•Onkyo •Room-Tune •Plateau •PSI .Sumiko •Target. Tice .Totem
'Van ISpeaketworlts

773 769 0773
5704 N. Western Avenue Chicago, IL 60659
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FOR SALE/TRADE: The following tube and solidstate amplifiers, preamps, misers at affordable prices.
McIntosh: 2100 amp, C-28 preamp, MC 250 amp, MR
67, MR 71, MC 75, C-26 preamp. MC 275, (2) MC
30s. MC 40, (2) C-4 preamps, MA 5100, MA 230, 50
W-2. Scott items include the following: 340 receiver,
3111) FM maser, LK 72 preamp, LK 48 amp, 355 preamp miser, 3101) tuner, 280 amp, 208 amp, 399 tuner,
3301) AM/FM tuner, 222C amp, 340 tuner amp, 130
preamp, 991) amp, LK 48B amp, LT110 maser, LC 21
preamp, 2% amp, 330C stereo nmer, (rare) 320 tuner,
299 amp. The following Fisher equipment: X101 amp,
series 80 mono tuner. X1000 amp with cab. FM 50
tuner, (2) 70A2 monoblock amps, 5013 tuner, FM 100
tuner. The following Dynaco ¡tenis: FM 3 maser, (2)
Dyna Mk.11 amps, (3) Dynakit ST70, (2) Dynakit
Mk.IV :imps. The following Eico audio gear: Leo 2080
amp with snatching 2510 tuner. HF81, ST84, (2) MX99
multiplex adaptors. HF52 amp. The following Heathkit audio items: (2) W5M amps, MAI with M-3. (2) A9C amps, WA4 amp, WZA amp, AA 32 stereo amp,
(3) WAP-1 preamps, AA 1219 amp. The following
Hannan/Kardon items: Citation Iprearnp, Citation
Eleven, (2) C-100 1110110 amps. The following
Lafayette: LA 235, LT 250 FM stereo =let LT 80
tuner, LR 400. LA 235 70W amp; miscellaneous amps,
misers, turntables, and speakers. Knight stereo 60
chrome amp. KG 250 stereo amp. (2) Grommes Music
Lovers mono amps, Grommes 221A monoblock amps.
Mills (2A3 P/11 llllll oblock amp. RCA SA-32A amp.
Sherwood model 8000-S receiver, Sherwood made!
30940 Ills nmer, Trio model WX 14 receiver. (4) Bogen
1)13-20 amps, (2) Bogen D1310 amps, Triad H-F 10
amp, Fairchild 219 mixer studio amp. Maranta 7-C, (2)
McMartin MA 20 amps, (2) C-10 amps, (2) Brooks
12A3 amps, Pilot LA 40 amp, Pilot 200 FM multiplexer, Time model X-7 reel-to-reel; Teax AN 80 noisereduction unit NIB, 1)13X model 224 noise-reduction
unit. Tandberg model 64 reel-to-reel deck, Aiwa
AD63(I0 stereo cassette deck, dual 1019 and Realistic
Lab 56 turntable, Thorens 11)-124, Strom Communications model AI' 14 200W 00550 amp with four
KT138 mbes, Karg Crystal tuner, Karg stereo multiplexer. The following 15" speakers: (1) Altec 80313, (1)
Altec 416A, (1) laming 1)-130. Aires; N-500 DIV network, Altec N-1(94X)13 network, pair of AR II speakers.
Sorenson QMA 28-18 power supply. Bogen 13 200X
I)iv. network, Western Electric KS-12048 Div. net, (2)
University N-2 B power supplies. Note: All of my
audio items are in good to near-must cosmetic and
working condition. Lan' Drago, 383 Lincoln DtiVe,
CheShift; cro64w, (203) 272-6030, (203) 272-2002.4v.
E-mail theradioman@svehtorm .

REFERENCE LINE SILVER SIGNATURE amp,
($7895) $5500; Reference Line Silver preamp, ($2095)
$995; Mango 8.8 interconnect, 3m, ($1195) $450; Marigo 8.8 interconnect, lm, ($495) $175; Reference Line silver interconnects, !Ono, ($250) $95; Reference Line double-rim silver speaker cable, 5', ($2200) $695; Encore
Pyramid 1)AC, ($3995) $1395. Call (615)650-3418.
LEVINSON NO331, ($4995) $3400; Levinson
No38. (53995) $2300; Martin-Logan CU II, dark oak,
4months old, latest version, ($4300) $2800; MIT 750
hi-wire. 15', ($1275) $625. (440) 526-8301 (OH).
LEVINSON NO.20.6 monoblock reference amplifiers (fresh Madrigal tune-up), includes AudioTruth
Clear 3' hi-wire speaker cables, ($16.000) $6600; Proceed PAV Audio/Video preamp, $3000. Call (503)
629-8166.
THIEL CS3.6 SPEAKERS, walsnit upgrades, boxes,
($4300) $2400 plus shipping. isji; (606) 442-9981.
C.E.C. TL 1 TRANSPORT, $1650; Timbre TEl
DAC, balanced, $850. (352) 521-0687, hare message
138zW MATRIX 3SERIES 2. predecessor of 803s, perfect condition, ($2700) $950. (847) 272-2667
KR VV52I3 SINGLE-ENDED rube mono amps.
24Wpc, mint, 58500 or trade for high-output amps;
Jadis DPMC phono preamp with Mango ItteX Reference power cord and Hannonix RFS 56 bars,
$2200; Reference 3A Baccarat speakers (92(113 effluent, full-range) with Hannossix RES 56 bars, mint,
$1800. Don Gibson, (413) 781-6500 x113 days, (413)
525-0198 ermine.
LAKESIDE ACOUSTICS IS PROUD to intmduce
the MV-250, afull-range two-way designed by Ross
Nelson. It compares favorably with his highly regarded
NR 8-04. Featuring stunning dynamics, 91113 efficiency, and anominal 8 ohms impedance. Factory-direct,
30-day home audition program and free shipping.
Lakeide Acoustics, 5679 Op1;7-Lentz., Geke, OH 43412.
(888) 248-6032 evenings.
LINN LINTO, ($1500) $1250; Linn Arkiv, ($2300)
$1500. Both new in boxes. Evan, (212) 889-8082 hif ,n•
10pin EST
FOURIER SANS PAREIL 160Wpc inonoblock
OTL, 51800 0130. (914) 621-3551.
BEL 1001 MK.111 AMPLIFIER, $1750; Cardas Golden Cross balanced, lost $450; digital. 1
in, $150; two 6'
speaker pairs. $600 each; AudioQuest Diamond, 1m,
RCA, $395; Apex Audio LLTL interconnect, balanced,
25', $450. BI71, (919) 779-3019 instil 9mn EST; (919) 3622763, leave message
FORSELL AIR REFERENCE with flywheel, $5850;
Dunlavy V, $7000. Local. (213) 628-0933.

AU1)10 RESEARCH VT130, $2500; Audio Research
LS213 Mk.II uitls remote, $1700; Theta Data Basic
srAllison. S1100; Theta Pro Prime DAC. $500; Thiel
52500. (801) 451-5728, (801) 451-5749.

YANKEE MODEL 72 MK.111 SPEAKERS, Verdier
turntable, Morch DP-6 toncann, Koetsu Pro IV cartridge; C.E.C. TL 2CI) transport. All mint (973) 7462794.

AUI >10 RESEARCH LS7 preamplifier. black, under
4(1 hours, ($1500) 5900; Sonic Frontiers SFP-1 Signature phono stage, gold/silver, under 10 hours, ($1700)
5900; Linn LPL, (Valhalla, Cirkus, Trampohn, Basik,
K($2900) $950. (510) 521-3561.

WE OFFER PERFECT CON I
)ITION with warranty: Audio Physic, Audio Research, Cary, Conrad-Johnson, Gershman Acoustics, Krell, Levinson, Martin-

Kil lLL KSA-100S, $2300; Bryston 7BST, new. $3800;
Threshold T400, new, $4400; PSB Stratus Gold. $1300;
Yam:Inuits 5(9494), lm, $375. NYC (917) 318-6111.
PURE SILVER INTERFACE CABLES. KUJTechnologies is proud to introduce AG-III, acable painstakingly handcrafted using only the finest hand-polished.
solid-core silver conductors and Teflon dielectrics. A
new biliclunark kw transparency and valise. Enjoy!
$129/meter pair. KUJTorhoologic, (813) 521-9836.
GENESIS LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEM -Genesis 300s,
mint condition, hardly used, local pickup, ($30,000)
514.500. Morse heir or leave IlleSSage di (917) 727-3258.
PASS ALEPH 1.2. $8300; ALEPH 1' remote, $2800;
Aleph 5, $2600; Cary 300 SE Signamre (latest). Western tubes, $3150; 805C (latest). 559011-, Voce Divina
Tenore floorstanding monitors, ($8350) $5700; Spectron, 300Wpc, ($2500) $IMS. (801) 226-1018.

Logan, modal.
Nl3S, Sonic Frontiers, Transparent,
Wadia, and many more high-end components. Call for
inventory list, or visit our showrooms at 35-62 166 St,
flushing NY 11358. Tel. (718) 961-8842, fix (718) 8869530. High End Audio.
PREMIUM-GRADE PARTS! Absolutely the hest
selection of audiophile-grade parts at fair prices! InfiniCaps, Hovland. MIT MultiCaps, SCR, Black Gate,
Nichicon. Vishay, Caddock, Holco, Mills,
Kiwarne, Yamainura, etc. capacitors, resistors. All types
audio connectors, chassis wires, custom cables. Alps,
Noble, TIM, Hedred diodes, copper-foil inductors,
tubes, vibration damping sheets, isolators, lkflex Panels, hospital-gr.rde AC connectors, tools, accessories,
free catalog! Michael Perry, Box 524 hornless, CA 94937
(415) 669-7181, (415) 669-7558 .W.
ACOUSTIC ENERGY: Reference STAE 2 speaker
stands, ($1500) $595 0130; AE2 Signature speakers,
($5500) $2495; will separate. Sronsplii/e. Novenslx•r
1995. (517) 337-836Z
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PLINIUS SA 100/11 amplifier, ($4000) $2595; M16R
remote preamplifier, ($4250) $2595. (517) 337-8362.

THIEL CS2 2, walnut, 4months old, perfect, ($2950)
$2150. (815) 967-6742.

PASS LABS DAC 1, ($5000) $3495; Meridian 518,
($1800) $1095; Kimber KS2020 digital cable, ($600)
$380. (407)260-0043 days, (407)740-8784 eVellille EST

THETA CHROMA 396 D/A, $400; Threshold FET10/e, 51250; Theta Basic 11, $1150; Definitive BP-2,
$400/pair, Bryston 3B-ST THX (2), $900 each: Snell
TFIX SUR-500, $950/pair, Snell Q. $500/pair, Extedt
Digital Sound Level Meter (2), resolution to 0.1 decibel.
($220) $110 each; Wilson Puppy Wheels, $40/4 pairs;
Laser Level for speaker setup, $100 each. (732)938-4668.

McCORMACK DNA 0.5 I)ELUXE, $1200; Newton,' Research Ribbon speakers, easy load compared to
UP $4000 speakers, $936; NHT SW2Pi sub amp,
$500. Call (954) 964-9228 for details.
VTL MB 225 DELUXE TRIODE AMPLIFIERS,
($5495) in excellent condition with Signature transformers ($1000), covers, and other upgrades. Pure triode 225W monoblocks, Stermphile Class A (October
1995); boxes and manual. Asking $2495. Mark, (781)
284-4154 or (617) 725-6480.
CITATION 5.0 PROCESSOR with AC-3 and DT'S
7.0 processor, 7.1 amps, 72 speakers, 7.3 surrounds,
7.4 subs. Many pieces unopened. Save!! Phone 10am(1pm PST, fax anytime: (808) 261-1215. e-mail:
wouxu@hottna.itrom .
WAI)IA 2000S TRANSPORT, $2400; Resolution
Quantum DAT, $1450; Cardas Hexlink 5C, 2m, $440.
(516) 561-0174 days, (212) 963-7286 eissiisps
JADIS DEFY-7 III AMP, $3500; Jadis DPL preamp. $2300; both mint, 55000 for both. Sand (352)
742-2021.
LEVINSON N0_36/37, mint, less than 1year old,
$2950 each; Golden Dragons, mint, 51900. (9(9) 6764016, &fn.,. lOpm EST (919) 676-4072 .4v.
ADCOM GDA-700 and MIT Digital Reference cable,
$825 plus shipping. (504) 893-4058.
DIAL FREE FOR NEWEST BRANDS: Sonic Frontiers, Accuphase, Sunfire (Signature, 52195), Meridian,
Alón,
Bryston, Pass Labs (Aleph 2, 54725), Epos,
Dynaudio, Polyfusion, Grado, Nordost, Linn, Mesa,
Tammy, Tice, Velodyne, VPI, Minus, (SA100, $2925),
Sonus Faber, and dozens more... (888)427-8124.

niga
Planet

EARMAX HEADPHONE amplifier soon joined by
EarMax Pro, call for details; PreMax-TriMax electron-

Mart

...AND THE
OTHER HALF
WENT INTO
THE TUITION
FUND.

ics, March toneanns, Verdier turntable and 30011
amplifier (assembled or kit), Top Hats, D.Feet dampers, Monopole connectors, European LPs/CDs! Axdio
Adrall(e7110IIS, BOX WO,
Liell'Obt Park, NJ 07035. (973)633/151. Check our site: wunitandioadrancements.com !
AUD1ENT TECHNOLOGIES: Audit Digital Interface, $175; Illui ll i
ll ati 1)-60 digital interconnect, 0.5m,
RCA, $125. Marantz: CD-63 Mk.11 CI) player, $200;
RC-2000 learning remote, $125. All prices plus shipping. (972) 713-9493.
SPECTRAL 1)M-150, $4300; MIT MH85o cyr
Reference speaker, 8', ($6000) $2800; both 6months
old. Gryphon 1)M-100, ($14,000) $4500; ARC V140,
mint, ($8000) $3500/pair; SPIL $2100; Classic 3(,
$1350; 1)400, $2200. VTL MB-600, ($12,000)
$5500/pair; Cary CAI)-805 B, $4450; Tannoy 215
Professional. mint, ($12,000) 56500; C.E.C. TL 2, new,
$1800; Genesis Lens, 51200; Merlin VSM Basic, latest.
($4600) $2300. (909) 627-3869.
KRELL KSI'-713 PREAMP, Stamphile Class B recommended component (April 1991), built-in phono stage,
$1300. (773) 274-2749.
CARY 300 SE Signature, $2750: 98 SLP, $1800; 845
SEI, $6500. (864t 45.495b
CARY SLM 11M1 n

hnone, mint,

S271111. (732)

Superbly petfirming products.
Sensibly priced.

ARCHIVE AUDIO
Columbus, Ohio
614-237-5699
Featuring
WISDOM AUDIO •THE ADREIVALINI
Deehi Ironer ,Aronov *Von Schweisen•Goptind *Cement
Spkr Tech •
Aude Mee EKSC

EW 'Dopes), Beck Dernond

Reference Line •JPS Labs. Chang Liespeee .0(11X NEAR
Chaprren •Tee •Musr Metre •ms8. Thorens .
Monarchy

572-6572.
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Well help you choose the best of the new 180g LP
reissues and avoid those costly stinkers
Speaking of

We Beat

costly stink-

ers. some 01 Ty competitors
are actually charging money

for the new Warner Brothers 180 gram reissues (rom
Germany.

They've apparently never played these LP's

because they
are

Everybody's

the most

hideously

FREE $175 Synergistic Research
Alpha Sterling interconnect with
Rega Planet purchase .. $799
•Atlantis •Audio Power Wedge •Audio Research
•Billy Bags •CAL •Chiro by Kinergetics
•Definitive Technology' Dunlavy •(AD
•Grado •HK •lolida •Krell •Lovan •Magnan
•Martin Logan •Magro •McCormack •MIT
•Monster Cable •NBS• Panamas •ProAc •PSEI
•Rega •Sanus •Sound Anchors •Standesign •Sunfire
•Synergistic Research •Thiel •Van den hul cartridges
•VPI •Wadia •Wilson Audio ... and more.

Audio-Video
L•06061•C
The Midwest's Ultimate Stereo Store

Beaver Ave.
Moines, IA
ii Ito
515-255-2134
Specials on our Website: http://svussauxlig,-krgir men
3702
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DCC LP's $21 99

might be.
If
you want honest into ,mud reviews al new LP's, there's
really only one place to go: Better Records. We call 'em
as we see ern because bad records are bad tor Everybody.

Gold CD's under $10

On lop
of that we
discount

• •. we ni •
• - EMI. Alto and Classic
2OE99 Ll.,
931 99, and DCC. the
label ever, With pressings that are the very
•Ilatural sound.

We also specialize in great

Free Shipping
These are no
mere
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discs

They're

on

TUBES •PARTS •BOOKS •SUPPLIES

Iwould never

pressings like those. no

"undiscovered" LP's like
nobody else

Call, fax or e-mail for our free
60 page catalog of vintage
tubes, hard to find parts,
books and supplies. It's just
what you need to build new or
repair classis tube audio
equipment.
(602) 820 -54 1I•Fax (800) 706-6789
e-mail infaast ulx.emndmore.com
WW1, tubesand more .com

Orders Over $100!

records you'll find yourself playing again and again

Hear

the music you love with sound you never thought possible
Check out the hundreds of excellent new LP's in our

Free Catalog 800487-8611

1- ANTIQUE ELECTRONIC SUPPLY'
Lainfre5 •alMen*.

6221 S. Maple Ave •Tempe, AZ 85283
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Mart

MERIDIAN 518 DIGITAL PROCESSOR, $1300.
(206) 328-6253.

BRUCE MOORE M125 tube monos with 6550s,
used 4months, ($6600) $2800; Magnum Dynalab FT101A, $475. Bob, (608) 271-9098.

LEGACY PACEMAKER SUBWOOFER: two 15"
drivers, powered, flat to 16Hz, variable crossover, original owner, box and manual, mint, ($2500) $1495. (309)
682-1233.

CELLO ELECTRONICS: Audio Palette/MW with
master power supply, ($25,500) $14,500; Cart for
Palette, ($725) $360; Performance Amplifier II set,
($25,000) $14,250. Cello Strings interconnects: 33' pair,
50', two Fisher-to-XLR jumpers, lifetime warranty.
Sftreophik Class A (October 1997), latest models, original owner, manuals and boxes, mint. (309) 682-1233.

MERIDIAN 518 digital processor/preamp, $1100;
Aragon 8008 BB power amp, $1650; Mirage M-3
speakers, $1000. Or best offers. (757) 443-2078.
AUDIO PHYSIC CALI)ERA: Custom-made jumpers of Transparent Reference XL in factory-recommended star pattern, original owner, mint, ($1480)
$740. (309) 682-1233.
CELLO ENCORE PREAMP with phono, ($10,000)
$4300; ListenUp Maughanbox for B&W 801, ($1500)
$499; Dzurko Jaguar (cherry) with stands, ($5600)
$2600; Classé DAC-1, ($4000) $2350; ML 23.5,
($7500) $4100; Genesis Time Lens, (s.#111246), small
scratch, ($1800) $1300; Lexicon CP-3+, ($3350) $999;
Lexicon CP-1+, ($1650) $399; MIT Proline, lm,
AES/EBU, ($700) $350; Krell spikes, (AMDs, $200)
$115; NBS 6-outlet power strip, ($800) $400; NBS
Mini Serpent II, 15m, XLRs, ($375) $235; ARC D75A
(1972-1975), Soifer. COD with shipping deposit, Ventura, CA. Brian, (805) 527-9739, fax (805) 527-9808,
e-mail: hellohifi@aoLcom
AMPS: AUDIO RESEARCH D110B, ($3250) $1000;
VTM120, ($5000) $2700; Onkyo M5I38F, ($2100)
$1100; Plinius 21001, $750; Threshold T400, $3000.
Preamps: Audio Research LS2B $1350; LS2B II, $1500;
LS3, $875; SP9 11 with phono, $1000; Boulder L3AE
with phono, (52875) $1500; Krell KSL, $1000; Threshold FET-10/e HI, ($3200) $1500. A/V: Lexicon CPI,
$275: 500T. $800. Players: CAL Aria III, ($2400) $600;
Meridian 506, ($1700) $850. Tuner: Dynalab FT11,
($575) $325. Speakers: Alón II, ($2300) $1300; Soundwave Grand Soliloquy, ($3600) $1500; Wilson WATT
1, ($5200) $1800. Miscellaneous: Tice lila conditioner,
sealed, ($1500) $1100; Yamamura conditioner, ($1500)
$750. Please see previous issue and call for more equipment and cables. Trevor, (302)737-2606, evrks@voicerretcom

CDs, LPs, Tapes
RCA LSC SHADED DOGS, Mercury 90000, London lit bluebacks, Lyrita, Argo, EMI ASD, British
Decca, rare monos. Call (212) 496-1681, fax (212) 4960733. Harvey Gilman, 243 W. 76th St, Apt 1B, New York,
NY 10023.
WANTED: QUALITY USED CLASSICAL LPs.
Randall Goldman, Box 1, Rancho Mirage, CA 92270.
Tel./fax (888) 872-6929.
RECORDS FOR SALE: Hundreds of classical titles,
including many HP listed, TAS recommended, "hot,"
and otherwise highly collectible audiophile LPs. Write
or call for free list: First Chair Rerords, P.O. Box 629, Wilkersville, MD 21793, USA. Tel: (301) 845-8997
MOBILE FIDELITY SOUND LAB, new, sealed,
out-of-print CI)s. SASE: &Mika, 3049 Biber St. #T6,
East Lansing, MI 48823.
CLASSICAL LPs, 78s, and CDs. LPs include audiophile, violin, piano, vocals, 20th-century, unusual repertoire. All records are play-graded. Please write or call
for my next set sale list. Stanley Higgins, 11819 S. Eucalyptus Ave #8, Hawthorne, CA 90250. (310)679-8906.
TOP DOLLAR PAII) FOR CD and LP collections.
No collection too large! Classical, Opera, Jazz, Rock,
Alternative, audiophiles (SR/LSC/EMI-ASI)), more.
150,000 titles in stock. Free brochure! Princeton Record
Exchange; 20 Tulane St, Princeton, NJ 08542. (609) 921
0881, nitimpre.v.cont .

Audio Mart Order Form
NEW 1998 RATES: Private, $1.25 per word; Commercial, $4.15 per word; 8166 minimum on
all commercial ads. A word is defined as one or more characters with aspace, dash, or slash on either
side. (Telephone and fax numbers, e-mail and WWW addresses count as one word.) PAYMENT: All ads
must be prepaid with order. Visa/MC/AmErt or checks are accepted. MAIL 'ID: Stereophile, Classified Ad
Department, P.O. Box 5529, Santa Fe, NM 87502-5529, or FAX (505) 983-6327, or SUBMIT
ONLINE: classifictis@stereophile.coin (Faxed and e-mailed ads arc credit-card only.) DEADLINE: Ads
are duc on the first working day of the month, two months in advance of the issue in which your ad will
appear. For example, if you want your ad to tun in the July 1998 Sterevphile, you must submit it with payment by May I. 1998. Ad material that reaches us after deadline will appear in the next available issue. No
refunds. If you have questions, call (505) 982-1411.
Enclosed is payment in the amount of $

for

words.

My card 41,is

Exp. date

Signature
Please mn my ad in the following months:
U General

U CDs/LPs/Tapes

LPs and REEL TAPES: Audiophile, Classical, Opera.
Write, call, fax, or e-mail for monthly list of 3500
items. IrVinell MIISiC, 9580 NW Omen Rd, Portland,
OR 97229, USA. (503) 297-2117 fax (503) 297-2138, email immusiespiritone.com.
FOR SALE: PRE-RECORDED reel-to-reel tapes, 7"
and 10',2", $5 each. Jelly Menzies, 730 112th St. SW
Everett, WA 98204. (425)745-4969, mertzes@MSN.com

Wanted
WANTED: TUBE HI-F1 AN1) SPEAKERS, tube
theater amps, corner speakers, horn drivers, coaxial/niaxial speakers, crossovers, tubes. Altec, ElectroVoice,
JBL, Jensen, McIntosh, Quad, Dynaco, Scott, Lowther,
Fisher, Heath, Eico, RCA, Tannoy, Leak, Marantz,
Western Electric, etc. Also high-end ARC, ConradJohnson, Linn speakers, etc. Also old guitars and guitar
amplifiers. Sonny Goldson, 1413 Magnolia Lane, Midwest
City, OK 73110. (405) 737-3312,.lax (405) 737-3355.
COLLECTOR WANTS: Sequerra FM-1, Tandberg
3001A, 3014A, old Tannoy; tube Maranta 1, 2, 9, 10,
10B, 6, 3 (crossover); Mcintosh MC-3500, MI-350;
Nakamichi TD-700, 1200 Mk.11; Becker car stereo.
Working or not, mono/stereo. For trade in order to
match: Tannoy black/silver, ReVoz A770 (reel),
Nakamichi Dragon (cassette). (718) 384-4667
WANTED: SYSTEMDEK IIXE turntable motor,
franks@mindspringcom or (334) 358-0772.
WANTED: AUDIO RESEARCH and MARANTZ
tube equipment, Sequerra tuners. Top prices paid. (818)
241-3344, (818) 242-4433 fax.
WANTED: TECHNICS PREAMPLIFIERS —
SU-A6, SU-A4, SU-A6 Mk.II, SU A4 Mk.11, SU-A80.
Integrated: SU-V98, SU-V78. (916) 354-1990.
COLLECTOR
BUYING
(working or not,
mono/stereo): Tannoy, JBL, Altec, old tube Maranta,
McIntosh. Leak, Futterman, Quad, REL, Fisher, Altec
speakers, Sequerra tuners, Krell, Cello/Levinson,
ARC, turntables, arms, etc. Also used wristwatches:
Rolex, Audemars, Omega. Fado. etc. (used watch parts
and tools). Traveling often, midwest and cast coast.
Trade welcome. (718) 387-7316.

Employment
MADRIGAL AUI)10 LABORATORIES has long
been aleader in high-end audio/video consumer electronics. We have adynamic work environment that
appreciates the importance of engineering development. Our continued growth and expansion have created opportunities for afew technical professionals. We
have immediate openings for the following positions,
each requiring aBS in Engineering:
Senior Software 1)r:sign Engineer: Will design and

Iprefer to pay by check, made payable to Stereophik
Iprefer to pay by U Visa U MasterCard U American Express

Category heading:

HIGHEST PRICES PAID for classical LPs, mono and
stereo. Will travel for large collections. Call 1.481 ,1171CC
°Toole, P.O. Box 138, Bearsvilk NY 12409, tel/fiter (914)
679-1054.

U Wanted

U Employment

Copy (Please type or prinr, attach separate sheet if necessary):

implement software systems. Requires experience in
the following arcas: structured software system design,
embedded control systems, user interface design
Jr. Design Engineer: will be involved in hardware
design of digital audio products, including FPGA
design, embedded controller design including lowlevel S/W drivers, data conversion, and schematic captore and board layout
Madrigal Audio Laboratories offers competitive wages,
health/dental insurance, 401K retirement plan, childcare
voucher program, and snore. Send résumé to: Madrigal
Audio Laboratories, Ann: Personnel, PO. Box 781, Middkrown,
CT 06457
MOW inlOnnation, call (860) 346-0896.

Name
Street
State
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WANTEI): EXPERIENCED HIGH-END Audio/
Home Theater/Home Automation sales person to

Company
City
Zip

Tel.

Fax

work in one of the leading retail stores in the country.
Must have good organizational skills, people skills, and
understand the importance of business. Fax résumé to
(801) 486-6972.
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Larry

Archibald

igures don't lie —liars figure,"
says one of my favorite people
in the high-end business, implying that numbers will expose the
truth, which can be particularly embarrassing to the untruthful.
Although Iagree that liars frequently
are embarrassed, Ialso say that numbers
do lie. Frequently. You just can't understand anumber without its context,
which sometimes is alot of other numbers, and sometimes is nothing more
substantial than a well-judged understanding of the subject.
Take the article in last month's
Stereophile, "Splintering the Classics,"
by David Patrick Stearns. Stearns reports that classical music sales "tumbled" to 3.4% in 1996, leading to all
kinds of dire predictions. It's true. It's
also true that classical music sales have
bumped up and down between 3.1%
and 3.7% since 1991 — 1996 sales, at
3.4%, were actually up from 2.9% in
1995. Classical probably hasn't been a
large part of the music market since the
1950s (if then). The real story, which
Stearns admirably explores, is how classical producers fed about this low percentage of the market, and what they're
doing to get their share.
Someone trying to deceive the reader
could have written an upbeat story
about the huge rise in classical music
sales over the last six years, which went
from $243 million in 1991 to $426 million in 1996. These numbers—all
taken from RIAA statistics —are just as
"true," but are misleading about the way
people feel the business is going.
Take the music business in general:
everyone has been talking about its
woes for acouple of years now. The
RIAA statistics show music sales down
by acouple of percent in 1997 for the
first time in along while; 1996 was up a
couple of percent over 1995. These
three years, almost the same, all clocked
in at about $12 billion. The big news
was the reduction in the rocketlike
growth rate from previous years.
Another way to look at those same
numbers is to say that music sales have just
enjoyed their best three years in history—
by alarge margin. No one's saying that, but
it does all depend on your point of view.
194

Word

The real story is how great the music
business has been doing over the past
four months. 1997 would have been a
disaster except for November and
December, both of which were way
better than they usually are. The trend
has continued into 1998. The recent
annual conference of the National
Association of Recording Merchandisers (NARM) displayed the most upbeat mood I've witnessed in the hi-fii
home-theater/entertainment industry in
the last several years. The success of the
Titanic soundtrack hasn't hurt, but
there've been several other big hits as
well, including one just out from
Madonna. In truth, the music business is
always just one or two big hits away from
outrageous success —and without those
hits, the results are always lackluster.
Another factor behind the happy
music mood is the rationalization of the
retail scene. Retailers like Musicland
and Trans World Music overbuilt in the
early '90s, right at the time mass-market
retailers such as Circuit City, Best Buy,
and Wal-Mart were becoming the biggest music outlets. Big mistake. The
specialty retail chains have scaled back
drastically, there have been afew bankruptcies, and the stores that remain are
doing reasonably well.
The numeric result? The value of
publicly traded music retailers shot up to
$871 million as of February 3, according
to Billboard. This is up from $129 million
at the beginning of 1997 — a 575%
increase in 13 months. The context? On
December 31, 1993, those same companies were valued at the same $871 million, making the February 3result a0%
increase over 51 months.
The hi-fi business is sunk in atrough
similar to the one music found itself in
from 1995 to 1997. Ours started late in
1996, centered around the lack of new
technology. It's not alack of excellence —
practically all the products that Stereophile
reviews, for example, are really good,
CStereophile—V421 No.5, May 1998 Issue Number
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and at least somewhat better than their
predecessors. In fact, one of the problems we face is just how good the preceding batch of products was. Why
replace that which works so well?
There has been startling progress in the
area of inexpensive products. The fact
that we highly recommend at least four
loudspeakers under $350/pair — the
B&W DM302, Mission 731i, Polk RT5,
and PSB Alpha — is unprecedented. And
their more expensive relatives, as well as
many other speakers, in the under-$1500
category do even better. This isn't esoterica. This is the price range in which a
huge number of Americans shop.
Our problem is that them hasn't been
much that's genuinely new for too long.
This is compounded by the fact that our
Asian customers have had their economies turned upside down and their currencies rendered worthless by long-term
developments not unlike the expansion
of retail stores in the music industry.
Many industry veterans, including
some Stereophile writers (see Barry
Willis in April's "Industry Update,"
p.25: "High-end audio is making itself
irrelevant ..."), see this as the end of the
road. Almost everyone sees the advent
of computers as anegative. But Isee
DVD-Video, DVD-Audio, Digital TV,
HDTV, plasma displays, and high-quality sound reproduction in many more
homes than ever before, home digital
audio networks that make good sound
everywhere easy, effective multichannel
audio that makes you feel like you're
really at aconcert, high-end audio at
prices the masses can afford —practically an unlimited future.
And so do the most successful companies Italk to. Sure, any time 30% of
your market (Asia) disappears, you suffer alot. But those who survive —and
they will be the best companies out there
—will have alot more people to sell a
lot more stuff to than ever before.
Speaking of DVD-Video, DVDAudio, and HDTV, you'll be able to see
and audition all of it, and hear from
those who are making it happen, at HIFI '98 in Los Angeles from June 10 to
June 14. See the ad on p.66 for details,
and my column next month for apreview of what's hot.
Stereophile, May 1998
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The World's Best
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(Please note - it comes in two separate chassis)
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A Powerful
1-2 Combination For
Your System

I

t's so hard to discuss only two AudioQuest
cables. We make such awide range, from

interconnects
inexpensive on
for up,
audio,
fromvideo
speaker
andcables
digital.
to f
Actually, they're all inexpensive. In an appro- il'q
priate system they all make the most differ-'
ence for the least money. Here are two
extremely sophisticated, yet highly affordable examples of what we are all about.
Type 6SST
AudioQuest's fine tuned technology is on display in Type 6.
Our classic Hyperlitz construceue
e .?" tion employs a circle of solid
Long Grain Copper (LGC) conductors, aregular fixed geometry
which provides significant magnetic isolation
between the conductors. All conductors are solid in
order to avoid strand interaction, the single greatest
source of cable distortion. Spread Spectrum Technology
(SST) is evidenced by the use of three different sizes of
conductors. SST defocuses the sonic signature of any single
size of conductor, providing amuch greater sense of power
and transparency than ever before. The cable just plain gets out of
the way, which is all any good cable ever should do. In addition to being an ideal full range cable, Type 6is also biwire friendly.
Different preparation techniques allow it to be used as an ideal single-biwire cable for high or low crossover speakers.
TYPE 6

Topaz Audio Interconnei
Low level cables don't have to transfer the large magnetic fields that cause so many of the problems in speaker cables. Interconnect cables don't carry power, they carry information, delicate information
TOPAZ
which would also be damaged by strand interaction or inferior materials. MATERIAL QUALITY -COPPER GRAIN STRUCTURE
(41.1 111e
Topaz employs Double-Balanced construction. Unlike normal ca bl es ,th e
FPG
OFHC
positive and negative conductors are identical. The 100% co vera
ge
shield is only connected at one end, insuring that it will not be used as
an inferior conducting path. All metal conductors are actually made of
pieces called "grains". Normal high-purity copper has 1.500 such grains lengthwise in a Drawn
single foot of conductor. OFHC copper has 400 grains per foot. Topaz's exceptional FPC
copper has single grains which are 700 feet long. What you hear is far cleaner, more realistic and less fatiguing. Properly plated
connectors and the finest solder are acouple more reasons why Topaz provides such extraordinarily high performance.
These are just two of the many AudioQuest cables which will help your system deliver its best one-two combination.
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